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THE 

ANNALS OF RURAL BEN-GltL . 

• 
CHAPTER I. 

• 
,IN'TRODUCTlq_N • 

• • • • Q N the frontier of Lower Bengal, fifty miles 
west from the• ~eld of Plassy, are to be 

traced the land~arks of two ancient kingdoms. 
They lie along the intermediate country between 
the lofty plateau of Central India and the valley 
of the Ganges. The primeval force which had 
up~eaved the interior table-land here sp~nt itself 
on fragmentary ridges and long wavy down~. On 
the west rise the m~untains, covered to the summit 
with m;sses of veg<¥ation. Gorgeolfs ;reepers _firsl 
wreathe with flowers, then strangle their parent 

·stems, and finally bind together the living and the 
dead in one impenetratle thicket. Here and there 
an isolat~d hill with a flat top stands o~t like a • 
fortr~ss on the•plains. _ Fro~ ravines, arched over· 

• with foliage, turbid cataract~ lea]j· down ~on. the 
"'vall~, there to uni~ in•to rivers which, ~t one 

season ~f the year, pour along.tn volumes o' water, 
'f .v&. I. • • A' 

...... 



2 THE ANNALS OF R rJRAL BENGAL. 
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half a mile broad and twenty feet deep, and at 
another season, dwindle to silver threads amid wide 
expanses of sand. Over the uplar.Is the jungle 
still holds its primitive reign, affording covert to 
wild beasts and cool glades for herds of cattle. In 
general the plains undulate gently eastward, dotted 
witl\ fruit-bearing groves, enamelled with bright 
green rice fields, and studded with prosperous 
villages. The soil, although le~s fertile than the 
swamps of Eastern Bengal, retuns in lo~-lying 

• grounds two crops each year ; and .the bracing 
atmosphere makd ample amends to the cultivator 
for the additional fab.pur demanded .by his ftelds. 
The forest yields a spontaneous wealth of timb.er, 
gums, and br;w ~<IC lac-dye~ the valleys produce 
the fine~~ indigo; cotton, jute, su~r-cane, oil-seeds, 
and cereals grow abundantly ; from the mulberry 
shrubs are still derived the silks that adorned the 
beauties of the imperial seraglio; silver ore has 
been dtJg out of the mountains; cop~r is follnd 
on their slopes ; small particles of gold have been 
washed from the river beds ; and the country has 
long been faJU~tUs for its iron ated coal. • 

This well-watered land, rich in noble scenery, 1 

1 1 A land of hill and dale, wood ane]. water, abounding in scenery 
• interesting eO the geologist and lover of the picturesque. The climate 

also changes : the nights are cool and clear ; the damp and fog of 
• Calcutta are left behind.'-The Grand Trunk _:Road, its Localities, 

p. 18. PW.mphlet, Sv.o. Cal~utta. Th.e same ~raveller somewhat 
too eltt~tfsmstically caijs the Beerbhoom highlands, 'the Switzerland • 
of BengaL' This and several other o' the pamphlets by t~ Rev.r 
Jame:> Long, subsequently quoted, appeared originally as articles in 
the Calcfttta Rjview. - • _.. .... . . 



• THE ETHNICAL FRONTIER. 3 
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and enjoying during five months of the year an 
exquisite climate, formed the theatre of one of the 
primitive strufsgles of Indian history. It stood as 
the 0,11tpost of the Sanskrit race on the west of 

'Lower Bengal, and had to bear the sharp collisions 
of Aryan civilisation with the ruder types prevailing · 
among the aboriginoo. On its inhabitants devolt>-ed, 
during three th.ousand years, the duty of holding 
the passes between the highlands and the valley of • the Ganges. T<1 this day they are a manlier ·race 
than their l<insmen of the. plains, and from the • 
beginning of history one of the "two kingdoms has 

• bor11~ 'the natij_e of Mala-bh~i, the Country of the 
• W.restlers,-the other the appellation of Vir-bhumi, 

the Hero Land. • 
It is a matter.of regret that an ethnical frontier. 

whkh must have seen and suffered so ·mu~h that 
would be int~resting to mankind to know, should 
be without any record of the past. Every county, 
allllOSt eve•y parish, in England, has its annals; but 
in India, vast provinces, greater in extent thar: the 
British Islands, hav~ no individual history whatever. . . . . . . 
Districts that have. furnished the Slit~ of famou~ 
battles, or lain upon the routes of .imperial pro
'gresses, appear, iry:deed, for a moment· in the general 
records of the country; but before the ey~ has be-' 
com~ familiar with their uncouth names, the narrative 

I 
passes on, and• they are forgotten. Nor are the 

• inhabitants th;mselves ver)' ~uchtbetter acqtJ.aipted 
"""with •the history of t~e country in which they live. 

Eacll fiHd, indeed, has its anncrl!. The ~rop~ wliich 
' . 
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it has borne during the past century, the rent which 
it has paid, the occasions on which it has changed 
hands, the old standing disputes ab~ut its water
courses and landmarks, all these are treasured up 
with sufficient precision. But the bygone joys and 
sorrows of the district in general, its memorable 
vici~situdes, its remarkable moo, the decline of old 
forms of industry and the rise of new,-in a word, all 
the weightier matters of rural history, are for~tten. 
Life wants the outdoor element which it possesses 

·in so remarkable a degree in England .• Men of the 
upper classes come less frequently into contact with 
each other ; caste ;n<l religious diffterences d~arf 

• the growth of good fellowship and limit the inter-
change of hospitalities ; and ~nything like society 
in the European sense of the w~rd is prevented 
by the seclusion of the female sex. The strong 
county feeling which knits together the magnates 
of an English shire has not had a chance of 
being d.eveloped among the landed .gentry. of 
India. Each house scrupulously preserves its 
own archives, but carefully conaeals them from its 
;eighbours. ·• lfldeed, it never .strikes the iistless, 
rich native, that what to him are dull contempo
raneous events will in time possess the interest of' 

,history; .nor are there any antiquarians to gather up 
such meagre records as vanity or selfishness may 

1
have .framed. Englisjl history OW~S much Qf its 
value, ;t~d still ~re o! its pathos, to the stores of • • 
private documents which the ~rong individuali'ty of 
bygon~ En_glishmen-has left behind; but itt l~dia, . , 
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one rural generation dreams out its existence after 
another, and all are forgotten. 

Not many family archives of importance have 
passed into my hands. The Rajahs placed at my 
disposal a portion of the manuscripts in their dilapi
dated palaces ; the representatives of other dis
tinguished houses fdllowed their ~xample; Pan.dits 
were employed to .go about the country in order to 
gathei materials for a history of each di~trict from 
their. own point ot view; and· severai native gentle·· 
men co-ope.mted with me in collecting the folk-lore. 
The result of these inquiries. however, was too . . 
meagre and. ~oo unreliable efor publication. But 
four years ago, in taking over charge of the District ... 
Treasury, I was struck with the appearance of an 
ancient press, wMch, from the state of its padlocks, 
seemed not to have been opened for many years, 
and with whose contents none of the native officials 
was acquainted. On being broken open it was 
folXld to ctntain the early records of the district 
from within a year. of the time that it passed 
directl)' under Brh:ish rule. Th!'! volumes pre• • 
sented every appea,.ance of age an~ .iecay; theif 
yellow-stained margins were deeply eaten into by 
insects, their outer pa~es crumbled to pieces under 
the most tender handling, and of some .the sole' 
palpable remains were chips of paper mingled with' 
the granular du~t that white a"nts le~ve behind: 

• • •• 
Careful research has ~onvinc<!d me that. tfl.ese 

~ 

neglt!cted heaps conrain much that is worthy of 
b:i~ pr~served. For what '"trustwortlly acc~unt 
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• 
have we of the state of rural India at the com
mencement and during the early stages of our 
rule? Eloquent and elaborate n~rratives have 
indeed been written <?f the British ascendency in 
the East; but such narratives are records of the 
English Government, or biographies of the English 
Go~ernors of India, not histt:>ries of the Indian 
people. The silent millions who bear our yoke 
have found no annalist.2 

• • 
The only extensive investigat!ons into the rural 

statistics of India are those condu<!'ted by the 
Survey Departm~nl, and no witness could f,ive 
more telling evitlenc~ in proof of t>~r ignoril.nce 
than this, the single one we have to cite in our 
favour. The important parts of Bengal Proper, 
from a historical point of view~ are unquestion
ably those that<t:e around the three cities which 
three successive races fixed upon as the head
quarters of their rule. The Origin and History 
of the district that has Calcutta for its- capital .are 
disposed of in rather more than one page, a con
siderable portion of which is taken up by i- feeble . . 
A-ccount of ij1e- Black Hole, a~ the often narrated 
hostilities that ensued. The Origin and History_ 
of Moorshedabad, the ancient focus of Moslem 

• 
1

magnific;nce, are dismissed with half a page; and 
jMaldah, the Hindu metropolis of Bengal, with its 

• • 
:s The euthor oi '!fhe Gr~d Trunk Road, ite Localities' .(p. r6), 

state!io ~·at Vir-bhum, 'is quite unexplored.' This was written 
scarcely ten years ago of a district I yin~ within one hundred rltiles of• 
Calc1.1tta, and only a five hours' railway journey from it. 'Ote extent 
of our inrormawon as to re:'oter provinces may be inferred. i . , . 
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long line of kings, its gigantic walls and arches, its 
once stately palaces now the kennels of jackals, and 
the vast untet!tnted city which has been left stand
ing as a spectacle of desolation and warning to 
those who now are to India what its builders once 
were, is treated as if it had been a sandbank which 
the river silted up olast October, and 'Yill swa+low 
down again next June. ln a thin folio, not a single 
page ~as been devoted to its history. 

This, too, wi.\h the richest and most authentic 
materials fo1; rural history at our cohlmat;ld. Valu
able private stores of documents are indeed want
ing~ but for. ~eir absence tile ·abl.lndance of official · 
records makes ample amends. In th~ chief Govern
ment office of every'district in Bengal are presses 
filled with paper~ similar to those I have described. 
They consist of reports, letters, minutes, judicial pro
ceedings, and relate, in the words of eye-witnesses 
and with official ac~uracy, the daily history of the 

·country fnxn the time the English took th~ admini
stration into their own hands. Many of them are 
writtell in the curt forcible language which men use 
in moments of excitement or' peril"; •a~d in spite C:f 
~he blunders of copyists and the ravages of decay, 

. they have about them that air of real life which 
proceeds not from lit~rary ability, but frolll the fact 
'th~t their authors' minds were full of the subject~ 
on which they-wrote. We learn from these worm-

•. • h. b • eaten manuscnpts that what we• ave eei.\ accus-
• tom~d to regard as ~ndi~n history is a chro~i~le of 
eve~ts• which hardly affected,-and whi~h wen~ for . . . 
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the most part unknown to, the contemporary mass 
of the Indian people. On their discoloured pages 
the conspicuous vicissitudes and re~lutions of .the 
past century have left no trace. Dynasties struggled 
and fell, but the bulk of the people evinced neither 
sympathy nor surprise, nor did the pulse of village 
life•in Bengal move a single beat faster for all the 
calamities and panic of the outside world. But 
these volumes, so silent on subjects about wh~ch we 
are already well informed, speak a'= length and with 
the utmost precision on matters regardi~g which the 
western world is profoundly ignorant. They depict 
in vivid colours the·· s,t:ate of rural bdia when~ the • 
sceptre departed from the M ussulman race. They 
disclose the complicated evl!'s that rendered our 
accession, for some time, an aggra .... ation rather than 
a mitigation of the sufferings of the people. They 
unfold one after another the misapprehensions and 
disastrous vacillations amid which our first solid 
progress. was made. They impartially•retain ~he 

evidence of low motives and official incompetence 
· side by side with the impre~s of. rare devoti~n and 

administrati~e t>kill. But take. as a whole, they 
reveal the secret of England's greatness in the East .. 
They exhibit a small band of our countrymen 
foing forth to govern an u~explored and a half
fubdued •territory. Before the grave heroism and 
masterful characters o\ these men dle native mind 
succumb~d. ou·r. troops originated ror us a rude . . . , 
Mahratta-like supremacy ; b~t the rural rec'brds 
attest tlhat the pernmnent sources of the l!n&Iish . . . . 
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ascendency in Bengal have been, not their brilliant 
military successes, but deliberate civil courage and
indomitable w~l. 

Besides the value of these memorials as a 
groundwork for an q,ccurate and a yet unwritten 
history, they possess a special interest to those 
who are cP.arged wi~h the government of Indi<! at 
the present day. When the East India Corr{pany 
accept;d the internal administration or' Bengal, it 
engaged to rule ~n accordance with native usages ; 
and the first.step towards the fulfilment of its pro
mise was to ascertain what tliese usages really 
were. To tl-.is end instructiP~s repeatedly issued • during a period of thirty years directing all local 
officers to institute "tnquiries, and even after the 
formal command was removed the habit' of collect
ing and reporting information continued till r82o. 

tfhe period at which the rural records open in 
the western districts is one of peculiar interest. It 
staijds on 1ihe border ground between the. ancient 
and th~ modern system of Indian government. 
The evidence on .which to form a permanent . . . 
arrangement of th~ Ian~ revenue '\lta~r in proces~ 
of being collected, and not a single. subject of 
~ . 
fiscal legislation nor a detail in the agricultural 
economy of each district escaped inquirf. The 
tenure of the landholders and their relations to~ 
the middlemen :' the ten~re oi the cultivators, their 
earnings and •their style ot' liviag, their ~f~tbing 

'and the occupation o:P their families at odd hours; 
the ~rit:e of all sorts of countl'"j produc<i; tile ient .. . . 
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of various qualities of land; the mineral products 
of the district ; the condition of the artisans and 
man~facturers, their profits and th~ir public bur
dens ; the native currency and system of exchange ; 
the native system of police ; the state of the dis
trict jail ; lastly, cesses, tolls, dues, and every other 
method of recognised or unrocognised taxation,
formed in turn the subject of report. In a word, 
the whole fabric of the rural lire of Benga~ with 
its joys, sorrows, and manifold oppressions, is dis
sected and laid bare. • 

The sweeping• revenue reforms inaugurated at 
• I 

the close of the first q,parter of the piesent century, • 
· and the demands for a more exact administration 

that every year has brought 1'orth since, have left 
neither leisure nor inclination fur such studies. 
The labours of a previous school of officers soon 
became a subject of indifference to their successors; 
the quick decay of a tropical climate began its work; 
and of the researches that had occupie.l the ablest 
administrators during the first fifty years of our rule, 
-researches that they had designed as the !>asis of 
~ consistent'!iY9tem of Indian ru.allaw,-the greater 
part has, during the second fifty years, been made 
over as a prey to mildew and white ants. ... 

Wha~ proportion has p~rished can never be 
'known. What part survives can only be perma
nently preserved by t~e interventidh of the State. 
Am~n$• a highi~ cultur~d people the writing of 
national history may well be +eft to private efforts ; 

1 

but· in•modern Indicr no leisurely and letten!d ;:lass 
• • • .. 

• 
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• 
has yet been developed to conduct such researches. 3 

In truth, government among imperfectly civilised 
societies has t~ discharge many functions which, in 
a more advanced stage, may, with great wisdom, be 
made over to individual enterprise. No one can 
be more sensitively conscious than the writer of the 
imperfections of a w"rk written in the jungle, ei~ht 
thousand miles distant from European librarie's, 
amid t.he changes ·and daily·exactions of an Indian 
career. But th~ isolation, while productive of 
sufficiently qpvious defects, has enabled him to . 

essar se:eral th!ngs n~t. atte~pted before.. The 
manvscnpt Ir~:han arch1ves .m London, m Cal-• 
c_utta, and in the provincial offices of Bengal have 
for the first time be~n compared,. and their infor
mation brought •o a common focus. Learned 
natives have been employed to compile district 
histories, and the Ancient Houses of Bengal have 
been induced, for the first time in the English annals 

. of tJ1e Pro\iince, to open up. their family .record
rooms. The whole body of missionaries-Episco
pal, Baptist, and American· Dissenters-who labour . . . 
among ·the lapsed Eces on: the etltni~al frontier,• 
have heartily joined in the work, each favouring me . ' 

with the results of his own researches into the 
• 

8 Dr. Bucha~an, who was engaged in a statistical anl!l historical ~ 
survey of the districts north of Beerbhoom (r8o7-r8r4), could not find , 
a single antiquarian jr a single historical document throughout the 
great province of Bjhar.-The Histmy: Antiqui.ties, etc., o' Eastern 
India, compiled from the Buchanan MSS' in the Eas\ ~dia 

House,tby R. Montgomery ~artin,• 3 vols. 8vo, 1838, val. r., p. 21. 

This wo'rl~ would form an excellent basis for a history of rpral 
Benga~ were it not confined to a few districts only. • • 

\ . 
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languages and habits· of the hill-men. If it were 
not invidious to particularize any single class of 
my coadjutors, it would be to thete learned and 
reverend gentlemen that I should wish to return· 
especial thanks. 

Whatever may be the shortcomings of this pre
lirltinary volume, the author • believes that it will 
lead to the discovery, and he hopes to the rescue, 

• of a vast store of materials from which an jnvalu-
able work might be educed ; materials which will 
enable the Indian Government to d.ischarge two 
hitherto neglected ~uties ; the duty which it ~wes 
to our own natit:m, oi preserving tl.=. only cir~um
stantial memorials of British rule in Bengal; and the 
duty it owes to other natio~ of interpreting the 
rural millions of India to the wes~rn world. 4 

4 It is due to the Bengal Government to state, that I was relieved 
during a short time from other duties, in order to be enabled to pro
secute the researches of which this volume is the first-fruits. .....".: 
hardly had the arrangement been made when the famine of 1865-66 
came, and the services of every officer were requi~d for practical 
work. 
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• 
CHAPTER I.J. 

• 
THE 8¥ATE OF THE COUNTRY WHEN IT PASSED 

• 
UNDER BRITISH RULE. 

QN the 29th of March 1787, tlte British Gove~n-
~ ment uttdertook the ditect administration of 

the .tw? great frontier principalities of Lower Bengal. 
Situated on the extre1't1e verge of unwieldy jurisdic
tions, and separate~ from headquarters by rivers and 
sw_amps, and almost impassable jungle, they· had, 
up to this time, been permitted by the English to 
remain pretty much as we had found them, in the 
han~s of the;r hereditary princes.1 The position of 
these noblemen was in many respects analogous to 
that of wardens of. the marches in feudal times. . . 
They held their teriitory partly ?-S f!e~i-indepen-; 
dent chiefs, partly upon a military tenure from 
th~e Viceroy of Bengal, paying only a small tribute, 

• 
1 Beerbhoom had been temporarily,placed under sup~vision in 

1769; it was formally 'visited' by the Committee of Circuit in 
1772, but the local .ctministration re~ained in the hands of the 
Rajah as Amil.- C~nsultations of thee Revenue Council jf Moor-

_shedabad, dated 23d October 1770, zSth Fe):lPuary 1771, et"<11 ;.the 
Itajah's•petition, in. Proceedit1gs or the Select Committee, dated 
28th April.rno, I. 0. R. ; Family Book of the Princes of Bt;er

• bhoom,~R. D. A. • . ""\ . 
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and being held responsible for the defence of the 
western frontier. But during the ~alf-century pre
ceding I 787 their power had rapidfy declined. In 
the northern district Vir-bhumi, literally Hero 
Land, or as it is commonly written in English 
documents, Beerbhoom, an unsuccessful rebellion 
hc!d subjected the people to• double burdens, and 
a painful disease had prevented several successive 
princes from heading their troops in the fi~d. In 
the southern district, anciently c~lled Mala-bhumi, 
the Land of the W res tiers, but n~w known as 
Bishenpore, matters were still worse. 2 Family 
feuds had wastad tl•e inheritance, ap.d the ~ign
ing prince, a white-haired, feeble man, had sunk 
beneath an accumulation ~f misfortunes. In 
neither district was the hereditary chief in a posi
tion to provide for the security of his people. 
Bodies of marauders congregated upon the frontier, 
where the mountain system slopes down upon the 
Gangetic valley, and in I 784 the evit had g100wn 
so serious as to. require the interference of the 
British power. 3 In May I 7~ 5, the coll.ector of 

~Moorshedal>aa,' at the extremiey of whose jurisdic
tion Beerbhoom lay, formally declared the civil 
authorities ' destitute of any force capable of mak
ing he~d against such an • armed multitude,' and 

I petitioned for troops to act against bands of 
• 2 Bishenpore is ~t presellt divided between .the districts·of Ban-

corah al!l~ Midnaporee Bh. ~. 
a- U!tter from Edward Otto •I ves, Esq., Magistrate of ~orshe-

dabad, to the Governor-General and •Gentlemen of the Council of . . 
Reven~, dated 15th August 1784- B. J. R. 

• 
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plunderers four hundred strong.4 A month later, 
the banditti haj grown to 'near a thousand people,' 
and were preparing for an organized invasion of· 
the lowlands.5

, Next year we find the freebooters 
firmly established in Beerbhoom ; strong positions 
occupied by their permanent camps; the hereditary 
prince unable to sit foc an hour on his s~ate cushien, 
much less to appear in the field; the public revenue 
interce~ted on its way to the treasury, and the com
mercial operation§ of the company within the dis
trict at a stand.6 It was clear that the old system 
of things could not last much longer. A British 
civil~officer Wjl accordingly d-;patched from Moor
shedabad to suppot:t the Rajah against the marau
ders, to inquire into the grievances of the peasantry, 
and to ascertain t.he amount of revenue which the 
principality, if relieved of the i~cidents of a mili
tary tenure and brought directly under British rule, 
could afford to -pay.7 

No recot"ds of this gentleman's administration 
have been discovered. It does. not appear that he 
increased the publi~ burdens, nor indeed was time 

• • • 4 

allowed him to do .a. Lord Cornmlijs, when re-• 
' -

a?justing the divisions of Bengal in 1787,8 saw that 

4 Letter from the same to .the same, dated Moorshedabad, 26th 
May 1785. B. J. R. • 

5 Letter from th~ same to the same, dated 3oth June 1785. 
B. J. R. • 

6 Many factories. were abandoned alfgether.. B. R. R. 
7 Miscellaneous proceedings : Comm.itte• of Reven~e, Fort

Willi~~ The deputation o~ Mr. ~. R. Foley, the gentlefna~ in 
question, received sanction on the 9th of February 1786. C. 0. R. 

s Board of Revenue's MS. Records. C. 0. R • 

. ~·%~---1 
• • 
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this was not a case for half-measures or makeshifts, 
and that Beerbhoom would never bj! free from the 
hill plunderers so long as it remain~d a remote de
pendency of Moorshedabad. The southern district, 
Bishenpore, had before this reached a state that 
demanded the presence of a responsible repre
sefl.tative of the Government, .:~.nd Lord Cornwallis 
determined to unite the two border principalities 
into one compact British district. Acco~dingly, 

in the Calcutta Gazette of the- 29th of March 
1787, the following appointment wa~ announced: 
' W. Pye, Esq., confirmed Collector of Bishenfore 
in addition to Bc-.erb~om, heretofore. ~uperintepded 
by G. R. Foley, Esq.' 9 

It does not appear that 1(ir. Pye ever visited 
Beerbhoom except in pursuit of• banditti who had 
sacked some towns in Bishenpore, and he suddenly 
quitted the district for a distant part of Bengal three 
weeks after the above appointment appeared.10 His 
successor was Mr. Sherburne, a gent~man whose 
history and misfortunes will hereafter occupy some 

• • ~ 9 The Cal•uttq. Gazette, or Ori'ental j.dverti'ser, folio and quarto, 
a weekly papeP published on Thursdays, with Gazettes Extraordi
nary for special orders of Government and other news. The most 
perfect series of this journal is in the India Office Library : it ex
tends from 1784 to r8o5, with a breakebetween r8oz and r8o4. Two 

1 volumes <:I selections have been compiled from a less perfect copy 
' in India by Mr. W. S. Seton-Karr, of the Bengal Civil Service, one 

of Her Majesty's Judges in the Supreme Court.t>f Bengal. I. 0. L. 
10 Bishenpore had been ~laced under Mr. ~ye on the 25th April 

1786; h~•left the Unaed District on the rgth April 1787. Having 
got ~ce~t of promotion he did n<ft: wait ~or the arrival of his StWcesso~ -
but. made over charge to his assistant.-MS. Office Me~o. Book, 
Board ef Revenue. C. 0. R. • • 

• 
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pages. 11 During his brief administration of a year 
and· a half tht capital of the united district was 
transferred from Bishenpore, on the south of the 
Adji, to Soorie the present headquarters in Beer
bhoom, on the north of the river; the larger bodies 
of marauders were broken. up, and the two .heredi
tary princes reduced to the rank of private countty 
gentlemen. Mr. Sherburne· ruled sternly, as a 
governor of a new,y subjected frontier ought to 
rule, a;d his natrl= remains in the mouths of .old 
inhabitants tq this day. In those times, however, 
the only result of placing an energetic man at the 
head'of a distr6ct was to disp~r;e the banditti into 

• • 
the .adjoining jurisdi~ons, and in October I 788 the 

• Calcutta newspaper announced that a Beerbhoom 
treasure party ha~ been attacked on the south of 
the Adji, the military guard overpowered, five men 

' slain, and more thah three thousand pounds worth 
of silver carried off.12 

J;arly in~ November I 7,88, Mr. Sherburne was 
removed under suspicion of corrupt dealings, and 
after a short interreg.,.um Mr. Christopher Keating 
assumel charge of t~ united dis.trict.lt'l .Mr. Keat-; 
ing found the lotal administration in full working 

11 Appointed, 4th April 1787; received charge, 29th April 1787 ; 
delivered over charge, 3d No~mber 1788. Board of Revenue Re-
cords. C. o: R. • 

12 Sieca rupees 3o,ooo. Calcutta Gazette of Thursday, r6th 
October 1788. The a~ack took place within the district of Burdwan, 
Thanna Manirampor~. : . · • 

• 1a Appointed, 29th October 1788; receiv~ charge of t~ elis-
ttict, r4Jh November; gave •ver c~arge to his successor and left 
the distric~ 6th August 1793, after an administration of neaily five 
years. C. 0. R. • 

VOL~' I. • B 
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order, under the experimental system which forms 
the distinguishing feature of the jrst four years 
of Lord Cornwallis' reign. During the eighteen 
months of Mr. Sherburne's rule, the two frontier 
principalities had passed from the condition of 
military fiefs into that of a regular British district, 
administered by a collector al\d covenanted assist
ants, defended by the Company's troops, studded 
with fortified factories, intersected by a new ~ilitary 
road, and possessing daily commtmication with the 
seat of government in Calcutta. The. local records 
are preserved without interruption from this date, 

. • I 
and the short .mtet;,val between If~6 wheq the 
district was entirely under ~ native chiefs, and 
1 788, the period with regard to which our informa
tion becomes exact, although it dtanged the position 
of the Rajahs and the form of the local administra
tion, could not in any important degree have altered 
the condition of the people. The inhabitants of 
Beerbhoom anCl Bishenpore in N ovtember 1788 
were, so far as regards their numbers, their habits, 
their burdens, and their social welfare, precisely; in 

' ~the circu~tances in which 1\\r. Pye found them in 
March I 787. The benefits which they enjoyed 
and the evils which they suffered, they owed not 

• to En~lish but to native •government, and their 
t condition may be assumed to fairly represent the 

state of similar sernj-independen~ principalities at 
the .-d-iod of t'l.eir passing under ~ur rule. This . ----· . state, viewed from the ot~r side of the ~lobe, 
mell<'Wed by the lapse of time, and regaraed with . . ~ . 

• • • 
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that tendernesf which spontaneously goes forth to 
ancient types 'that have passed away, has been 
depicted as happier and infinitely better suited to 
the natives of Bengal, than their subsequent con
dition under British governors. Whether such 
pictures are borne out by closer inspection, the 
rural records, writtea by eye-witnesses and witheut 
any view to history, will show. 

In the coid weather of I 769 Bengal was visited • by a famine who~e ravages two generations failed 
tq repair. ~nglish historians, treating of Indian 
history as a series of struggles • about the Com
pan~s chartet enlivened w~th startling military . . 
exploits, have naturally little to S<!-Y regarding an 
occurren~e which i~olved neither a battle 11or a· 
parliamentary deoote. Mill, with all his accuracy 
and minuteness, can spare barely five lines14 for the 
subject, and the recent Famine Commissioners con
fess themselves unable to fill in the details. 15 But 
the.disaste~ which from this distance floats as a 
faint speck on the horizon of our rule, stand~ out 
in· the ~ontemporary records in appalling propor
tions. •I t forms, iooeed, the key· tt> Jhe history; 
of Bengal during the succeeding forty .years. It 
places in a new light those -broad tracks of 
desol~tion which the •English conquerori found • 

14 Vol. iii. p. 486. •8vo. r86o. 
15 'We have not yet been able to obtain any. details of the great 

famine in Bengal o! rno.'-Papers, et'c., rel~ing to the fl.tnine in 
ilenga]_.:tnd Orissa ( r866), preiented 'to Parliament by Her M!tje~ty's 
command. Folio. Vol. i. p. 228. Further on, however (p, 345), 
some info~mation is given. • ' . . 

• 

~ 
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• 
everywhere throughout the Lower Valley; it un
folds the sufferings entailed on ai ancient rural 
society, by being suddenly placed in a position in 
which its immemorial forms and usages could no 
longer apply; and then it explains how, out of the 
disorganized and fragmentary elements, a new order 
of-things was evolved.16 

• 

Lower Bengal has three harvests each year : a 
scanty pulse crop in spring; a more import~nt rice 
crop in autumn; and the great ric~ crop, the harvest 
of the year, in December. In the ~arly part of 
I 769 high pr!ces)'T had ruled, owing to the partial 
failure of the ctop; in I 768, but th' scarcity: had . . 
not been so severe as materially to affect the 
Government rental. In spifu of the complaints 
~nd forebodings of local officers,.the authorities at 
headquarters reported that the land-tax had been 

16 Besides the official papers subsequently quoted, the following 
pamphlets, some of them I believe uniques, have been used as 
materials for this chapter : 'A Narrative of what hap~rened in B<illgal 
in 1760 ;' no title-page. 'Memoirs of the Revolutions in Bengal,' 
1760. ' Lord Clive's Letter to the Proprietors of the East India 
Stock,' 1764. 'Dangers, etc., from the &.st India Company's build

•mg their own .Shiijs,• 1768. ' Original Papers relative t~ the Dis-
~urbances in Bfngal from 1759 to 1764' ~most valuable collection), 
1765. 'An Account of the Trade to the East Indies,' etc., with two 
other tracts, 1772. 'Essay on the Rights of the East India Company,' 
1776. 'Letter from G, Dod well, Esq., .o the Proprietors,' 1777. Two 

• tracts upo~ the Company's building their own shipping, 1778. 'Con
siderations on the East India Bill now depending in Parliament,' 
1779· After 1780 the pamphlets and newspap

1
F articles relative to 

Bengal become too ,multitu~nous for enumera~on. The number 
cpnsulteAxceeds 1 30 .. 0. C. and I. 0. L. 

1~ U!tter from the President afld Co~ncil to the Court of Di~ctors,• • 
dated Fort William, 30th September 1769. ProceedinJis of the 
Select Ciommittee, rst February 1769, etc. I. 0. R. 

. . 
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rigorou~ly enfirced ;18 ~nd the rains of I 769, although. 
deficient in th' northern districts, seemed. for a time 
to promise re1ief.19 In the Delta they had been so 
abundant as to cause temporary loss from inunda
tion; and during the succeeding year of general 
famine, the whole south-east of Bengal uttered no 
complaint.19a The 3eptember harvest, indeed, Was 
sufficient to enable the Bengal Council to promise 

• 
grain •o Madras on a large scale,20 notwithstanding 
the high prices. • But in that month the periodical 
rains premat;urely ceased, and the crop which de
pen~ed on the!l} for existenc~ "withered. 'The 
fieloo of ric-.,' wrote the nat4ve superintendent of 
Bishenpore at a lat<:~:period, 'an~ become like fields 
of dried straw.' Calamitous predictions, however, 
were at that tim€! so common on the part of local 
officials, that the Governor declined to transmit 
the alarm. The only serious intimation of the 
approaching famine to the Court of Directors in 
I 7~9, is no~ signed by the President, Mr. V erelst, 
b:ut by Mr. John Cartier, the second in Council, 
who wa.s to succeed him. 21 The Government had. . 
deemed it necessa~ to lay in a ~uptply for th~ . 

. 18 'The Revenues were never so closely collected before.'-Resi
dent at the Durbar, 7th February r769. I. 0. R. 

19 Mr. Rumbold, chief oP' Bahar, at consultation of. the 16th 
August r769. ' • • 

19• Mr: Becher, Resident at the Durbar, 3oth •March 1770, etc. 
I. 0. R. • . . 

20 Letter from tl~ President and Co.,ncil to the Court of~irectors, 
•· dated 25th September r769. Public Consultafton, August 7, i76fJ· 

• • 21 f'rom the same to the~ame, dated 23d November r768, paras. 
8, 9, ro .• Mr. Verclst's omission to sign was probably inten~onal, as 
he toolr part in the proceedings and signed another let~r of the same . ' . 
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troops,'-a piece of foresight at that 'eriod common 
when a harvest was either very ab ndant or very 
scanty, and one which Mr. Cartier wholly failed to 
carry out in the present instance. 

On the 24th of December, after the last harvest 
of the year had been gathered in, Mr. V erelst laid 
do~n his office, without hav1ng conveyed to his 
masters a single intimation of the true nature of the 

• 
impending famine. 22 

• 

On the same day Mr. Cartier· took over charge 
of the province, but he seems to hav(} intimated ·to 
his masters no f~rtper anxiety until late in J afl#lary 
I no. In the fourth Meek of that m~th he writes 
that one district was suffering ~ severely that sohle 
slight remission of the land-tax would have to be 
made; 23 but ten days afterward~ he informs the 
Court, that although the distress was undoubtedly,/ 
very great, the Council had not ' yet found any 
failure in the revenue or stated payments.' 24 

New hopes had also arisen, for the•spring ocop 

date. The letters of the 25th and 30th September only express 
• •• ~pprehensions for the. revenue, not of genehl famine in Be~egal. 

• • 22 From t~ Ptesident and Council Ito the Court of Directors, 
dated 26th December 1769. Postscript. In Appendix B, 'The Great 
Famine of 1770 officially described,' extracts from the original docl!
ments will be found. The reader should discriminate between the 
apprehensions of locar officers and th~ general facts as ascertained 

• and accep~d by Government. 
23 Letter from the same to the same, dated 25th January rno, 

para. 48. The proposed remission was about t3o,ooo, out of a total 
revenue ~ich in 1787 amomwed to £450,000 sterling. Letter from 
the <;ov&rnor-General !t Council to the Court of Directors, dated 31st ·• • • July 1787. I. 0. R. • • 

2~ L~tter from the same to the same, dated 4th Febn~ry rno, 
--• paras. 4, 5, an~ 6. I. 0. R. 
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now coveredlthe fields and promised a speedy 
although a sctty relief. It was ascertained, more
over, that botli banks of the Ganges, in the north of 
the province, had yielded an abundant barley and 
wheat harvest. 25 The people suffered intensely, 
-how intensely, it seems to have been as difficult 
then as now for th~ Central Government to aS€er
tain until too late; and notwithstanding alarming 
reports from the• districts, up to the middle of 

• February the C~uncil believed the question to be 
chiefly one ~f revenue. The utmost that could be 
ex~e.cted from Goverryment, it ~rote, would be a 
lenient polio• towards the h~sbandmen whom a . .~ . 
bad harvest had disabled from paying the usual ... 
land-tax. 26 It was common at that period to make 
temporary temi~ions and advances whenever a 
harvest proved deficient; but during 1769-70, al
though such ind~lgences were constantly proposed, 
they were not, except in a very few isolated in
stfinces, gJeanted. Various charitable schemes were 
proposed, but rio othe_r relief measures at this 
period are specifie,P in the letters home, and the 
local ~fforts, as wi'ij be afterwards' 8eeR, were on > • 
sadly inadequate scale. In April a scanty spring 
·harvest was ·gathered in; and· the Council, acting 
upon the advice or its Mussuiman Minister of 

, • I 

Finance, added ten per cent. to the land-tax for the 
ensuing year .. 27

• • 

• • 25 Consultation of the 9th June I77o. Je 0. R. •• 2' Letter from the Presi4ent arltl Council to the Court of\)i~ect"ors, 
dated fh February I77o, para. 6. I. 0. R. 

27 Letter from the same to the same. dated I I th §epterll.ber rno, 
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• 
But the distress continued to incjease at a rate 

. that baffled official calculation. 28 lhe marvellous 
and infinitely pathetic silence under suffering which 
characterizes the Bengali at length was broken ; and 
in the second week of May, the Central Govern
ment awoke to find itself in the midst of universal 
ana irremediable starvation. •' The mortality, the 
beggary,' they then wrote, 'exceed all description. 
Above one-third of the inhabitants have p;rished 
in the once plentiful province of Purneah, and in 
other parts the misery is equal.' 29 

• 

The inability M the Government to appre~iate 
the true character or lhe calc~.mity is ~dered more 
remarkable by the circumstance; that at that period 
the local administration continued in the hands of . 
the former native officers.30 A Mw.ssulman Minister 
of State81 regulated the whole internal government; 
native revenue farmers covered the province, prying 
into every barn, and shrewdly calculating the crop 
on every field ; native judges retained tl..eir seat~ in 
the rural courts ; and native officers still discharged 
the whole functions of the p~lice. Thes.e men 

•• 'inew the co~nlry, its capabiliti~. its average yield 
arid its average requirements, with an accuracy that 

• 

para. 5· The financial year commenc~ on the roth of April. The 
revenue was ratsed from £r,38o,269 to £r,524,567 during the famine • • year. I. 0. R. 

2s The spring crops proved deficient. Lette• from the President 
and Council to the Court of Di.:ectors, dated 9th May 1770. I. 0. R. . . -·· 29 Sam' letter, para .•. 

so ~h "as not till 1772 that tl:t!: Comiany stood forth as th• civil • 
administrator of Bengal. • 

8! 'Th• celebrated' Mahomed Reza Khan . 
• 

• 

·• 
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the most pain1aking English official 'can seldom 
hope to attain o. They had a strong interest in 
representing things to be worse than they were; for 
the more intense the scarcity, the greater the merit 
in collecting the land-tax. Every consultation is 
filled with their apprehensions ·and highly-coloured 
accounts of the publotc distress; but it does net 
appear that the conviction entered the minds of 
the Co~ncil during• the previous Wint~r months, 
that t!Ie question • was not so much one of re
venue as of .depopulation. This misconception, 
stran~e as it may appear, is susceptible of explana-. . 
twn .• From tae first appeara~ce of Lower Bengal 
in history, its inhab~tants have been reticent, self
contained, distrustful of foreign observation, in a 
de.gree without pa.-allel among other equally civi
lised nations. The cause of this, taciturnity will 

, afterwards be clearly explained ; but no on~ who 'is . 
acquainted either with tl;le past experiences or the 
pres~nt con<iition of the people, can be ·ignorant 
of its results. Local officials may write alarming 
reports, but their .apprehensions seem to be 
contradi~ted by the .apparent quiet" thC\t prevails. J 
Outward palpable proofs of suffering are often 
wholly wanting; and everi when, as in r 770, 
such proofs abound, th~re is g\enerally no Jack of 
evidence on the other side. The Bengali bears 
existence with <! composure .that n~ither accident 

• nor chance can· ruffle. He tecollles silent~. rich 
or unt:omplainingly p~or. •The emotional part of 
his nature is in strict subjection; his resenrtne"nt ' . . 
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enduring, but unspoken ; his gfttitude of the 
sort that silently descends frorrf generation to 
generation. The passion for privacy reaches its 
climax in the domestic relations. An outer apart
ment, in even the humblest households, is set apart 
for strangers and the transaction of business, but 
<:4Verything behind it is a mystery. The most 
intimate friend does not venture to make those ~ 

commonplace kindly inquiries about a neii'hbour's 
wife or daughter, which Europeall courtesy demands 
from mere acquaintances. This faJJJ.ily privacy is 
maintained at any price. During the famipe of 
I 866 it was four:d. impossible to• jender public 
charity available to the female members of· the 
respectable classes, and many a rural househ<;>ld 
starved slowly to death withol.tt uttering a com
plaint or making a sign. 

All through the_ stifling summer of I 770 the 
people went on dying. The husbandmen sold their 
cattle; they sold their implements o• agricul~ure ; 
they devoured their seed-grain; they sold their 
sons and daughters, till at Jength no ~uyer of 

~children ~u~ ·be found ;32 tl:.;y ate the leaves of 
trees 33 and the grass of the field ; and in June I 770 
the Resident at the Durbar affirmed that the living 
were f~eding on the dead.34 Day and night a 
torrent of famished and disease-stricken wretches 

• 32 Petition of Mahome~Ala Khan, Foujd~ of Purneah.-Con-
sultati~, 28th April•no, etc. I. 0. R. • 

·\a ,etition of Ujaggar Muti, Amij. of J essore.-Consult•ions ~f 
28th April 1770. I. 0. R. • 

•84 !.etter of the 2d June. Consultation of 9th June 1770. I. 0. R. 
• • # • 
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poured into thA great c1t1es. At an early period 
of the year: peslilence had broken out. In March 
we find smallpox at Moorshedabad, where it 
glided through the Viceregal mutes, and cut off 
the Prince Syfut in his palace.35 The streets were 
blocked up with promiscuous heaps of the dying 
and dead. Interment• could not do its work qui~c 
enough; even the dogs and jackals, the public 
scaveng"rs of the tast, became unable to accom
plish their revolting work, and the multitude of 
mangled and f~stering corpses at length threatened 
the qcistence of the citizens. 

• 
At the begii'lning of the fa~ine, a young civilian 

landed in Calcutta who was destined to reach the 
highest post that a British subject can aspire to in 
the East. John t";hore, afterwards Lord Teign
mouth, was a man of singular honesty, and one 
who h~ld in especial disdain the art of colouring 
or exaggerating. The scenes of r 770 left an im
pres~ion on his mind that neither an eventful career 
nor an unusually prolonged period , of active -life 
could ef:Cace .. When. in high office he always dis
played a peculiar seasitiveness with re~rd to the I'" 
premonitory signs of scarcity, and elaborated a 
sy.stem by which he hoped to avert famine. His 
most historical ace6 wa; prompted by the etfects of ' 

ss Letter from theePresiclent and Council to the Court of Direc-
tors, dated 18th Mar~ 1770. I. 0. R. : . 

• as His opposition to Lord Cornwallis with eegard to mat1ng the 
• • •• shtlem~t of 1789 permanent •t once. Shore thought that a country 

only half-~opled and with one-third of its surface lying waste, was 
not ready for such a measure. · • · · · . ' . . 

• • 
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• 
the depopulation occasioned by thei:alamity we are 
describing, and nearly forty years )fterwards, when 
many of the later incidents of Eastern service had 
passed from his remembrance, his undying recollec
tion of the horrors of I 770 found expression in 
verse. It is to be regretted that the only non
<1fficial description we posses~ by an eye-witness is 
a metrical one; but it should be remembered that 
John Shore's poetry adheres as closely to .he facts 
as many men's prose:-· •· 

'Still fresh iu memory's eye the scene I ;iew, 
The shrivelledJimbs, sunk eyes, and lifeless hue; • 
Still hear the moJher's shrieks and inf! .~'s moans, • 
Cries of despair and agonizing moans. 
In wild confusion dead and dying lie ;-
Hark to the jackal's yell and vulture's cry, 
The dog's fell howl, as midst the \lare of day 
They riot unmolested on their prey ! 
Dire scenes of horror, which no pen can trace, 
Nor rolling years from memory's page efface.' 37 

Christian humanity and enlightene<i government 
have rendered mod{.'!rn statesmen ignorant of the 
meaning of the words pestile~e and famin~ in their 

S ancient s~ps(! .. · The recent c .. lamity in Bengal has 
indeed given us a hint as to .what the latter term 
might come to mean; but even the local officers who 
saw it jt the worst, will ha~dly be prepared for the 
effects of a famine under the old 11egz'me. Lest any 
one should be tempt_ed to considh Shore's verses 

• • • 
colou~d, or ~ own pages stramed, I copy a • 

• • • • • • 
sr Memoir of the Life and Correspondence of John L~rd Teign-

mouth~ by his Son. Vol. i. pp. 25, 26. 8vo. London, 1843· . . , 
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description, fait'f~lly dra~n from the Mussulman 
writers, of the :alamity that befell Gour several 
centuries before; 38 As the famine of I'770 stands 
an appalling spectre on the threshold of British rule 
in India, so the year in which Bengal was incor
porated into the Mogul Empire_ is marked by a 
disaster from which the Hindu metropolis nev<!r 
recovered. ' Thousands died daily,' writes the 
historia~ of Bengal'. '. The living, .wearied with 
burying the dead, threw their bodies into the river. 
This created .a stench which only increased th.e 
dise.ase. The governor was cartied off by the • • 
plagu~. . The. ~ity was at on~e depopulated, . and 
from that day to this .it has been abandoned. At 
the time of its destruction it had existed two thou
sand years. It w;es the most magnificent city in 
India, of immense exte11t, and plied with noble 
buildings." It wa:S the capital of a hundred kings, 
the seat of wealth and luxury. In one year was it 
hum~led to ~he dust, and now it is the abode only 
of tigers and_monkeys.' 39 

In I 770 the rairzy season brought relief, and 
before the end of Siptember the pr~vi~e reaped 
an abundant harvest.40 But the relief came too late 

I 

to· avert depopulation. Starving and shelterless 
crowds crawled despairtngly from one deser~ed vil-

88 The precise nature of this calamity is uncertain ; probably 
pestilence proceeding f~om famine. ,. . • 

89 History of Bengal, by J. C. Marsh~an. l.hird edition. •~eram-
• .. 

pi!re. • • • 
40 Letter from the President and Council to the Court of DireCtors, 

dated 24th-r>ecember 1770, para. 22. I. 0. R. • • 
' . . 
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lage to another, in a vain search for fiod, or a resting-
place in which to hide themselveJ from the rain. 
The endemics incident to the se·ason were thus 
spread over the whole country, and until the close 
of the year disease continued so prevalent as to 
form a subject of communication from the Govern
ntent in Bengal to the Court o~ DirectorsY Millions 
of famished wretches' died in the struggle to live 
through the few intervening ""'eeks that separated 

• them from the harvest, their last ~aze being probably 
fixed on the densely covered fields thi'-t would ripen 
only a little too rate for them. ' It is scarcely pos-

' sible,' write the Co.uncil at the b~nning ~f the 
September reaping, ' that an.y description could be 
an exaggeration.' 42 

Three months later anothe• bountiful harvest, 
the great rice crop of the year, was gathered in. 
Abundance returned to Bengal as suddenly as 
famine had swooped down upon it, and in reading 
some of the manuscript records of Di!cember,. it is 
difficult to realize that the scenes of the preceding 
ten months have not been hicieous phantasmagoria 

-1 or a long tlollbled dream. 0-i (hristmas •E ve the 
Council in Calcutta wrote home to the Court of 
Directors that the scarcity had entirely ceased and, 
incredible as it may seem, that unusual plenty had 

t • 

returned. 'There is already,' they added, 'a great 
quantity of grain in._ this place, <flhd a prospect of 

. • t 
41 L~4!ter from thee'resident and Council tot e Court of Directors, 
• • • dated 12th December 1770, par!. 9· le 0. R. • • 
42 Letter from the same to the same, dated Fort William, I Ith . ... . 

September 1'70, para. 4· I. 0. R. 
• I -
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much more a!1mdance in a short time.' 43 So 
generous had been the harvest, that the Govern
ment proposed at once to lay in its ~?ilitary stores 
for the ensuing year, and expected to obtain them 
'at a very cheap rate.' 

The season of scarcity was indeed past.44 In 
1771 the harvests agaiJl proved plentiful'; 45 in I7Jti. 

they were so superabundant, that the land revenue 
could not be realiz~d in consequence of the exces
sively l~w price of grain ;46 and in I 77 3, notwith
standing a tetpporary apprehension for the crops 
in the northern districts/7 the earth again yielded 

• unwonted incr~se, and exportation went on briskly .. . . .. 
to le.ss favoured provif!.ces. 48 

The famine of I no was therefore a one year's 
famine, caused by VIe general failure of the Decem
ber harvest in I 769, and intensified by a partial 
failure of the crops of the previous year and the 
following spring. In the preceding year, r 768-69, 
high. prices Q:ad ruled ; but there had been nothing 
like famine, nor even a deficiency in the crops suffi
cient to materially affect the rents.49 On the other . . 

43 Letter from the Presid~t and Council to the ~ouJt" of Directors, 
dated 24th December 1770, para. 22. See also a letter from the 
same to the same, dated 12th December 1770, para. 9· I. 0. R. 

44 Public Cqnsultation of the•I4th November 1770. I. 0. R. 
45 Letter from the President and Council to the Court of ~irectors, 

dated roth January 1772, para. r6, etc. 
46 Letter from the same to the same, dated roth November 1773, 

!f• . 
para. 33· Also Letter of the 30th Dece~er. I. 0. R. • • • 47 Letter of the roth November 1773, para. i2· I. 0. R. •· 

• • 48 Lliter of the 30th December 17;03, para. 9· I. 0. R. • • 
49 I deduce this from the ~evenue Statements of 1768-69. The 

local office'h, as usual, are loud in their forebodings; but, on the•vhole, 

• • 
• 

• 
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hand, the one year of scarcity "ls followed by 
three years of extraordinary abundlnce, and nature 
exerted herself to the utmost to repair the damage 
she had done. 

That she failed to do so, the records of the next 
thirty years mournfully attest. Plenty had indeed 
q~turned, but it had returned. to a silent and de
serted province. Before the end of May I no, 
one-third of the population ~as officiall~ calcu
lated to have disappeared; in J ufle the deaths were 
returned 'as six is to sixteen of the whole inhabit-

• 
ants;' and it WC?S estimated that 'one half of the 
cultivators and paJ'ers of revenue v!Il perish., with 
hunger.' During t~e rains (July to October), the 
depopulation became so evident that the Govern
ment wrote to the Court of ~irectors in alarm 
about ' the number of industrious peasants and 
manufacturers destroyed by the famine.' 50 But it 

the land-tax was 'closely' realized. Warren Hastings in 1772 quoted 
the receipts of the year 1768-69 as a sort of standar~ and took.credit 
for having brought up the revenue after three plentiful years, and by 
means, as he confesses, of cruel severity to the same amount. In 
rno, Mahomed Reza Khan, the Finan~ial Minister and Minister of 

S 
the Interior, recommended an increase of the land-tax. 'the sum he 
proposed waS. £f,524,567. The actuaf receipts in 1768-69 were 
£1,525,485. Had there been any serious deficiency in the crops of 
1768, the land-tax must have suffered (as it did in 1769-70), and the 
receipts of 1768 would not have J>een accepted as a standard. 
Again, had the country in 1769 been seriously impoverished by a 
scarcity i~ 1768, it could not have paid so large a portion Of the 
land-tax for 1769-70 as it did. Out of a total •iemand amounting to 
£1,38o,z69, only £65,355 Wjfre remitted dud~g the famine year.
Letters.i-om the Pre~dent '-nd Council to th! Court of Directors, 
dated 61th September 177o, par-.. 5; of the 3d November 17~, parat 
6 ; and other documents. I. 0. R. • 

•60 ~r. James Alexander, Supervisor of Bahar; Consuftations of 

• 
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was not till cu~iv.ation commenced, for the follow
ing year (I 77 I), that the practical consequences 
began to be felt. It was then discovered that the 
remnant of the population would not suffice to 
till the land. Packet after ' packet came home, 
laden with the details of ruin. Indeed, whatever 
may be the subject ~f a communication to begm 
with, it seems irresistibly to slide into the great 
topic of lhe day; and. in o~e of two letters bearing 
the same date, and "both adverting to the depopula
tion, the CounJ:il plainly avow that there has been 
·, sue~ a mortality and desertion among the ryots, as 

• 
to dewive the.(\'evenue) farmer~ of the possibility of 
receiving the rents' in arrear. 51 Notwithstanding 
the abundant crops of I 77 I, the country continued 
to fall out of tilla!e ; and the commissioners ap
pointed in I 772 to visit the various districts, .found 
the finest part of the province ' desolated by famine,' 
' the lands abandoned, and the revenue falling to 
decay.' 52 

· T-.vo years after the dearth Warren 
Hastings wrote an elaborate report on the state 
of Beng<!-1. He had .made a progress through a 
large portion of the•country, institt{ti!J.g.·the most 
searching inquiries by the way, and he delibe-

the 9th June 1770, and Mr. Ieucarel of Purneah, 16th Febn;ary 
1770. I. 0. R. • 

51 Letter from the President and Council to the Court of Direc
tors, dated 12th Febr~ry 1771, para. 44· In another letter, same 
'date, they speak o~ '~he great reduction:of peopJe.' In one, a few 
months before, they lament ' the number of in~strious peas~s and 

• rn.J.nufaciJ.rers destroyed by the famine.' I. 0. R. • • 
52 Letter from the same to 'he same, dated 5th September 1772, 

para. 10. f. 0. R. • • 
VOL..,. • •c 

.,,... 
• 
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rately states the loss as ' at leas: lne-third of the 
inhabitants.' 53 This estimate has been accepted 
by all official and by the most accurate non
of£cial writers.5

{ It represents an aggregate of in
dividual suffering which no European nation has 
been called upon to contemplate within historic 
tftnes. Twenty years after the famine the remain
ing population was estimated at from twenty-four 
to thirty millions ; and we cannot help ar,iving at 
the conclusion, that the failure ot a single crop, fol
lowing a year of scarcity, had withi~ nine months 
swept away ten millions of human beings. , 

The question ·a~ to who was ~~sponsible for 
their death, is the first idea that suggests itsdf to 
an Englishman of the present day: it would have 
been one of the last to strike ~ither our country
men or the natives of India at the period of which 
I write. Until 1772 Bengal was regarded by the 
British public in the light of a vast warehouse, 
in which a number of adventurous. Englisl.lmen 
carried on business with great profit and on an enor
mous scale.55 That a numer.:>us native p_opulation . 

6 3 Letter'~o~ the President and C~uncil to the Court of Direc
tors, dated 3d November 1772, para. 6. This admirable letter, which 
gives a vivid and accurate des,cription of the whole country, and 
system of rural administration at t~ beginning of Warren Hastings' 
rule, is 'jl'inted in full in the Appendix A, under the title of ' Ben
gal Portrayed, A.D. 1772.' 

6~ For example; by Mill (vol. iii. p. 486, .d. 184o) and by Auber 
(Rise and Progress. vol. i. ~ 414, ed. 1837). • 

66 i!ow tardy anci,uncertain were the steps by which the internal • 
go"e~ment of Bengal passed into E~glish hands, will be ~hown ;n 
a subsequent chapter on 'The Company's First Attempts at Rural 
Aamltlistration.' • 

• • , 
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existed, they Jre aware ; but this they considered 
an accidental circumstance, and one in which they 
took rather less interest than we at present feel in 
the aborigines of Natal or Sierra- Leone. The 
orator who was destined to clothe the unrealized. 
millions of India in flesh and blood, and to set 
them breathing and • suffering before the Briti~h 
nation, had taken his seat for Wend over barely 
four yej.rs before the calamity occurred, and was 
still known as a 1iterary Irishman who had got 
into Parliame.nf as private secretary to a noble 
lord., To the native mind, on the other hand, the 
question of r~onsibility proba.biy would not occur 
in such cases even at this hour, except within the 
narrow· circle influenced and instructed by the 
Anglo-Indian Pre~s. The loss of life was ac
cepted as a natural and logical consequence of the 
loss of the crop. The earth had yielded .no food ; 
and so the people, in the ordinary and legitimate 
cour~e of thiAgs, died. 

But an Englishman, reading that tragic~l story 
at the present day, €annot rest content with this. • 
It is just to add tllat neither we;e• t~ English l · ~ 
Council in Calcutta satisfied to do so. At an early 
period they issued proclamations against hoarding 

• or monopolizing grain, and took much tro~ble in • 
seeing that their edict received due effect. 56 Of 

• • . z . 
116 The precise date at which these measureewere introdu~ed does 

Jfot tra-.pire in the records. • They are frequently referred tt, h~w
ever, e.d. : Letter from the President and Council to the Court of . . 
Directors, dated gth March 1772, paras. 46 and 47 ; letter of t'1e 5th . ., . . . 
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real value of this measure I • sian have after· 
wards to speak; but there is ample evidence to 
show that its projectors conscientiously devised it 
as a specific for the disease. They also laid a~ 
embargo on the exportation of grain, and thus en
deavoured, according to their lights, to make the 
rrtbst of the scanty stock of ibod in the province. 
Mention is likewise made of public contributions 
and the importation of rice. ~ut these op;rations 
were conducted on a painfully• inadequate scale. 
Districts in which men were dying it the rate of 
twenty thousand a month received allotments of 
a hundred and fifty.rupees. A pr~ncial cQuncil 
gravely considers and magnanimously sanctions a 
grant of ten shillings worth of rice per diem for 
a starving population numbering four hundred 
thousand' souls ; 57 and the council, after being 
warned that 'one-half the cultivators and payers 
of revenue will perish with hunger,' fixed the con
tribution by the Company towards th~ susten~nc'e 
of thirty millions of people during six months, at 

·.. £4000."
8 Any expenditure 3Uove this sum must 

· ibe defray!td, •they stipulated, tiby the native gran
dees. The latter seem to have done their duty so 

September 1772, para. 5· The Homi authorities laid quite as much 
• stress on ehese edicts as the Council in Bengal did, and ordered an 

official inquiry into alleged breaches of them in the several districts. 
I. 0. R • 67 Letter· of the .Supervif>r of Rungpore, d!lted z6th September 
1770. ~onsultation jrov. Council, Moorshedabad, 4th October. 
I.~- It • • • 

68 Letter from Mr. Becher, Resident at the Durbar, dated 24th 
De"cetflber 17;o. Petition of the N aib Diwan, rst February 1771. . ,. . 

'\,. . 
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far as their me~n: permitted.59 To the Company's 
£4000 they added £4700, and made themselves 
liable for any extra expense that might be incurred. 
The total, however, proved wholly insufficient to 
touch the evil, and "before the managers of the fund 
were aware, £1s,ooo had been expended in impor
tation, besides £3100 of supplementary charity-in 
Beerbhoom and the other frontier districts.60 Much 
confusi~n and some recrimination resulted from this 
excess of expenditttre; rendering it difficult to ascer
tain the amo"ijnt contributed by the State. But, on 
the t)ne hand, the native princes "had made them
selv~ respop\ible for the su,rplus; ~n the other, 
the- Secret Committee, considering the large sums · 
the native's had already given, recommended that 
they should not •be called upon for more; and 
finally, we are assured that the total disbursed from 
the Company's treasury amounted to £6ooo. 61 

Assuming that the £3000 in the western districts 
was. in additlion to this, the utmost that t11e Coun-

. cil, when pressed by 'the Court of Directors as to 
Governm'ent relief efforts, could show was a distri
bution of £ gooo a~ong thirty millien~· of' people,: .,. 
of whom six in -every sixteen were officially ad
mitted to have perished. 62 

·• 
09 Note by the Secret Committee, rst February 1771. •Report on • 

Mahomed Reza Khan's trial, rn.z. 
60 Petition of the ~aib Diwan. 
6l Note by the. S,ecret Committee, r&t February 1771. ~ 0. R. 
62 Add to this the native subscription df £4700, and "'e ~et a 

'total oi £r 3,700 from all soulf.eS. The sale of imported rice ;eturned 
a profit cj £6759, which must be deducted from the general outlay. . . 
-Memorandum on rice sales, Ist February 1771. T~ accounts are . ., . 

• f 
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This sum represents the to:ai
1 

distributed in 
charity and allotted for importing grain. Indeed, 
when we turn to the latter operation, a scene of 
corruption and heartlessness is disclosed, which 
raises suspicions as to whether the pittance nomi
nally granted by Government ever reached the 
sl.Pfferers. The whole admin!stration was accused 
of dealing in grain for its private advantage. It 
was in vain that the Court of Directors wrote one • indignant letter after another, dethanding .the names 
of the culprits. No satisfactory inv<istigation was 
ever made ; and l:he native agents of the gove-'ning 
body remain to this• ~ay under the cl~rge of <;arry
ing off the husbandman's scanty stock at arbitrary 
prices, stoppiP::: and emptying boats that were 
importing rice frop:1 other proviaces, and 'compel
ling the poor ryots to sell even the seed requisite 
for the next harvest.' 63 Not without reason does 
the Court express its suspicion that the guilty 
parties ' could be no other than pers~ns of S}>me 
rank ' in its own service ; and, curious to relate, the 
only high official who was brooght to trial for the 

.. ;offence wa~ the.native Ministeaof Finance who had 
stood forth to expose the mal-practices of the Eng
lish administration. It is fair to add that he was 

• acquitt~d.64 
• 

very confused, and I have given the Council t~ benefit of any doubt-
ful point. • : • 

68 Le~ers from tl:w Court of Directors to the President and 
CoutciT in Bengal, dated 10th April J77I, 28th August 1;>4'1, etct • 
I. 0. R 

64 ~ahomed Reza Khan. 
• 

.. 
The investigation of the case against . ,. 

• 
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The only other relief measures proposed were 
the movement of the troops from the afflicted parts, 
and the remission of the land-tax. The first was 
not carried out, on pretence of general orders from 
home, -·orders which a powerful administration 
would have suspended during so exceptional a year. 
The heat of the w~t.ther was also enlarged up~n 
and unfounded apprehensions were expressed of the 
political danger in<!ident to such a change. The . . . . 
troops were mardled, however, fro.m one famme-
stricken part to another, the movement being re-

• 
presfnted to the king as made fol' his benefit; and 
so far from t.l\! English admintstration having laid 

• • 
in ~ sufficient stock of grain • for the army at the 
commencement of the famine, the peasantry com
plai~ed that the Jnilitary wrung from them their 
last chance of subsistence.65 

Remissions of the land-tax and advances to the 
husbandmen, although constantly urged by the local 
offi~ials, rec;ived little practical effect. In a year 
when thirty-five per cent. of the whole population 
and fifty per cent. <jf the cultivators perished, not 
five per cent. of the_land-tax was re~it~ed, and ten: • 
per cent. was added to it for the ensuing year 
(I 770-JI ). 66 

• the Rajah Schitab Roy was a public amende for his awrehension 
rather than a trial. • 

65 Letter from the President and Council to the Court of Directors, 
dated 9th May 17'7~ para. 3· Corr(\'3pondence of Mr. Alexander, 
Supervisor of Patna, General Sir Rotert ll_arker, Colo~l Galliez, 

.Captaijl Harper; and Consultations, May anci")une 1770. TJ.e f•ilure 
of certain efforts to import g1ain for the troops also appears. I. 0. R. 

aa F~ the severities practised, see Appendix A, 'Bengal P~rtrayed 

• • • 
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• • To those who are acquainted w1th the efforts of 
the Bengal Government during the recent Orissa 
famine, this catalogue of relief measures in I no will 
appear inhumanely inadequate. But they shou~d be 
careful not to over-estimate either the good effects of 
such measures, or the ~vii effects of their absence. 
b a country so devoid of the means of intercom
munication and transport as Bengal then was, and 
as Orissa still is, no human eff~rts can avail much 
after a famine has once set in. • According to the 
Bengali proverb, it is watering the top of a tree 

• 
whose roots are cut.67 All such attempts pave 
proved, and will ~ontinue to pro~, insufficient ; 

• • • 
and their inadequacy will appear more or .less 
appalling, in proportion as the public gaze is more 
::>r less steadily fixed upon thelil. Thrice during 
the last hundred years has a famine, in the strong 
Indian sense of the word, visited the Northern 
Presidency. In I no the English Government 
knew very little about the country, jnd did .still 
less for its inhabitants. Yet, in spite of efforts to 
exaggerate 68 what was in so'ber truth more than 

• :Sufficiently._ sail, "the Council at.Calcutta escaped, so 
far as regards. the scale· of their charities, without 

in 1772 ;' letters from the Preside~ and Council to the Court of 
Directors, dated 11th September 1770, 3d November 1772, etc. 

• Different !etters represent different remissions. Before September 
1770 the balance was only £80,332; it was afterwards reduced to 
£65,355 out of a total demani. of £r,38o,269. • 

67 ' Qlra katiya agil'a ja! dhala.' 
6i Warren Hastings complained of such efforts as early a4 • 

November 1772. Letter to the Court'otDirectors. 
• 
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the faintest censure.69 In 1837-38 the State efforts 
were more extended, but they were under the · 
obs~rvation of ·an Anglo-Indian press, and the 
Gov~rnm~nt received no lenient handling.70 At 
that time British public opinion in Bengal merely 
meant the sentiments of the Anglo-Indian com
munity and its organs-; but since the country pass<td 
directly under the Crown, the public opinion of 
Englan~ has been ~rought to be~r directly on its 
great dependency: and English praise or blame 
in Bengal is po longer the prais~ or blame of a 
small section of our countrymen resident in 'Ind)a, 
but of the E1J\lish nation. In. •1866, therefo~e, the 
inadequacy of the Government efforts, although 
carried out upon a scale and with a zeal never 
previously displayoo, was patent not merely to the 

. Anglo-Indian press, but to the whole English people.· 
The benefits of this scrutiny, although occasion

ally unpalatable and on rare occasions unjust to 
Indipn adm~istrators, have nowhere been more 
conspicuo~s than in the history of the recent famine. 
The analogy it presei1ts to the calamity of I no is 
in many points striking. In both· C!RS<#', the im-·: • 
mediate cause of the dearth was the premature 
cessation of the autumnal rains, resulting in the 
general failure of the becember harvest 'lnd the 

• 
69 The Court seemed well satisfied with the relief measures of the 

Council, but reproaclted it with conniving at the monopoly and 
private trade in grain. . : •· 

70 In the CalCutta and Agra newspapers o~hat day. On~of.the 
most v<fl!uable memorials of t:lte famine is the Diary of an Invalid on 
his Jour~y down the Ganges, by J. O'B. Saunders, Esq., i- w.ell-
kno~n ~ndian_iournalist. • 

} • 
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partial failure of the spring crops. In both cases, 
the Government failed to perfectly appreciate, or to 
deal with the true character of the calamity until 
the suffering amounted to actual starvation. In 
both cases, the general grain-stock in the province 
seems to have been below the average at the com
ntencement; and in both, an. abundant September 
harvest came to the relief of the people and the 
ensuing December crop brou~ht the famine to a 
close. Even as regards the max1mum pric; reached 
the analogy holds good, in each ca~e rice having 
risen in general" to nearly twopence, and in. par-· 
ticular places to fot;rpence, a pounl; and in. each 
the quoted rates being for a brief period in several 
isolated localities merely nominal, no food existing 
in the market, and money altogelther losing its inter-
changeable value. 71 In both, the people endured 
silently to the end, with a fortitude that casual 
observers of a different temperament and widely 
dissimilar race may easily mistake fo• apathy41 but 
which those who lived among the sufferers are un
able to distinguish from qualitles that generally pass 

• ;· under a 11\Prc:J lionourable nam~.12 

• 

7l Papers, etc., relative to the famine (1866) presented to Parlia
ment by Her Majesty's command : Part i. p. 345· Letter of Mr. 
Becher, Resident at the Durbar, dated 18th June 1770. Representa
tion of tlle Naib Diwan, 1st February 1771. The Cook's Chronicle 
of Beerbhoom (Appendix C). 

12 During 1866, when the famine was se¥erest, I superintended 
public instruction . througiJ>ut the south-west division of Lower 
Benga~• including Olissa. The subordinate native officers, about 
eigtt ~undred in number, behaved ~ith a steadiness, aJ¥1, wh~n • 
called upon, with a self-abnegation beyond praise. Many of them 
rulnecT their health. One died while on circuit, alm~st in his . . • 
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• • • 
But here the analogy ends. In I no, the 

Government, by interdicting what it was pleased to 
term the monopoly of grain, prevented prices from 
rising at once to their natural rates. The province 
had a certain amount of food in it and this food 
had to last nine months. Private enterprise if left 
to itself would have iltored up the general supp~ 
at the harvest, with a view to realizing a larger 
profit at a later phiod in the scarcity. Prices 

• wou~d in consequen•ce have immediately risen, com-
pelling the population to reduce their consumption 
from, the very beginning of the dearth. The 
gener~l stock ~uld thus have ~een.husbanded and 
the pressure equally spread over the whole nine 
months, instead of being concen!rated upon the last 
six. The price of ~rain, in place of promptly rising 
to three-halfpence a pound as in I86s-66, continued 
at three-farthings during the earlier months of the 
famine. 78 During the latter ones it advanced to two
penc~ and in "ertain localities reached fourpence. In 
I866 the Government perceived this. So fa~ from 
arbitrarily interfering .with, and thus discouraging,· 
private trade, it clear~ realized that it~ o~ly chance ·: • 
was to stimulate private trape. In I no, respect-
able men shrank from having anything to do with 
grain-dealing: it was impossible to traffic without a • 
stock; it was impossible to collect a stock without 

• · palanquin. The touching scenes of self-s1crifice and humble heroism 
, whi~h I witnessed among the poor villagers on -.y tours of in~ection 

will rem.;.n in my memory till ~y latest day. • • 
73 Representation of the Naib Diwan.-Consultations, 1st February 

1771, Appe~dix B. • • 
• • 

• 
• 
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becoming amenable to the law. In 1 866, respect· 
able men in vast numbers went into the trade; for 
Government, by publishing weekl"y returns of the 
rates in every district, rendered the traffic both easy 
and safe. Every one knew where to buy grain 
cheapest, and where to sell it dearest, and food 
was accordingly brought fr~m the districts that 
could best spare it, and carried to those which 
most urgently needed it. ~ot only we;e prices 
equalized so far as possible throughout the stricken 
parts, but the publicity given to the; high rates in 
Lower Bengal "induced large shipments from the 
upper provinces, ~pd the chief seft of the. trade 
became unable to afford accommodation for landing 
the vast stores of grain brought down the river. 
Rice poured into the affecte<! districts from all 
parts,-railways, canals, and roads vigorously doing 
their duty. 

It is impossible to say whether the Government, 
without the assistance and counsel oi the E:Qglish 
press in India, would have struck out this course; 
but it is certain that from tlie very commencement 

• ;· the press. u~ed this course •pan the Government. 
It is equally certain, that in all the districts of Lower 
Bengal in which a non-official class of Englishmen 

• reside~ and upon which Et.glish public opinion had 
in consequence been brought to bear, those measures 
obtained a hig.h deg£ee of succes~. Wherever the 
En9"1-P.:;h plante~ or merchant goes, roads, railways, • . ~ . 
or canals are sure to follow 11im; and whereve,. these 
f<icilities for transport existed, the distri~ution of 

• • 
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the general grain-stock took place to an extent that 
prevented scarcity from passing into famine. 74 But, 
unhappily, there ·was a corner of Bengal in which 
the non-official Englishman seldom penetrates. The 
south-weste~n districts, comprised under the general 
name of Orissa, possessed no English mercantile 
public, and had never- ex'pt~ssed any desire forth~ 
means of intercommunication which is the first 
demand Jhat such a public make~. They do not 
belong to the rest ot the province either geographi-
cally br histori~ally, and no attempt had been made 
to un.te them with it.75 As far back as the records 
exten<j, Oriss<~.\has produc~d mQ~e grain .than it can 
use. 7? It is an exporting, not an importing province, 
sending away its surplus grain by sea, and neither 
requiring nor see+.:.ing any communication with 
Lower Bengal by land.' During the earlier months 
of the scarcity it was knovyn to have suffered like 
the rest of the province; but neither the public nor 
the Covernmt!nt were aware that a gre~ter propor-
tion of the crops had been lost in Orissa than in 
the other districts ; 11

• and the native merchants, 
relying on the gen(JI"al superabundat!ce.of grain, ·: • 

14 That there is a practical distinction between scarcity and 
famine, and a well-recognised point·at which the former passes into 
the latter, the highest authorities~cknowledge.-Papers, etc., relating 
to the famine in Bengal, presented to Parliament. Vol. i. p. 3~· Folio. 

15 Famine Commissioners' Report (r866), Part i. sees. 32, 46, 
412, etc. • 

76 Famine Commissioners' Report (r~6), Part. i. sec. 47, etc. 
77 Indeed, it was impossible to estimate the return, as th'- Com-

• rnissionws truly observe, till t~e grain was threshed out in Ja~ua!y; 
the amount of straw being, under the circumstances, a fallacious index. 
-Report, 1>art i. sec. I 12. • • • 

• 

• 
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while curtailing their export transactions saw no 
necessity for importing. 78 Towards the middle of 
February, however, it began to be perceived that 
there was something special in the condition of 
Orissa. The truth was, that the abundant importa
tion and distribution which had tended to make 
good the failure of the harvest in the rest of the 
province had never reached Orissa. No one had 
suspected that it would pay to carry grain ~y a long 
s~a route to districts that have always a large 
quantity to export, and which, long. after the rest 
of the province" had begun its pre~arations -for a 
year of famine, all~wed a million an~ a half ~unds 
of the precious commodity to leave its shores.· In 
March, when at length it became generally under
stood that Orissa was destitute•of rice, exportation 
and importation were alike impossible. The south
west monsoon had set in. The harbours of Orissa, 
never open more than a part of the year, had 
become impracticable. The only lalldward "oute 
was wholly unfit for the transport of sufficient food 
for the country, and the do<Jmed population found 

;· themselvei -atterly isolated, •in the condition of 
passengers in a ship without provisions.' 79 

78 The general idea, both amont the best informed officials and 
• non-officfals, was, that large private stores existed in the hands of 

speculators. 'The populace held it very decidedly;' and the Com
missioner thou~ht .there was 'enough to S-r>ply the market for a 
couple if years.' I-n the toltl absence of a system of rural statistics, 
th'l{e .~as no evidenfe to controvert these views.-Report, Part i. • 
sees. 192, 193, 195, 196, etc. • • • 

• 79 .Famine Report : ' On all the- coast of Orissa, FJ!lse Point 
excepted' (aid its own peculiar difficulties the Commissioners else-• . . . 

• 
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This condition was precise! y that in which the 

whole province of Lower Bengal found itself in 
1770. The want of means of intercommunication 
and transport rendered distribution impossible, even 
if Government had not deterred private merchants 
from undertaking the task. Importation on an 
adequate scale was impossible for the same reaso1t 
A single fact speaks volumes as to the isolation of 
each disJ:rict. An • abundant harv<:;st, we are re
peatedly told, was as disastrous to th~ revenues as 
a bad one; for when a large quantity or gr:ain had 
to b~ carried to market the cost of carriage swal
lowed. up the ~ice obtained.80 )ndeed, even if the 
means of intercommunication and transport had 
rendered importation practicable, the province had 
at that time no mo~ey to give in exchange for food. 
Not only had its various divisions a separate cur
rency which would pass nowhere else except at a 
ruinous exchange,81 but in that unfortunate year 
'Bengal seems to have been utte~ly drained of its 

where explain), 'vessels of the ordinary size could only lie outside, 
exposed to the full force of lile sea, and unload very slowly and with 
extreme difficulty during br.aks of the boisterous ~onsoon weather.' ·• • 
-Sec. 290, Part i. Several vessels were wrecked or lo~t their cargo • 
in the attempt. ' 

80 Letter from the President and Council to the Court of Direc
tors, dated roth November 17~, para. 33· Autobiography of the 
Honourable Robert Lindsay, Collector of Sylhet, 1778-~, in the • 
'Lives of the Lindsays,' by Lord Lindsay, vol. iii. p. 207. Svo. 
London, 1 849. • 

81 For example, the Narainy rupee o' Bahar, the cowrie currency 
of Sylhet (of which little shells more than 2 sao went to a ~lling), 
e~.-B<;Jlgal letter, dated 1o'h November 1773, para. 4- r.•o.•R. 
Proceedings in the Public Department, Fort William, October 24, 
1792. C. tJ. R. Lives of the Lindsays, vol. iii. p. 170, etc. • • • • 
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spec1e. Complaints of the deficiency of the currency 
are so common in the Manuscript Records as to 
blunt the reader's perception to the public distress 
implied. In I 769-70 things appear to have reached 
their worst point. In September I 769, the total 
balance in the treasury amounted to only £3482, 
afld the whole reserve in the Company's treasure 
chests to £4679.82 Its commercial agents could 
not. procure sufficient silver to inake the c~stomary 
advances for the investment, while private persons, 
finding it impossible to recover even ~ood debts on 
account of the de'btor's inability to obtain coin t• pay 
them in, refused t~. have any comn/~cial deq,lings, 
and trade came to a stand. 83 This was the state of 
affairs at the beginning of the famin~; towards the 
end they were if possible worse.• In August I 770, 
the Council, while quite willing to let Madras have 
the usual ~ ·'oply for its investment, are forced to 
confess that wey have no specie'by means of which 
to remit it.84 

• • 

The absence of the means of importation was 
the more to be deplored, as ethe neighbouring dis

• ;·tricts coul~ e~iiy have suppliedlgra.in. In the south
east a fair harvest had been reaped, except in 
circumscribed spots; and we are assured that, during 

• the famjne, this part of Bengal was enabled to export · 
without having to complain of any deficiency in 

• 82 Letter from the Presidfnt and Council to the Court of Direc-
tors, d~d 25th Sept$ber 1769, para. 125. I. 0. R. • 

~3 fbid. para. 39· I. 0. R. • • • 
84 Letter from the same to the same, dated 25th Au~ust 1770, 

paia. !6. I. 0. R. 
• • 

• 
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consequence.84

a The north-western districts at first 
seemed equally fortunate, and the Central Commit
tee, in reply to the lamentations of the Supervisor 
of Bahar, bitterly remark : 'Your neighbours, enJoy
ing the blessing of almost a plentiful season, whilst 
you are suffering the evils of dearth and famine, 
exhibits but an unpleasant contrast and rath~r 

wounds the credit of English· policy.' 85 Indeed, 
no matter how local' a famine might be in the last . ' 

century, the effects \vere equally disastrous. Sylhet, 
a district in the north-east of Bengal, had reaped 
unus]Jally plentiful harvests in I 7 So and ns I, but 
the next crop \vas destroyed b/a local inundation, 

• • • 
and . notwithstanding the facilities for importation 
afforded by water-carriage one-third of the people 
died. The same ihing took place in I 784 when 
two-thirds of the cattle perished. 86 

In I866 the existence of an extensive trade 
with Europe enabled Bengal, with the exception of 
Oris~a, to p~rchase as. much food from other pro~ 
vinces as it required. Importation of grain was a 
p~o:fitable investment .for capital, and capital flowed 
abundantly into .that .channel. The \Wlo~ harvests·: • 
of Northern India· were laid under contribution to 

' . 

make good the deficiency of a single province, thus 
reducing the inevitable ~uffer:ing to a minimu.m, and • 

8~• Consultations, z8th April 1770, etc. 
85 Consultations, 3cf May 177o. Im]:ll)rtation from the north was 

subsequently proh~bited, and high prices fuled ~e~e also. •. 
• 86 Report of the Honourable Robert Lindsay, Collector of ~llfet, 

dated 3'fl. September 1784; ,.amine Report, r866. Lives of the 
Lindsays, !>y Lord Lindsay, vol. iii. zo8 (1849). • • 

V.OL, ·~. ~ • D • 
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preventing the loss of life, deplorably great as it 
undoubtedly was in isolated places, from anywhere 
amounting to depopulation. 

Before quitting the subject of dearths I wish to 
explain the two circumstances which regulate their 
intensity, and the method by which they may be 
~unteracted. Famine in In<iia is caused by natu
ral scarcity, resulti'ng from the deficiency of the 
crops, and more or less severe• in proportion as the 

• crops have been more or less completely destroyed. 
Inundations may cause temporary sc~rcity, but the 
losses of low-lying localities are usually made up 
by the subsequent ·c;bundance on thl.high gr~mnds. 
On the other hand, drought, when sufficiently 
intense to destroy the December harvest, results 
in famine. The practical effect• of famine depend, 
however, on its actual pressure as indicated by the 
rise in prices. Under native government and in 
1770 under the Company's first attempt at admini
stration, the actual pressure of a famintil held a direct 
ratio to the natural scarcity. If the crops perished 
the people died : the actual pressure was in propor-

• ;· tion to th~ n!tilral scarcity, arwl the natural scarcity 
to the actual pressure. But the whole tendency 
of modern civilisation is to raise up intervening 

• influen&es which render th~ relation of actual pres
sure to natural scarcity less certain and less direct, 
until the two term~ which were• once convertible 
come•to have ~ttry little connection with each other. • • • 
This is what has taken plal!e in India duri!J.g tlie 

.last•fifty years, as the two following exampl~~ show. . . . . . 
• 
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The north-western provinces of Bengal have 

twice been visited during that period by a season 
of terrible drought. On both occasions the pro
portion of the crops destroyed appears to have 
been the same, and the official estimate reports the 
natural scarcity as nearly equal. 87 The first took 
place in r837, the second in r86o-6r. In r8J7, 
Jndia was on the point of being thrown unreservedly 
open to European •enterprise, but the change had 

• not taken place. •Railways were not; roads and 
watercourses were scarcely_ more numerous than • 
in the time of Aurungzebe; non-official English 
influe.nce, ancf the facilities fo~ .·transport that such 
influence everywhere procures, were confined to the 
immediate 'vicinity of the great towns ; nor had that 
vast store of surplll6 capital, ever keenly on the look
out for investment, been developed, which forms 
so striking a feature in the mercantile economy of 
Bengal at the present day. In short, the break
wat~rs whic~ modern civilisation raises up between 
natural scarcity and its actual pressure had not yet 
been constructed and• the ancient monotonous story 
of starvation was r~peated. N otwitl\stillding the'". 
efforts of the Government, then presided over. by 
a nobleman of remarkable private humanity, the 
deaths rose to twelve ~undred per diem in. two of 

• the principal towns ; 88 in the open country the 
• 

87 Colonel Baird Smith's Report.-P<;:>ers pre~ented to Parliament 
(r867) relative to the Bengal famine. Folio. .,-ol. i. p. 230. •.-

• 88 .T~is statement is base~ upon the correspondence of a n'!enfber 
of the 'principal Relief Committee. The statistics are more fully given 
in my 'J.3.~ral Sketches,' published in Calcutta. • • 

• • • 
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people perished by villages, and nine months of 
famine left the whole rural system disorganized. 
But during the next quarter of a: century India 
advanced towards civilisation by forced marches, 
and the drought of I 86o found its effects checked 
by a hundred counteracting influences unknown in 
1~37· The natural scarcity•was the same, but 
abundance of capital existed to buy food from 
other provinces, and the newly constructed Iailways 
with their network of roads clieaply and rapidly 
effected its distribution. The Grand. Trunk Road, 
a work of Roman solidity, is officially report<Jd to 
have been -yvorn o~t. in fifteen days ;t; 'every. cart, 
bullock, camel, donkey, in short, every means of 
conveyance available in the country' was pressed 
into the service, and the princiJ.'al railway stations 
were at length. blocked up with grain. 90 While 
private enterprise thus intervened between the 
natural scarcity and the actual pressure, private 
charity provided for that section of. the pe{)ple 
whose earnings just suffice to keep them alive in 
seasons of ordinary fertility ; • a section which will 

• ;always b<S t"rown upon the• public benevolence 
during a scarcity, as long as the present relations 
of labour and capital continue in Bengal. 

• Th<e second example i: derived from the two 
famines that have visited the lower provinces in 
I no and I 86<?. Ir: this instanc~ very little evi
dell-c~· exists foil comparing the natural scarcity. 

• • • 
• 89 Famine Commissioners' Report (1866), Part i. parae73· 
~ lden~ • • 
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But we know that in I 866 one corner of Bengal
Orissa-was, so far as the intervening influences. 
which prevent ·natural scarcity passing into actual 
pressure, exactly in the position of the whole pro
vince in I no. In these similarly situated parts the 
actual pressure, as indicated by the price of rice, 
was precisely the scrme in both (amines, the m~i
mum being fourpence and the average over two
pence ~pound. It. should be remembered, however, . . 
that s1lver was dearer then than now. The propor-
tion of the cr~ps lost seems also to have been equal. 
In the districts of Orissa which suffered most in • • 
I86& and in• Rajmahal, one Qf the districts which 
suffered most in I no, the preceding harvests were 
officially estimated to have yielded less than one
half their averag'e produce,91 and any superiority 
of the early Orissa harvests in I 86 5 to those of 
Rajmahal in I 769 was more than counterbalanced 
by subsequent exportations frbm the Orissa sea
board. I~· may be iJ:lferred, therefore, that the 

' natural scarcity was the same. The actual pressure 
happily proved very• different. In ,I no the natur~! 
scarcity passed in ~ di.rect, and un~itilgated forme 
into actual pressure. Before the middle of the year 
ten millions of the gen~ral population had perished ; 

·at the end of it, an official reports that ~f 61. certain • 
poor· class-the ·lime-workers-· only five' out of one 

.hundred and fi!ty were livillg,92 apd one-third of 
9l Famine Commissioners' Report (1866, Part i. para~·il4· • Re

•port ~ Mr. Harwood, Su~visor of Rajmahal, <:;onsultations, 28th ' 
April T7iO, etc. • . 

• 92 ~onsulJ:ations, r rth February 1771, • 
• 
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• • 
the country had returned to jungle. In I 866, ·roads, 
railways, canals, toiled day and night in bringing 
grain from other provinces, till at le'ngth the port 93 

at which the railway taps the river system of Lower 
Bengal became unable to afford accommodation for 
landing the unprecedented cargoes, and the Railway 
C~mpany had to seek the ass~tance of the autho
rities to prevent native shipmasters from unlading 
on its lines and . sidings. One corner of. Lower 
Bengal, however, continued in the same isolated 
state in I 866 in which the whole P\!Ovince found 
itself in I no, and it was reserved for the unhappy 

• • 
people of Orissa to ~xperience what happens when 
the actual pressure of a dearth is equal to the 
natural scarcity, and to illustrate to modern times 
the meaning of the ancient word fcl.J?ine. 

The preventives of famine belong to two dis
tinct classes; those that tend to avert natural 
scarcity, and those that are directed towards the 
development of intervening infl.uenoes betw.een 
natural scarcity and actual pressure. Natural 
scarcity may be averted either by Government 
~- . 
eundertaki~ ~orks of irrigatidh and drainage at 
its own expense, or by giving the landed classes a 
permanent title to the soil,.thus inducing them to 

• enter ore such works by securing to them the profits. 
Orissa in I 866 was in this respect in the position of 
the whole of th~ provjnce in I no ~it had neither a 
perp1~ent settlet!tent 94 nor any adequate irrigation 

• • • 
93 K ooshtea. This incident took place in my own court . . -. . 
tH Just bef~re the famine commenced, the native landholders of 

. . . 

• 

• 
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works maintained by the State, and it was the only 
part of Lower Bengal in which the scenes of J 770 
were re-enacted.95 

' 

The. second set of preventives, those th~t tend 
to raise up breakwaters between natural scarcity 
and actual pressure~ is a very large one. Every 
measure that helps a:>wards the extension of colil
merce and the growth of capital, every measure 
that inc,eases the tacilities of transport and distri
bution, comes under this class. Whatever tends 
to develop t~e natural resources of a country, to 
call forth a SJ_:>irit of enterprise among its inhabit
ants, .to rendir each part less. ~ependent on itself, 
and to bind up the commonwealth by the ties of 
mutual assistance and common ·interest, tends to 
mitigate the actu~l pressure of a famine. The 
whole list may be expressed by four words
enlightened government and modern civilisation. 
These are the specifics for famine. Where ·they 
exist, scarcity will never result in depopulation ; 
where they do not, · the utmost endeavours of 

I 

Government may mftigate but they cannot avert. • 
Nevertheless, the etwo formal sp·e~fiqj may be~ • 
assisted by subsidiary relief efforts, such as public 
works and organized. public charity. 

Where natural sc~rcity passes direrJly into 
• actual pressure, .two exceptional measures have 

• 
Bengal had represented the discourag~ent to .cultivation which the 
postponement of a permanent settlement cau~d in Orissa. ' 

• 95 l:xcept that in ·1866 ~ere was no cannibalism, and t1te \otal 
loss of ~opulation in all Bengal wall three-quarters of a million 
instead. of ten millions. • ' 

• • • • 
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been employed, with various degrees of success, to 
take the extreme edge off famine. The one is an 
embargo on exportation, the other is importation 
at the State expense. Both are dangerous ex
pedients, and their success (when successful) im
plies that the ordinary laws of political economy 
c-.nnot be applied to the case i in other words, that 
modern civilisation and enlightened government 
have yet to begin their work. This ~as the 
condition of Lower Bengal in r·no and of Orissa, 
its south-western corner, in 1866.96 

• 

Before the commencement of I]7I, one-third 
of a generation of·~easants had be~ swept.from 
the face of the earth and a whole generation of 
once rich families had been reduced to indigence. 
Every district reiterated the •same tale. The 
revenue farmers-a wealthy class who then stood 
forth as the visible government to the common 
people-being unable to realize the land-tax, were 
stripped of their office, their persons• imprisoned, 
and their lands, the sole dependence of their 

• families, re-let.97 The ancie~t houses of Bengal, 
• :who had ~nj<!ly.ed a semi-indetJendence under the 

Moghuls and whom the British Government sub
sequently acknowledged as the lords of the soil, 
fared st~ll 'worse. From th~ year 1770 the ruin of 

• 

• 

ts The Famine Commissioners, while admitting that cases may 
occur in which Government znay wisely undertake importation, deny 
that it sftould ever int9rfere with exportation. I suspect Mr. Mill's 
arglfme~ts apply to both cases. • • • 

97 Letter from the President and Council to the Court ~f Direc-
tors; d!ted Fort-William, IOth November 1773· I. 0. R. • • • 

• • 
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two-thirds of the· old aristocracy of Lower Bengal 
dates. The Maharajah of Burdwan, whose province 
had been the first to cry out and the last to which 
plenty returned, died miserably towards. the end of 
the famine, leaving a treasury so empty that the 
heir had to melt do:vn the family plate, and when 
this was exhausted t<1' beg a loan from the Goven'
rhent, in o~der to perform his father's obsequies.98 

Sixteen ¥ears later, ·we find the unfortunate young 
prince unable to sC:tisfy th~ Government demands, 
a prisoner in h.is own palace.99 This was the repre
sentative of a line which had possessed houses and • • 
lands .along all the principal rQutes, so that how~ 
ever far its chief might travel, he never slept out 

·of his own jurisdiction. The present Maharajah 
enjoys a revenue •reputed to exceed a hundred 
thousand sterling, and admi_nisters his estates by 
means of a body of advisers that closely imitates 
the Imperial Council in Calcutta. The Rajah of 
N uddea, another powerful nobleman of the last 
century,100 emerged from the f~mine impoverished 
and in disgrace, very' thankful, it would seem, to . : 
have the managemeftt of his estate~ h~n out of·: • 
his own hands a~d vested i~ his son.101 The pro-

98 Letter from the President •nd Council to the Coui:t of Direc-
tors, dated 25th August 177o, para. 52. I. 0. R. • • 

99 From the Collector of Burdwan to the Board of Revenue, dated 
r6th May 1786. Bn. Fe 

• 

100 An account of this family is prest'ved in the' Kshitisha Ban-
• savali Charitam. Ed. Berlin, 1852. • ~ 

• 1o1 I.Jftter from the Pre~ent and Council to the Lo;rt • of 
Directors,.dated Fort-William, roth November 1773, paras. ~ r,r, 
etc. • • • • 

• • • 
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prietrix of Rajshie/02 a lady of remarkable talent 
for public business, retained the control of her 
district; but soon afterwards, being unable to pay 
the revenue, was threatened with dispossession, the 
sale of her lands, and the withdrawal of her Govern
ment allowance.103 It would be easy to multiply 
~amples. We shall afterwa~ds view the ruin of 
the western districts more in detail. Meanwhile 
it is enough to say that when the local records 
open, they disclose the Rajah oi Beerbhoom hardly 
permitted to pass the first year of his majority 
before being confined for arrears of revenue, and 

• • the venerable Raj<lh of Bishenpor•, after .weary 
years of duress, let out of prison only to die. 

In a country whose inhabitants live entirely by 
agriculture, depopulation is ahfays followed by a 
proportionate area of the land falling out of tillage. 
Bengal had lost one-third of its people and one
third of its surface speedily became waste. Three 
years after the famine, so much lan<i lay unculti
vated that the Council began to devise mc;asures 

. for tempting the subjects t>f native princes to 
.··.migrate i!J.to• its dominions.104

• While the province 
in general was rack-rented to supply the pressing 
necessities of the Company in England, Warren • Hastings interposed on behalf of the frontier, in 
order that there might be ·such a show of lenity as 

• 
102 The Rani Banwari. : 
103~etter from th! President and Council to the Court of Direc-• . . 

tors, dated 15th March 1774, para. 6. • • • 
• 1~ From the same to the same, dated roth November.I773, para. 

16. • • • 
• • • 
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' . 
to 'procure a supply of inhabitants from the neigh
bouring districts of the Nabob Vizier.' In. I 776 
the scarcity of cultivators had completely transposed 
the relations of landlord and tenant in BengaL 
Formerly there had been more husbandmen want
ing land than could obtain holdings; the only means 
of earning a livelihootl was agriculture; emigratio~ 
was unknown; the whole peasantry fell into the 
power of.the landlo;ds or revenue-farmers, and a 
cry of rural oppressi;n arose such as has never been 
heard before o~ after. To this state of things, the 
result of a seri's of unusually pl~ntiful crops at the 
beginning of tae century/05 the (amine of I 7JO put 
an end, and even a new-comer could see that there 
was· more land awaiting cultivation than there were 
husbandmen to till it 'In the pres~nt state of the 
country,' wrote Mr. Francis in I 776, 'the ryot has 
the advantage over the zemindar. Where so much 
land lies waste, and so few hands are left for culti
vation, the p<!asant must be courted to undertake 
it.' 106 By degrees the agricultural population divided 
itself into two classes :. the so-called resident culti
vators 107 who, fr?m ~ttachment to tneir' ancient 
homes, or, as was much more frequently the case,. by 
reason of indebtedness to tJleir landlord, continued on 

• 
• 105 One year rice sold at more than a hundred pounds for a 

shilling; and tradition ~lates that a governor of Dacca shut up a 
g~te ~ntil t~e price should again _fall to the~owes~r~te. reached ~ring 

ohls reign, VIZ. one hundred and fifty pounds for a shillmg. • • 
4.06 Mit!ute by Mr. Francis-Revenue Consultations of the 5th 

November ~76. I. 0. R. ' • . 
107 Khvd-kasht. . . • 

• • 

• 

• 
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the same estate as . before the famine ; and a more 
adventurous class, termed non-resident or vagrant 
cultivators/08 who threw up their previous holdings 
and went in search of new ones at the lower rates 
to which depopulation had reduced the market 
value of land. ,\Vithin six years after the famine 
this classification had distinct1.y taken place, and the 
non-resident ryots who had previously formed an 
insignificant and degraded order continU&d during 

• thirty years the most prominent feature in the rural 
system of Bengal. In old times, the non-resident 
cultivators wandefed weariedly th.ough the pro
vince because the)* C' ,uld nowhere ti.nd land ; after 
I 770, cultivators joined the non-resident class be
cause they could find land everywhere cheaper than 
the old rates, and a collect&, when wishing to 
imply that an English gentleman had received his 
land on advantageous terms, briefly describes him 
as a ja£kasht ryot (non-resident cultivator). 

For the first fifteen years after !he famil\e de
population steadily increased. During a scarcity it 
is the childreq on whom the' calamity falls with the 
heaviest'weight, and until f785 the old died off 
without there being any rising generation to step . 
into their places.109 To jdd to the general misery 
the nx>st violent feuds broke out among the landed 
proprietors. One-third of their land lay unculti-

• 
10~ Paikasht. ·'~he E;glish renderings given above are those of 

Jias~ngs and Francis. • 
109 In Beerbhoom, for example.-i.etter from Christophet Keattng, 

Es'lo, Collector, to John Shore, Esq., President of the ~oard of Re
venue, dat(jji 3d July 1789. B. R. R. • 

• • • 
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vated and each began to entice away the. tenants 
of his neighbour, · by offering protection against 
judicial proceedings and farms at very low rents.110 

As they became more impoverished they went on 
b,idding more eagerly against one another for the 
husbandmen, till at length the non-resident class 
obtained the.ir holdingS.at half-rates.m The resident 
cultivators, unable to compete on these terms, threw 
up their .farrns. Th~y had formerly been the 
wealthiest order of t,he tillers of the soil, but now 
they began to .look on themselves as an injured 
class, and so general became the desertion that in • • 1784, J?arliameilt, acquainted witp the signs of out-
ward decay but ignorant of its causes, ordered an 
inquiry into the reasons that had compelled the 
agricultural classes 'to abandon and relinquish their 
lands.' 112 A. province cannot be re-peopled, how
ever, by Act of Parliament. The land remained 
untilled, and in I 789, Lord Cornwallis, after three 
years'. vigilant.inquiry, pronounced one-third of the 
Company's territories in Bengal to be 'a jungle m
habited only by wild b&sts.' 113 

• • • no Letter from Christopher Keating, Esq., Collector, to John 
Shore, Esq., President of the Board of Revenue, dated 3oth August 
1789. From the Board of Revenue to the Collector, dated 10th May 
1790, etc. B. R. R. • 

111 Strictures and Observations ·on the Mocurrery S)llitem of 
Landed Property in Bengal, by Gurreeb Doss ; with Replies. Svo. 
London, 1:194· This is.a rep~int of a somewhat acrimonious dis
cussion between Mr. J. Prinsep and Mr. ~hos. Law in the Morning 

• Ckr01ticle during 1792. 0. C. • tt, 
~12 2~eo. III. 39· 0. C. e • • 
113 Minute of the Governor-General, September 18, 1789. See • • • also his le~ter to the Court of Directors, dated 2d August 1789. 

• • 

• 

• 
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Such was the general state of the province when 

it passed under British rule. The western princi
palities, Beerbhoom and Bishenpore, which form 
the special subject of this volume, had borne their 
full share of the national calamity. In 1765, four 
years before the famine, Beerbhoom had been culti
~ated by close on six thou~and rural communes, 
each with a hamlet in the centre ·of its lands.114 

In r 77 I, three years after the famine, .only four 
t.housand five hundred of these little communities 
survived.m The cultivators fled from the open 
country to the cities ; but 'even in the large towns,' 

• • 
wrote a Beerbhoorp official in I 77 J,, 'there. is not 
a fourth part of the houses inhabited.' 116 The 
following year, 1772-73, is memorable for the first 
attempt which Warren Hastin~ made to adjust the 
land-tax independently of the Mussulman Minister 
of the Interior, and the native subordinates, eager 
to find favour with the redoubted Englishman, 
returned the number of commune~ at neq,rly a 
hundred more than in 1771-72.117 But the fact 
could not be concealed : depopulation went steadily 

• on till 1";85, when the num!>er had sunk to four 
thousand four hundred, and of the six thousand 
prosperous communes i~ I 76 5 close on fifteen 

• 114 l!etter from the Collector to the Board of Revenue, dated 3d 
July 1789, etc. B. R. R. . 

115 Hustabood Accounts and Papers foe the Bengali Year II78 
(A.D. J.77I-7Z). Board of ~evenue. C. 0. R. 
• l~Report of thfSupervisor, Mr. Higginson, dated 22d February • 

177 I. I. 0. R. • • • • 
1•17 Beerbhoom Hustabood.-Letter from Collector to Board of . . 

Revenue, dj.ted 3d July 1789. B. R. R. • 
• 

~N\VERSIT~ OF NORT~ BENGAL 
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hundred had disappeared and their lands relapsed 
to jungle.118 Even among those that were not 
altogether abandoned many square miles of the 
richest country lay untilled, and one set of revenue 
agents after another failed to wring the land-tax out 
of the people. In 1772, the old farmers having 
thrown up their tas~ in despair were supersede~ 
and dragged down to the debtors' prison in Cal
cutta for arrears. At each new adjustment of the 

• revenue the same fhing took place ; the hereditary 
prince excusins- himself from remitting the land-tax 
to the English treasury, on the grounds that the . ' revenl!e agent~ could not collect It, and the revenue 
agents being cast without mercy into dungeons. 
When the British undertook the direct management 
of the district, near~ twenty years after the famine, 
they found the jail filled with revenue prisoners, 
not one of whom had a prospect of regaining his 

. ~iberty.119 For this state of things the Rajah was 

• 

not ~lone reiponsible. While the country every 
year became a more total waste, the English 
Government constantPy demanded an increased . 
land-tax. In I7JI •more than one-thir« of the,'~ 
culturable land was returned in the publi,c accounts 
as ' Deserted ;' 120 in r 776 the entries in this column 
exceed one-half of the •whole tillage, four. acres • 
lying waste for everL seven that remained under 

• 
118 The exact number was 1445. ; • · 
119 Letters from Collector to Board of Revenue, dated rst ~gt..,t 

17tl9, etoe B. R. R. e· 
120 p alatika. H ustabood accounts of Beerbhoom for the Be~gali •· year r 178 .. C. 0. R. · • . . 
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cultivation.121 On the other hand, the Company 
increased its demand from less than £ 10o,ooo 
sterling in I772, to close on £IIz,ooo in 1776. 
The villagers were dragooned into paying the land
tax by Mussulman troops, but notwithstanding the 
utmost severities the receipts seldom amounted to 
ltlluch more than one-half of the demand.122 

•. 

The state of Beerbhoom a.t the end of the famine 
of I 770 will be found officially described by eye-. . . 
witnesses in Appendix B. Terf years later we find 
the district a sequestered and an impaS6able jungle . 

• 
In ancient times it had been the highway of armies, 
the favourite battl~-field on which .Was more than . . 
once decided the fate of Bengal ; in I 780 a small 
body of Sepoys could with difficulty force their way 
through its forests. For I 20 •miles, says a con
temporary newspaper correspondent, probably one 
of the officers of the party, ' they marched through 
but an extensive wood, all the way a perfect wilder
ness ; sometimes a small village pres~ted its~lf in 
the midst of these jungles, with a little cultivated 

•• . ground around it, hardly sufficient to encamp the 
• ·. two bat~liotts: These woode abound with tigers 

and bears, which infested the camp every night, but 
did no other damage than carrying off a child and 

• 
• 121 Ifustabood accounts of Beerbhoom for the Bengali year I r83. 

c. 0. R. 
Government Dem:v>d· Actual Receipt. 

122 1772, -: £99,413 £55,207 

• !1773, •• 103,089 62,365 
1774, 10 .. 799 52,~3 • 

• 1775, 100,983 53,997 
1776. III,482 . 6'~~50 

• 

• • • 
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killing some of the gentlemen's hackery bullocks.' 123 

The narrator, judging by the obstacles of the route, 
and ignorant of the past history of the district, 
magnified the march into an achievement never 
before accomplished, and nine years later, the 
jungle continued so dense as to shut off all com
municatiqn between ~e two most important towne;, 
and to cause the mails to be can;ied by a circuit 
of fifty miles througl! another district.124 

As t~e little rur~l communities relinquishe~ftheu 
hamlets, and drew closer together towards the centre . . 
of the district, the wild beasts pressed hungrily on 
their rear. lo vain the Compahy offered a reward 
for ea~h tiger's head, sufficient to• maintain a peasant's 
family in comfort for three months; an item of ex
penditure it deemetl so necessary, that when, under 
extraordinary pressure, it had to suspend all pay
ments, the tiger-money and diet allowance for 
prisoners were the sole exceptions to the rule.125 

, A btlt of j~gle, filled with wild beasts, formed 
round each village; the official records frequently 
speak of the mail-ba~ b.eing carried off by wild . • 
beasts / 26 and after f•uitless injunction! to.the land-.· • 
holders to clear the forests, Lord Cornwallis was 
at length compelled to ' sanction a public grant to 
keep open the new milita~y road that passed tj1rougl~ • 

123 Hz'cky's Gazoette,S:aicutta, 29th April 178o. 
124 Biil for Contingent Charges, date't29th MQy 1789. B. R. R. 
125 Letters from the Accountant-General to the Collector ~ Beer-

• b~oom,~ated 29th December 1790 and 28th January 1791. B.•R.•R. 
126 Letters from Board of ~evenue to Collector, dated 1 Ith Febru. 

ary 1789, ltc. B. R. R. • • 
V.OL. •1. • • E 
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Beerbhoom.121 The ravages of the wild elephants 
were on a larger scale, and their extermination 
formed one of the most important duties of the 
Collector for some time after the district passed 
directly under British rule. In two parishes alone, 
during the last few years of the native administra
tion, fifty-six villages with !heir communal lands 
'had all been d~stroyed and gone to jungle, caused 
by the depredations of the wtld elephants ;' 128 and 

• an official return states that forty market towns 
throughout the district had been des~rted from the 
same cause. The Rajah petitioned the Company 

• to use its influence. with the N awab 4)f Beng!lP29 to 
procure the loan of the Viceregal stud .of tame ele
phants, in order to catch the wild ones.130 The bag 
was to be made over to his Highness as payment. 
This assistance not being obtained, the Rajah for
mally applied for a reduction of the land-tax, in 
consequence of the district being depopulated by 
wild elephants. The Collector repor~d the daim 
to be just. ' I had ocular proof, on my journey to 

.• . Deoghur,' he writes; 'mar~s of their ravages re
• ·. maining~ 'Phe poor timid n<Jt:ive ties his cot in a 

tree, to which he retires when the elephants ap
proach, and silently views the destruction of his 

• 

• 

• • 
127 Letters from Board of Revenue to Collector, dated nth Febru,.. 

ary 1789, 3oth April 1790, etc. B. R. R. • 
128 From the (J:Jllector :>f Beerbhoom to the Board of Revenue, 

dated ... pril 1790. 1t R. R. 
• 12f Mabarak-ad-Daulat. • • • 

1so From the Collector to the Board, dated r 5th October 1790; 
arid,he Board's reply, dated 26th idem. B. R. R. ., 

• • • 
' 
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cottage, and all the profits of his labour. I saw 
some of these retreats in my journey, and had the 
cause of them explained. In Bealputta very few 

-inhabitants remain; and the zemindar's fears for 
the neighbouring purgunnahs will certainly be real
ized in the course ~f a few years, if some method 
is not fallen on ti"J extirpate those destructi~e 

animals.' 131 

It is. difficult fof' Englishmen, accustomed from 
boyhood to fire-arms, to comprehend the defence
less ·State of .a peasantry armed only with spears 
and bows against the larger sorts of wild beasts. 

• • It is \).Ot lack .:>f courage, as evt=ry Englishman who 
has hunted with beaters in the jungles will testify. 

--n~~ the intreoid skill with which a band of 
' 

Beerbhoom hil1-m~n surround a tiger, never ceases 
to astonish those who . know the risk. But the 
herd of elephants is resistless ; lifting off roofs, 
pushing down walls, trampling a village under foot, 
as if it wen'-' a city of sand that a child had built 
upon the shore. 'Most fortunately for the popula?. 
tion of the country,' 'wrote the gr~atest elephant-: 
hunter of that perio~, 'they delight i~ t~ seques- • 
tered range of the mountain ; did they prefer the 
plain, whole kingdoms would be laid waste.' 132 In • many parts of the country the peasantry tlid not • 
dare to sleep in their houses, lest ·they should be 

• • 
131 From the Collector to the Boatd, d~d 6th Auguif 1791. 

• B. R. R. • 
• 132 ~utobiography of th• Hon. Robert Lindsay, Collector of 

Sylhet; cjrc. 1778 to 1789. Lives of the Lindsays, by Lord Li.:l.s.ay, 
vol. .iii. '(e. 190. • • 

• • • • 
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buried beneath them during the night, and as 
late as I 8 ro the surveyor of a district a little to 
the north of Beerbhoom reports : ' The alarm that 
the elephants occasion is exceedingly great. One 
night that I lay close to the hills, although I had a 
guard, the men of the villag~ close by my tents 
retired at night to the trees, -and the women hid 
themselves among the cattle, leaving their huts a 
prey to the elephants, who kno~ very well :rhere to 
look for grain. Two nights before, some of them 
had unroofed a hut in the village, ap.d had eaten 
up all the grain which a poor family had preserved 

• in its earthen store. l'r!a It is right to e1dd, tha! wild 
elephants, although they may have become more 
troublesome as the jungle absorbed the cultivated 
land after the famine, were df'eaded devastators 
long before I no. Even in the most prosperous 
period of the M ussulman rule they infested what 
are now the richest districts of Bengal, and formed 
the chief, sometimes indeed the sole, .-evenue .that 
could be obtained from large and fertile pro-

. vinces.134 • . 

•. The e~il ~e~ms to have rea~hed its climax about 
I 786. From this year English supervision, more 
or less direct, dates in Beerbhoom. The agri• • cultural.ists were by no means the only class who 
fled before the tiger and wild elephant. The 

• 
133 j!istory, Anti~ities, :tc., of Eastern India, from the Buchanan 

Paper~ in the E. I. House, vol. ii. p. 14. • 
1 34 Analysis of the Bengali Poem i.aj-Mala, by the Re~ Jamt95 

Lopg. p. 19. Pamphlet, 8vo, Calcutta. Lives of the Lindsays, 
vol. iii. p. 16}, etc. , "\ • 
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earliest English records disclose the forest hamlets 
of the iron-smelters deserted; the charcoal-burners 
driven. from their occupation by wild beasts ; many 
factories and market towns abandoned ; the cattle 
trade, which then formed an important branch of 
the district's comme_rce, at a stand; and the halting
places, where herds ~sed to rest and fodder on tlfeir 
way from the mountains to the plains, written down 
as wast;&. 135 

• 

But tigers and.wild elephants were not the most 
cruel enemi~ of the peasant. The English found 
Bengal in tije hands of banditti, and the names 

• 
of successfuJ.e leaders of the last century, such as 
Strong-fisted Khan,136 to be found .in, every nativ~ 
history, tell a story of rapine and oppressi<Yrr-ncn:.._ 
difficult to read. • Many of the principal families 
throughout the country, being dispossessed by the 
Mussulman tax-gatherers in whole or part of- their 
lands, lived by plunder; the only difference between 
the highlar1tl and lowland proprietors being, that 
the former marauded more openly and on a larger 

# 

scale. The latter, indeed, found it. more profitable •• 
to shelter banditti•on their estates, ~evYl.ng black-• 
mail from the surrounding villages as the . price of 
immunity from depre~ation, and sharing in the 
plunder of such as would not come tl!l terms. • 
Their country-houses were robber strongholds, and 
the early English administratt>rs of Bengal have left 

.• 41 
• 

• 18~ Letter from the Coll!ctor of Beerbhoom to the Board of Re-
venue, <Jit.ted gth October 1789. B. R. R. • • 

• ·la6 ;labbaJ-dast Khan, famous in the adjoining distri-ct of Burdwan. 
• 
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• 
it on record, that a gang-robbery never occurred 
without a landed proprietor being at the bottom of 
it. 137 Bands of cashiered soldiers, the dregs of the 
M ussulman armies, roamed about, plundering as 
they went. They frequently dressed themselves 
in the Company's uniform, with .a view to wholesale 
extortion from the villagers,---~ fraud rendered so 
plausible by the disorderly conduct of our own 
troops on the line of march, that •a series of s•ringent 
enactments failed to put it do~n. Lawlessness 
breeds lawlessness, and the miserable peasantry, 
stripped of their hoard for the winte~ were forced 

. . 
to become plunderer~ in turn. Early-in r 77 L, the 
local officers report 'the frequent firing of villages 
by the people, whose distress drives them to such 
acts of despair and villany. Numbers of ryots, 
who have hitherto borne the first of characters 
among their neighbours, pursue this last resource to 
procure themselves a subsistence.' 138 They formed 
themselves into bands of so-called h<1useless -de
votees,139 and roved about the country in armies ... 

•• fifty thousand strong. 'A set of lawless banditti,' 
• ~rote the ~ouTlc.il in r 77 3, ' knd\vn under the name 

of Sanyasis or Faquirs, have long infested these 
countries; and, under pret;nce of religious pil-

• 

• grimage~ have been accustomed to traverse the 
chief part of Bengal, begging, stealing, and plunder-

• 
• . . 

187 Plswers to Inter~ogatories, circulated in t8ot. 
138 Letter of Mr. Rous, the Supervieor of Rajshie, datelf 13th • 

Apri! 1471. I. 0. R. 
139 Sanyas~s. • 

.,. 
• 
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• 
ing wherever they go, and as it best suits their 
convenience to practise.' 140 In the years subsequent 
to the famine, their ranks were swollen by a crowd 
of starving peasants who had neither seed nor 
implements to recommence cultivation with, and 
the cold weather of 1772 brought them down upon 
the harvest field~ or Lower Bengal, burning, pl~
dering, ravaging, 'in bodies of fifty thousand, 
men.' 141 

• The collectors called out the military ;. 
but after a temporary success our Sepoys ' were at 
length totally ,s:lefeated, and Captain Thomas (their 
leader), with j.lmost the whole party, cut off.' 142 It 
was not till .t~ clQse of the wilier that the Council 

. could report to the Court of Directors, that a 
battalion, under an experienced commander, had 
acted successfully• against them ;143 and a month 
later we find ·that even this tardy intimation had 
been premature. On the 3 r st March r 77 3, Warren 
Hastings plainly acknowledges that the. commander 
who had sl.!Cceeded Captain Thomas 'unhappily 
underwent the same fate;' that four battalions of . . 
the army were then actively engag-ed against the: •· 
banditti, but that, in•spite of the militia l~ies called • 
from. the landholders, their combined operations 
had been fruitless. The revenue could not be col-• ' 
lected,. the inhabitants made common catW>e with • 

140 Lettet from the• President and Councit (Secret Department) to 
the Court of Directors, dated 15th Janu8ry 17_,,·para. 13. 't 0. R 

141 From the same to the same, dated 1st March 1773, ~ra. 16, 
<!tc. 191 0. R. • 

142 FrQm the same to the same, dated I 5th January 1773. I., 0~ R. 
.143 ~ftter ~f 1st March, para. 16. I. 0. R. • 

• 
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the marauders, and the whole rural administration 
was unhinged. Such incursions were annual epi
sodes in what some have been pleased to represent 
as the still life of Bengal. 

Besides those whom destitution or natural de
pravity had driven to rapine, th,ere existed numerous 
afld prosperous clans who pr~ctised robbery as a 
hereditary calling. The Thugs and Dacoits thought 
none the worse of themselves ·for their p1ofession, 

• and were regarded by their countrymen with an awe 
which in India at that time could hardly be dis
tinguished from ve~eration. ' I am ;e Thug of the 
royal records,' one .of them was got:>d enough to 
explain to an English officer; 'I and my fathers 
have been Thugs for twenty generations.' 'I have 
always followed the trade of my ancestors,' urged 
a celebrated Dacoit; 'my ancestors held this pro
fession before me, and we train boys in the same 
manner,' said another. So much has been brought 
to light by the Thuggee and Dacoitee £ommissions, 
that I must confine myself 1o the five-and-twenty 

·.years during 'Yhich the rural administration was . 
• slowly pa~sing into English han~s.144 

' The Dacoits 
of Bengal,' so runs a State paper written in 1772, 
'are not, like the robbers jn England, individuals 

• driven 'to such desperate courses by sudden want. 
They are robbers by profession, al!d even by birth. 
TheY. are formed it1to regular communities, and 

p • 
• 

lH An account of Thuggee and D:ttoitee in later years"ill be 
found. in Mr. Kaye's admirable 'Administration of the Ef.:;t India 
Company,' part iii. chap. ii. and iii. • • 
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th~ir families subsist by the spoils which they bring 
home to them.' 145 These spoils were frequently 
brought from great distances; villages high up the 
Ganges lived by housebreaking in Calcutta; and 
Warren Hastings distinctly realized that,. if the 
crime were to be put. down, not only the actual de
predators, but also the remote sharers in the bootY, 
must be united in one common punishment. He 
went abo~t the work in that straightforward, incisive 
manner which he· ~lways adopted when he ha '\. 
an unpleasant task in hand. He commanded· that\ 
every convicte<i Dacoit should be executed; that he . . 

should be ' exet:uted in all the f•xms and terrors of 
t~e law' in his native village; that his whole family 
should be made slaves; and that every inhabitant 
of 'the village shouTd be fined. In spite of these 
severities, ·however, Dacoitee continued to flourish 
for more than three-quarters of a century in Bengal. 
The Dacoits generally effected their depredations in 
bands of from•five to one· hundred,-by armed attacks 
in the villages, and in tjle large t~wns under cover 
of confusion- occasioned by fire. The. conflagrations . . ~ 
that resulted threatened to destroy whole c1ties. In 
March IJ8o, a fire occurred inCalcutta that burned 
down fifteen thousand howses. Nearly two hundred . 
people perished in the flames. 146 Clear cases•of in
cendiarism are constantly recorded, and at length 

• • . ~ 
H5 Letter from the Committee of Circuit to the Council ateFort 

Wtlliam,\lated Cossimbazaar, "Sth August 1772. 

146 Cal~ntta in the Olden Times, its People,, by the Rev. J. Leng, 
p. 37 .• P<tmphl<¥, 8vo, Calcutta. 

• 

• 
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• 
it was gravely 'recommended that those owning 
straw-houses should have a long bamboo with three 
hooks at the end to catch the villains.' 147 Organized 
outrages were committed within ear-shot of what 
are now the most fashionable resorts of the capital. 
'A few: nights ago,' the Cal.cutta paper of I 780 
~nounced, 'four armed men • entered the houses of 
a moorman near Chowringhee, and carried off his 
daughter.' Old inhaLcants ·remember J:he time 
when no native would ventur~ out at night with 
a good shawl on ; and it was the inv~riable practice, 
even in English mansions, for the po.-ter to shut the 
outer door at the ;Qmmencement of ~ach meal, and 
not to open it till the butler brought him word that 
the plate was safely locked up. 

In Beerbhoom and along t~e western frontier 
these disorders had reached a pitch hardly to be 
distinguished from chronic civil war. ' For ages '
an accurate antiquarian thus describes the inhabit
ants of the country adjoining Beer11hoom on the 
north-' they were untamed thieves and murderers, • 
engaging in fo,rays on the plains; while the Mussul-

• .man ze~incfars, in reprisal, s1'rot them as dogs.' 148 

The Rajah of Beerbhoom's territory embraced a 
large tract of low countr~ where the people lived 

e' withine walled cities in a state of constant siege ; 
and an undefined but extensive highland region, 
inhabited by a race::lifferent in origin, in language, ' . • • 

147 Calcutta in the Olden Times, its People, by the Revt J. Lo!lg, 
p. Ji. Pamphlet, 8vo, Calcutta. 

us Rajmahal. Pamphlet, p. 21. • 
I~ 

• 
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in religion, from the people of the plains, and sepa
rated from them by deadly and immemorial feuds. 
' From the time of the Mahomedan kings,' writes 
the revenue surveyor of an adjacent district, 'these 
hill people were the scourge and terror of the neigh
bouring districts, from 'Yhose inhabitants they levied 
black-mail; and when •that could not be obtained, • 
armed bands, fully equipped with powerful bamboo 

( bows and '-'\frows, descended from the hills, murdered 
all who opposed their •progress, pillaged the country 
far and near, anci retreating to their jungly fortress, 
where no one <Jared to follow them, defied their . . 

• 

. victims.' 149 In !he province to the north of Beer-
bhoom, for a hundred miles along the Ganges, no 
boat dared to moor after dark on the southern 
bank ; the mails wer~ constantly robbed ; treasure 
parties were. cut off; all traffic on the imperial road 
for a time ceased ; and a line of crumbling forts 
stretching south-west from Bhaugulpore still bears 
witness to the itl\security of life and property in the 
old debateable land. 

• 
General statements, however, do not tell so 

strongly. as particular !acts; and, lest ·s;me~dulcet 
strain of Indian, Bucolics, under hereditary chiefs, 
should still linger in the ~eader's memory, I shall 
relate. minutely the experiences of Beerbhoom•and 
Bishenpore during .the first two years of which a 
complete record exists. The disord~rs which in
duced 'Lord Cornwallis to place the districts und~r 
the •dire~t supervision ot an English officer, hav~ .. 

14~ ca/t~in ~heJ;will's Report, p. 26. Folio. C. 0. R. 
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been already narrated. The last letter referring 
to Beerbhoom under its native chief, gives notice 
that an organized raid by an army of banditti a 
thousand strong was about to take place.150 The 
first letter in the records of the English local ad
ministration thankfully acknpwledges the arrival of 

• a full company of Sepoys~ and shortly after the 
detachment had to be doubled. 161 There is every 
reason to believe that, during• the brief p~riod which 
had intervened between thes~ letters, the efforts of 
Mr. Sherbourne to repress the band.itti had been, so 
far as the time J?ermitted, success~} ; and the fol
lowing pages pre•ent a picture m~dified and toned 
down, rather than exaggerated, of the state in which 
the English found Bengal, and of the legacy of 
troubles bequeathed to them• by Mussulman mis
rule. 

The chief English officer exercised, under the 
style of Collector, the functions of Commander-in
Chief and Civil Governor within his jurisdiction. 
The military side of his. duties, indeed, received 

·. during several years undue prominence. At the 
• begin~ng • of each cold we-ather, when the great 

harvest of the year approached, he furnished the 
officer at the head of hi~ troops with a list of passes 

• whi<!l the Sepoys were to defend until the ban
ditti should retire into quarters for the next rainy 

• . . 
~5o From Ed!.rd Otto lves to the Governor-General in Councij. 

B. J. R. • • • 
• • 151 From Christopher Keating, Esq., Collector, to the Board of 

Revenue, dated 22d November 1788. B. R. R. ., • • 
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season. On a proposition being made to reduce 
the strength of his force, he plainly stated that he 
would not be responsible for holding the district ; 
and a folio volume, labelled 'Military Correspond~ 
ence,' barely contains his communications wid?- the 
senior captain during ~hree years. Mr. Keating/52 

the first Collectot: whdse records survive, had not• 
enjoyed his appointment two months· before he 
found hi~self compe'lled to call out the troops 
against a band of m~rauders five hundred strong, 
who 'had made.a descent on' a market town within 
two hours' ride .from the English capital, and mur- · 
dered or frighrened away the iQ.habitants 'of be
tween thirty and forty villages.' 153 A few weeks 
later (February. I 789), the hill-men broke through 
the . cordon of outpo~ts en masse, and spread ' their 
depredations throughout the interior'villages of the 
district.' 164 Panic and· bloodshed .reigned; the out
posts were hastily recalled from the frontier passes; 
and on the 21st. of February 1789, we find Mr. 
Keating levying a militia to act with the ·regulars 

• against the banditti who were sacking the country 
towns ' in parties of ~hree and four in!ndr~d men, 
well found in arms.' T4e evil was not to be so 
easily dealt with, however, and the Governor-

• 
102 Christopher Keating landed in Calcutta July 1767, as a-.vriter; 

appointed Collector of Beerbhoom 29th October 1788; appointed 
Senior Judge of the Court of Moorshedabad from Ist May 1793, but 
did not leave Beerbhoom till the 6th: Au~st ; 'j>pears as a Senior 
Merchant in the Civil List of 1804. C. 0. R. 1P 
• • 

~3 Le-.er from the Collect~r to Lieut. J. F. Smith, dated roth 
January 1789. B. R. R. 

lo4 Mili:«ry Correspondence, p. 15. B. R. R. 
' . . . 

.· . 
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General in Council had eventually to direct the 
Collectors of the several adjoining districts to unite 
their whole forces; all qtiestions of jurisdiction were 
sunk ; 165 a battle was fought, and the banditti were 
chased far into the mountains. But a piece of petty 
official jealousy prevented t~e success from being 

•complete. The confederate~ had omitted to take 
the Collector of a neighbouring district into their 
councils, and the bandits fo11nd shelter • within his 
jurisdiction. ' By a wounded Sepoy, who is arrived 
from our parties,' wrote the indigna,.nt Mr. Keating, 
' I understand they have had a sm;vt skirmish with 
the thieves near • the borders of fucheate ; but in 
their pursuit were stopped by the Collector's guards, 
who, instead of assisting the business, prevented 
their advancing into that d~trict, and sheltered 
some of the banditti's followers. The Sepoy tells 
me that, in consequence of [this interference by J the 
Pacheate people, ours have thought it expedient to 
seize four or five of them who art! coming in to 
answer for their conduct.' 156 The wrath of the 

• Pacheate Collector at the capture of his guards by 
a milit~ry to~ce in time of f!eace, and the mutual 
reproaches which followed, may easily be con-

ceived. • 
Tthe disorders in Bishenpore would, in any less 

troubled time, have been called rebellion. The 
Ra~ah had be~n irns>risoned for arrears of the land-

• • 
155 From Christopher Keating t• Laurence Mercer, C!bllect<1r of 

J3¥rdwan, dated 16th February 1789. B. R. R. 
166 From the same to the same, dated 9th April.1789.'. 
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tax; the head assistant to the Collector, Mr. Hesil
rige,157 was in charge of his estates, and the inhabit
ants made common cause with the banditti to oppose 
the Government. In June I 789, a detachment was 

· hurried out to support the civil power; eight days 
afterwards a reinforcement followed, too late how
ever to save the chit!f manufacturing town in th~ 
district from being sacked in open 'day -light.158 

Next mo_rth, Mr. Keating reported to Govern
ment that the mara!Iders, having crossed the Adji 
in 'a large patty armed with tulwars (swords) and 
matchlocks,' h~d established themselves in Beer
bhoom, and toot 'their reductiop· would simply be 
a question of military force. 

The rainy season, however, came to the aid of 
the authorities. Tl!e plunderers, laden with" spoil, 
and leaving a sufficient force to hold Bishenpore 
as a basis for their operations in the next cold' 
weather, retreated to their strongholds ; and Mr. 
Keating tooke advantage of the lull to devise a 
more elaborate system for warding the frontier . 

• He represented169 to Lord Cornwallis, then Gover- .· 
nor-General, that t~ existing milit~ry fo'~ce was • 
insufficient to hold the district;· that the contingents 
furnished by the heredita~ wardens of th~ marches 

167 Afterwards Sir Arthur Hesilrige, Bart. Landed as a ~riter in • 
1773; assistant and occasionally acting Collector of Beerbhoom or 
Bishenpore, from 25th April 1786 to 9th July, when he was removed 
on a charge of embezzlement ; clears him~lf a11f "is appointe<JeCol-

.lector of J essore from the rst May 1793. Appears as Senior MerGllant 
in ~1e Ciwl List of r 8o4. • 

158 Elambazaar on the Adji. • • 
159 Let~r dated 16th 6ctober 1789. B. R. R. 

I e 
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were undisciplined, faint-hearted, more disposed to 
act with the plunderers than against them ; and that · 
to secure peace to the lowlands, it was absolutely 
necessary to station a guard of picked soldiers from 
the regular army at each of the passes. A nucleus 
would thus be formed round which the irregular 
troops might gather. By r~turn of post, with a 
promptitude that lets us into the secret of Lord 
Cornwallis' success as an Indi~n administrator, came 

• back an answer ' that the Contmander-in-Chief has 
been requested to detach' a suffici~nt force which 
the Collector ' will station at the ~ifferent ghauts 
(passes), through ~hich the Dacoits .generally make 
their inroads into the low country.' In November, 
the six most important passes were occupied, a 
detacHment was stationed in 'Eishenpore, another 
occupied the chief manufacturing town on the Adji 
(the one that had been sacked the previous sum
mer), to prevent the banditti from crossing the river. 
The Adji divides the united district into two parts, 
Bishenpore on the south, Beerbhoom on the north ; 

.. and these measures, while • they restored compara
tive qu!h. t~ the former, left !he latter defenceless. 
'Scarce a night passes,' wrote Mr. Keating, 'with
out some daring robbery.' The military, harassed • • by ntght marches, and scattered about m ·small 
bands, were unable to cope with the banditti, or 
even to prot~ct the-principal towns. On the 25th 

'T ' • of .r~ ovember 1789, the commanding officer re-. 
ported that only four men -.remained tb glftl.rd the 
C~vernment offices in the capital ; and a f~w weeks 

• ' 
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later he declared himself unable to furnish an escort 
sufficient to ensure the safety of a treasure party 
through the district. At length, on the 5th of 
June, Raj-Nagar, the ancient capital and the seat 
of the hereditary princes, fell into the hands of the 
banditti.160 More than five centuries had elapsed 
since a similar calardity had befallen Beerbhoollf. 

• In I 244 A.D., the wild tribes from the south-west 
had sack~d the city, <tnd hist9ry, repeating itself in 
the fortunes of the ~bscurest district not less faith
fully than in t}le revolutions of empires, discloses 
the same outr3J?;eS at the close as at the commence-
ment of M ussalman rule. • • . ' 

. Mr. Keating's position was a difficult one. He 
had to guard' Bishenpore on the south of the Adji, 
Beerbhoom on the •north, and above all, the passes 
along the western frontier. Beerbhoom, as the 
headquarters of the English power, was of the first 
importance ; but if he called . in the troops from 
Bishenpore, lhe calamities of the preceding year 
would be repeated ; and if he withdrew the out-• . . 
posts from the western passes, the entire district, ,. 
north and south, ~uld be at the ·rrr.ercf of the 
hill-men. He decided that it was better to let the 
marauders riot for a time on the south of'the Adji, 

• • 
than to open up his entire frontier. An tw~:press 

.:mmmoned the deta~hments from Bishenpore by . 
forced.marches to the rescue of. Beerb}1oom; but no 

• • 
• 1so Gya, the capital of the adjoining province of Bahar, haJ!been 

saeked -.y marauders a yearebefore.-Lettcr from A. Seton, Esq., 
Acting-Collector of Bahar, to the Collector of Beerbhoom, dated.;!3d 
April 178rf, • 

V6L. I. F 

.. 
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• 
sooner had they crossed the river than tidings came 
that Bishenpore was itself in the hands of ' insur
gents assembled in number nearly one thousand.' 
The rebellion spread into adjoining jurisdictions, and 
the Collectors on the south bitterly reproached Mr. 
Keating with having sacrificed the peace of many 
~istricts for the sake of rrfaintaining intact the 
outposts along the frontier of his own. The more 
strictly these passes were guctrded, the g{eater the 
number of marauders who flo~ked by a circuitous 
route into the unprotected country ~n the south of 
the Adji. Their outrages passed ~1 bounds; the 
approaching rains,. by suspending military opera
tions, threatened to leave them in possession of 
Bishenpore for several months ; till at last the 
peasantry, wishing for death r!tther than life, rose 
against the oppressors whom they had a year ago 
welcomed as allies, and the evil began to work its 
own cure. The marauders of Bishenpore under
went the fate of the Abyssinian slave-troops in 
Bengal three hundred years before, being shut out • .. of the walled cities, decoyed into the woods by twos 

• and thr~es, ~et upon by bands ef infuriated peasants, 
and ignobly beaten to death by clubs. In mid
summer 1790 Mr. Keating ordered the senior • • captain ' to station a military guard with an officer 
at Bishenpore, whose sole business I propose to be 
that of receiv.ing ale thieves and Dacoits that shall . . ' . 
be ient m. • 

Thus ended the first t~o years of wlrich we 
p;ssess a complete record of British ~ule \n Beer-

' 
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bhoom. From their calamities we . can imagine 
what had gone before. The amount of property 
destroyed by the plunderers may be estimated from 
an entry in a state document drawn up a few years 
previously. ' Deduct,' saith the deed for the 
Benares district for .the year I 782, 'deduct the 
devastations, etc., of t~o months' disturbances, Sicc<t 
rupees 6?6,666 : 10 : ro,' 161 or over £7o,ooo ster
ling. If 1his were th~ result of two months, what 
must have been the • destruction during two years ? 
Some time aftetwards, when quiet had been imperi
ously enforced. 'Mr. Keating calmly and rather 
despo~dently feviewed the. resyft of his labours . 

. ' Beerbhoom,' he wrote, ' is surrounded on th~ 
·south-west and west by the great western jungle, 
which has long pr~tected from the yigilance of 
justice numerous gangs of Dacoits, who there take 
up their refuge and commit their depredations on 
the neighbouring defenceless ryots. Towns once 

J 

populous are !low deserted ; the manufactures are 
decayed; and where commerce flourished, only a 

. . 
few poor and wretched hovels are ~een. These 
pernicious effects are ~isible along the .;holc:r course .. 
of the Adji, particularly in the decay of Elambazaar 
(the town sacked in r 789)• and the almost complete 
desertion of the once large trading town of Sft.cara
coonda. When these places on the frontier beca'me 
from their poverty no longe~ an object to the • • .Dacoits, their depredations were extended into lhe 

• • • 
161 Treaties and Engagements with the Native Princes, etc.,•of 

Asia, Y· 93: Qu;vto (1?12). 
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heart of the district, and towns have been plundered 
and people murdered within two ~~s~ (four miles) 
of the Collector's house, by banditti amounting to 
upwards of three hundred men.' 162 

This unvarnished pkture of devastation is best 
left without any finishing stro~e. From that period 
to the Santal war, 'thirteen ybrs ago, armed oppo
sition to the Government has been unknown in 
Beerbhoom. Even during • those first. troubled 
years of British rule, the p~asantry obtained a 
degree of protection that they had pot enjoyed for 
many years previously. Tillage i!Xtended; and 
between the time. that Mr. Fole:t was sent to 
'superintend' Beerbhoom and that at which Mr. 
Keating finally elaborated his system of frontier 
passes, three hundred and twe11.ty-eight rural com
munes had been repeopled an4 brou.iht once more 
under cultivation.163 This represents an increase of 
more than seven per cent. to the total number of 
communes in the district. During ttJ.e two cala.mi
tous years with which we. are most familiar, the 
improvement was rapid. In November 1788 Mr. 

• Keating fou~d the banditti•free to roam over 
the district. He established outposts to check 
the constant invasions of marauders from the hill • 

• count•y; but his frontier passes were forced, and 
to all appearance the district was no safer in I 789 
than when he took:over charge. The disasters of • • 

1111 From the Collector to the Board of Revenue, dated 1st June • 
1792. B. R. R. • • . • 
• ~63 Statistics in a Report from the Collector to tht Board of 

Revenue, dated 3d July 1789. • • , 
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his first winter, however, had taught him what was 
needed. The outposts, strengthened by reinforce· 
ments, were _maintained intact; and the banditti, 
unable to find an entrance, made a detour to the 
south, and massed. themselves on that side of the 
Adji. Before the ra.jns of r 790 set in, the inha
bitants had joined heartily with the Government 
against the common enemy; and the robber-hordes 
of Beerbtl.oom, like the men of Gaza, seemed to 

• 
have been assembled in one spot only to render 
their destructicm more complete. 

As soon a~order was establis~ed, the amending 
hand rapidly ~ade itself felt. @rganized robberies 
and armed feuds between the landholders have from 
time to time disturb.ed the repose of the district, but 
on a scale so trifling as barely to keep alive the 
remembrance of the old troubles, as the names of 
Singh-bhum (Lion-land), Sher-ghar (Tiger-town), 
Sher-ghati (Tiger-ford), Shikar-pur (Hunting-ham
let), stand as• s~arcely recognised memorials of the 
days when the margin of cultivation receded before 
wild beasts. In I 802 Sir Henry Strachey mentions ·· . . -. 
Beerbhoom as a part of the country remarkably free • 
from gang-robbery; it is now, perhaps, the very 
quietest district in Bengal; and a recent public 
document, in curious unconsciousness of th~ past, 
describes it as still enj~ying ' its old immunity from 
crime.' ~ • • 

Nor has the change been less marked ""'ith 
• • 

regard to wild animals. It is now impossible .t::> 
find, an:und~mesticated elephant, and very rarely 

• 
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possible to hear of a tiger throughout the length 
and breadth of the district. The last tiger-hunt
took place in May I 864. A band of hill-men, in 
number about five hundred, beat many square miles 
of jungle, but not a bear or a leopard, much less a 
tiger or an elephant, could they turn out. The 

• rargest thing we saw was a small spotted deer. 
Bears and leopards still survive in the recesses of 
the woods, but they never trouble the i!lhabitants, 
and their capture is as much a~ event as the shoot
ing of an eagle in the Scottish HighLands. 

For the disorders which the Eaglish found in 
Bengal the nativ~ .aristocracy cann~t be held re
sponsible. At that period, Mussulman oppression 
and public calamities had reduced them to a state 
in which they could no longer ~ischarge their func
tions as the natural leaders of the people. But the 
immemorial miseries of the Bengali spring from a 
much deeper source. A strong spirit of nationality 
would have rendered such protract~d oppression 
impossible ; the want of tl;lis spirit il) an Asiatic 

·. country • du;icyg the spread of Islam rendered 
• conquest and national abase~ent inevitable. At 

a time when English statesmen in Bengal are 
labouring to develop a s~f-supporting national life 

• amon~ the heterogeneous millions over whom they 
have been called to rule, it is well accurately to 
un~rstand the.reas~ns why a people so industrious, 
so patient, and yet so shrewdly quick-witted, have • 

~ . . 
never been a nation. As tne same reasons lie at .. 
the root of much that is otherwise in~xpli\:able in 

' 
• 
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the home life and agrarian system of the Bengali, . 
such an inquiry, although it will lead away from my 
immediate subject-matter, may with great propriety 
be conducted in a preliminary volume of Rural 
Annals. The two following chapters, therefore, 

. will treat at some · !ength of the elemental and 
structural defects thC:t have hitherto incapacitatetl 
the hybrid multitudes of Bengal from becoming a 
nation. 
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CHAPTER III. 
' 

THE ETHNICAL ELEMENTS OF THE LOWLAND 

POPULATION OF tJENGAL • 
• 

J N the year r 790 the· United Distl;ict, after a full 
half-century of invasion and raf>ine, obtained 

rest, and its new rulers had leisure 1:o survey the 
population t!-lat had passed under their care. In 
Bishenpore the Rajah, his aristocracy, and the whole 
people were Hindus. On the • other bank of the 
Adji the Beerbhoom house, with several Mussul
man families who had grown rich in its service, 
asserted Afghan or Pathan descent, and disdained to 
mingle their northern blood with the•misbelieving 
natives. Separated from the:ir subjects by religion, 

.. a foreign speec~, and the pride of birth, they formed 
• a class ~ocially important, buf numerically small. 

The mass of the people consisted of two races 
which in intellect, languag;, and in everything that 

• makes ~ nation great or ignoble, have been selected 
to represent the highest and the lowest types of 
mankind. The abo4ginal tribes of Bengal, pushed • • back. from the rich valley by the Aryans, made a • 

• • • final stand for existence among the highlands of .. 
Beerbhoom; and the same mountains ~hick w_ere 
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fixed in pre-historic times as landmarks between 
the races, accurately demarcate their territories at 
this day. The composite people evolved from two 
stocks, belonging to very unequal degrees of civili
sation, when brought closely and permanently into 

-contact, presents one of the most interestirlg ques
~ 

tions with which history has to deal. How th~ 
Aryan and the Aboriginal solved this problem, the 

. terms on ~hich they l'l.ave to a certain extent united, 
and the ethnical compromises to which they have 
had to submit, form the subject of this chapter. 

The inquir~ leads us back to that far-off time 
which we love •to associate with p~tr'iarchal stillness.1 

Yet the echoes of ancient life in India little re
semble a Sicilian Idyl or the strains of Pan's pipe, 
but strike the ear ;ather as the cries of oppressed 
and wandering nations, of people in constant mo
tion and pain. Early Indian researches, however, 
while they make havoc of the pastoral landscapes 
of Genesis at!d Job, have a consolation peculiarly 
suited to this . age. Tiley plainly tell us, that as 
in Europe, so in Asia, the primitive .state of man- · 

. ~ . . 
kind was a state or unrest ; and that civilisation, 
despite its exactions and nervous city life, is a state 
of repose. • 

Our earliest glimpses of the human fa~ily in 
1 'The India of the Vedic books presents to M. Michelet's view a 

domestic picture of purity, dignity, and S'i"eetness,'. says the Saturday 
Reviewer of M. Michelet's 'Bible de l'H!manitt¥ (Paris: Cha~erot, 

• 1864). Little as is known of Sanskrit history, enough has been ~cer
taifled t"dispel M. Michelet's ~retty illusion o( the millions of medi
tative Aryans chaunting the Ramayana during three or four thous!Jod 
_years~ t • 
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India disclose two tribes of widely different origin, 
struggling for the mastery. In the primitive time, 
which lies on the horizon even of inductive history, 
a tall, fair-complexioned race_ passed the Hima
laya. They came of a conquering stock. They 
had known the safety and the plenty which can 

I 
dhly be enjoyed in regular communities. They 
brought with them a store of legends and devotional 
strains ; and chief of all, they- were at th~ time of 
their migration southward through Bengal, if not at 
their first arrival in India, imbued ~ith that high 
sense of nationality which burns in. the hearts of 
a people who be!~ve themselves the depositary 
of a divine revelation. 2 There is ·no record of 
the new-comers' first struggle for life with the 
people of the land. We kno·w not the date of 
their setting out, nor the names of their leaders. 
We have no tales to tell like those which have 
interested seventy generations in the weather-beaten 
band who drew up their galleys on • the sands of 
Cumce. The philologer ~an only assert that a 

·. branch of a noble stock won for themselves a home . . . . 
• 

2 European scholars have assigned the Vedic claims to inspiration 
to the commentators rather than to the composers of the hymns. 
The commentators unquestionably developed these claims, but 
Hindu faith has ever asserted tht! inspiration of the sacred texts. 
Such pa~sages as the following in the Vedas themselves leave the 
devout but unsceptical pundit little room for doubt. 'The holy sages 
of old who talked about ~vine truths with the gods.'-Rig Veda, i. 
179. e' The wise, the well-lnowing one, who hath taught us, he hath 
decla..ed the secrets of the heavens.'-Rig Veda, vii. 87. 'The gods • 
gave birth first to the hymn, then to4the fire, then to the ofrering~
R.i~ Veda, viii. 88. The question is comprehensively discussed in 
Muir's Sanskrit Texts, Part iii., London, Octavo, rSQ.I. 
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among numerous but inferior tribes, and that before 
the dawn of history the children of the soil had 
been reduced to villeinage, or driven back into. the 
forest, 

The emigrants belonged to that prolific race 
which, under the title of Aryan, literally Noble, 

\ 
radiated from Central Asia to the extremities of th-e 
ancient world. One branch established a powerful 
state an~ a highly ~piritual creed on the borders 
or' China; another founded the Persian dynasty; a 
third built Athens and Lacedcemon; a fourth, the 
City of the Seiven Hills. A distant colony of the 
same race exc~vated silver ore i.Q pre-historic Spain; 
and the earliest glimpses we get at our own Eng
land disclose an Aryan settlement, fishing in its 

· willow canoes and ~orking in the mines of Corn
wall. The Aryan speech has formed the basis of 
the languages of half of Asia, and of nearly the 
whole of Europe; it is now conquering for itself 
the forests o~ the New World, and ·carrying Indo
Germanic culture to isl¥J.d empires in the Southern 
Ocean. The history of the ancient world, as under- .. 
stood by classical s&olars, is the hi~t;ry ~f a few 
Aryan settlements on the shores 9f ~he Mediter
ranean ; and that wide .term, modern civilisation, 
merely means the civilisation of the western f!\milies 
of the same race. 

The Vedic literature exhibls thE; .Indian br<jnch 
• of the Aryans •settled in their new homes. • By 
w:hate~er route they t~avelled, there is little doubt . .. 
that. thllir first settlements lay in the well-watered 
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valleys of North-western Hindusthan. The seven 
rivers of the Punjab, indeed, would seem to form 
a common remembrance of both the Indian and 
Persian branches of the race; and this circumstance 
gives additional probability to the views of those 
scholars who maintain that the schism between the 

I· 
Vedic ·and the A vestic faiths took place on the 
Indian side of the Himalaya.3 In its subsequent 
wanderings through India, tne Sanskrit.race has 
never forgotten its primitive northern home. The 
land of pure speech ;4 the source of: divine know
ledge ; the fountainhead of holy wa~rs ; the scene 
of the birth, the trJals, and the glorbus espousals 
of U rna ;5 the realm of the mystic king Himalaya ;6 

the region in which Arjuna strove single-handed 
with the Great God/ and,. alt~ough ~efeated like 
Jacob of old, won a blessing and the irresistible 
weapon from the Deity;-these and numberless other 

3 The Hapta Hendu of the Vendidad are plainly the same as the 
Sapta Sindhavas or"the Vedic Hymns. This is tmly one of many 
coincidences indicating a common origin of the now widely severed 
faiths. l:Iaug points out that the thofoughly Sanskrit Mantra appears 

·, in the Zenda vesta a_s Mil.nthra, and that Zoroaster was the Mil.nthran, 
or giver o? the "-vestic Manthras. (Ait.-eya Brahmanam, 2 vols., 
Triibner, 1863.) Spiegel has shown, in his Introductory Discourse to 
the Avesta, that Yima is the same as the Sanskrit Yama. Cf. Muir's 
Sanskrit Texts, vol. ii. pp. 293, 2~4, and his admirable pamphlet 
'Yama,' ~vo, London 1865. 

~ Sanskrit Texts, ii. 338. 8vo, 186o. 
6 The beautiful legend of Uma formed the introduction to the 

Kumara Sambhava, and is pow all that remains of it. 
6 !Kumara Sambhava, b' Kalidasa. Canto i. 
r Mahadeva. 'Uttara Kuru, the Elysium ih the remotest north, • 

may be most properly regarded as aJ11 ideal picture create@! by the 
im<!gination of a life of tranquil felicity.'-Lassen, Ind. Antiq. i. p. 
su. -
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epithets and legends all point to the time when the 
Sanskrit race, still on its pilgrimage, ·halted for a 
while in its beloved north. There was· its Olympus; 
there eloquence descended from heaven among 
men ; and there the abodes of the blessed cluster 
beneath the shadow of the golden mountain, or 

' cast their reflections on the twin sacred lake~8 

One valley in particular left an ineffa~eable im
pression.,. It has b<'!come the Holy Land of the 
lndo-Aryans, and .. lhe. river 9 that watered it was 
long remembe,.red with the affection and devout 
regard which .th~ Jordan excites among the dis-
persed of the jews. . • • 

From this happy valley the settlers threw off 
colonies east and south, and before the compilation 
of their customs int; a national code had conquered 
all BengaL Manu has some curious verses on the 
Sanskrit geography of his time, which, as recently 
illustrated by the scholarship of Dr. Muir, tlirow a 
new and cont:lusive light on the spread of Aryan 
civilisation in India. M:anu's civilised world is in 
the shape of a comet, with its eye in the north-west ,· . . . . . . . 

of India, and a bro~d tail spreading south-east to 
the Bay of Bengal. He divides it into four regions, 
each less pure as it is mo'e distant from_ the starting
point in the north, and each representing •Aryan 
migrations at widely-separated epochs. 

Fjrst there was the north~rn valley, the IJ.oly 
• Land itself, de~cribed by Manu as 'lying between 

• • 
8 Manosaravara and Ravana-prada . 

• ~~ The Saraswati. 
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the two sacred rivers/0 fashioned of- God and called 
by the name of the Creator.' 11 South-east of the 
Holy Land, and adjoining to it, lay the Land of the 
Sacred Singers.12 This marks the first advance of 
the Sanskrit Pomcerium. The later portion, at 
least, of the Vedic hymns was, composed within it, 
a!J.d the places of pilgrimage at every confluence of 
its streams bear witness to a sanctity hardly less 
venerable than that of the Hoi)' Land itself~t 'From 
a Brahman born in this land, let every man on the 
earth learn each his own duties.' 13 

• 

But not even this extension woltlld suffice for 
the growing numb~s of the people,•and the next 
stride was a wide one. It embraced what Manu 
accurately calls the Middle Land,14 including the 
whole river system of Upper In~ia, from the Hima
layas on the north to the Vindhya ranges on the 
south, and from Allahabad on the east to where the 
sacred river was fabled to hide itself from the im
pure races beneath the sands of the ~stern desert. 
The colonization of this Vi\St tract seems not to 

·,have commenced till the close of the Vedic era, and • • 
it must hav~ been the slow ~rk of ages. In it 
the simple faith of the singers was first adorned 
with stately rites, and th<;n extinguished beneath 
them. • It beheld the race progress from a loose 

10 The Saraswati and the Drishadvati. 
n Devanirmittam desh,.m Brahmavarttam. Manava Dharma 

Sastr~ lib. ii. slok~ 17, co: and Baylis, 4to, 1825. Muir's Sanskrit 
Texts~ii. 418. • • 

12 Brahmarshidesha. • 
• 96 Manava Dharma Sastra, ii. 20. 

14 Madhya-desha. I d. ii. 21. 
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confederacy of patriarchal communities into several 
well-knit nations, each secured by a strong central 
force, but disfigured by distinctions of caste, destined 
in the end to be the ruin of the Sanskrit people. 
The compilers of the land-law recorded in the Book 
of Manu, if not actua\residents of the Middle Larid, 
were so closely identified with it, as to look upo~ 
it as the focus of their race; and it is certain that 
the treati~e which go•es by Manu's name could not 
have been written til1 after the Indian Aryans had 
settled down igto the sort of civilisation which the 
Middle Land developed. 

These three regions must l9;;g have furnished 
sufficient territory for the race ; and no ~ne who 
knows what a terrible thing an Indian river is, with 
its midnight hurrica~es, its uncontrollable currents, 
its whirlpools and sheets of treacherous calm, will 
wonder that the Aryans hesitated to embark for 
the lower valley of the Ganges. , But river courses 
have ever fol"med the high roads of nations, and 
sooner or later the Ganges gave a direction to the 
Sanskrit line of march through Bengal. Ljke the 
hordes of Northern II£ urope under sin:ilar circum
stances, ' they followed the unknown course of t'he 
river, confident in their v~lour and careless of what-· 
ever power might oppose them ;' 15 and befofe the 
compilation of their National Customs, a work pro
bably performed by several h~nds, hut popularly . - . 

• ascribed to Manu, they had spread themselves Gver 
the wirole of Bengal, ., from the Eastern even to 

•• 
16 Gibbon. 
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• 
the Western Ocean.' 16 This tract Manu calls the 
Aryan Pale. It comprised the entire Sanskrit 
world of his time. Beyond it all was terra incognita, 
peopled, according to Sanskrit writers, by giants 
and raw-eaters,-regions where the black antelope 
refused to graze, and in whic~ the sacrificing Aryan 
"as forbidden to dwell. 

We are too much accustomed to speak of India 
as a singl'e country, and of its tnhabitants ~s a single 
nation; '5ut' the truth is, that as regards its history, 
its extent, arid its population, India displays the 
diversities rather of a continent t]v.n of a single 
State. Our mista)<.e arises from the customs or 
beliefs of particular . part!'; being falsely predicated 
of the whole, and from isolated facts being magni
fied into general conclusions. the popular English 
mind, accustomed to regard the Indian Empire as 
a political unit among British dependencies, has 
come to look upon the component parts of that 
unit as historically and socially on(J. Wide dif
ferences of race and creed. are known to exist, but 
the recognition is dim and speculative, rather than 
practicilly and substantially re~lized. Setting aside 
the Mussulmans and their faith, it is generally 
supposed that the inha~itants of India are, and 
for ages have been, Hindus; that the religion of 
India since the beginning of history has b~en the 
Hindu religi0n ; aJ%d that from time immemorial 
In~an society has been artificially ~ivided into four. 
classes, known as the Hindu•Castes. Such o1?inions 
•• 

16 Manu, ii. 22. 
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have led· to a complete misunderstanding of the 
Indian people,-a misunderstanding which warps. 
our whole political dealings with India, and which 
stands as a barrie~ between our eastern. subjects 
and that new order of things, with its more active 
humanity and purer lreed, of which England is the 
messenger and representative to the Asiatic world. • 

I 

The civilisation which is popularly supposed to 
have been the civil1!:;ation of ancient India, and • 
which is represented. by the Brahmarias and the 
Book of Manu. was. in its integrity confined to the 
northern country, termed by Manu the Middle 
Land, and no~ known as the North-west Provinces 
and Punjab. The active ~uties of life pressed 
lightly upon the conquerors in the thornughly 
vanquished north. ·• An age of reflection followed 
an age of exertion, and the Aryans subsided into 
the mild-eyed philosophers whom Megasthenes 
found conversing amid their mango groves chiefly 
on life and <!eath. The sacred texts were anno
tated, and their simple. pra,yers elaborated into a 
complicated and costly superstition. A meditative 

• ·fl 
generation went to -work on the sayi~gs of their 
practical fathers, determined to elicit hidden mean
ings from every. thing. The objective was fined . . 
down to the subjective ; an observation <:fn the 
weather furnished a' saving doctrine of religion; 
and from a thanksgiving for vict?ry a whole t~eo-

• logical system was evolved. Schools wran~ed, 
seCts !plit words, cen!mony was piled upon cere
mony, fill a.t l~ngth the highest object of Ary~ 

Vl>L. I. G 
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exi~tence became the propagation of grammatical 
enigmas, or the successful performance of a sacrifice 
which should occupy three generations, and extend 
over more than one hundred years.17 Of such 
refinements the Aryan emigrants in Lower Bengal 
knew nothing. At the time, of their setting out, 
their countrymen were workers rather than thinkers : 
philosophy did not easily travel through the jungles 
of the southern valley; and the settlers hi-d to con
sider not so much why they • existed, as by what 
means they were to continue to. exist. Their 
opponents were not rival pandits ar~ed with new 
interpretations, but.the black squat dces with sharp 
spears and poisoned arrows in their hands. It was 
not till historic times that the Hindus of Bengal 
Proper accepted Hinduism in the full sense of the 
word. Buddhism, which found arrayed against 
it in the north a stately phalanx of religious beliefs, 
a host of time-honoured rites and vested interests, 
obtained in Lower Bengal a fair heaPing, such as a 
new creed might receive /l-orn a people who had 

·, not de~elope4 a high form of religion for them
selves. M~reover, Buddhism•won its easiest and 
most permanent conquests in the countries out
side the Middle Land; ~d to this day its monu
ment~ now turned into Hindu temples, form the 
most conspicuous pieces of architecture in the dis
tri<lts adjoining Befrbhoom. The settlers in the 

• 
11 Haug- speaks of sacrificial ses~ns lasting even onetthous!Lnd 

)iji!Rrs, and refers to the Mahabharata iii. 10513 for an example.
Aitareya Brahmanam, vol. i. p. 6 and footnote. 
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Lower Valley must either have quickly forgotten 
the distinctive doctrines of Aryan faith as professed 
in the Middle Land, or they must have started 
southwards before those doctrines were evolved. 
They make their first appearance in history as 
Buddhists, not as 1-ijndu's : their kings were abori-

• ginal, not Aryan; and the Celts had listened to 
Christian anthems in Iona centuries before the 
mixed B•ngali people accepted their present religion. 

. . . 
After their conversion they repeatedly and con-
sciously supplemented their meagre Hinduism with 
importations (rom the Middle Land; and one of 
their first traJitions, in which .we· touch firm historic 
groQnd, represents the King of Gaur bringing 
priests from the n"rth to initiate his Brahmans in 
sacrifices common for ages in Upper India, but 
which the priests of Bengal Proper knew not how 
to perform. No one can study minutely the local 
monuments and traditions of the Lower Valley, 
without comftlg to the conviction that the Hindu 
creed, as laid down in • Manu and the Brahmanas, 
is a comparatively modern importati~n fj)m the·· 

. north, and that BJ!ddhism was the .first form of 
an elaborated · religious belief which the Bengali 
people received.18 

• 

• 
l8 I limit the above remarks to Bengal Proper, the province tc 

the south-east of Magadha (Bahar), in which latter, from its proxi
mity to the Middle Land, Brahmanica~ influem:es were stronger. 
Until the fourth century A.D. the celebr~ted tooth of n:ddha • • was kept at Jagannath, then the Jerusalem of the Buddhists, as it is 
no~ of the Hindus. Prinsep, Lassen, and Burnouf have proved, 
partly from manuscripts, principally from inscriptions, that B~
dhisJV. wa~ prev~lent in many parts of India from 300 B.C. to 400 A.D. 
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But the habit of predicating of the whole of 
India what are in reality local customs or beliefs, 
has exercised a less injurious effect upon the popu
lar ideas concerning Indian faith, than upon the 
views which statesmen have adopted with regard 
to the social institutions and ,practical life of· the 
l~dian people. We have been so long accus
tomed to hear Indian society termed rigid and 
artificial, that it will require a somewha~ lengthy 
disquisition to prove that caste, as described by 
Manu and popularly predicated of the whole Hin
dus, is in truth only predicable o' the Middle 
Land. It will be found, however, that Indian caste 
in general, and particularly in Lower Bengal, is 
neither rigid nor artificial, but is built upon the 

• universal and natural basis of an ancient society-
the conquerors and the conquered. Manu's four
fold classification of Brahmans, Kshatryas, V aisyas, 
and Sudras, has a stiffness and an inertia about it 
very discouraging to Indian social r<!formers, and 
affords an excuse for inacti<in that might otherwise 

• • • • 
The Chinese travellers Fa Hian and Hi~m Thsang are evidence ot 
its existence down to the seventh century. The kings of Bengal, 
with Gour as their capital-a dynasty that reigned from 785 to 1040 
A.D.-were Buddhists at least unti~ goo A.D. ; and the creed lurked 
in vario~ out of the way places, such as the highlands of Beer
bhoom and Orissa, until the time of the English Plantagenets. The 
chief temple within the present district of Beerbhoom is of Buddhist 
origin.- Rajmaha!, p. 19, ~tc. Notes and Queries suggested by a 
visit 4lo Orissa, 8vo pamphfet, p. 2. History, etc., of Eastern India, 
from fhe Buchanan Papers, vols. i. and ii. Survey Report of Beer- • 
bhoom, p. 14, by Captain Sherwin,• 4to, Calcutta 1855. • Sai~t
Hi'raire's 'Le Bouddha et sa Religion,' 8vo, Paris 1862. Sir E. 
Tennent's Ceylon, parts iii. and iv. • 1 
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be stigmatized as sloth. The following pages will 
show this alleged inertia and fourfold classification 
to be disproved by the history of the people, and 
will exhibit the population of Bengal as naturally 
composed of two distinct ethnical elements. 

In the Middle l--and, peace and civil security 
developed social distinctions which the southern etfli
grants, engaged in constant warfare with the abori
gines, hid neither l€!isure to think of nor wealth to 
support. It is imp~ssible to give the date at which 
the rise of caite took place, but it is easy to say at 
what epoch ii did not exist, when it was beginning to 
make its infl~ence felt, and wh~n it had grown into 
a full-blown dominant institution in the land. The 
Rig Veda knows little or nothing of caste, although 

• it contains verses which were afterwards twisted into 
an authoritative sanction for it.19 As the religious 
system of the Hindus developed, so also did, their 
social distinctions ; and the Y ajur. Veda places be
yond doubt: that in the district in which it was 
written, Brahmanism had already introduced com-

.' ·plicated religious forms, and th~t • soc~ety had· 
acquiesced to a c~tain extent in the cruel differ- • 
ences between man and man that Brahmanism 
implies. Before the ~mpilation of national cus
toms known as the Book of Manu, c;l!;te had • 
attained its final development. The Book of 
Manu, however, accurately kp;esented the .state 

19 The Purusha Sukta (R. V. x. 90). The allegorical n!ture of 
t'his h~n is set forth in th~ Sanskrit Texts, part i. Dr. Muir, how
ever, has kindly shown me the proof sheets of his 2d edition, pr""ing 
tha! theiR. V .• was not so unconscious of caste as some have alleged. 
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of Indian society in only a single province-the 
Middle Land. On the west, caste never crossed 
the Indus, and it is doubtful whether it reached by 
some hundreds of miles the bank of that river. The 
Rajputs did not accept a fourfold classification until 
within historic times. Beyond, the Indus stretched 
th~ Bahika land, peopled with Sanskrit-speaking 
tribes, who held that God had made all men equal, 
and that He was to be worshipped by no.priestly 
formulas. Beyond them, again; the whole Aryans 
of Cashmir are said to be of one. caste ; 20 and 
indeed everywhere west of the Middl~ Land, a for
mal fourfold classifi,s::ation of the pe~ple such as 
Manu records is unknown. These Sanskrit-speak
ing nations on the west, who, rejecting the civilisa
tion of the Middle Land, stood ~ut for the simple 
faith and customs of their ancestors, are everywhere 
spoken of in the Brahmanical section of Sanskrit 
literature with scorn and hatred. The accepting or 
rejecting of caste implied the accepting-or rejecting 
of the whole Brahmanical ritl.\<1.1, and so in process of 
.time it became the great issue between the Aryans • • • • of the Middle Land and those 'bf the west. The 
Brahmanized Hindus tried to force their system on 
their fellow-countrymen; ~ometimes peaceably or 

• by the !>ribe of admission into the highest caste,21 

20 I limit this statement expressly to the Aryan population of 
Cashmir : the remains of ane aboriginal race, with the mixed castes 
that s~ung from it, ~xist the~e as elsewhere throughout in India. 

21 More than one Sanskrit legend relates how princes belonging· • 
to the inferior classes were adopted inft> the Brahman cast!. The 
Bralflnans tell the stories to suit their own purposes ; but I believe 
that these legends record, under a thin disguise, theespreat of.the 
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but more often by a fierce religious warfare, which 
has left its intolerant stamp upon all Sanskrit litera
ture svbsequent to the Vedic hymns, ~nd one of 
whose episodes forms the first national struggle 
recorded in Sanskrit history. 22 Caste soon became 
the differentia of the · Brahmanized Aryans ; and • Manu, hitting the truth nearer than he guesse«l, 
held that the Greeks and Persians were sprung 
from errant Kshatryas who had lost their caste. 23 

• 
Manu gives th<! Himalayas as the northern, 

and the Virid~ya range as the southern boundary 
of the Middl~ Land. Beyond those mountains it 
is certain tha'= caste, as repr<:s.e~ted by the rigid 
fourfold classification in Manu, never penetrated. 
Entire communities of Aryans in southern . India 
claim to be of th~ Brahman caste, and when a 
Kshatryan family or colony is found among such 
a population, its foreign origin or comparatively 

.recent migration southwards can generally be ascer-
tained. Mix~d castes abound to the south of the 
Vindhyas, as to the no;th, east, and west of them ; 
but these mixed castes .arose not from intermarriage •. 

. . . 
between the first tl!tree castes mentiorted in Manu, 
but by cohabitation of the Aryan settlers with the 
aborigines. · 

• 
Brahmanical Civilisation before the caste system of the Mi~dle Land 
was firmly fixed. 

22 The conflict of Parasu-Rama with .the Kshatryas, and his final 
triumph over them. MUller compares 'Ibis war tlf the castesJo the 

• long struggle in Greece which ended in the e~ection of republiGi upon 
tbe rui111l of despotism. • 

28 The Yavanas and Pahlavas. The Vishnu Purana takes,the 

sam: viet'· • 

• 

• 
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• 
As Manu's artificial classification of the people 

never passed in its integrity beyond the Middle 
Land to. the north, west, or south, so on the east, 
where Lower Bengal begins, there caste as a fourfold 
classification ceases. In North Bahar, which borders 
on the ancient Middle Land, it ~s just apparent. 24 In 
5outh Bahar, which adjoins Lower Bengal, it is un
known ; and the population are divided, not into the 
four castes of Manu, but into•Aryans, no~-Aryans, 
and mixed classes. • 

One important difference, howeve,, is observable 
in the caste to which the Aryans on. the east and 
those on the west. of the Middle :!!and claim to 
belong. At the period when the race passed the 
Indus it was a confederacy of fighting tribes, and 
among the colonies it left on th•e west of that river 
war long continued to be the chief business of life. 
When, therefore, the Brahmans of the Middle Land 
formed their fourfold classification, the Western 
Rajputs and the other tribes of the al\cient Bahika 
land were naturally set doV4fi as clans of the mili-

.. tary caste. In the Holy Land, where the race 
pitched 'its ten'ts after leaving !he Indus, and still 
more in the Land of the Sacred Singers, peace 
developed literature, and IlJental attainments rather 
than pfl.ysical or warlike qualifications became the 

24 Kshatryas exist in ~ahar, but they always give a distinct 
accoqft of themsel11es a~ mitrating in small bodies from the north, in 
comp'¥atively recent times. For an example, see 'The History, 
Antiquities, etc., of Eastern India,' fro~ the Buchanan MSS., vol. .li. 
p. ,pr. The Kshatryas of Bahar c1aim to be of greater antiquity 
than any of the isolated families in Lower Bengal. • · f 
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fountain of honour. 25 The ' religious conceptions 
and sacred usages which,' to quote a noble sen
tence of Roth's, 'even in the hymns of the Rig 
Veda we can see advancing from a simple and 
unconnected form to compact and multiform shapes, 

• 
had now spread thefiselves over the entire life of 
the people, and in the hands of the priests ha~ 
become a power predominant over everything else.' 
At the tirue when the• subsequent Aryan emigrants 
started for Lower ~engal, the priestly class had 
been·recogniseti as the head of society, but no sharp 
distinctions among the general. mass of the people 
seem to have· teen formed. Th~ • settlers in Lower 
Bengal naturally set up as A:t:yans of ·the highest 
~lass in their new ho.mes, just as every Englishman 
in India during the, last century claimed for him
self the title· of Esquire. 26 The Aryans were the 
aristocracy of Lower Bengal, the Brahmans were 
the aristocracy of the Middle Land; and when a 
rigid division t>f the people took place in the parent 

· country, the aristocrac)' of the distant province · 
claimed tJ:le same rank and the sall\e .title.as. the ·· 
aristocracy of the fa~erland. This rank was n:ever · 

25 'It is only after the Aryan tribes had advanced southward, and 
taken quiet possession of the ri~ plains and. beautiful groves of 
Central India, that they seem to have turned all their energies and 
thoughts from the world without them to that more wonderful nature 
which they perceived within.'-Max Mi.illeis History of Ancient San-
skrit Literature, 8vo, London I859, p. 25. • • · • 

26 Witness' The Humble Petition of Mr.--' in the Cal•utta 
• Ga•ette at the I 5th January I 7i9. I have seen an advertisement in 

an early Calcutta paper, in which a military man notifies that :lte 
disclai.ms tf.e titl' of Esquire. 
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fully given, however. The mere name of Brahmans 
the Aryans of the south-east settlements might 
easily usurp, but the Brahmans of the Middle Land 
never admitted them tq equal honour with them
selves. The Brahmans of Lower Bengal bore to 

• the Brahmans' of Oudh the Sftrne relation that the 
:randed gentry of Canada or Australia bears to the 
landed gentry of England. Each is an aristocracy, 
both claim the title of Esquire: but each is.composed 
of elements whose social histo~y is widely different, 
and the home aristocracy never rega.-d the success
ful settlers as their equals in rank. The Brahmans 
of the Middle Lari!j went further : thty declared the 
Brahmans of Lower Bengal inferior not merely in the 
social scale, but in religious capabilities. To this 
day, many of the north country brahmans do not eat 
with the Brahmans of the Lower Valley; and con
victed felons from the north-west will suffer repeated 
floggings in jail for contumacy, rather than let rice 
cooked by a Bengal Brahman pass tl!eir lips. For 
ages, the Lower Bengal Brahmans were incapable of 

· · perfor~ing .tl1e more solemn sacrifices, and the jus 
comzub£i appears to have been• cut off between the 
Brahmans of the south-east and those of the Middle 
Land. Later colonies of .northern Brahmans could 
form ~o legal connection with Aryan women of the 
Lower Valley, and the children born to them by such 
m<thers were reno~ced as illegitimate. 

•The populati~:m of Lower Bengal consists, ac-. 
c~rding to the pandits, of fi've elements, wlfo came 
into the country in the following or~r : ist,. The 
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' . 
aboriginal non-Aryan tribes; zd, The Vaidic and 
Saraswati Brahmans, who formed the first Aryan 

. settlements ; (yi, Kshatryan refugees, who escaped 
the extermination of their caste by Parasu-Rama, 
with isolated Vaisya families, few or none of whom 
penetrated below Baha•) 4th, A later migration of 
Brahmans, eire. 900 A.D., tepresented by the story • 
of the five Brahmans brought from Canouj by Adis
wara; sth, Recent emigmnts and military adventurers . . 

from the north, Rajput~, i.e. Kshatryas, Afghans, and 
Mussulmans of diverse races. In all this there is 

' nothing of the ri~id fourfold classification' described 
by Manu. The' native legend re~<trding the intro
duction of the fourth element is briefly this. King 
Adiswara of Gour, wishing to perform sacrifices 
for which the B'rahma~s of the Lower Valley were 
not competent, brought five Brahmans from Canouj. 
These Brahmans first settled on the east .side of the 
Ganges, and forming connections with the women 
of the country,. had many children, whom they 
called Varindra. When • they were fairly estab
lished, their lawful wives followed them from 

• • Canouj, and the husb<Vlds, leaving their <!oncubines 
and illegitimate children on the east of the G~nges 
(at Bikrampur in Dacca), crossed the river with 

• their legal wives and their offspring. From tfl.ese 
legitimate children the Rari, £.e. the Brahmans of 
the western districts of Lower• · Beng.al, are de-• . 
scended. This took place about· 900 A.D., al\d 
the rivale claims of the •old and the new settlers 
soon became a source of national disquiet. Two • • • 
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centuries afterwards, Ballal Sen, the last Hindu 
sovereign of Bengal, found it necessary to settle 
questions of precedence by a comprehensive classi
fication of his Aryan subjects. Many of the older 
families of the province were amalgamated with the 
new-comers. Almost all cj pure Aryan descent 

• were admitted to equal rights, and of the ancient 
settlers very few recognised descendants now pre
serve their identity.21 Sev~ral mixed ~astes were 
derived from the followers of the Canouj Brahmans 
(such as the Cayasths); but of,. the other two 
Twice-Born castes, as described. by Manu, viz. 
the Kshatryan •q.nd the V aisya, s~arcely a single 
family exists in the southern valley, which cannot 
trace its origin to the north within comparatively 
recent times, and the rigid f;urfold classification o£ 
society laid down by Manu is practically unknown 
in Lower Bengal. 

I am aware that this conclusion is capable of 
being misunderstood, and likely t<' be mis-stated. 
The actual condition of 46ociety, with its cruel dis
tinct~ns, wjll be cited against me. J agganath, ·.l 

Gya, nay~ the Holy City t.rithin the district of 
Beerbhooin itself, will be enumerated as abiding 
testimonies to the thorqp.ghgoing character of Hin
duisfn in Lower Bengal. The superstitions of those 
celebrated shrines, however, are easily accounted 
f~ by the strong: reaction in favour of Hinduism . ' 

•27 This account is abbreviated from the statements of my pandit~, 
and from reports of professional Hthdu genealogists. S~ als<l'Cole

•broqke's Examinations of the Indian Classes, As. Res. vol. v., and 
Essays, vol. ii. pp. 187-go, 8vo, 1837. • I 
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after the expulsion of Buddhism only eight cen
turies ago. The social distinctions, more cruel in 
Lower Bengal perhaps than in any other part of 
India, proceed from a different cause. 

The Sanskrit-speaking settlers found the land 
already peopled. Thttir predecessors are still an 
ethnological mystery, and except in a few frontier • 
districts like Beerbhoom, they succumbed so com
pletely ben.ath the new-comers, that their separate 

• existence has been forgotten for more than a thou· 
sand years by the composite peo'ple which they 
helped to form~ As countless species of animals 

' . . 
once covered the earth's surface. which have left 
no type in the zoology of the present day, so vast 

' races of the human ~amily have lived and worked 
out their civilisation and vanished, with regard to 
whom history has up to the present been mute. 
Geologers tell us that, in a. primeval age, myriads 
of gigantic birds, of which no representative 
remains,. left ~heir footprints in the sands of 
Connecticut; that they waded in boundless shal
lows now dried up into solid stone, {e~ding. upon 
mail-covered fishes, "-'hich now lie side by side with 
them in the rock, and preyed upon by monsters 
still larger than themsehees, but equally extinct 
before man was born. The primitive races of 1:ndic. 
resemble in many ways these birds of the Lias. 
Like them, they perished in pre~istoric times ; aid 

' . 
€>f many of them, all that can with certainty be sl!.id 
is, that they once were and now are not. Philology\ 
which. spi!aks .so clearly with regard to other extinct 
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races, has hitherto had nothing definite to say 
respecting them. To this day they remain an 
unclaimed, ignoble horde, of whose origin we know 
nothing, with whom not one of the great races will 
acknowledge relationship, and who occupy the 
background of Indian hist~y as the jungle once 

• covered the land, only to prepare the soil for higher 
forms of life.28 

The conflict with the chndren of thea soil is the • 
first historical fact related in Sanskrit literature. 
The passions it. excited intrude th6!mselves alike in 
the hymns of tht; priest, the maxim~ of the lawgiver, 
and the legends• of the epic poet. Many of the 
Vedic chants, like some of the Psalms' of David, 
were poured forth as praye~ for deliverance, or 
as thanksgivings for victory. They describe the 
enemy in the strong, telling words which men use 
in moments of excitement; and in judging of the 
aborigines from the delineations of Sanskrit writers, 
we must remember that the pictu!e is by an un
friendly hand. After the•actual struggle was over, 
and tke beaten races had fallen back into the forest, • 
another element came into pl~y still further to dis-
tort the Aryan accounts of them. They shared the 
fate of the children of R~phaim 29 in Semitic history, 

• 
2s Lassen barely refrains from denying their existence. 
29 The giant aborigines of Palestine, ' who belonged so entirely to 

t~ dim distanoe, that their name " Rephaim" was used in after
times to designate tlie huge " guardians," or the shadowy ghosts of 
the• world below.'-Lectures on the ~istory of the J ewishJ.=hurc_h, by 
~rthur Penrhyn Stanley, D.D., 8vo, London 1863, p. 208. Cf. also 
the Shepherd Tribes of Egypt (Milman's History of the Jews, vol. 
i.), and the Typhonians, or subjects of the East~rn P1taraohs who 

• 
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and became the demons and fallen angels of San~ 
skrit literature.80 · 

The population of Lower Bengal ethnically con
sists, therefore, of two elements : first, the Aryan 
invaders, almost all of whom assumed the rank of 
Brahmans ; second, •he aborigines whom these 
invaders found living in the land, and whom they• 
speedily reduced to the alternative oL serfdom on 
the open •ountry or •flight into the jungle. The 

• great gulf between the conquerors and the con-
quered has ne..,-er been bridged; and the social 
distinctions th~t disgrace Hindu -society are not , . . 
distinctions between various raJilks of "the <~me 

people, but' distinctions between to9 widel{, - _--:" 
and long hostile rac~s. Manu's fourfold classifica
tion, which we have seen is strictly predicable only 
of the Sanskrit Centre or Middle Land, is based upon 
a twofold classification applicable to Lower Bengal 
and every other part of India-to wit, the Aryan, or 
Twice-Born, a~ Manu calls them, and the non-Aryan 
tribes. Kshatryas and Vaisyas are to be found in 

• • • • 
opposed Mencheres, but ineGreek literature are associated with the 
Hellenic giant and demon Typhon.-Osburne's Monumental History 
of Egypt, vol. i. p. 350, Svo, 1854. 

30 The Rakhshasas, from whos;· power the ancient sacrifice im
plored the protection of the Sanskrit gods, and who are replj'!sented 
in the person of Ravana (£.e. Rakhshasendra) and his imps at Ben
gali theatricals to this day; The aborigines of Ceylon had the same 
opprobrious name affixed to them, as Chinese travell.ers and Cingalese 
chroniclers attest. Sir Emerson Tennent -:rites the word as 'Ya~o,' 

.evidently the same as 'Rakko,' which is the colloquial form of" the 
San~krit f<.akhshas.-Mahawa~o, cap. vii. Rajavali, p. 172; quoted 
in a note to Sir Emerson Tennent's Ceylon, vol. i. 332 ; cf. also 32~, 

370, et~., t~rd edition. 
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large numbers only within a limited circle; but the 
Brahman and the Sudra, with the mixed classes that 
sprang from them, form the unalterable elements of 
the whole Hindu population throughout India. 

How these ethnical distinctions became em
bittered, it is not difficult to understand. The 
~uperiority on the side of the Aryans was so great, 
that they looked upon the aborigines as lower 
animals,31 in the same way as the :eeerbhoom 

• Brahman of the present day who goes to settle 
in. the adjoining Santa! highlandi despises, and 
until recently enslaved, the humbl~tribes he finds 

' there. In every· f>Oint in which two races can be 
compared, the aborigines, called in early Sanskrit 
literature Dasyans,32 were painfully inferior. Their • speech was of a broken, imperfect type. The Aryan 
warrior used to pray for victory over 'the men of 
the inarticulate utterance' 33 and 'of the uncouth 
talk.' 34 From the lips of the Aryan flowed a 
language instinct with tenderness ~nd power ; a 

• 
31 They appear in the great epic under the name of the Monkey 

·• Tribes ;•in thi J;lim~layas and Ceylon as the Snakes (Nagas), in 
which form they may also be seen at Hilitlu theatricals of the present 
day. They come upon the stage dressed up as the demon inhabitants 
of the lower regions (Patala), with human faces, a serpent's tail, and 
sometimes with broad hoods rep,esenting the expanded neck of the 
Cobra ~oluber Naga). 

32 The word appears as Dasyu and Dasa. The latter survives, 
unchanged, as a family name among the Hinduized aborigines at 
this day, and is P.Opularlr.spelt Doss. 

es Mridhravach. Eut cf. Biihtlingk and Roth. 
• Anasa, Mlechha. Of these words diverse interpretations haveo 

been brought forward. The renderi~ above given has a~le atTtho
l"ity on its side, and after Professor Goldstucker's criticisms this is as 
much as can be said of many Vedic epithets. • t 

• 
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• 
language equipped with the richest inflections and 
a whole phalanx of grammatical forms ; one .which 
clearly uttered whatever it was in ~an's lot to suffer, 
and whatever it was in his mind to conceive, and 
which from the beginning of recorded time stands 
forth in one form o~ other as the vehicle of his 
highest intellectual efforts. It is not difficult t<J 
understand the contempt with which the Sanskrit
speaking conquerors •regarded a speech squeezed 

• into such narrow an~ so ignobly objective moulds 
as that of the ancient Dasyans o·r their descend;:~.nts, 
the prese~t hill~ tribes of the northern fr~ntie .· / ·of 
this language •the most strikint features ar~ its 
multitude of words for whatever: can be seen or 
handled, and its absolute inability to express reflex 
conceptions of, the i~tellect ;35 the a~sence of terms 
representing relationship in general, ~nd conspicu
ously the relationship of cause and effect ;36 its 
meagren1=ss in giving utterance to the emotions, 
those higher :W:>rms of consciousness in which pas
sion is happily blended ~ith reflection ; and its total 
barrenness of any expressions to shadow fo~th the ~ 

mystery of man's ilnward life; 87-a fanguage of 
85 In Kocch, Bodo, and Dhimal, there is not a single vernacular 

word to express matter, spirit,. space, instinct, reason, consciousness, 
quantity, degree, or the like.-Essa,. on the Kocch, Bodo, and Dhimal 
Tribes, by B. H. Hodgson, Esq., l~te of the Bengal Civil ~ervice. 
Vocabulary, p. II et seq. 

as In Bodo and Dhimal, cause and eff~ct cannot be expressed at 
· all, and in Kocch only by words borrowee. d_irect 'from Sanskre.-

Jd. P· 13. • 
:J.7 N o• have the above la~uages any terms for earth, heaven, 

hell, this world, or the next. The Dhimal-speaking tribes ha'\ie 
adopted p~re S~skrit words to express these ideas. The Bodos 

VOL. I. H 
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sensation rather than of perception ; of the seen 
rather than of the unseen ; of the present rather 
than of the future and the past. 

Perhaps the circumstance which more than any 
other single cause tended to widen the gulf between 
the races, was their difference, in colour. 38 The in
~aders came of a northern stock, and deeply felt 
that repugnance which the white man everywhere 
entertains to the black. The• ancient sin~er praises 
the god who ' destroyed the IJasyans and protected 
the Aryan colour/ 39 and 'the thunderer who be-• . 
stowed on his whz'te frz'ends the field.,, bestowed the 
sun, bestowed tl1~ waters.' 40 Whatever obscurity 
may attach to the latter passage, there can be no 
doubt of the abhorrence with which the singers 
speak again and again of 'the. black skin.' 4

l They 
tell us of the ' stormy gods who rush on like 
furious bulls and scatter the black skin;' and of 
'the black skin, the hated of Indra,' being swept 
out of heaven.42 'Indra,' runs anot+ler text, 'pro
tected in battle the Arya:te worshipper, he subdued 

, the lawvless for Manu, he conquered the black 
skin,' 43 and• the sacrificer pou~d out thanks to his 

have a word for the visible arch of the sky, but beyond it their imagi
nation does not rise. 

ss Muir's Original Sanskrit 'rt!xts, part i. p. 43; part ii. p. 284, 
p. 323, ~tc. The following Vedic quotations are taken direct from 
the Texts, as I have not at present the means of referring to the 
hymns. • 
~ Rig Veda, iii. 34. 9.• 40 Id. i. 10o, 18 . 
._ 'Krishnam twacham,' Rig Veda, ix. 41, I, etc.; an epithet. 

which reappears, says Muir, in th• Sarna Veda, i. 49', ani! ii. 
:JIII.2. 

42 Rig Veda, ix. 73, S· ~s /d. i. '30, ~ 
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god for 'scattering the slave bands of black descent,' 
and for stamping out 'the vile Dasyan colour.' 44 

A third source of detestation on the part of the 
Aryan for. the aborigines was their repulsive habits 
of eating. They resfected not the life of animals ; 
some of them ate hot"se-flesh; others.human flesh; 
others, ag~in, fed on the uncooked carcase ; and al! 
made use of animal food to a degree which shocked 
the nicer .sensibilities- of the Aryan. The Vedic 
singers speak of theni. as gross, gluttonous savages, 
and concentrate the national abhorrence into one • • 
stinging epithei-' The Raw-Eaters.' 45 

, 

. Another so;rce of deep and aQiding aversion was 
the paganism of the Dasyans.. The Aryan brought 
with him highly developed beliefs, and a stately . . 
?-rray of religious rites.46 He founq himself among 
·a people without any intelligible faith, and in bond
age to the basest fears. The two noblest doctrines 
of pre-Christian religion-the unity of God and 
the immortalit,- of the soul-appear in the earliest 
Sanskrit writings, and !.ave never for ·a moment, 
amid cepturies of defeat and politica~ degr~ation, • 
been wholly lost sigP!t of by the Sansk~it-speaking 

u Rig Veda, ii. 20, 7, and ii. 12, 4· The 'Dasam Varnam 
adharam' of the latter verse is stiTI in the mouths of manyePandits 
who never had a copy of the Veda in their hands. 

45 'Amad.' For a variety of phrases indicating this repugnance, 
see Original Sanskrit Texts, part ii. 435· • 

46 Those who wish to realize how deep!' tilt! earfy Indian thin*ers 
.penetrated the problems of modern ethics, may compare the bea1ttiful 
Hintiu betief, that whatever weti.ove is loved not for itself, but as the 
dwelling-place of the First Self, with Jonathan Edwards' 'Theory ~f 
Degre~s ofJ3eing.' 
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race. The truth has been debased and overlaid 
with error, but the truth has. always remained. At 
a very early period they fell into a mistake natural 
to an imaginative people, and, by recognising the 
Almighty too vividly in Hi' more solemn mani
festations, became practically, polytheists, worship
fling the work more than the Worker, the creature 
rather than the Creator. But an intellectual recog
nition of the unity of the E>eity appeap equally 
amid the supplications to .gocts many in the Veda, 
and the multitudinous superstitions of more recent 

• • 
Hinduism. The ancient Aryans' '~ghest object of 
religion was to !~store that bond ty which their 
own self was linked to the Eternal Self;' 47 and the 
modern pandit's reply to the missi~nary who . . . 
accuses him of polytheism IS: 'Oh, these are 
only various manifestations of the one God; the 
same as, though the sun be one in the heavens, 
yet he appears iJ?- multiform reflections upon the 
lake. The various sects are onl;- different en-
trances to the one city.' 48 

• 

• • 
H Muller's ~istory of Ancient Sam~tit Literature, p. 19. Dr. 

Muir, in part iv. of his Texts, shows how each of the great sects 
worships his own deity as the one supreme god. 'Glory to thee,' 
prays the Krishna-worshipper, 'thou maker of all, thou soul of all, 
thou so~rce of all, Vishnu, Conque~or, Hari, Krishna.' Then follows a 
list of the various names under which he is implored.-Sanskrit Texts, 
iv. p. 223. 

48 This answer is me~ioned by Mr. Long in his pamphlet entitled 
N*s on Visits fo Papdits, p. r, 8vo, Calcutta. I have more than 
oncGtreceived the same reply. For a philosophical description of the. 
multiplication of gods, see Whatelys Dissertation, En~clop:!!!dia 

~ritannica, vol. i. p. 465, eighth edition : 'And it would often 
happen that one set of men would venerate one (enage,.and. others 
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The aborigines, so far from ha~ing a distinct 
conception of the unity of God, seemed to the 
Aryan to possess no conception of a God at all. 
Their highest religious emotion was vague dread ; 
and four Vedic epi~ets, ~ith others equally 'full 
of detestation, depic) them as the ' Rejectors of 
Indra,' 'not sacrificing,' 'without gods,' and 'without 
rites.' 49 . . 

· With 4"egard to .another point-a point which 
forms the theological differentia of man as con
trasted with th~ beasts that perish-the invaders had 
been vouchsafM a peculiarly full,iJlumination, while 
the aborigines remained buried -in primeval night. 
The Aryans possessed· an u_nwavering assurance of 
a future life. The .onely journey of the .soul after 
its separati9n from the body formed, indeed, one of 
the first mysteries with which their national mind 
had grappled, and, like all the imaginative races of • 
antiquity, they devised a being more divine than man, 
though origin~lly not equal to the gods, to guide 
them on the dark pass'age. While the Egyptian 
monarch lay wrapped in essences ben~a'h th~ pyra
mid, Theut conducted his soul to the judgment of 
the dead. Hermes performed the same office for 
the Greeks, ·and the R<Jmans placed the caduceus 

• 
another somewhat different, though originally designed to represent 
the same being. And there would also be some difference in the 
kind of worship paid to each of these imaies, and in the tales rej.ted 
concernihg it, so that by degrees some of t!1em would come ~o be 

• consider.d as so many distinct gods.' 
•49 'Anindra,' 'Ayajyu,' 'ldeva,' 'Avrata.' That these epithets 

were not applicable to all the aboriginal tribes, will appear in the n;xt 
chapter. -.~n: soi'he places they probably refer to Aryan schismatics. 
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in the hand of Mercury. Azrail, under various 
names, has guided the Semitic tribes of all ages and 
creeds to one ultimate neutral ground. Y ama was 
the N ekropompos of the Ary:an race. The earlier 
form of his story is preserve~on the Persian side 
of the Himalayas. Virna, rlns the Zend legend, 
~as a monarch in that primitive time when sorrow, 
sickness, and death were unknown. By degrees 
sin and disease crept into the ~orld, the s~w neces-• 
sity of death hastened its step, and the old king 
retired with a chosen band from th<:i polluted earth 
into a kingdom where he still reigns. : The Sanskrit 

• 
version belongs til a later and more subjective 
period. According to it, Y ama was the first man 
who passed through death into.immortality. Hav
ing discovered the way to the other world, he 
obtained for himself a kingdom in it, and the tenth 
book of the Rig Veda represents him as guiding 
other men thither. In one verse he is seen feast
ing under a leafy tree ;50 in others, as• enthroned in 
the innermost heaven, and ~ranting luminous abodes 

·to the •pioUJ>.5
•
1 Meanwhile his two brown dogs, 

' broad of nostril and of a h~nger never to be 
satisfied, wander among men,' 52 or, like Cerberus, 
guard the avenue to his• palace along which the 
depart~d are exhorted to hurry with all possible 
speed. ' Reverence to Y ama, who is death ; to him 

• 
wh• first reached. the river, spying out a road for 

• 5o•Rig Veda, x. 135, 1. Atharva Vida, xviii. 4, 3· 
81 Rig Veda, ix. II3, 7, 8. Id. x. 14, 8, 9, and ro. 

• a2 Rig Veda, x. 14, n, and 12. The dogs are elsewhere called 
black and spotted. Atharva Veda, viii. r, 9· • • • 
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many; who is lord of the two-footed and the four
footed creatures.' 53 'Worship with an offering King 
Y ama, the assembler of men, who departed to the 
mighty waters, who spied out a road for many.' 54 

lncremation sugrJ;sted itself to the devout Aryan 
as the most ·solemn ~ethod for severing the mortal 
from the immortal part of the dead. His faith, li~ 
our own, taught him to look upon death as a new 
birth rath;r than as 'the annihilation of being ; and 
for him the fire perf"<?rmed the office of a liberator, 
not of a destro.Yer. As a man derived his natural 
birth from his i>arents, and a partial ·regeneration, or 
second birth, by the performan~e of his religious 
duties; so the fire, by setting free the spiritual 
element from the superincumbent clay, completed . ' 

the third or heavenly birth. His friends stood 
round the pyre as round a natal bed, and com
manded his eye to go to the sun, his breath to the 
wind, his limbs to the earth, the water and the 
plants whenc~ they had been derived. But 'as for 
his unborn part, do thCJU, Lord (Agni), quicken it 
with thy heat; let· thy flame and ~hy br~htness . 
kindle it ; convey it~o the world of the ·righteous.' 55 

Thirte~n years ago, Professor Muller published an 
essay on the F.uneral Ritej of the Brahmans, in which 

• sa Atharva Veda, vi. 28, 3· But cf. Max Muller's Lectures, 2d 
Series, p. 515. 

54 Rig Veda, x. 14, 1. Those who• would pursue the subject 
further, may do so with great facility in ~r .Muir's 'Yama ', J d!trnal 

• R. A. S., part ii., 1865, wherice the above quotations and •those 
im~edi:ltely following are derfl.red. 

55 Funeral hymn to Agni, to be chanted while the boay was bei\-!g 

burn~d. • • 
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he cites a sort of liturgy with which the Aryan used 
to bid farewell to his friend while the body lay upon 
the pyre. ' Depart thou, depart thou by the ancient 
paths to the place whither our fathers have departed. 
Meet with. the ancient ones ;6\meet with the Lord 
of Death; obtain thy desire/in heaven. Throw
lhg off thine imperfections, go to thy home. Become 
united with a body; clothe thyself in a shining form. 
Go ye ; depart ye ; hasten ye from hen~.' 67 The 

• responses might then fitly come in: ' Let him depart 
to those for whom flow the rivers of llj!Ctar. Let him 
depart to those who through medit~.tion have ob
"tained the victory;.who by fixing their thoughts on 
the unseen have gone to heaven ..... Let him depart 
to the mighty in battle, to the ~eroes who have laid 
down their lives for others, to those who have be
stowed their goods on the poor.' 58 Returning to 
the direct form of address: 'May sweet breezes 
blow upon thee: May the water-shedding angels 
bear thee upwards, cooling thee wll:h their swift 
motion through the air, ahd sprinkling thee with 

· dew.' •' Mal' ~hy soul go to its own, and hasten to 
the fathers.' The service migl.!t fitly conclude with 
a chorus from the Veda : ' Bear him, carry him ; let 
him, with all his faculties •omplete, go to the world 
of the•righteous. Crossing the dark valley which 
spreadeth boundless around him, let the unborn 
so~ ascend to h~a~n. . . . \Vash the feet of him 
who- is stained with sin; let him go upwards with • 

• I . • 'h cl.eansed feet. Crossing the g oom, gazmg w1t 
66 The Pitrs. 6T Rig Veda, x. 14- ¥ /d. • I5t 
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wonder in many directions, let the unborn soul go 
up to heaven.' 59 

, 

Of the doctrine of transmigration there is not a 
trace in the earlier Veda. The circle round the 

·pyre sang with the fi/m. assurance that their friend 
went direct to a sta~ of blessedness and reunion 
with the loved ones who had gone before. 'Dd' 
thou conduct us to heaven (0. Lord), let· us be with 
our wives;md childr~.' 60 'In heaven, where c-·

friends dwell in blis;, having left behind the / 
mities of the b.ody, free from lameness, free I .~.u 
crookedness ofiimb, there let us behold our parents 
and our children.' 61 The wife al~o is to be united 
with her husband. 62 'Place me, 0 Pure One, in 
that everlasting and.unchanging world, wh~re, light 
and glory are found. Make me immortal in the 
world in which joys, delights, and happiness abide, 
where the desires are obtained.' 63 'Truly,' says 
Roth, ' we here . find, not without astonishment, 
beautiful conc~ptions on immortality, expressed in 
unadorned language witlf childlike conviction.' 

It was only to those, however, who harj lived 
righteously on ~art~ that this bright • world was 
open. The idea of a ft].ture state as one of retri
bution did not receive fu~ development till a later 
period than that to which the foregoing hymns 

59 Atharva Veda, b,, 5, 1. so ~tharva Veda, xii. 3, 17. 
61 Atharva Veda, vi. 120, 3· • • • • 
62 Colebrooke's Essays, i. u6, etc., 8vo, 1837. Atharva Veoo, ix. 

5, ~· • • 
63 Address to Soma, the abstract deified form of the libation ...... 

Rig V~da,jx. IIJt 7 and II. 
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belong; but one of the theological treatises, which 
had for their object the interpretation of these 
hymns, contains the following remarkable sentences : 
'In the next world they place a man's good and 
evil deeds in a balance. vv\ich of the two shall 
turn the scale that he shall follow, whether it be 
for good or for evil. Now, whosoever knows this, 
places himself in the balance in this world, and is 
freed from being weighed in t'he next.' , 

The Vedic texts cited in• the foregoing pages 
evince a faith in immortality infinitely firmer than 
anything to be found either in Semilic writings,64 or 
in the subsequent. Aryan literature of Greece and 
Rome. The Veda represents the departed soul as 
taking a tangible but more g~orious body, and as 
living in blessed reunion with former friends and 
kinsmen. Homer's world is a dim uncertain region, 
peopled with shadows-mostly unhappy ones ; a 
world so repugnant to oJr inborn love of life and 
sunshine, that Achilles tells Ulys~es he would 
rather be a servant upon ~arth than reign over all 
the dfipart~d.. In the decline of paganism, the 
philosophers of the court of fulian, reading Plato 
by the light of St. Paul, could find much that was 
consoling to mortality in.his pages. But we have 
the arflplest evidence that the uninspired philosophy 
of Greece and Rome afforded no certain hope of 
illWlortality to !ts~ most accomplished disciples. 
' We are sufficiently acquainted,' writes Gibbon,. 

• • • 
• ei Even the Jewish Bible fails to inculcate a future life as an 

inducement to virtuous conduct in the present one. • · • 



WHENCE TQESE CONCEPTIONS J rz3 . 
' with the eminent persons who flourished in the 
age of Cicero and of the first Ccesars-with their 
actions, their characters, their motives-to rest 
assured that their conduct in this life was never 
r~gulated· by any serilus conviction of the rewards 
or punishments of a \uture state.' The Tusculan 
Disputations found their argument for a state o£
eternal bliss. on a false dilemma, and what Cicero 
professes tJ> revere in •the Grove, he scoffs ::>t in th~ · 

• F arum. We rise from the dream of Scipio, or · 
from the argumlnts by which the philosophic pagan 
obtains the COt!joling assurance that death is but 
a change of life, and turning to a.speech by Cicero 
on behalf' of a friend 65 on· trial for a capital crime, 
we find that a future. life is a matter for recluses to 
amuse themselves with, but which no man of the 
world would allow to regulate his ordinary actions. 

The question is a deeply interesting one. How 
comes it that these old singers in Northern India 
had clearer ancr more profo_und conceptions of man's 
destiny than the philosopl'l.ers of Greece and Rome ? 
How was it that the child knew more th..n the . . 
man, and that the l!ght o~ nature waxed dimmer 
and dimmer, till it altogether disappeared? Were 
the strong simple beliefs oi the earlier time echoes 
of those lessons which Adam listened to ifl the 
cool of the day, and which formed a common stock 
of inspired truth for the whol; rrimitive race.pf 
mankind ?-echoes that floated down fainter ~nd 

more f:int, comforting. the untold generations of 

• • 116 Pro Cluentio • 
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prehistoric man, till they died away amid the 
clang of contending schools, and the arrogance of 
unaided reason ? This view interferes not with 
any sound theology. ' In the career of Balaam,' 
says Dr. Stanley, 'is seen tha\ recognition of divine 
inspiration outside the chosln people, which the 

euarrowness of modern times has been so eager 
to deny, but which the Scriptures are always ready 
to acknowledge, and, by ~cknowledg~ng, admit 

• within the pale of the universal church the higher 
spirits of every age and of every na~ion.' 66 

In· humiliating contrast with th: Aryans' assur
ance of immorta!ity are the words with which the 
aboriginal tribes of the northern frontier dismiss 
their dead from this world. Qf eternity they have 
not the slightest conception ; in some of their 
languages the longest period of time that can be 
expressed is the duration of a man's life, and in 
one aboriginal tongue the highest number is seven.67 

The great object of these aborigine~ is to get their 
dead out of their sight. 'Phe north-eastern hill-men 
hide 1ile co~p~e in a hole as soon as the breath has 
left it. No stately rites are dbserved. The kins
men wash themselves at the nearest stream, and 
return to their usual W<irk immediately after the 
intenhent. Among the tribes that have developed 
funeral ceremonies, a burial is only an occasion for 

• . . -6 Lectures on the History of the Jewish Church, p. rgo. Whately 
also• concedes a true inspiration to Balaam.-Dissertation on the. 
Rise, Progress, and Corruptions of C!\ristianity. • • 
• 67 Bodo language.-Essay on the Kocch, Bodo, and Dhimal 
Tribes, by B. H. Hodgson, p. II7. 8vo. Calcutt~ I847·• 

• 
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gluttony and drunkenness. When the feast is got 
ready, they repair to the newly made grave, and, 
presenting food and drink to the dead, bid farewell 
in the following sentences : 'Take anci eat. Here
tofore you have eate~ and drunken with us; you 
can do so no more. V ou were one of us ; you can 
be so no longer. We come no more to you ; comee 
you not to us.' 68 The parting is a final one. The 
Aryan reqpiem looke!l forward to reunion above ; 
that of the aborigina! tribes shrinks from ,the dead 
as from an undefined horror, and, so far from speak
ing of a meeti~ hereafter, begs that they may be 
spared the terrors of a visit. • · . . 

I have dwelt at length on the unequal degree 
of enlightenment possessed by the Aryan and 
aboriginal races, be~ause I believe that it affords 
the true explaiiation of those cruel social distinc
tions which divide the existing population of India. 
The Dasyan appears in Sanskrit history first as an 
enemy, then as-an evil spirit, then as a lower animal, 
and finally as the slave ~f the nobler race. 69 The 
difference was infinitely greater than that bitween 

• • • 68 Essay on the Kocch, Bodo, a.nd Dhimal Tribes, p. I.8o. The 
southern aborigines exhibit a higher class of funeral rites. 

69 The monkey owes the respect with which the Hindus regard 
him to the friendly r:eception thaf som~ of the aboriginal nations 
(the so-called Monkey tribes) gave to the Aryan immigraflts who 
afterwards enslaved them. Signor Gorresio has fully discussed the 
subject of the Monkey Races, in his 'Disiertations on and Notes to 
the Ramayana.' The gradations of the ~orjgine~-as (1) ene~es, 

• (z) demons, (3) lower animals, (4) slaves of the Aryans in 4ylon 
-are wtW.l marked.- Mahawinso, chap. xxxvii. Rajavali, p. 237. 
Rajarat-nacari, p. 69. Referred to in Tennent's Ceylon, i. 370, etc;., 
note, 3d edition .• 

• 
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the composite parts of other nations of antiquity; 
so also was the contempt of the superior for the 
inferior people. This contempt has left its mark 
on every page of Sanskrit literature, and we can 
imagine the haughty Prakrit\peaking lord regard
ing his bondsman's broken fltterances- his go-ho 

-(man), go-cfum (Ieg), po-ta (beiiy) 70
- not with the 

placid contempt of the Patrician for the Plebs, or 
even with the deeper disdain•of the Heijene for his 
Helot, but rather with the hatred and loathing of 
Swift's Houyhnhnms for the sputterings of their 

' Yahoos. · .: 
N evertheless:.two races c<l:nnot live for ages 

together without each affecting the other. The 
superior may force the inferior into its own moulds, 

• • 
but it cannot help being itself influenced in turn ; 
and the aboriginal tribes have done much to alter 
the language, religion, and political destiny of their 
conquerors. The influence of the aboriginal ele
ment made itself felt at a very earl1 period in the 
Apabhransa or vernacular !orm of Sanskrit used by 
the lOiV castes. It is termed 'a provincial jargon' . . 
by Donaldson, following Co1ebrooke, and has been 
elaborately discussed by Dr. Muir.71 The vernacu
lar language of India is. divided by native gram
maria!ls into two parts, one derived from Sanskrit, 
the other from the aboriginal tongues. In Bengal 
th¥ aboriginal el~m~nt is called the Bhasha ; in the 

7' A valuable list of aboriginal words will be found in the Sanskrit. 
Texts, vol ii. p. 36 et seq. • • 
• 71 As. Res. vol. vii. reprint. New Cratylus, p. 85, 8vo, 1839. 

Sanskrit Texts, part ii. chap. i. • • 
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south of India it passes by various names, such 
as Atsu-Telugu, or more generally Desya. The 
patois of Lower Bengal, particularly as spoken by 
the common people in Beerbhoom and other dis
tricts on the ethnograehical frontier, is full of words 
not to be derived from Sanskrit ; and although such 
words are carefully excluded from written Bengali, 
they are eve,r in the mouths of the husbandman, the 
herdsman, ,and the forester, and they have furnished 
the domestic language of affection in which the 
mother speaks to her child. In religion, the Aryans 
of the Lower ")lley have unquestionably borrowed 
much of their demon-worship frotn the aborigines, 
and of that anxiety to propiti~te· the malignant 
rathe::-·• __ _ _ -~=.2: .__~neficent deities, which now 
forms so marked :nd so degrading a feature of 
Hindu superstition. Indeed, I shall afterwards 
sh_ow that the Sivites-a sect which during the past 
six centuries has drawn within itself the great 
majority of tl1Pe Indian people-derived its object 
of worship from the aooriginal tribes. Whatever 
mythology Siva or Rudra may originall~ have 
belonged to, thereecan be no doubt• that Siva
worship, as performed in Lower Bengal, is the 
reverse of the Aryan spirit of devotion, and repre-

• sents the superstition of the black races. bignor 
Gorresio points out how in the old times the chief 
object of adoration among the;a.borigines was this 

• terrible deity,· whom they appeased with h~an 
blbod.• The first aim• of the British Government 
on acquiring a province has always bee~ to put . . 
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down such sacrifices·; but in seasons of scarcity, the 
priests of Lower Bengal still offer up children to 
the insatiable demon who terrified the forest tribes 
three thousand years ago. 

During 1865-66 such sa\:rifices were had re
course to in order to avert the famine. They were 
jew in number, the police being specially on the 
alert, and the authorities having got warning by 
the publicity which the press- gave to the two cases 

' that were brought to light. '"rhe following are the 
details of a human sacrifice in 1866 in the J essore 
district, one of the oldest settled a1o most enlight
ened parts of Bertgal : ' A Mahommedan boy about 
seven ) ~ars of age was found in the scaffold-room 
adjoining a temple of Kali (the wife of Siva), at 
Luckipassa, with his neck in t~e harcat, or wooden 
scaffold, and his neck cut. The tongue was fixed 
between the teeth, the eyes open, clotted blood on 
his body, which was quite exposed, and two cuts of 
a khundah were visible on the neck. • The sacrifice, 
it seems, was not completed. for the object is entirely 

. to sevei the head from the body. In a late case at 
Hooghly, tli\: head was left befilre the idol decked 
with flowers.' 72 Among the aboriginal tribes to 
the south-west of Beerbhoom I heard vague reports 

• of hute~.an sacrifices in the forests, with a view to 
procuring the early arrival of the rains. 

The sam~ prC!Jeness to demon-worship and 
depr~~atory rites· exhibits itself in every part of • 
India, and always with a forc:!e in proportion to tl\e 
• 

72 The Englishman of the 19th May 1866. ~alcutta. . . 
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strength of the aboriginal element in the local · 
population. In Northern India, throughou~ the 
whole Middle Land of Manu, the aborigines com
pletely succumbed beneath the Aryans, and demon-

' . worship hardly appears. In Lower Bengal, where 
the Aryan element did not wholly overpower the 
aboriginal, demon-worship in a m~tigated shape
forms part of the popular rites ; among the forest 
tribes of tJ;e central table-land, where the Aryans 
never settled, it is th~ only religion known; and in 
Ceylon, where they settled in comparatively small 
numbers, it lies.)t the root of the whole rural wor
ship. The strictest of the Hindlf kings of Ceylon 
found himself compelled to support the village 
devil-dancers at the public cost. Buddhism over-

- . 
powered Hinduism, but it wholly failed to put 
down, a!J.d at lengtp was fain to "connive at demon
worship ; the Portuguese and Dutch clergy could 
convert the people from B\lddhism, but lament their 
inability to weaken the tenacity of the Cinghalese 
to devil-sacrifices; and Wesleyan and Baptist mis
sionaries in Ceylon, while able to make irotes
tants of Roman Cataolics, cannot purffy•their most 
promising catechumens of these aboriginal supersti-
tions.73 · 

• 
A more pleasing subject is the worship 8f the 

village and household gods in Lower Bengal,-a 
harmless superstition which the I;1indus have unmis• .takeably derived from the aboriginal tribes. How 
this wo,.ship is carried ~n by the hill-races, I shall .. 

73 Sir Eraerson Tennent's Ceylon, i. 542, 3d edition. 
VOL. I~ I 
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afterwards describe. On the plains, the village god 
has ever been. an object of veneration with the low 
castes of mixed descent, rather than of the Brah
mans, and in many places the worship has alto
gether died out among the tigher ranks. At the 
beginning of this century, however, Buchanan found 
it existing everywhere throughout the north-western 
districts of Lower Bengal. 'The vulgar,' he says, 
'have never been entirely abte to abandQn the wor
ship of the village deities, and ·imitate their ancestors 
either by making such offerings as before mentioned 
(betel, red lead, rice, water) to an ~nymous deity, 
under whose pro'"t.ection they suppose their village 
to be, or call by that name various ghosts that have 
become objects of worship, or larious of the Hindu 
Devatas. The ghosts, in fact, and the others called 
village deities, seem to be the gods most usually 
applied to in cases of danger by all ranks, and their 
favour is courted with b)oody sacrifices and other 
offerings.· They are not in general ttepresented by 
images, nor have they t~ples; but the deity is 
represtnted by a lump of clay, sometimes placed 
under a tree,· and provided wtth a priest of some 
low tribe,' 74 z'.e. sprung from the aboriginal element 
in the population. Sev~ral of these village gods 
are ok:ler than the Aryan settlement, being deified 
personages sprung from the aboriginal tribes, whose 
diitinctive nationarw:y has been forgotten for ages 
in 1ile districts ~here their representative men are. 

• • 
., 14 History, etc., of Eastern India, from the Buchanan MSS., vol. 

L~r~ • • 
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still worshipped. Everywhere the ceremonies bear 
the stamp of the old· superstitioy.s terrors, and the 
carnivorous, gluttonous habits of the black races. 
Indeed, Buchanan well describes them as 'sacrifices 

• • made partly from fear, and partly to grattfy the 
appetite for flesh.' 75 The fierce aboriginal instincts, 
even in the mixed castes, who approach nearest to
the Aryans, and accept in a greater degree than 
their neigh.bours the restraints of Hinduism, break 
loose on such festiva1s; and cowherds have been 
seen to feed voraciously on swine-flesh, which at all 
other times the~regard with abhorrence. ~n Beer
bhoom, particularly in the westerJ1.•border-land, this 
worship is very popular, and once a-year the whole 
~n~: .. n 1 ~epairs to a shrine in th'e J. ungle, and there 

I • 

-makes simple offerings to a ghost who dwells in a 
Bela-tree.76 In spite ·of the tree being, at the most, 
seventy years old, the common people claim the 
greatest antiquity for the shrine; and tradition says, 
that the thre~ trees which now mark the spot 
neither. grow thicker nJr increase in height, but 
remain the same for ever. As in all cereraonies 
which partake of t~ aboriginal wor;hip, blood is 

75 History, etc., of Eastern India, from the Buchanan MSS., vol. . . 
l. p. 194· • 

7.6 The shrine is situated far in the jungle between PattJ·a village 
and N agri, some distance past Buttaspore. It consists of three trees: 
a Bela tree on the left, in which the gho« resides, and which is 
marked at the foot with blood ; in the middre i~ a K;_chmula tree, ~d 
~n the right a Saura tree. Devotees throw down their offerin~ of 
earth, ric~ and money before tbe trees, while a priest stands ready to 
strike off at a single blow the heads of such victims as are presentedr 
returning the body. with his blessing to the offerer. . . 
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copiously poured forth, and the day ends with a 
feast upon the victims. The very offerings bear 
witness to the primitive state of the tribes among 
whom the superstition took its rise. Only the rich 
sacrifice goats, the ordinary oblation being a handful 
of earth thrown down before the divinity, with a 

efew grains of rice or a copper coin from those who 
can afford it. 

The difference between the worship of the abori
ginal Siva and of the village deities is, that the 
former has been adopted by the Brahmans or 
Hindus of pure Aryan descent, ('ehile the latter 
have remained i11. the hands of the mixed mass of 
the population. Yet, in ancient times, Siva-worship, 
now universal throughout the whole lower valley of 

• the Ganges, seems to have been as unpopular with 
the Brahmans as the simple village divinities now 
are; while even the most despised of these latter 
relics of antiquity at the present day finds some 
needy priest of the sacred class to- officiate at its 
shrine. Siva is not, indeeJ, the only aboriginal deity 
who hP,s risen to distinction among the mixed people 
of Bengal ;e;7 ·but he happened.to resemble in many 
particulars a Sanskrit divinity with whom he became 
identified, and whose n'\me he now bears. It is 
curio!.s to notice that Siva-worship, like demon
worship and the adoration of the village gods, has 
a hold on the people always in proportion to the • • 

• 
77 Buchanan speaks of a village gid of quite modern or~in, Malik• 

J3aya by name, who was universally worshipped in Bahar and the 
adjoining countries. Many others might be menti~ned . 

• 
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strength of the aboriginal element. His great 
shrines are among the hills which separate the 
aboriginal from the Aryan races, or on some other 
frontier of Sanskrit ciNilisation. The scenes of his 
adventures are placed among the Himalayas, and 
thousands of pilgrims travel every year to his altars 

· in the highlands of Beerbhoom. As Professor Wil~ 
son justly remarks, Siva-worship has ever been one 
of mystery•; a worshi~ bare of the ch/ o ~~gem_;_;, 
which grew up so luxuriantly around the objects 
of adoration of the more cultivated race, and one 
whose. sole visifle representation is a rude emblem.78 

• 
Yet Siva-worship is the only form of religion which 
has now any hold on the .masses in the Lower 

___ J:_ alley. Krishna oc Vishnu is the god of the 
-n.1:>-- _ --- - - _, -t.:" worship is looked upon as 

a spectacle o~-~terfaiiiinenerann:;r- .... -----~-~ · ·· 
~-:---office of religion. In all time of need it is on Siva 

-a deity scarcely known to the earliest Aryan 
• writers-that the Bengalj populace calls. 

I hope that· my desire fully. to bring out the 
effect of the aboriginal superstitions on .J:he feligion 
of the Hindus has• not led me to overstate the 
truth. The impossibility of applying the Aryan 
faith, as represented in ~lassical literature, to the . . 
existing religion of Lower J?engal, first attracted 
my attention to the subject. £:onversations with 
,}earned Brahmans suggested t!lat the wide di~r-
• • 

78 Es~ays and Lectures on•the Religion of the Hindus, by H. H. 
Wilson. Collected Works, i. 189, Trtibner, 1862. The origin of 
Siva-worsl!.ip will"be minutely discussed in the following chapter. 
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ence between their own doctrines, even when most 
orthodox, and the popular beliefs of Hinduism, was 
a difference not only in degree, but in kind,-a differ
ence not of education, but of rice. In this difference 
lies the explanation of the esoteric and the exoteric 
religions of the Hindus; the former representing 
the faith which the Aryan settlers transmitted to 
their children of pure descent, the latter the patch
work of superstitions which ·~he mixed •population 
derived from the black-skinned, human-sacrificing, 
flesh-eating forest tribes. The widespread corrup
tion of Aryan faith which followM, according to 
Sanskrit authors,· immediately on the mingling of 
the two races and the consequent growth of mixed 
castes/9 affords strong corrob<erative proof of this 
view ; and the religion of the inferior Eurasians, 
sprung indiscriminately from Portuguese, Dutch, 
French, English, Hindu, and Mussulman parents, 
is as degrading, if not so i,dolatrous, as that of the 
mixed castes of ancient In<lia. But ~hat eventually 
led me to diverge so wiJely from the commonly 
receiv~ vi~w. was a three years' residence on the 
border-land between the Hindu!. and the aborigines. 
The population of the hills and of the plains glide 
into one another, carrying-with them their respective 
custollts, beliefs, and superstitions. From the black 
squat tribes who inhabit the tops of the mountains, 

• 
totthe tall olive-c:;.oleured Brahman of the capital of 
Beetbhoom, with his intelle.ctual brow, cal~ eyes, • 

•. 

• 79 Known to English readers as the 'Burrun Sunker.'-Halhed's 
Gentoo Code, Preface, p. 103, Svo, 1781. • • 
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and high but narrow head, there are a hundred 
imperceptible gradations through the aborigines of 
the slopes and the low castes of the valleys.80 So, 
too, with their religi~n. It is easy to point out 
superstitions which in some parts are considered as 
purely aboriginal, and which the Brahmans regard 
with all the aversion that the Levites entertainei 
toward the abominations of the Canaanites, but 
which in .other distdtts hold a position more than 

• half-way between the two. religions. This is par-
ticularly noticeable in the worship of the village 
deities. WheP) the population is entirely aboriginal, 
such rites are hel~ to be purely ~boriginal, 'and no 
respectable Brahman would pollute himself by offi
ciatinQ: at_them. __ _W"!l~re_ th~ popula~ion is mixed, 
CLJ.i"-1. IL..L.L'-' u...._ ............ ..._ ........ J .....,._.... ----~,.. .. ~ -
or forest deities, the worship is deemed half Hindu, 
and some necessitous priest is found to undertake 
the office. In still !llore perfectly Hinduized dis
tricts, a little fraternity .t Brahmans may be found 
attached to each favourne village god, and in some 
places such deities form the popular worshipr of the . 
whole Hindu peop!e. From the gho;t-worship in 
the Beerbhoom jungle, and the sacrifices to Malik 
Baya and similar deified personages in Bahar, to the 
worship of Siva, is only a step; and it is im~ossible 
to study the border population without coming to 
the conclusion, that Siva, now ;tniversally ad~red 

80 Bowries,. Bagdis, etc., are found both in the hills and liOn the 
plains. • In the courts of just~e it is constantly necessary to ask wit
nesses belonging to these castes whether they belong to the Hind~ or 
the Sanl:il (i.e. •boriginal) families of the same patronymic. 
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by the Bengali people, with his colleges of priests 
in every citx., his conical shrines on every road-side, 
and· his noble flights of steps at every few miles 
along the holy river, is only. the . last and highest 
link of an uninterrupted chain of superstitions which 
unites the two races. 
• Marked as the influence of the aboriginal tribes 
has been upon the language of Bengal, still more 
marked and pernicious as their influence has been 

• 
upon its religion, they have exercised an infinitely 
more abiding and IUOre baneful effect upon the 
social condition and the political liestiny of the 
people. It is chiefly to the presence of a hetero
geneous population of mixed descent, the Bengalis 
owe it that they have never .been a nation ; for 

. two races, the one consisting of masters, the other 
of slaves, are not easily welded into a single na
tionality. Concession must precede union, and a 
people has to make some advance towards being 
one socially before it cant become &le politically. 
During ages the Sanskrit ~ement kept disdainfully 

. aloof f~m the aboriginal, denying it every civil, 
political, and ;eligious right. )Jot to speak of the 
jus sujfrag££, or the jus honorum, the jus commercz:£ 
was granted only under _the sever~st restrictions, 
and uptm the most unfavourable terms, to the servile 
race. The meanest trades alone were open to it ; 
and while the twic~-born tribes retained all the • • 
more. profitable and honourable branches of in- • 
dustry as their heirlooms, th•ey could at any time 
set up as rivals to the low castes in .the 'Wonted 
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occupations of ,the latter, if necessity or conveni
ence urged them so to do. There was one law 
of inheritance for the Aryan, another for the non
Aryan ;81 and of the hvmanizing influences by which 
intermarriage ·reconciles hostile races they knew 
nothing. Cohabitation between the ruling and the _ 
'servile castes fell in certain cases within the penal-• 
ties of sacrilege and incest ; and to this day the most 
enlightened Hindu w~uld regard such a union. with 
all the abhorrence that the Romans felt towards the 
marriage of their emperor with the German princess ' 
who, though a~ording to international equity the 
wife, has come down in history as• the concubine of 
Gallienus. · 

For this disdain. the Aryans of Lower Bengal 
_...:_ .. _ .... 

~ ----- -~ ----- ·-- r-J - .... -.-..-J • .._.,. -£'-" ~ ,_,....,..._., 11...a.J..t.L.Ls .LV.I. ~ 

race to be able to get other people to do its work 
during three thousand y~ars. The higher classes 
of Hindu society, by their inbred dislike and con
tempt for mat'mal ind1try, disabled themselves 
from becoming a wealthy or powerful people, and 
are at this moment being ?usted fropl.man:fposts 
of emolument by th~despised mixed multitude who 
have for ages ~one the work of the country, but 
who now for the first time are secured by an im
partial government in the fruits of their l~bour. 
Even in education, 'the immemorial monopoly of 
the Brahmans, the competition--of tlre non-Ary-.n 

.element is beginning to be felt. In the 13't:er
bhoom • public school, ~hich stands first of thre~ 

s- Manaota-dharma-sastra, ix. rs6, I 57· 4to, I82s. 
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hundred educational institutions in the south-west 
division ~f Lower Bengal,82 a man belonging to 
what used to be considered a very degraded caste 
is now head-master ; and throughout the whole 
country, thousands of Brahman boys are instructed 
by teachers whose family names (Dass) proclaim 
tthem the descendants of the enslaved aboriginal 
tribes (Dasyu). Accustomed to look upon toil as 
a mark of slavery, the Hindtls have never worked 

• 
more than was necessary to supply their wants. 
Capital, therefore, the surplus of production above 
consumption, has never existed ; arb in the absence 
of capital, any hi~h advance in material civilisation 
is impossible. Another element of such an advance, 
co-operation, has been equally.unknown. Division 
of labour, in its literal sense of giving to every man 
a separate employment, has indeed been carried to 
its utmost length; but the division of labour, in its 
economical signification as a method of co-operation, 
has been rendered impofsible by•the contempt 
which divides man from man. On this subject, 
false ~ppeara~ces, and inaccurate names for these . . . 
appearances, have led many•wnters mto error. 
Division of labour, as a term of Political Economy, 
means' a division of proc,tsses in order to an ulti
mate •combination of results. Division of labour, 
as predicable of Indian art or manufacture, means a 
dwision of result;; ·~ach man being able to do only 
one•thing) effected by a combination of processes. 

• • 
• 82 Report on Public Instruction. Lower Provinces, 1865-66. 

Appendix, p. 235. • • 
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(each man performing the whole of the processes 
requisite to produce the single result). The lndo
Aryans have paid a heavy penalty for debasing 
the humbler children. of the soil, by that stagna
tion and incapability of national advancement which 
has formed the most conspicuous difference be
tween them and other families of the same nobl<:! 
stock. They refused to share their light with the 
people who dwelt in darkness, and for ages any . ' 

further illumination has been denied to themselves. 
But this has not been their whole punishment. 

In the pride o{jintellect, they condemned a people 
strong-armed, but of meagre intelligence, to per
petual slavery while living, and refused them admit
tance to their own bJ;ight world when dead. Hence 
the reticence of the Bengali people, each caste 
keeping its sympathies for its own members, dread
ing the classes above it as conquerors or tyrants, 

-a~isdaining to admit the classes below it into 
-ifsc-on~,;:;:-___ ~· .r" their turn, the Aryan population 

of India have b~-~~- subduea uy- -~--..:_~-~:.,,. waves 
of conquerors, inferior to' them in .th~ir ~asted- -~ 
intellect, but able t" wield the sword with a more 
powerful right hand than is given to a people who 
shift the labour of life ~n to servile shoulders. 
Afghan, Tartar, and Mogul, found the •lndo
Aryans effeminated .by long sloth, divided amongst 
themselves, and devoid of arrj .spitit of nati<en-

.ality. Thus for seven centurjes has Provid~nce 

humbl~d the disdainfui spirit of Hinduism beneatb 
the hee~ of barbarian invaders, grinding together all 
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classes and sects as upon the nether millstone, and 
slowly bringing on the time foretold in the Sanskrit 
Book of the Future

1
83 when the Indian people shall 

be of one caste, and form one nation. That this 
• 

time is now not far off, no one who is acquainted 
with the Bengalis of the present day will doubt. 
•They have about them the capabilities of a noble 
people. What they want is social amalgamation, 
to be effected, not as the Sanskrit prophet predicts, 
by the universal corruption of the Indian races, but 
as the Christian devoutly hopes, by their universal 
regeneration. 84 l• 

Having thus tmfolded the terms upon which the 
Aryan and aboriginal races combined to form the 
mixed Hindu population of th~ lowlands, I proceed 
to examine the condition of the tribes who, among 
the hills and western fastnesses, have preserved 
their primitive descent intact. 

83 The Bhavishya Purana. 
84 Throughout this chapter I have stated m' own views without 

enlarging upo~, or sometimes even fadverting to, the existence of dif
ferent opinions. I have done so not from want of respect for the 
views ~ others, but because the nature of the work precluded the 
discussions th~ s"uch statements would ~ead to. To take a single 
instance. Vedic scholars are at variance as to the meaning of Dasyu, 
some translating it as ' demon,' others understanding it to refer to the 
aborigines. I have accepted the latter view without comment ; and l 
notice that Max Muller, in his' Clfips,' gives his authority to it. Un
fortunat~ly, his admirable volumes did not reach me till this chapter 
was in type, and I have therefore been unable to make use of or refer 
t,o them . 

• 
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THE HILL AND FOREST TRI.BES . • 

CHAPTER IV. 

THE ABORIGINAL l!ILL-M:EN OF BEERBHOOM. 

' J N every ex.t;fnsive jungly or hilly tract through-
out the vast continent of ~ndia, there exist 

hundreds of thousands of human beings in a state 
not materially different from that of the Germans 
as described by Tac~tus.' 1 With these words the 
investigator of the Indian ·aborigines introduced 
what he intended to be the first of a series of 
volumes on the Black Races of 'Bengal. That 
a section of the human family, numbering not 
less than thirty millio~s of souls, should have 
lived for a century under British rule, an~ that 
their origin, languaie, and manners ·o:r life should 
be still unknown to the civilised world, affords 
abundant matter for reflection. While the fair-

• skinned race which usurped the plains h..s be-
come the favourite child of modern scholarship. 
the dark-face~ primitive heritCll'!i of the soil have 
continued as we found them, uncared for, desp~~d, 

• • • 
1 The Kocch, Bodo, and Dhimal Tribes, by B. H. Hodgson, Esq., 

of the Bengal Civil Service, p. z, preface. 8vo, Calcutta 1847. 
• • 
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hiding away among their immemorial mountains 
and forests. The study of Aryan speech has done 
more in half a century to explain the history of man, 
than all the previous efforts. of fifty gener<l:tions of 
scholars. From the discovery of Sanskrit a new 
era of human thought dates. Sanskrit grammar 
iorms the keystone of philology, and Sanskrit ethics 
have left their impress deeply graven on modern 
philosophy. But the other races-races which have 

• a history more ancient and perhaps not less in-
structive than the Aryans, if we could only find 
it out-have been wholly overlook,~d. The few 
inquirers who at• an early period interested them
selves in the subject, were cut off or ·otherwise 
interrupted before their resear<ihes went far enough 
to attract, or indeed to merit, the attention of 
European scholars, and Government has too gene
rally dealt with the aborigines of Bengal as with 
tribes incapable of improvement-as a race from 
whom the bes't that can be poped is t~at it will keep 
quiet till it dies out. 

T8e aborigines in Southern India have received 
a little mo;e attention, but t~ir past is still un
explained. In Madras and Bombay the purely 
aboriginal element appea~ts in such strength in the 
verna~lars-forming three-quarters of the whole 
T elugu vocabulary-that it was impossible wholly 
to overlook the ra~s from which it was derived. 2 

• • 
2 Atsu-Telugu or purely aboriginal words form one-half of the • 

whole vocabulary : Tatsaman and T:¥!bhavan, or words d.-ectly or 
iQ,Clirectly derived from the Sanskrit, form one quarter; Anya desyam, 
or words borrowed from aboriginal dialects other ~an th~ Telugu, 
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Some acquaintance with non-Aryan philology be
came a political necessity. But in Bengal the San
skrit entirely overpowered the aboriginal element, 
and any researches into the primitive tribes have 

• 
been prompted by disinterested motives. To Mr. 
Hodgson and the few inquirers who have followed 
at a distance in his steps, greater honour is due than• 
the actual results obtained would seem to justify. 

In the hope that I may be able to interest both 
the scholar and the st~tesman in these lapsed races, 
I purpose in the following chapter to set forth what 
I have been allle to learn regarding the history, 
the language, the manners, and tile capabilities of 
the mountaineers of Beerbhoom. The scholar will 
find that their language and traditions throw an 

• 
important light on an unwritten chapter in the 
history of our race. The Indian statesman will 
discover that these Children of the Forest are not 
so utterly fallen away from the commonwealth of 
nations as he htts suppos~d, that they are prompted 
by the same motives of self-interest, amenable to 
the same 'reclaiming influences as other mel#, and 
that upon their capicity for civilisati~n • the future 
extension of English enterprise in Bengal in a large 
measure depends. • 

For ordinary purposes, the twofold divisitm of 
the Iridian races into Aryans and aborigines is suffi-

• 
form one quarter. When the labours of~r. Ellis of the Madltts 
.Civil Service, the Rev. Dr. Caldwell, and Mr. A. D. Campbe!l, in 
Southern•India, are secondedeby researches among the aboriginal 
tribes of the north, scholars will have sufficient evidence to pronounc~ 
upon the e~istencr,.of a primitive Tamulian stock. But not till then. 
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cient. But when we· come to look narrowly into 
the matter, it appears that, while the Aryans embrace 
a single family only, under the term aborigines are 
included at least several races differing from each 

• 
other as widely as the Japanese differs from the 
Egyptian or from the Dane. The physiologist, 
~udging from the features· and bodily structure, 
pronounces that certain of the Indian aboriginal 
tribes bear a strong affinity to the Malay race ; that 
others are equally closely refated to the Chinese; 
and that oth :rs, again, ·are unconnected, or very 
distantly connected, with either. lfktilology has up 
to this time given forth no certain sound on the 
subject; and, indeed, all that linguistic research 
has done, is to ·involve the qu.estion in still greater 
mystery, by revealing a multitude 9f languages 
apparently devoid of affinity to each other. In a 
single thinly-peopled tract, one inquirer counted 
twenty-eight distinct dialects, mutually unintelligible 
to the different tribes who rse them;land the whole 
number of aboriginal tongues throughout India is 
not .hass than two hundred. Whether, like the 
hundred an•d "thirty languages ibat Pliny says were 
spoken in the Colchian market-place, these will 
ever be shown to be loLlg separated members of 
the s~me family, is a point on which no one in our 
present state of knowledge can pronounce; but such 

• 
fill In the district bet»'ee~ Kamaun and Assam. Among the N aga 

tribe~ also, living in a small district near Assam, about thirty different. 
languages exist, affording a striking preof of the tendency of•nwritten 
speech to split up into numerous dialects. An intervening hill, a ravine 
or a river, is enough to divide the language of a di~rict. • 
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a union can only result from a careful scrutiny of 
the isolated members. 

When this chapter was begun, four years ago, I 
had inten9ed to appenp to it a comparative grammar 
and vo_cabulary of six aboriginal languages, includ
ing that of the highlanders of Beerbhoom, as a con
tribution towards a more exact knowledge of th~ 
non-Aryan races of India. But in the .course of 
subsequent researches in the India Office Library, 
two large trunks of ~anuscripts, the result of Mr. 
B. H. Hodgson's labours during thirty years among 
the HimaJayaa .tribes, passed into my hands. At 
first it was proposed to incorporate this unpublished 
collection with the present chapter; but· I found 
that, to do Mr. Ho~gson's discoveries justice, the 
entire volume would barely suffice. It has there
fore been determined to compile ·a distinct work on 
the aborigines of Northern India, based upon Mr. 
Hodgson's researches; 'and it seems unnecessary to 
swell this boo~ with voiabularies, which will :find a 
more suitable place among the eighty non-Aryan 
languages which I hope to bring together ~ the 
proposed volume. • · • 

The Santals or hill-tribes on the west of Beer
bhoom belong to that iection of the aborigines 
which physically resembles neither the Ohinese 
nor the Malay. The Santal is a well-built man, 
standing about five feet seven, w{!i~hing eight sto~e, 

• without the delicate features of the Aryan, but. un
disfigu~ed by the obliqfte eye of the Chinese, or the 
heavy J?hysiQgnomy of the Malay. His skull rs 

VOL. I. K 
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round, rather than broad or narrow ; his face is also 
round, rather than oblong or square ; the lower jaw 
is not heavy ; the nose is irregular; the lips are a 
little thicker than the Aryan's., but not thick enough 
to attract remark ; the cheek-bone is higher than 
that of the Hindu, but not higher in anything like 
~he degree in which the Mongolian is, rather as the 
cheek-bone of a Scotchman is higher than that of 
an Englishman. He is about the same height as . . 
the common Hmdu, shorter i-han the Brahman of 
pure Aryan descent, heavier than the Hindu, hardier 
than the Hindu, more squarely builuhan the Hindu, 
with a forehead n~t so high, but rounder and broader; 
a man created to labour rather than to think, better 
fitted to serve the manual exig~ncies of the present, 
than to speculate. on the f~ture or to venerate the 
past. 

The Santals inhabit the whole western frontier of 
Lower Bengal, from within a few miles of the sea to 
th~hills of Bhagulpore. ':fheir courltry is the shape 
of a curved strip, about four hundred miles long by 
a hur'rlred broad, giving an area of forty thousand 
square mil~s. · In the western ejungles they are the 
sole population ; in a large tract towards the north 
they form nineteen-twen.ieths of it; in the plains 
the pttbportion is much smaller, and indeed the race 
gradually slides into the low-caste Hindus. They 
ceitainly number. ct .million and a half and probably 
appPoach two millions of human beings, claiming • 
. a common origin, speaking ~me language, fo!IowiiJ.g 
;imilar customs, worshipping the saq1e g<lds, and 
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forming in all.essentials a distinct ethnical entity 
among the aboriginal races. 

The present generation of Santals have no de
finite idea of where tlJ.eir forefathers came from. It 
is a race whose subsoil of tradition is thin and poor. 
Written documents they have none. Go into one 
village, mark what appears 'on the surface, listen~ 
the chants of the young men, hear the few legends 
which the elders relase at evening under the shade 
of the adjoining Sal Grove, and subsequent investi
gations will not materially change first impressions. 

The .earliest fact of which the race seems to 
have. been conscious, was the vicitlity of stupendous 
mountains. Before man was, the Great Mountain 
talked to himself i~ solemn solitude. The Moun
tain communes with the Creator at man's birth; 
clothes him, and teaches him to produce the first 
comforts of life. The Mountain, by bringing 
together the first pai~ in marriage, stands as the 
.fmzs et origo •of the r<fce. Their legend of the 
creation runs thus. In the old time that was before 
this time, the Great Mountain stooq c;lone ~mong 
the waters. Then• the Great Mountain saw that 
bi;ds moved upon the face of. the waters, and he 
said within himself, Wl;lere shall we put · these 
birds ? let us put them . on a water· -lily ,n the 
midst of the waters, and let them rest there. 
Then were huge prawns crea!ed_, and the pra'ins 

• raised the rocks from under the waters, and •like
wise the water-lily. • Thereafter the rocks we\:e 
covereq witQ diverse manner of crt:eping things ; 
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and the Great Mountain· said, Let the creeping 
things cover the rocks with earth, and they covered 
them. And when the rocks were covered, the Lord 
of All commanded the Great IY\ountain to sow grass ; 
and when the grass grew up, the first man and 
woman arose from two du~k's eggs that had been 
18.id upon the water-lily. Then the Lord of All 
asked of the Great Mountain, What are these ? 
And the Great Mountain answered, They are man 

• and woman; since they are born, let them stay. 
After that the Lord of All told the Great Moun
tain to look once again, and behold.the man and 
woman had grown up, but they were naked. So 
the Lord of All commanded the Great Mountain to 
clothe them, and the Great l\1ountain gave them 
cloth, to the man ten cubits, and to the woman 
twelve cubits; and the man's clothing sufficed, but 
the woman~s sufficed not. 

Then the man and woman being faint, the Great 
Mountain commanded ther:t to mak~ strong drink. 
He gave them a handful of leaven, saying, Place it 

. in a f'itcher of water, and after four days ·come, 
again. So th~y put it in a pite:her, and aft~r four 
days came again, and behold the water had become 
the strong drink of the ~antals. Then the Great 
Mount!lin gave them leaves wherewith to make 
cups, but commanded them, before they drank, to 
po~r forth an offerrng unto him. 

'ihereafter the Great Mountain said, The land is, • 
the man is, and the woman i~; but what if tlfe man 
• 

and woman should die out of the laod ! Let us 
• 
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make them merry with strong drink, and let children 
be born. So the Great Mountain made them merry 
with strong drink, and seven children were born. 4 

So the man and t.<he woman increased and multi
plied, and the land could not hold all the children 
that were born. In this time they dwelt in Hihiri 
Pipiri, but when the land would not hold, the:ll 
they journeyed to Chae Champa; and when Chae 
Champa would not.hold them ·they journeyed to 
Silda; and when Silda would not hold them they 
journeyed to Sikar, and from Sikar they journeyed . . 

· to N agpur, and from N agpur to the north, even to . . 
S1r. 

Such is the story of the creation and dispersion 
as related in the ~stern jungles of Beerbhoom by 
men who know not a word of Bengali, and who 
dread the q.pproach of a Hindu towards their village 
more than the. night-attack of a leopard or tiger. 
Legends almost word ~r word the same are told 
by the. Santais of the !outh and of the north ; and 
if it be possible for ignorance, hatred, and terror of 

• the stranger to keep the legends of a t;p.ce free from·· 
foreign elements, then these represent purely abo
riginal traditions. I do not believe, however, that 
perfect seclusiveness is I'ossible; and after a minute 
research into such scraps of history as exist, and a 
careful examination of their lan~uage, I am inclined 
to think that they have uncorfsc~ously grafted ian-

• skrit.incidents and s~enery on what are at b•otton .. 
distinct aboriginal legends . 

• ~ Modesty compels this part of the legend to be curtailed. 
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I give in an appendix5 a literal translation of six 
legends, as delivered to the Rev. Mr. Phillips by 
the Santals of Orissa, two hundred miles distant 
from the section of their counirymen among whom 
the foregoing were gathered, and separated from 
them by jungles, rivers, and the absence of any 
nteans of written communication. 

No one can fail to be struck by the analogies 
which these traditions bear t~ the Mosaic and to 

· the Sanskrit accounts of the creation. The earth 
covered with water, the raising up of the land, its 
preparation for mankind, the nakedne!;s of our first 
parents, the divine provision for clothing them, 
and the subsequent dispersion, are points in com
mon ; but I belive that in the .Santal Genesis, as 
in that of other races not of Aryan or Semitic 
descent, the tradition of the creation is mixed up 
with one of the deluge, if indeed the creation with 
these less gifted tribes does not begin with the 
flood. The Aryans, who'"\ave distmct traditions 
relative to both events, speak in very different terms 

··of the rwo. .Tb.eir legend of the creation is wrapt 
up in mystery hardly less soleftln than the brief 
majestic verses of Moses, while their legend of the 
deluge is one of practical d«tails. ' Then there was 
nejther ~ntity nor nonentity,' runs the Vedic account 
of the creation; ' there was no atmosphere, nor any 

• sky.beyond it.· Ueath was not then, nor immor-
tality ~ there was no distinction of day or night. • • • Tile One breathed calmly with nature ; there was 

ll Appendix G. • • 
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nothing different from It or beyond It. Darkness 
there was.' . On the other hand, the Sanskrit story 
of the deluge, like that in the Pentateuch, makes no 
mystery of the matter. A ship is built, seeds are · 
ta~en on board, the ship is pulled about for some 
time by a fish, and at last gets ashore upon a peak 
of the Himalaya.s. • 

The Santallegend describes rather the subsidence 
of waters than a cre~tion, and the striking features 
of such a subsidence are accurately detailed. The 
Great Mountain first stood forth from the deep, 
while marine :fowls and aquatic plants continued to 
live upon the surface of the wat~r. As the flood 
went down, rocks appeared, with. shell-fish, prawns, 
and other crustaceow.s animals. On its further sub
sidence, it would leave the earth covered with 
worms and the countless creeping things with which 
the slime of a retreating tropical rfver teems. Then 
would spring up a luxur~nt covering of grass, and 
the earth wou!d be reaty for its human occupants. 
The prominent mention both in the Mosaic and the 
San tal legends of the use of strong qrillk, an<! of in
decencies committt!d under its influence, is certainly_ 
a curious coincidence ; perhaps it is nothing more. 

Another coincidence--I do not venture to call 
it an analogy-is to be found in the nu~ber of 
children born to the first pair. As the Santal 
legend immediately divides th~ ·~um'an species ~to 
seven families, so the Sanskrit tradition assigfts the • • propagation of our race after the flood to sev.en 
Rishis. • 
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The mountain home from which the Santals 
issued, and to which their earliest traditions point, 
was unquestionably among the Himalayas. The 
hills, or rather the table-lanJs of Central India, 
are not of a character sufficiently striking to have 
left so permanent an impression on the Santal 
1\l.ind, and there is no evidence of their ever hav
ing been near the higher Vindhya ranges. Nor 
is it possible to understand QOW they could have 
reached the Central Table-land, unless from the 
north. With the Malay type and with the Malay 
language their features and their spt!ech have no 
affinities ; of the ~ea or of the larger marine fishes 
they have no trad.itions ; and we can believe their 
legendary mountain home to. have been in the 
south instead of in the north, only if we are willing 
to concede that they are a distinct race, created 
among the hills of Central India, and not descended 
from the same first parents as the rest of mankind. 

But 'the traditions and\religious ~eliefs of the 
Santals are stamped with the influence of another 

- natura' phenomenon besides the Great Mountain. • • 
A mighty river always affects •more or less per-
manently the people who dwell upon its banks, and 
such a river forms the seoond fact in the outward 
world t>f which the Santa! race display conscious
ness. In the country which they now chiefly in
ha~it, and have li'iec:! in for ages, mountain streams 
abou:t\d ; but none of them attains the dignitl of a • 
gr.eat river. 6 The largest of them, the Damooda, 

s This paragraph refers to the Santals adjoining•Beerb~om, not 
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is fordable even in a carriage during many months 
. of the year. \iVhile, therefore, the aborigines of 
the north-east frontier, living in a land of mighty 
waters, have a crowdoo Pantheon of river deities or 
demons/ the aborigines of the Santal country have 
not been able to find a single stream worthy of 
being. erected into a national god. Nevertheless <1 
faint remembrance of the far-off time when they 
dwelt beside great ri..,-ers, still exerts its influence. 
The only stream of any consequence in their pr~sent 
country-the Damooda-is regarded with a venera
tion altogether-disproportionate to its size. Thither 
thJ{superstitious Santal repairs to• consult the pro
phets' and diviners, and once a year the tribes make 
a pilgrimage to its. banks, in commemoration of 
their forefathers. The ceremony is called the Puri
fying for the Dead ; and the influence anciently 
exerted by great rivers on the Sarita! beliefs has 
been, of so permanent a~aracter, that to this day 
the omission t~ visit, at .east once a year, the single 
river they possess, is visited among s0me families in 
the Beerbhoom highlands by loss of SQci<!l privneges. -
The same influenc~ makes itself apparent· in the 
touching and beautiful rite,. by means of which they 
unite the dead with the f11thers. However rem'ote 
the jungle in which the Santa! may die, his ~earest 
kinsman carries a little relic of the deceased to the 

. . . . 
to those of Orissa in the extreme south, & of Rajmahal ~n ,he 

•northern frontier of the race. 
1 se: the list of deities :orshipped by the Assamese hill-men, 

given in Mr. Hodgson's Essay on the Kocch, Bodo, and DhimM 
Tribes, p.er66. • 
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river, and places it in the current, to be conveyed to 
the far-off eastern land from which his ancestors 
came. Instances have been known of a son follow
ing up the traces of a wild be~st which had carried 
off his parent, and watching, without food or sleep, 
during several days for an opportunity to .kill the 
~nimal, and secure one of his father's bones to carry 
to the river. 

The value of this cerem~ny, from a historical 
point of view, is as little affected by the circum
stance that the present generation of Santals can 
give no account of its origin, as its• beauty is im
paired by the fac1: that the Damooda never read·~s 
the great river of the East, by which, in all proba
bility, their ancestors travelled. These rites point 
distinctly to the influence once exerted on the race 
by the presence of mighty streams; and the waters 
of the Damooda, laden with offerings of filial piety, 
mingle at last in the com~n ocean with the waters 
of the great eastern river which in •bygone times 
received their forefathers' bones. 

I ~ave e~umerated the various countries through • • 
which the Santals say they tra*lled towards their 
present territory, not because I can derive much in
formation from them my~lf, but in the hope that 
other rnquirers may, by identifying them, establish 
conclusively the Santa! line of march. Where 
Hijliri Pipiri may.,. be, or where Chae Champa and 
Sildct may be, 1 know not for certain ; but it is • 
wprth mentioning that Pipirr-am means in ~antali 
a butterfly, and that Hihiri is merely aoeedufl)icative 
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' form of it. If Hihiri Pipiri signify the Butterfly 
Land, it would be in the temperate climate which 
the Himalayas afford. Neither Hihiri nor Pipiri 
occurs in Sanskrit, Beggali, Hindi, or Urdu. The 
second country, Chae ·Champa, where the Santals 
are said ~o have first become numerous, is possibly 
the Land of Flowering Trees, the term being a • 
reduplicative plural of Champa, a flowering tree. 
This w~uld have bee11 in the higher vaileys of the 
Brahmaputra. With Sikar, the fourth on the list, 
we touch solid ground. It lies upon the_ Damooda,, 
almost within tl1e ancient district of Beerbhoom, and 
now forms one of the chief places •of pilgrimage of 
the race. While the Santa!~ to the south of the 
Damooda say they ~me from the north, those to 
the north of it . point to the south as their former 
country ; so that it may be assumed that they 
reached the' vaiiey of that river not from the north 
or the south, but from t~ east or the west. As 
they moved wes1:w.ards from Sikar to N agpur, within 
historic times, the east remaiu,s ~s the direction from 
which they came, being pushed gradval!J on Trom 
the open country to•the mountains, as the Hindu 
population advanced. That this was their general 
route, an examination of dleir manners and habits 
of life will place beyond doubt. They have nt!ither 
the sullen disposition nor the unconquerable laziness 
of the very old hill-tribes of Ct:~t.t:al ·.India ; th~ 
have carried with them from the plains a lov! of 
order, .i genial humanity, with a certain degree of. 
civilisati~n an<i agricultural habits, which hundreds, 
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perhaps thousands, of years have not been able to 
efface. Their very vices are the vices of an op
pressed and a driven-out people who have lapsed 
from a higher state, rather• than those of savages 
who have never known better things. 

The language of the Santals, that intangible 
• record on which a nation's past is graven more 

deeply than or. brass tablets or in rock inscriptions, 
is as rich a field of inq uirye as their traditions are 
meagre and barren. It belongs to the order of 
speech which, starting from monosyllabic roots, 
form their inflections by the aid• of pronominal 
particles. It is • therefore distinct from the Chinese 
types, devoid as they are of inflectional structure, 
and still further apart from •the Semitic tongues, 
starting from characteristic verbal bases consisting 
of three letters. 8 As its roots are inflexible, it is 
equally repudiated by that great family of languages 
based upon biliteral fl~ble radices, to which our 
own belongs, and of wliich Sans~rit exhibits the 
most perfect development. Never subjected to 

• the conservative influences which written docu-
ments exert, and indeed d~oid of any written 
character whatever, it has come down to the present 
generation shrivelled and disintegrated, rather the 
debrrs of an ancient language than that ancient 
language itself. Nevertheless it still survives as a 

• 
breathing linguiitit! organism connecting the present 
witfl an unfathomed past, .and furnishing ~ints c1f 

• 8 A. W. von Schlegel's Observations sur la langue et litterature 
Proven<;;ales, p. 14- • • 
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grammatical forms infinitely m'ore numerous and 
complicated than were guessed of by Panini. 

In the Appendix 9 will be found an outline of the 
San tali grammar, from. which scholars who work at 
leisure, and surrounded by the appliances of philo
logical research, may perhaps derive wider and. 
sounder conclusions than I can. The following • 
pages bring to a common focus the results which 
the few and scattered, investigators of the Santal 
race have arrived at; and even if some of my deduc
tions should be proved to be unsound, the facts will 
remain at the f:>ervice of those who may make a 
better use of them.10 

• 

In excavating the Santa! language, the first 
feature that attracts 11otice is, that although it pos
sesses no letters or written character, the Sanskrit 
alphabet exactly represents all its sounds. How
ever copious an alph~bet may be, it never precisely· 
fits a language of a different stock from that for 
which it was m~de. Thu-t"the Perso-Arabic alpha
bet, one of the most exhaustive that has been framed, 
possesses no equivalents for at least two or the 
Sanskrit vowels,. forttwo of the Sansk~it ·nasals, and 
probably for the Sanskrit v sound. The Sanskrit 
alphabet, on the other ha~, has no equivalents for 
the five z sounds in the Semitic tongues, <tnd is 
forced to the barbarism of using a / roughly to re
present them. Nor has it an eqt•iv~letrt for the ha~d 

9 Appendix H. • 
1o Be~des MS. contributioll.s placed at my disposal, I have made 

constant use of the Rev. ] . Phillips' Introduction to the San tal Lan• 
guage, Calcutta I8j2, with MS. additions by other missionaries . • 
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Semitic aspirate, ncir for the second k sound, nor for 
ain and ghain. Tradition relates how the Greek 
alphabet, at first consisting of the primitive sixteen 
Semitic characters, had to borrow four other signs 
to represent Greek speech; and if any one will write 
a line of Homer with only the original sixteen letters, 

• and then try to read it out, he will realize the diffi- _ 
culty of representing speech belonging to one of the 
great families, by an alphab~ constructed for a lan
guage belonging to another.- Nor does the San
skrit alphabet accurately represent the uttetances of 
the Indian aborigines in general; i~deed, the most 
carefully studieJ, a~d perhaps the most widely 
spoken of these aboriginal tongues-the one which 
has been taken as the type of ~11 the rest-contains 
artic{rlations that cannot be conveyed by any alpha
bet in which Sanskrit is written. The southern 
aborigines have not only sounds unknown to Aryan 
speech, but they also w~t other sounds which the 
Aryan alphabets very minutely expr~ss. 11 

Now we know that the primitive Sanskrit alpha
bet ~as deficient in consonants, and required several . . 
new letters to represent the arti~ulations of the races 
whom the Aryans found settled in the land. From 
the circumstance that the Sanskrit consonants, as 
finall~ developed, precisely fit Santal speech, with
out either deficiency or redundancy, excepting v, it 
aipears likely t!Jate the aboriginal race whom the 
Ar)'an immigrants chiefly dealt with, and from . .. . 
• n Note by Mr. F. W. Ellis to the preface to Campbell's Telugu 
Grammar. • • 
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whom they supplemented their ~onsonantal sounds/2 

were either the ancestors or a cognate tribe of the 
"' ancestors of the Santals. · The fact that several 

San tal words are to Qe found in very old . Prakrit 
gives additional likelihood to this conjecture. 

Language is resolvable into two elements
pronouns and roots. The latter represent the• · 
material framework, the former the organic and 
formative principle, w]lich is to man's speech what 
the vital spark is to his body. From the roots or 
material element are derived verbs and nouns, but 
verbs and noUifls in a motionless state, devoid of 
relation; and divested of the id<!a of position in 
space or time. yet, in ·order that man may speak 
of a thing, he must .Jirst have a conception of it as 
occupying some position, either in space or in time, 

~ either near to himself or distant from him, as being 
of the present or of the past, or, in the formula of 
the philologers, as b.elongi~g to the here or tq_ the 
there. It is the•function of the pronoun, understand
ing that term in its scientific sense, to bridge over 

· this gulf between mind and matter, and to forrt\ out . . . 
of inert nouns and .,-erbs the locomotive and half-, . 
vital organism of human speech. 

·The STRUCTURE of lallguage means the method 
according to which these two elements, the pr~noun 
and the root, combine, the changes which they 
undergo in the process, and theereJation which th;y 
bear to each other when united. In 'former tlmes 
gramm~rians pronounced languages distinct if thex 

12 August Schleicher, Compendium, sec. 122. Weimar, 1866 . 
• 
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employed different 1 sets of pronouns and roots. 
Modern philology has shown that such differences 
are often apparent rather than real, and that, even 
when real, the languages may nevertheless be con
nected. Similarity or dissimilarity in words affords 
a much less conclusive proof, one way or the other, 

ethan resemblance or want of resemblance in structure. 
Structure; indeed, is admitted to furnish the only 
perfectly reliable test by w~ich to compare one 
tongue with another, and to settle its proper place 
in the great commonwealth of languages. But 
although this is admitted, structur~ has not yet 
been heartily ac~pted as the basis of classification. 
At present languages are arranged in four divisions: 
1st, The monosyllabic uninflec~ed type, or Chinese ; 
2d, The monosyllabic (biliteral) inflected type, or 
Indo-European; 3d, The triliteral inflected type, or 
Semitic; 4th, The residue, such as the Turanian and 
African, with the dialects of America and Australia . .. 
In this arrangement no single princir>le of classifica-
tion is ·adhered to. It separates the first two classes 
on a~count of difference in structure,-the one being 
inflected, the· other uninflectecl. It separates the 
second from the third on account of difference in 
their roots,-the second .being based on biliteral, 
the ti'l.ird on triliteral radices. According to· the 
first principle, that of structure, the fourth class 
rqight be include .. d as imperfect forms of the second 
or t'bird ; for languages of the fourth class exhibit. 
a kind of inflection. Acc•ording to the •second 
principle, that which refers to the ro9ts, the fourth 

• 
• 
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class might be placed under the 'first or second ; for 
it consists of dialects based on biliteral roots. 

The new lights have come from Germany. 
Adopting structure a.c; the ?asis of classification, 
and adhering to it throughout, August Schleicher 
has sketched a systematic arrangement of languages 
which must sooner or later suppl~nt the unscientific-. 
one described above.13 According to his plan, 
speech belongs to one ~r other of the three .following 
types : ISt, The isolating languages, consisting of 
mere roots, incapable of forming compounds, and 
not susceptibletof inflectional change. The Chine~e, 
Anarnitic, Siarne.se, and Burrnes(t exemplify this 
ciass. zd, Compounding- languages, consisting, like 

· the first, of roots ~hich undergo no change, but 
which, unlike the first, are capable of forming corn
pounds, and susceptible of inflection by means of 
the addition, insertion, or prefixing of 'sounds that 
imply relation.' To this family belong the tinnie, 

• 
Tataric, Dekh~nic, and Bask, the speech of the 
aborigines of America, the South African or Bantu 
dialects, and, in general, the greater nurnb~r of 
languages. 3d, In:fiecting languages: c~nsisting of 
roots that undergo change in inflection, ·and which 
are also susceptible of infl~tion by means of prefixes 
or suffix:es. The Semitic and the Indo-Eutt>pean 
form two widely separated families of this class.14 

• • 
13 Comp.:ndium der Vergleichenden Gr&matik der Indo~r-

emanischcn Sprachen, von August Schleicher. 8vo. Weimar, f866 . 
. ' • 14 Jc! p. 3· Schleicher re~resents the first, or simple-root class, 

by R ~· the second, or root and suffix class, by R sX' the union of tht'! 
R s indica~ing th~ the root and suffix form one word, and the x that 

VOL. I. L 
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I purpose to ~xamine, as briefly as possible, 
according to this new method, the structure of 
Santali, and to ascertain its place in the great 
community of languages. Such an inquiry, how
ever essential to a thorough understanding of the 
rural population of Bengal, will involve. technicali-

•ties that may prove distasteful to some readers. 
Those, therefore, for whom a philological excursus 
possesses little interest, can. pass on to page I 79, 
where they will find its main results concisely set 
forth. • 

That Santali does not belong eto Schleicher's 
first class-the • Isolating languages-a single ex-· 
ample is sufficient to prove.. The word for tiger is 
kul ,· and if a San tal wishes t.p denote the dual of 
this noun, he does not say 'two-tiger' or 'tiger
two,' using distinct words as a Chinaman would, but 
compounds the root kul with a dual suffix kz'n, and 
makes one word of it; .thus, kulkz'n. In the same 
way he expresses the plural, not ~y two words, 
' tiger-many,' as the Isolating languages do, but 
by compou!ld~ng the root with the plural suffix ko ,· 
thus, kulko. The kz'n and t:I.e ko are not mere 
additions. They are to a certain extent incorpo
rated with the root, and the compounds thus 
formc!d become bases for the declension of the 
dual and plural : thus, genitive dual, kulk£n-r£nz', 

• 
t~ suffix is susceptib"N or change in the process of combination; the 

· thinfis represented by R :c s:c, the x above the R and the s expressins 
that both root and suffix are susceptilble of change durin~ the pro
eess of inflection. There is some little confusion on this point in 
Schleicher's text (p. 3), but it is cleared up in the ~ddenda. • .. 
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of two tigers ; dative ·plural, kuN~o-{he1z, to or near 
to several tigers. 

Santali, ther~fore, must belong either to the 
'second or third of ·Schleicher's classes; and to find 
:which of the two it falls under, it is necessary to 
ascertain whether, in compounding its cases and 
tenses, the ro~t undergoes any change. To ensure • 
perfect accuracy at this stage, every-· part of speech 
ought to be examined, 1nd the Santa! roots should 
be traced through the various cognate languages. 
Such a review would occupy many pages; ~uta few 
examples will ~uffice to illustrate how it ought to 
be gone about, and to indicate the IJrocess by which 
I have arrived at my conclusion on the subject. 
First, of the Santal ~ouns : the root never under-• 
goes change in its internal structure, nor does it · 
even admit of elisions or phonetic changes of its 
terminal letter. Thus, not only do nouns ending in 
a consonant-like here!, 'man '-continue ·the same 

. . 
in all the oblicfue cases of the singular, dual, aqd 
plural ; but Santali is so jealous of any change in the 
root, that it does not permit the conjunction o:rter
minal vowels in decknsion with suffi~es· beginning 
with a vowel. Thus, bar.fe, 'the banyan tree,' com: 
poun'ded with z'ate, the swffix of the instrumental 
case, does not' undergo any alteration, sti& as 
baqay-iate, but remains barfe-iate; nor does kacfa, 
a '.buffalo,' with the same suffi.:lt, ~xhibit the Gu~a 
change, kacfe-ate or kaqayate, but continues k~tja
z'ate. ,n the same way with the verbs: the roo~ 
tahen, 'remaio,' forms its numbers, persons, and 

• 
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tenses not by alt~ation in its own structure, but 
by the addition of suffixes. Thus, future, tahe1t
ai~ ' he will remain ; ' tahen-akin, ' they two will 
remain;' tahen-ako, 'they .will remain' (plural). 
Imperfect tense, tahen-az-ai~ 'he remained;' tahen
en-akin, 'they two remained;' tahen-en-ako, 'they 

• remained.' Pluperfect tense, tahen-len-ai~ ' he had 
remained;' dual, tahen-len-ak£n. ,· plural, tahen-len
ako. Subjunctive mood, t~hen-cho-e, 'he may re
main ;' potential, tahen-koh-ai, 'he might remain;' 
imperativ~, tahen-mai ,· infinitive, tahen-te, or among 
the northern Santals tahe1z. Partici]_tles : tahen-kate, 
'remaining;' !tthen- en- khan, 'having remained.' 
Gerunds : tahen-ente, tahen-lente, and tahen-akante, 
' by remaining.' • 

Occasionally, but rarely, the verbs exhibit pho
netic changes of terminal vowels, and in a single 
instance of a terminal nasal. 

The pronouns are more complicated, but the 
• 

. changes they exhibit in the roots•arise from em-
ploying different bases in the dual and plural. 
Th~e changes are principally confined to the first 
person. th~s: ing, 'I'; alim. or alam, 'we two;' 
ale or aban,15 'we' (plural). Am, 'thou;' dual, 
aben ,· plural, ape. O.;za, ' it ; ' dual, onakitz ,· 
plur<11, onako or onko. 

Santali, therefore, does not belong to the truly 
~nflecting Lang~~es, which change their roots to 
for1'11 some of their oblique cases and moods, but t~ 

• • 
15 The Rev. J. Phillips; but cf. the dual ahd plural of the Sanskrit 

asmad. • • 
•-
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Schleicher's second class-the ~ompounding Lan
guages. This family occupies, so far as its structure 
is concerned, an intermediate position between the 
other two. The simplest form of speech is the 
Isolating, which modifies its roots not by forming 
compound cases or inflections, but simply by add
ing other roots. It is represented by R + r + r, etc. • 
The next .class has a certain agglutinative power, 
by which it co~bines the simple roots with other 
roots signifying relation, and which are ()generally 
termed pronouns or pronominal particles. If we 
consider these •pronominals as deqased or disinte
grated roots, and represent them by• the initial letter 
of that word, the formula of the second class would 
be R r, the union of 'the large and small r indicat
ing that the two roots, the base and the inflection, 
become a compound word. Sometimes the inflec
tional root undergoes change ; and this fact may be 
represented by placing x above the second r, so 
that Schleicher'~ second class may be represented 
either as R r or R r :c. In his third class, the roots 

• -£.e. the base and the pronominal-are. still more 
closely united, and ~oth may undergo change; the 
formula therefore is R :c r:c. 

So far, therefore, as structure is concerned, no 
break or chasm can be found between the multiform 
varieties . of human speech. Ther rise one above 
the other by easy gradations, e1ch.- class exhibiting 
<1 high<er degree of activity than the one belo~ it. 
The Isolating class cannot form compounds, and 
express .them~elves by an endless string of inco-
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hesive roots; thu~, R + r ad £nji~t£tum. The Com· 
pounding class have a certain agglutinative power by 
which the pronominals, or roots expressing relation, 
stick to the main root of tlll.e word, but the main 
root undergoes no change; thus, R r or R rx. In 
the Inflecting class, the cohesive powers are still 

• stronger, the roots expressing relation are firmly 
cemented with the main r )Ot of the word, and the 
main root has a self-inflectililg power of expressing 
moods and cases by changes within itself; thus, 
Rx rx. The three classes represent different stages 
of formative activity ; and, without laying undue 
stress on the co!nparison, it is curious to notice the 
fact that each of the great families of the human 
race has exhibited more or l~s political and social 
activity in proportion to the formative powers of the 
language which it speaks. The Burmese, Chinese, 
and Anamitic nations disclose a tendency to political 
isolation, and an absenc~ of ethnic vitality singularly 
analogous to their monosyllabic i;olating speech. 
The class above them, the Tataric tribes, who from 
time• to t~me. have rolled down in masses upon 
Europe and Southern Asia, de~loped a more active 
genius, with a larger capacity for organized enter
prise, just as their langua,;e developed the formative 
princTple in a greater degree than the Chinese. 
The third class, the Aryan and Semitic stocks, 
~hi bit the highe_St 1'orm both of social and linguistic 
actit-ity, rearing for themselvrs orderly empir's alik~. 
~n the physical and the metaphysical worlds, and 
displaying the same strong vitality ill' their .political .. 
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history and practical life as in their speech. It 
would be easy to push the comparison further, and . 
to show, for example among the Compounding class 
of languages, that tht nations which have played 
the most active part in the world have also evolved 
the richest grammatical forms. The T ungusic 
family have never exhibited vitality either in theiJe 
political movements or in their speech; the Mon
golic are a stage higl;,er in both ; while the Turkic 
and Finnic branches stand at the head ·of Turanian 
mankind, whether we judge of them by their lan
guages, or by.the creative energy to which Europe 
owes the Ottoman empire and tlle Kudic Kale
wala. 

In India, all the J:hree classes. of languages meet 
as upon a· ~ommon camping-ground. Bengal, with 
its dependencies, forms a vast basin into which every 
variety of speech has been flowing since prehistoric 
timeS: There the whole J;>hilological seri~s will be 
found, each stratum lying above its pre~ecessor; 
from the Isolating languages, that hard primary 

· formation, through the . secondary layers of the 
Compounding clasfi. up to the .most i-ec•ent deposits 
of Inflecting speech, the alluvial Bengali and Hindi. 
Thus: 

FIRST CLASS : 
R.+ r Languages. 

• 

{

Burmese : 16 Chinese, spoken by settle~s in the 
large towns ; the dialects of some of the 
tribes on the eas.ern arid south- eastern 
frontier of Beng~l. •• • · • 

• 

16 Au~ust Schleicher, Compendium, p. 3, 2d ed . 
• 
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S C 

{ 

The,Himalayan dialects: 17 Santali, Kol, and 
R ECO:~ L~SS : so far as has been ascertained, the lan-

r an r.z an- guages of the hill-tribes in general through-
guages. out Bengal and Southern India. 

THIRD CLASS : 

•R.zr.z Languages. 

Aryan Branch: tianskrit; Hindusthani; Ben-
gal; Hindi, etc. Semitic Branch: the 
Arabic of the Mussulman ministers of re
ligion, etc. Semi-Arymz: the half-Arabic 
Persian which until recently was the official 
language, and still forms the vernacular of 
the upper classes of the Mussuhnan popu
lation. 

• 
The study of Sanskrit speech in Northern India 

has brought to light the affinities of the long separated 
Aryan members of the Inflecting clas,; of languages, 
and proved the ~ommon parentage of two-thirds of 
civilised mankind. But this forms only a single 
family of the world's inhabitantj. The study of the 
aboriginal dialects of Bengal is destined, I believe, 
to do a similar work for the vast ethnical residue ; 
to construct a well-connected series out of scattered 
fragment!?, and possibly at some distant date to 

• 
furnish the connecting links between the three great 
orders of human speech. The materials which 
Tura!\ian scholars in Europe, such as Klaproth, 
A. Remusat, ·and Castren, hid to collect by 
laborious research or perilous travel, lie at the very 
door· of the Indian miss~nary or magistrate, and 
official•machinery might be easily and inexpensively 
set in motion for making a clean sweep of the 
w~ole non-Aryan .!'aaguages of Bengal. 

• 
17 The ranges to the east of the hig~r valley of the Brah~aputra 

aw:>ear to form a linguistic watershed. Assam, a district of Lower 
Bengal, is an ethnical as well as a political frontier, • • 
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Two things have to be done-' to collect the voca
bulary, and to compile the grammar of each group 
of dialects. Until a comprehensive comparative 
dictionary be drawn upo, it is impossible to pronounce 
on the phonetic changes·_the letters are subject to 
in the Compounding class of languages, and hence 
also impossible to recognise with certainty the same • 
root under. the diverse costumes in which it may 
appear .in different part• of the country. This work 
has ~een already accomplished for the Aryan lan
guages, and scholars can now pronounce with toler
able certainty '~hat alterations each letter undergoes 
in any specified variety of inflecting" speech.18 

· 

For the compilation of aboriginal grammars and 
their classification, Sooleicher's method affords valu
able hints. His business is exclusively with the 
Inflecting class; but he states that the second class, 
the Compounding languages, to which the aboriginal 
dialects of India belong, ari! formed by the union 
of the root with prefixes, insertions, aud suffixes. 
Leaving out the middle variety for the sal~e of 
clearer illustration, we obtain four sill)pl~ and •four 
complex orders fromt the other two. Thus, (I) the 
root with a suffixed pronominal root unchanged, 
Rr, (2) or with the pronominal changed, Rr",· (3) 
the root with a prefixed pronominal root uncha;ged, 
r R, (4) or with the 'pronominal changed, r" R. 
The possible Compound variette~. are formed 1J¥ 

• 
• 18 Grundziige der Griechischen Etymologie, von Georg Curtius, 
pp. 120, 1~1, 2d ed., Leipzig 1~66; or Schleicher's better arranged 
table of consonant-changes, Compendium, p. 340, 2d ed., Weimar' 
J866. • • 
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attaching both a prefix and a suffix to the root ; 
thus, (S) r R r, (6) rx R r, (7) r R rx, (8) rx R rx. 
Here, therefore, we have a scientific method of 
arrangement, beginning with. a class almost as de
void of life as the Isolating languages, and ending 
with one which would exhibit a formative activity 

•hardly exceeded by the Inflecting. If the scattered 
investigators of the aboriginal races of India would 
agree to accept this or any .other uniform method, 
and thus bring their results to a common focus, the 
chief obstacle in the way of non-Aryan philology 
would be got rid of. The combinat~n of the sym
bolic letters may be made to indicate the whole 
number of possible species. All that the Indian 
students have to do is to arrc_.nge each language in 
its proper class, leaving the hypothetical existence 
of the other species, and all doubtful topics of 
speculation, to European scholars. 

Although San tali is .proved from its structure to 
belong to the Compounding class of languages, and 
to the second or R rx species of that class, it never
thel~ss ex~ib~ts curious analogies to languages of 
the Inflecting order, and in p¥ticular to Sanskrit. 
Many of these analogies may be explained away by 
the contact of the Sansk.tit-speaking population, but 
all c~nnot. Three of the Santali pronouns and three 
sets of nouns will suffice to illustrate this :-
• There is a ct\{i~s particle, chit, in Sanskrit, which 
ne~er stands by itself as a personal pronoun, but i~ 
.used to impart indefinitenes; to the relative. • Thus, 
kas, who, with the particle chit added. to it, becomes 

• 
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kas-chit, some one. The same particle supplies the 
indefinite conjunction chet, if. But thi~ particle, which 
in the Sanskrit tongue has almost dropped out of 
the rank of independent pronominals, and clings as 
an affix to a stronger root, stands forth in Santali as 
the pronoun of indefiniteness, resting on its own 
strength, and the parent of a numerous family o:r 
words. Thus Santali, chet, what ; clzet-hong, any
thing;. chet-c!zo, perhaps, who knows; chet-leko, like 
what, etc. 

The Santali adjective jo-to, all, is certainly as 
unlike the cofresponding Sanskrit word sarva as 
can be. But jo-to is contracted, ~ccording to the 
ordinary rule, fromja-uta ;. and the naked root thus 
obtained, fa forms tae basis of a number of Santalj 
compounds signifying immber, quantity, or continued 
duration. Thus ja~age and ja-fug, a great number 
of time?, for ever; ja-uhilo, always ; ja-arate, to 
bring together a large q1.1antity, to collect; the 
adjective jak, Ifumerous, populous, which has been 
adopted without change into low Bengali. It 

• ··happens that a single adverb surviv~s jn Sanskrit 
which suffices to f#eserve this root in a form not 
liable to be mistaken. The Sanskrit ja-tu, ever, 
sometimes, with its negat:ia.re na ja-tu, never, at no 
time, forms almost the sole undisguised repre~enta
tive among the Indo-Aryan pronominals of a strong 
and fecund root in that primitiv.Ji: language frotil 
.which the whole Indo-Germanic family in common • • • 
with the Santali appears to have sprung. 

One of the Santali demonstrative pronouns is 
• 
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na-z"/9 this, which aj1pears in a variety of compounds, 
such as na-harz·, t<;> this, until, now ; na-te, this way, 
hither ; 1za-nte, here, etc. One of its derivatives is 
na-se, which never stands alone, but always as a re
duplicative plural, nii-se nii-se, some. Compare this 
with the Sanskrit indeclinable particle, 1Zii-nii, various. 

--r'he Santali third person pronouns furnish what 
some may be inclined to consider a verification of 
one of Dr. Donaldson's conjectures. Thirty years 
ago this most ingenious of philologers enumerated 
four separate particles for the third person pronoun, 
ta, na, 1zu, and n£, only two of whicH could be dis
tinctly identified 'in the languages he had examined. 
In Santali the whole four are found side by side, 
bare of accidental wrappings, atld in the very forms 
that Donaldson described. Thus, ta-£, his ; na-£/9 

this person; nu-a and n£-a, this thing. This may 
be only a coincidence, but it is, at any rate, a very 
cuneus one. • 

Passing to the nouns, the Santalr glossary differs 
from the Sanskrit in a far greater degree than the 

• Greek and_ English do, and perhaps in the same 
degree that the Arabic does. }In a number of roots 
expressing very simple ideas, however, a striking 
resemblance appears. Tthus, to take the divisions 
of ti~e, the most obvious of which is the separation 
of day from night. Day is the one universal pheno
Ilienon in all age~ a~d in all countries ; and the same 
root• has served the Sanskrit conquerors of India,• • • 
• 19 Properly pronounced with an aspirate after the n .i thus, na-

ltai. Na-han·= 1za-altarz: • • •. 
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the Roman conquerors of Eumpe, and the Saxon 
reclaimers of the New World, to express it. This 
root, div, means primarily 'light' or 'brightness;' 
but the Sanskrit likewi.se exhibits the remains of what 
must have been either an older form of this root, or 
more likely a distinct root, din, 'day.' Of the first 
root, div, which has been so universally adopted by• 
lndo-Germa1;1ic speech, not a vestige can be found 
in San tali; but the sec~nd, di1t, which has, compara7 
tively speaking, fallen o~t of :use among the great 
brotherhood of lang~ages~ is distinctly preserved 
in Sanskrit and Santali. In both these tongues, 
however, it. shows signs of old age and weakness, 
and leans on stronger words for support. Its true 

· sphere is in composition, where it rivals the other 
root in Sanskrit, and overpowers all competitors in 
Santali. Thus Sanskrit root, dt'n, a day; Santali, 
din-kalom, last year; din-talaute, to spend time, to 
provide for the future; din;hi!oh, daily, continually. 
It is questiona!>le whether din, a day, ever stands 
by itself in pure Santali; but the above compounds 
are inherent and genuine parts of ~h~ aboriginal 
vernacular. There.are several words for 'day' in 
Santali, a common one being maha. 

Santali, being barren ~f abstract terms, has no 
word for 'time;' but it forms a number o~ com
pounds, expressing periods of time, from a root 
ka!: thus, kal-om, next year ; dilz--Jaf.!mJz, last yea• ; 
.hal-ka!om, two ·years ago ; inaha1zg-kalom, rtlree 
years ~go. Now, cu~iously . enough, kal-a Is th~ 
~anskrit wor<l for ' time,' from the root kal • 

• 
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To take another instance: the members of 
the body are common to all men, and the dif
ferent branches of a race generally express them 
by names formed from thli same roots. The 
word for head comes in every language to have 
a secondary sense, expressing pre-eminence, or the 
~op of anything. Thus, Sanskr:it root, sir, head, 
the summit of a tree, the van of an army, etc. 
The ·:oot sir in Santali n~er stands alone, but 
it appears as the basis of a numerous group of 
words: thus, sir-om, the neck, i.e. under the 
head, om or um being the Santali 'pronominal of 
position; sir-sir-tzute, to quiver, to shake the head 
with rage; sir-arite, to persist, like our English 
idiom to be headstrong,· sz-..ah-barah, excellent, 
prime, especially applied to meat; sir-hite, to thatch 
the _ top of a house. The Sanskrit root for the 
throat is gal, whence words for melting, eating, and 
speaking are derived. $antali forms its words for 
the throat and for eating from a difflrent source, but 
it employs this same root gal in composition to ex
pres; speakin~ and melting : thus, gal-maraute, to 

• 
converse, to gossip; ga!am-galam, indistinct, gut-
tural ; ga!-aute, to slacken, as lime under the action 

of water. • 
rfext to the neck is the arm ; and the Indo

Germanic word for this limb, hasta, or its contracted 
f~m hat, although- unknown in Santali as an in
dep~ndent vocable, is found in composition. Thus,• 

• • ft-at-lah, the arm-pit; hat-aute, to snatch away; 
hat-oate, to feel about with the hand• in the dark, 

• 
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to grope; hat~araute, to grope• with th~ hand in 
water, tq catch fish with the hand. The Indo
Germanic root whence the Sanskrit garb-ha, belly, 
is formed, appears in .the Santali verb g·abraute, to 
miscarry, to have an abortion. 

·To conclude the comparison with a -more doubt
ful set of resemblances. Most of the Indo-Ger- • 
manic languages form their term for the human 
species from the root whicli appears so strongly in 
our English word man. ' Man' primarily signifies 
the thinking animal, from the radix man, 'to think;' 
and the same r~ot appears in Santali as the base of 
a widely ramified system of words •referring to the 
human race, and to the operations of the human 
intellect. · Thus : • , 

Root, ma1z, to think. 
English, Greek. 

Man, etc. (-'ivo;, spirit. 20 

~f_f£DVtt, be 
eager. • 

Sanskrit. \ Santa!i. 
Ma1z, to understand. Ma1z-ete, to think. 
Manu, the first man. Man-e, the soul. 
Miinava, man ib general. Miiniko, the,first man. 

Mii11-o-i, mari in general. 
·Man -fanam or Manoi

janam, born of man, 
etc. • 

• 
The miss.ionary who has most thoroughly inves-

tigated the speech of the isolated sections of the 
Santals, does not mark th«se wor_ds as being bor-

. rowed from the Sanskr:it; but their resemblance to 
the corresponding words in Sanskrit is suspiciously 
close.· Even were they truly .ct>&iginal, it woulil 
l!le uns;fe to build u.P any theory upon them. 

2o Grundziige der Griechischen Etymologie, von Georg Curtius,· 
p. 279, 29- e~. • 
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The foregoing examples have pointed to the exist
ence of common roots for very primitive ideas in 
Santali and Sanskrit; but the structural differences 
between the Inflecting and C~mpounding languages 
are too great and too completely unexplained, to 
permit of any attempt to follow up these indications 

• to a common or even a cognate origin. 
While treating of the alphabet, we found reason

able ground to conjecture tt.at the Aryan invaders 
of India had come in contact with the Santals, or a 
cognate race, in primitive times, and mentioned that 
the Prakrit, a very early form of 'f"ernacular San
skrit, had adopl!ed pure Santali terms. Thus, in
stead of employing the Aryan stambha, ' a post,' 
' a pillar,' ' a peg,' the San~rit population used 
an aboriginal word, khuJ:-{-a.~·\ This khu'Jft-a is an 
undisguised Santali word, the only change being in 
the terminal vowel : thus, ancient Prakrit, khu1f{-a ,

modern Santali, khu~z{-i ' a post.' The identity is 
complete, even to the circumstan~e that in both 
words the cerebral t and n are used. Bheda, ' a 
she~p,' apuea~;s to fu~nish a~other example. it is a 
Santal word in use at the pre:>«nt day ; in Sanskrit 
it stands alone, and without any clear origin. The 
cerebral q, with which it tis spelt, renders the proba
bility still greater that it is a true aboriginal word 
which the Aryan settlers borrowed from the races 
t.hey found riving• in the land. Again, Sanskrit 
grammarians state that the ;rord po[a, 22 

' belly,' was 

21 Mrichhakati, 40. Muir's Sanskrit Texts, vol. ii. p. 36. 
S2 Mrichhakati, 72 and IIz: Sanskrit Texts,•vol. ii. ~· 36, 
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an aboriginal wo~d that had crept into the Prakrit 
Now, po{a, spelt with a cerebral { as in Prakrit, sur-· 
vives among the Santals at the present day, and in 
almost every village ~orne corpulent man goes by 
the nickname of po{ea, 'fat-belly.' 

In some cases, a word. thus introduced from 
the aboriginal dialect into the spoken language of• 
the victorious Aryans has a very sad story to tell. 
Take for example the ~antali numeral pon-ea, or in 
composition pon, 'four.' No vocable could 'be more 
distinct from the Sanskrit chatur, or the modern 
Bengali, chari, t four.' The lower classes in Bengal, 
however, employ a cur~ous word .signifying' 'one
fourth less.' Thus, instead of saying two and three
quarters, they say a. quarter less than three, and 
frequently express s~enty-five as one~fourth less 
than one hundred, and seven hundred anc;J fifty as 
one-fourth less than a thousand. The word never 
appears in Bengali· as a lll..lJ:Veral, but always in this 
odd sense of ofl.e-fourth less. It is identical, how- . 
·ever, with the Santali numeral 'four.' Thus : 
Bengali, poun-e, 'one-fourth less;' Santali, po"'-ea, 

. . . 
'four.' I~ very ol~ Bengali, moreover, there was a 
word, po-ya, 'a quarter,' which stiii half survives in 
the vulgate of the marke--place, and which gram
marians pretend to derive from a Sanskrit r~dical, 
pad, 'to go,' through pad or pada, 'a foot;' hence 
a metrical foot, the fourth part oi <l. veTse, also use.d 
.as a technical term in Algebra to express the teast 
root i~ an affected square. In connecting poya 
with pad, the.grammarians may possibly be right; 

VOL. I~ . M 
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but in deriving joya directly from pad they are 
certainly wrong. The Bengali poune and poya 
are unquestionably adopted from pon-ea, the ver
nacular of the aborigines. .i}t first the conquered 
tribes succeeded in introducing their more general 
term poya, a quarter, into the composite language 

• which they and their Aryan masters spoke; but 
four Sanskrit rivals. were in the field,23 all signify
ing a quarter, and the San~krit, being the stronger 
language, drove the poor aboriginal word out of 
Bengali speech, as the Aryans had driven the 
aborigines out of Bengal. Moreovt:r, as the abo
riginal remnant. which stayed in the open country 
were reduced to slavery, so their word for 'a fourth,' 
while degraded from the politeJanguage, was allowed 
to survive in the mouths of n-.1cksters, who buy and 
sell at this day by the aboriginal poya, 'quarter.' 
On the other hand, the aboriginal term for ' one
fourth less' found no ~anskrit synonym to oppose 
it, and so was able to hold its grol!nd in the com
posite speech of the Bengali people. 

-r'he Santals, on their side, have borrowed very 
liberally f;orr{ Aryan speech. • Their vocabulary is 
filled with words of unmistakeably Sanskrit origin, 
and which appear to ha"e come, not from Bengali 
or Hindi, but through some more ancient dialect. 
We have seen that Prakrit came in contact with 
~an tali and bon;~wed from it at a very distant date; 

• . 
23 (1) Chaturtha; (2) Chaturthan~ha; (3) Pada, only •s a term 

.in mathematics or prosody; (4) Ek-ha, contracted from Eka pada 
(Haughton). • · 

• 
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and it would be easy to show tqat Santali is· under 
similar obligations to Prakrit. Its meagre list of 
abstract terms is transferred almost without change 
from the Apabransa \)f the ancient Aryan settlers. 

The political unit of the Aryan race, from its 
first historical appearance in India, is the village, and 
upon village institutions the whole social economy o' 

·the Hindus is based. Of the village as a political· 
unit, the gram of the ~ndo-Aryan tongues, no trace 
exists in genuine Santali. The· aboriginal race 
goes a step further back, and rests its system on_ 
the simpler p(tlitical unit of a nomadic society, the 
family. The Indo-Aryan word ior a household, 
kula, is not found by itself in Santali, but it subsists 
as the groundwerk lilf every Santa! community. A 
Santa~ village consi~ essentially of a single street, 
with houses on each side ; and the pathway run
ni~g between is ca1led throughout the whole Santa! 
country the kula-kz: the divider of the families . .. 

Those who-wish to pursue the subject of Santa! 
speech further, may" turn to the Grammar given in 
the Appendix (H). Enough has been said lb the 
foregoing pages to.establish five poiilts•with regard 
to this important section of the aboriginal hill-men 
of western Bengal. • 

ISt. That their vernacular is in structure ctistinct 
from Sanskrit and the Inflecting order of speech, and 
belongs to Schleicher's second ~a~s, the Compound-

•• • 
• ing languages. • 

2J. Nevertheless, 'hat it appears to contain cer
tain roots exlilressive of very simple ideas, in com-

• 
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mon with Sanskrit, but not derived from Sanskrit, • 
in the same way as the Semitic and Aryan lan-
guages exhibit a few identical roots, not directly 
derived from each other, but probably from a com
mon source. 24 

3d. That, at a very remote period, Sanskrit came 
.in contact with Santali, or the ancient representative 
of Santali ; that Sanskrit adopted from Santali, pro- · 
bably, a number of aborigina\ sounds with which to 
supplement its primitive meagre alphabet,25 cer
tainly several words which appear unchanged in the 
Prakrit of ancient times and in the .San tali of the 
present day; th-.t Bengali, which, roughly speak
ing, is to Prakrit what Prakrit was to Sanskrit, has 
gone on borrowing from Santw.li, while Santali has 
borrowed very largely from ~an dialects of more 
ancient date. 

4th. That the study of Santali, along with the 
other aboriginal dialects of India, is possibly destined • 
to do for the Compounding langll'ages what the 
study of Sanskrit has done for the Inflecting lan
gua~s ; that a scientific method exists, according 
to which this· study might be &onducted; that in 
Bengal and its dependencies the whole varieties of 
human speech meet, pre_senting peculiar facilities 
for r~earch, and affording a basis from which a 
properly equipped philologer might sail forth and 
discover a new lifliO"~istic world. 

• ' ieb 

24 Muller's Survey of the Three Families of Languages, p. 27, 2d. 
ed. Donaldson's Maskille-Sopher, p. !2-41. Gesenius; ~ald. 

• 25 According to Schleicher, the Sanskrit alphabet originally con
tained only fifteen consonants, and adopted nineteen f'om the aborigines. · 

~ 
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sth. That, as Sanskrit point6 to the north:..west 
of the Himalayas as the starting- point of the 
Indo-Aryans, so Santali points to the countries 
on the north-east-the cunabula of Compounding 
speech-as the primitive home of the Indian abori
gines ; while Santal legends furnish hints as to 

' . . 
their march through Eastern Bengal, spreading 
westwards until beaten back, before Aryan migra
tions, to the highlands•of the lower valley. 

Of a supreme and beneficent God the Santal has 
no conception. His religion is a religion of terror 
and deprecati~n. Hunted and driven from country 
to country by a superi9r race, he c-annot understand 
how a Being can be more powerful than himself, 
without wishing~ t' :rm him. Discourses upon 
the attributes of the eity excite no emotion among 
the more isolated ctions of the race, except a dis
position to run away and hide themselves in the 
jungle, anq. th.; only reply made to a missionary 
at the end of an eloquent ~escription of the omni
potence of God, was,' And what i~ that Stron~ One 
should eat me ? ' • 

But although ti'te Santal has no God from'whose 
benignity he may expect favour, there exist a mul
titude of demons and e"il spirits, whose sr.ite he 

• 
endeavours by supplications to avert. So far from 
being without a religion, his rites are infinitely 

• • • more numerous than those of ·the Hindu: t!be 
• 

• superjtitious element.in his nature is more on the 
- alert, and his belief in the near presence of an 

unseen. worla more productive of practical results 
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in his' conduct. H~ knows no God who will reward 
the good; but a host of demons are ever at hand · 
to punish the wicked, to scatter diseases, to spread 
murrain among the cattle, to •blight the crops, and 
only to be bribed by animal-suffering and a frequent 
outpouring of blood. 
• The worship of the Santals is based upon the 
family. Each household has its own deity (ora
bonga), which it adores wi!h unknown rites, and 
scrupulously conceals from strangers. So strict is 
the secrecy that one brother does not know what 
another brother worships, and the •least -:..Ilusion 
to the subject Mings a suspicious cloud upon the 
mountaineer's brow, or sends him off abruptly 

at the top of his speed to-5\forest. So far as 
I have been able to learn, t prayers addressed 
to these family gods are to avert· evil rather 
than to obtain benefits. Thus : ' May the storm 
spare my thatch;' 'ma~the black ~ot pass by my 
rice-fields;' 'let my wife not bear a daughter;' 
'may: the usurer be eaten by wild beasts.' The 

• 
head of thee family on his death-bed whispers the 
name of the family god to his etdest son, and thus 
the same object of domestic worship is handed 
down from generation to• generation. Unlike the 
Latin •Penates-the beneficent protectors of the 
Roman household-the family god of the Santals 
rt:jlresentS the Se<Jre~principle of evil, which no bolts 
can shut out, and which dwells an unseen but eter- • • • 
n~lly malignant presence beside every hearth. In 
addition to the family god, each household w.orships 
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the ghosts of its ancestors. The Santa!, without 
• any distinct conception of his own immortality or of a 

future life, cannot believe that the link between man 
and this earth is wholJy dissolved by death, and ima
gines himself constantly surrounded by a shadowy 
world. Disembodied spirits flit disconsolately among 
the fields they once tilled, stand upon the banks of. 
the mountain streams in which they fished, and 
glide in and out of th~ dwellings where they were 
born, grew up, and died. These ghostly crowds re
quire to be pacified in many ways, and the Santal 
dreads his La.-es as much as he does his Penates. 

Adjoining the Santal village i~ a grove of their 
national tree,26 which they believe to be the favourite 
resort of all the famiJy ods of the little community. 
From its 'silent gloo e bygone generations watch . 
their children and ildren's children playing their 
several parts in li:£; not altogether with an unfriendly 
eye. Nevertheless the g~ostly inhabitants of the 
grove are shar~ critics, and deal out crooked limbs, 
cramps and leprosy, unless duly appeased. Several 
times a year the whole hamlet, dressed out +n its 
showiest, repairs tQ the grove to do· ho•nour to the 
Lares Rurales with music and sacrifice. Men and 
women join hands, and, jiancing in a large circle, 
chant songs in remembraric<;! of the original f~mnder 
of the community, who is venerated as the head of 
the village Pantheon. Goats, roo f:Ocks, and chickens 

•• • 
• are sacrificed; and while some of the worshipp~s are 

told ~ff to cook the :tfesh for the common festival at 
2B Tb; Sal (Shorea Robusta, Hort. Beng. p. 42) 
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great fires, the rest separate into families, and dance 
• round the particular trees which they fancy their 

domestic Lares chiefly haunt. Among the more 
superstitious tribes, it is cust~p1ary for each family 
to dance round every single tree, in order that they 
may not by any chance omit the one in which their 

.gods may be residing! 
Besides the village deities of the Sal grove, the 

Santa! finds gods, ghosts, or demons, requiring to 
be appeased, wherever he goes. Thus, the A bgi, 
or ghouls who eat men ; the Pargana Bonga, parish 
deities whose name is legion : both of which classes 
seem to be the twtelary divinities of ancient villages 
which have been deserted. They now wander dis
consolate through the S3 1tal. territory until they 
find some tree or cave to dw in. Traces of that 
superstition, to which the Gr ks have given so 
beautiful a form, survive in th Da-bonga (river 
demons), Daddi-bonga ~well demons), Pakri-bonga 
(tank demo"ns), Buru-bonga (moulhain demons), 
Bir-bonga (forest.gods). Distinct traces of Sabean 
rites• also exist among the Santals. Chan do, the 
sun-god, althoiigh he seldom r•ceives sacrifice, is 
theoretically acknowledged as supreme. Sometimes 
they adore him as the Si~-bonga, the god who eats 
chick~s, and once in four or five years a feast in 
his honour is held. TA.e Santal religion, in fact, 
s~ems to consist.~f· a mythology constructed upon 
the f~mily basis, but rooted in a still more primitive • 

h
. • • 

system of nature-wors 1p. 
· The next step to the village, in a .society orga-

. ' 
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nized upon the (amily basis, is th.e tribe. Of these 
there are seven among the Sa~tals/7 each of which 
claims descent from a common parent, and preserves 
its ·own rites. Onc<i a year the tribe-god Abe
bonga is· adored with great solemnity; but as the 
children follow the tribe of their father, only male 
animals ar~ sacrificed, and women are .e~cluded from • 
the feast: which ends the ceremony. One festival 
is so like another, thaJJ a single- description by an 
eye-witness will suffice : 'Old and young, male and 
female, assembled in thousands, and e~tered with 
great spirit anc1 gusto into the hilarity of the occa
sion. · The women, in their best, set eof£ with massive 
brass ornaments, joined hands with the men, and 
danced in the open a~ · h their heads uncovered. 
The men aimed at mething more gay and gro
tesque in their cos me ; and if all the colours of 
the rainbow' were ot displayed by them, certainly 
the hedgehog, ~e peacock,. and a variety of the 
feathered tribe, had been laid under contribution· 
in order to supply the young Santa! beaux with 
plumes. These varied both as tq l~ngth ·and 
beauty. While some were no more than a single 
foot in height, others were full five feet, and shot 
up like stocks of lettuce gone to seed. Nor was 
the perpendicular regarded as the only or ·most 
graceful position for wearing these borrowed 
feathers. They were set and ~aRg ·in all dire<e 
eions a.nd inclinations., from the upright to • the 

27 The number varies in different parts of the country-twelve in" 
the north, s.even inothe southern and central settlements. 
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horizontal. Strip~ of red, blue, and yellow cloth, 
bound about their heads and loins, added to the 
effect. The drum and fife were accompanied by 
the human voice, and partie.s of twenty or thirty 
joining hands danced in circles, or more correctly, 
in semicircles. There may have been twenty-five 

• or thirty of these parties in the field, and each 
with its own music in its centre, who ·laboured 
and danced the livelong d~y as well as one whole 
night. The continued heavy roar of so many 
drums, and the clamour of a multitude of human 
voices, the wild gaiety and grotesqae costumes of 
the dancers, an~ their half-naked bodies, all com
bined to ·produce a spectacle of savage life at once 
imposing and impressive.'· 8 

What the tribe is to the mily, that the race is 
to the tribe. The national g of the Santals is 
Marang Buru, the Great Moun in, who appears in 
their legends as the guardian and~ponsor of their 
race; the divinity who watched over their birth, 
provided for their earliest wants, and brought their 
first parenss together in marriage. In private and 
in public, in time of tribulati~n and in time of 
wealth, in health and in sickness, on the natal bed 
and by the death-bed, »he Great Mountain is in
voked with bloody offerings. He is the one reli
gious link that binds together the nation ; and the 
~crifices, instead df being limited to a few animals, 
as ts the case with the family gods, may be any. • • .thing that grows from or moves upon the earth. 

2s Mr. Phillips. • 
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Goats, sheep, bullocks, fowls, ri~e, fruit, flowers, 
beer, the berries from the jungle, a head of Indian 
corn from the field, or even a handful of earth ; all 
are acceptable to the Great Mountain, who is, in a 
sense lower than a Christian understands by the 
epithet, but still in a high sense, the Common Father 
of the people. It was he who divinely instituted • 
worship, who has journeyed with the race from its 
primitive home, shared its defeats and flights, and 
still remains with it, the symbol of the Everlasting 
and Unchangeable One. 

The Great -J.Wountain forms the most perfect 
type of the household god. He "1Yas the object 
adored by the first family, then by the first com
munity ~ffamiJies or vfll , then by the first tribe, 
and so by degrees by 1e whole race .• He exhibits 
the ultimate result 0 a religion constructed on the 
family basis-the fa er of gods and men in a Pan
theon of Lares. · 

As in religions of the Aryan type, the Santa! 
system has a tendency to divide the Supreme God 

• 
into a triad, one of whom is an abstract c"nception, 
while the other two .-epresent the male and female 
principles. The Great Mountain represents neither 
man nor woman, but the li~-sustaining providence 

• necessary for the existence of either. He has a 
brother and a sister, who are worshipped by the 
priests with libations-also with ·~ite goats and• . . 
fowls of .a particular co~our upon the banks of the 
Damooda-but who occupy an inferior position to 
the Great Mountain, and are almost unknown in 
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the forest. The,brother's name is Maniko, who is 
to the Santa! race what Manu in the abstract is to 
the Sanskrit-to wit, the First Male. He is the 
husband as well as brother. of the female deity in 
the triad, J aher-era, the first female, and the Santals 
derive their word for irregular cpnnections between 

• the sexes from the unconsecrated espousal of their 
first parents: thus jaher-ete, to take or live with a 
woman as a concubine, tha! is, without the sanction 
of marriage, even as Mani'ko took J aher-era. 

The worship of the Great Mountain is essen
ti~lly a worship of blood. If the !>acrificer cannot 
afford an anim<ri, it is with a red flower or a red fruit 
that he approaches the divinity. When the English 
first obtained possessio the beerbhoom moun
tains, human sacrifices were ommon, and a regular 
trade was carried on to suppl he victims. If they 
are practised now, it is in the pths of the jungle, 
and with that impen&rable sec cy which enabled 
the Santals to sacrifice bullocks to the same god in 
the days of the Hindu rajahs. The Santa! baffles 

• the curiotjs ~ith indirect answers ; and the most that 
can be got out of him is, ' How ean we sacrifice men? 
In these days men are dear; who could pay their 

price?' • 
There can be little doubt that this sanguinary 

aboriginal" deity is the Rudra of ancient Sanskrit 
.J.iterature, and ~n~ Siva of the mixed Hindu popu

lation which now occupies Jhe plains.29 \he woc
. ship of both is in so many respects alike, that the 

'9 Original Sanskrit Texts, ii. -t37· 
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less observant sort of travellers ~enerally identify 
them ; and one of the missionaries who has laboured 
for some time among the hill-men, and whose reports 
form part of the materials on which this chapter is 
based, habitually denotes the blood-loving god of the 
Santals, Siva or Mahadeva. There are indications 
in the Veda, held to be more or less distinct by • 
different scholars, of the struggle of the aboriginal 
deity (or admission into. the Aryan Olympus, and 
indeed a faint traditio'n survives of his first entrance 
into that august convention. ' The gods went to 
heaven,' says att ancient text ; ' they asked Rudra 
(Siva), "Who art thou ?" ' 30 The socanger declares 
that he is the one supreme god, which indeed he 
was among the abor!g? ; and as the Romans 

identified their ;;.tr ~can deities with those of 
Greece, so Rudra iva) took his seat in the 
assembly of Aryan ods, not as a new-comer, but 
as another form o Agni, one of the. most ancient. 
of the Indo-Germanic divinities. This identifica-

.ftion, however, wa; not accomplish~d all at once; so 
·that while. the Aryan priests of one part of the . . 
conquered country .chanted, ' Reverence · to the 
Rudra, who is in Agni, who is in the waters, who 
has entered the plants al;ld J:mshes, who has formed 
these worlds ;' 31 the Aryan priests of another part, 
wh~re the identification had not completely taken 

.- place, adored Rudra and Agni fl.s~ilistinct gods.32
• 

• 80 Original s:nskrit Texts, iv. 298 . 
81 Atharva Veda, vii. 87, I. 

Z2 .Id. viii. s-ro; Texts, iv. 

• 
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The early Sanskrit theologians distinctly compre· 
• hended this,. and stated very truly, that among dif-

ferent nations in India the Supreme God passed 
by different names, but th~t this god was to be 
understood to be the same as the original Sanskrit 
deity Agni. 'Agni is a god,' says an ancient text. 

• ' These are his names : Sarva, as the Eastern people 
call him; Bhava, as the Bahikas (call him) ; Pasu
nampati (Lord of Beasts), Rudra, and Agni. All 
these names except Agni are ungentle,' probably 
meaning that they represented the god in his san
guinary form, as worshipped by • the aborigines. 
'Agni is his ~ntlest appellation;' probably mean
ing that it represents the god in the beneficent 
character in which he~ • known to the Aryan 

conquerors.
33 

~ 
Without accepting Signo Gorresio's views of 

the Hametic origin of the a rigines, I think he 
has very well. express,.ed the p ess by which the 
aboriginal deity entered the Sanskrit Pantheon. 
' It appears to me that in this fact,' that is the 
interrupti~n ,of Daxa's sacrifice, 'the struggle of 
the ancient" religions of India.is represented under 
a mythical veil. Siva-a deity, as I believe, of 
the Cush or Hametic. tribes, which preceded on 
the •soil of India the Aryan or Indo-Sanskrit race 
-wished to have part in the worship of the con-

.querors, and' i:g_: t'Pl.eir sacrifices, from which he was 
excluded ; and by disturbi~ their rites, and by .a 

. display of violence at their sacrifices, he s~cceeded 
aa Satapatha Brahmanam, i. 7, 3, 8. .Texts, iv. 
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in being admitted to partake in them.' 34 In another 
• place Signor Gorresio speaks of Siva as the deity 

' who entered into the Indo-Sanskrit Olympus by 
one of those religious, syncretisms of which traces 
are so frequently to be found in the ancient systems 
of worship.' 

The Siva of the present day has his most • 
.favoure<;l abodes among those solemn phenomena 

~of nature, of which the god of the Santals, the 
. Gr~b.Mountain, is the type. As before mentioned, 

thousands of Hindus annually resort to his temple 
among the WeMern Highlands of Beerbhoom; and 
a curious proof of the identity o~ Siva with the 
aboriginal deity is! that the shrine traces its origin 
to a Santal, and is ccile~y the name of a Santa! 
to this day. The hil s among which it is built were 
regarded during a ,S wit,h peculiar veneration by 
the aboriginal trib ; and notwithstanding that the 

) . 

Brahmans have w compl~tely ousted them from 
the temple, and called the g·en£us loc£ by a Hindu 

..//~arne, the f~eling is still so strong as to make a 
learned missionary question whether. th~se mo~un
tains are not the curabula of ~he Santal race. The 
Brahmans who minister at the holy place indignantly 
deny the conne~tion of the ~iva whom they worship 
with the national god of the aborigines by w~om 
they are surrounded, and try to rebut the lasting 

/testimony which the very na~ ~f 'their tempi~ 
gives a~ainst them by "n improbable fable. • 

In the old time, they say, a band of Brahmans. 
a~ Remarks o~ Ramayana, ix. 291, note 35· Texts, iv. 349· 
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settled on the banks of the beautiful highland lake 
beside which the Holy City stands. Around them 
there was nothing but the forest and mountains, 
in which dwelt the black races. The Brahmans • 
placed the symbol of their god Siva near the lake, 
and did sacrifice to it ; but the black tribes would 

• not sacrificeto it, but came, as before, to the three 
great stones 35 which their fathers had worshipped,, 
and which are to be seen Gt the western entra11ce 
of the Holy City to this day. The Brahm~ns, 
moreover, ploughed the land, and brought water 
from the lake to nourish the soil ; but the hill-men 
hunted and fislied as of old, or tended their herds, 
while their women tilled little patches of Indian 
corn. But in process o~e ethe Brahmans, finding 
the land good, became sloth I, giving themselves 
up to lust, and seldom callin on their god Siva. 
This the black tribes, who c e to worship the 
great stones, saw and ~ondered t more and more, 
till at last one of them, by name yju, a man of~ 
mighty arm, and rich in all sorts of cattle, became'·. 
wroth at the lies and wantonness of the Brahmans, . . 
and vowed he would beat the iymbol of their god 
Siva with his club every day before. touching food . 

• 
85 • Three huge monoliths .of contorted gneiss rock, of great beauty. 

Two are vertical, and the third is laid upon the heads of the two 
uprights as a horizontal beam. These massive stones are twelve 
feet in length, each .w~ghing upwards of seven tons. They are 
'-ua~rilateral, each iace being two feet six inches, or ten feet round 
each stone. The horizontal beam is ,tained in its place by morti~ 
and tenon. By whom or when these ponderous stones w~e erected, 

·no one knows.'-Revenue Survey Report by Captain W. S. Sherwill, 
p. 6. 4to, Calcutta. ~ 
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This he did ; but one morning his cows strayed 
into the forest, and after seeking- them all day, he 
came home hungry and weary, and having hastily 
bathed in the lake, sat down to his supper. Just as 
he stretched out his hcind to take the food, he called 
to mind his vow ; and, worn out. as he was, he got 
up, limped painfully to the Brahman's idol on the • 
margin of the lake, and beat it with his club. Then 
suddenly a splendid form, sparkling with jewels, 
-~ . 

rose--from the waters, and said : ' Behold the man 
who forgets his hunger and his weariness to beat 
me, .while my ,priests sleep with their concubines 
at home, and neither give me to eat nor to drink. 
Let him ask of me' what he will, ·and it shall be 
given.' Byju an'swet:ed, .J ·.am strong of arm and 
rich in cattle. I am a fe;der of my people ; what 
want ·I more ? Thrju art called llath (Lord) ; let 

·' me too be callet.· Jord, and let thy temple go by · 
my name.' ' Am ,' replied the deity; 'henceforth 
~hou art not B JU, but Byjnath, and my temple 
shall be called by thy name.' · 

So close is the resemblance between the G~at 
Mountain of the Santals and the Siva: of•the mixed 
Hindu population, that several natives, without any . 
previous study of the qu;stion, and judging onJy 
from the attributes and visible worship, tran~ated 
the Santal name for their god as 'the Mahadeva 
(z'.e. Siva) of the Hindus.' • . 

• • • • In a preceding chapter I have stated that.the 
~eligio~ of the pres~1t mixed Hindu population 
bears witness to the influence of the aboriginal· 

WLL N 
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element. I have now reviewed the religion of the 
aborigines as prC!Cti~ed among the mountaineers 
of Beerbhoom, and I think it may safely be con
cluded that the Hindus have borrowed their house
hold god 36 and its secret rites 'from the primitive 
races whom they enslaved; that they have borrowed 

• their village gods,37 with the ghosts and demons that 
haunt so many trees ; and finally, that they have 
borrowed the sanguinary d,eity (Siva) who is now 
universally adored by the lower orders throughout 
Bengal. Among the Hindus these various super
stitions are isolated, scattered, un<tonnected with 
each other ; among the Santals they stand forth as 

• the natural, inevitable gradations in the mythology 
of a race which bases ~ WC!rship, as it bases its 
whole social organization, Oh the family, the political 
unit of patriarchal times. 

'· Mysteriously connected with ~e worship of Siva 
is Buddhism. How the mono eistic element in 
Sanskrit faith revolted against the aterial and poly .. 
theistic tendency, Professor Muller's charming works ..... 
ha\'e made familiar to the general reader. But the 
subsequent fate of the reformation, how it was ex
tinguished after no long interv~l in the centres of 
Brahmanism, and fled to the north; the east, and 

• the south, shedding new light among the lapsed 
races of India, and ultimately reaching the confines 
of the Asiatic ~orld, are to this day matters of • • •• 
rec~ndite scholarship. Driven forth from the San-
skrit kingdom of Oudh, Bu~dhism conquePed for" 
• sa The Shal-gram. 87 The Gram-devatas. 
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itself the mountains and valleys of the Lower Pro· 
vinces; won the hearts of the~r semi-aboriginal 
population ; and founded sh~ines or holy cities in 
every district, from s.arnath,38 beyond the northern 
boundary of BengaL Proper, to J aggarnath, which 
is washed by the ocean on the extreme south. It 
consolidated scattered tribes into a powerful con- • 
federacy, under a religious dynasty39

_ which waged 
not unsuccessful war upi>n the kingdom whence the 
reformation had been expelled, and which, in the 
ruins of Gaur, has left monuments of its g~eatness 
th.at neither time nor the change in the course· of 
the Ganges can efface. • 

Buddhist relics abound in every one of the 
western districts of Lo~ Bengal; and wherever 
they are most numerous, there the worship of Siva 
has at present the strongest hold on the people. 
·1 t is curious to ncte, moreover, that many of the 
Buddhist figure~n · Lowe~ ·Bengal have flat or 
irregular noses and thick lips, such as are never 

/~een among the Sanskrit-speaking races, but which 
precisely correspond with the Sanshit account~ of 
the aborigines, and. which at this day are the most 
marked features in the physiognomy of the Santals 
of B~erbhoom ·as contrasf.&d with the Brahmp.n of 
the plains. The artists who cut these statues~ now 
half- buried in the ground, were aborigines ; the 
men and women from whom tleey .took their ide' 
pf the human face we~ aborigines: they could ~nly 

• 
as Near the modern Benares. 
S9 Th~ Pal Rajahs, who succeeded Gajanta. 
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have been objects of veneration in communities in 
which the aborigihal element predominated ; and 
when the next wave of Aryans flooded Lower 
Bengal, these flat-nosed, thick-lipped statues were 

• 

• 

treated with the same contempt as the aboriginal 
races whose effigies they were. 

The legends of the ancient Sarnath distinctly 
preserve the struggle between the two religions. 

' First the seat of aboriginal. or Siva worship, then 
converted to Buddhism by the king of Lower 
Bengal, finally reconquered to Hinduism by the 
Canouj Brahmans, and reduced to ashes, its history 
and even its na~e have become matters of specula
tion among native scholars, who find, with surprise, 
a plain allusion to Siva-~ship in the very name 
of the northern Buddhist metropolis.4° Close by 
the Holy City, among the mountains of Beerbhoom, 
the only spot in those secluded highlands where 
Siva-worship exists, we Ji.nd unmi~ak.eable Buddhist 
remains. The same close connect~ between Bud
dhism and Siva-worship appears in Southern India.41 

, 

Ev~ywhere the Buddhist religion was overpowered, 
and imme<!iately succeeded by the worship of the 
sanguinary aboriginal deity wh~ in ancient . times 
fough! his way into the }\ryan Olympus. 

Tile philosophical relation of Siva-worship to 
Buddhism is beyond the humble scope of a rural 
annalist; but ·no, qpe can study the minute local • • • 

40 A recent account of Sarnath, by« Hindu antiquary, •ppeared • 
ip the Englislmzan's Weekly Journal, vol. iv. No. 29. 4to, Calcutta. 

41 Major Syke's Report on the Land Tenures of. the Dekkan, 
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history of Bengal Proper withou,t finding memorials . 
9f the process by which the actual change was 
effected. The Buddhist fugitives from persecution 
in the north appear ea.~ kings in. the Lower Valley, 
in part converting, in part conquering, the aboriginal 
tribes. Indeed, there are · indications that the 
Buddhists owed their easy victories, in no smalT 
degree, to the circumstance that they pre.sented 
themselves in Lower 'Bengal as the deliverers of 
the classes of aboriginal descent fro~ the tyranny 
and prcedia1 slavery which the preceding wav:es of 
Aryans had !mposed. The religion of the earlier 
Aryan invaders was a positive ont!, favouring social 
inequalities, and interfering with the 'pr~ctical life 
of the people : the Budd~st religion was a negative 
one, declaring equality between man and man, and 
secluding itself as much as possible from practic;:tl 
life. Buddhism, therefore, was a great gain to the · 
semi-ab_original,lasses of Loower Bengal, and quickly 

· obtained their allegiance. But a negative religion, 
though it may be the creed of a dynasty, is ~ever 
the religion of a people. Buddhism. quickly lost its 
active principle i"- .Lower Bengal, and retreated to 
monasteries or to secluded religious villages among 
the mountains, such as • the Holy City in Beer-• 
bhoom ; content with having placed a Buddhist 
dynasty on the throne, and with h.aving spread a 
thin crust of monotheism over t,1~ ~urface of socie~ . 

• 
• The iOmmon peopl• were also satisfied; they were 

let alone. They naturally returned to the bloody 
worship of their fathers, which the preceding Aryans 
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had tried to tram1;le out, and Lower Bengal soon 
exhibited the inevitable consequence of forcing ~ 
higher degree of spiritualism upon a nation than 
it is able to bear ; to wit, an U(ltold depth of super
stition varnished over with a fair, deceitful gloss. 
Such a state of affairs could not be permanent : as 

•Buddhism retired from public life to its monastic soli
tudes, Brahmanism crept back into its place, and at 
last drove it forth altogethe~ But of Brahmanism 
there are always two sides, the spiritual and the 
idolatrou3 ; the former represented by the merciful 
worship of Vishnu, the latter by th~ bloody rites 
of Siva, the ab~riginal Rudra. Brahmanism had 
learned wisdom in disgrace ; it had learned that 
nowhere, not even in ~ngal, can a dynasty be 
lasting which sets its face against the people. In
stead, therefore, of again introducing their old 
esoteric religion, with its sublime dogmas and un
bloody sacrifices of fruits, milk, and~l, the Brahmans 
threw themselves upon the people, and preached 
the ,ropular side of their creed ; with the popular 
deity Siva ~r B.-udra at its head, to be worshipped 
according to the popular blood~ rites. This was 
precisely the religion for the semi-aboriginal popu
lation of Lower Bengal. •The mass of superstition 
that h~d always existed, and still everywhere exists, 
in Buddhist countries, upheaved, splintering into a 
t~usand fragmecl:s• the thin crust of monotheism 
that had concealed it. F rom,that period ~odern • 
ljinduism dates, with its top reaching even to the 
heavens, and its feet descending intG> the lowest 
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depths of man's depraved heart. Only in Lower 
• Bengal is its baser form a homogeneous and strictly· 

national religion ; for only in Lower Bengal did the 
Brahmans, deliberately rejecting the spiritual side 
of the Sanskrit faith, identify themselves with the 
semi-aboriginal superstitions of the masses. Go 
where he chooses, the Hindu of the Lower Valley• 
is known by his gross materialism and bloody rites. 

_ Native scholars, who l~ok only to the facts without 
troubling themselves with the reasons, are astonished 
that the Lower Provinces, the refuge of monotheism 

• a thousand years ago, should now be the focus of 
idolatry. ' Bengal,' says an emil'l.ent antiquarian, 
himself a native of the Southern Valley, 'long in
fluenced by Buddhism, h;ts"lapsed into Brahmanism 
with a vengeance. The Bengali carries idolatry 
wherever he goes. ~lexander left cities to. mark 
the track of his conquests ; the 1Bengali leaves idols 
to mark the tide of his peregrinations. It is English 

. enterprise to set up schools and found hospitals; it is 
Bengali enterprise to erect temples and put up idols . 

• The Englishman teaches the Bengali J;o. ~ridge rivers 
and open railroad~ the Bengali teaches hook-swing
ing to the Santal,42 and idol-making to the north
country Hindu. The Bet,gali who set up the image 

• of Durga' (the wife of the aboriginal deity Siva) 'at 
Cawnpore, is said to have brought artisans from Cal
cutta, because in the north countf'y tl'l:'ey knew not ha.v 

• • to mal<.e an idol ridi~ upon a lion with ten arms.' 43 

42 The Charrak-puja, now made a criminal offence. 
43 Ettglisltman's Weekly Journal, vol. iv. No. 32. 4to, Calcutta. 
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Caste is unknown among the Santals. Each of 
the seven childre'n of our first parents founded a 
tribe; and, generally speaking, where the Santals 
are free from Hinduizing infiuences, the number of 
tribes remains unaltered to this day. The de
·scendants of the first-born son are the Nij-kasda-

• had; of the second-born, Nij-murmu-had; of the 
third-born, Nij-saran-had; of the fourth-born, Nij
hasdi-had; of the fifth-bortl, Nij-marudi-had, whom 
the first parents appointed to offer sacrifice to the 
Great Mountain; of the sixth-born, Nij-kesku-had; 
of the seventh-born, Nij-tadu-had. 'rhe prefix Nij 
appears to signiiy 'the son of,' like ' Mac' or ' Fitz,' 
and is dropped in ordinary conversation. Each of 
these tribes is complete ~n itself, furnished with its 
own leaders, and producing classes ; but two of the 
tribes have more especially devoted themselves to 
religion, and furnish a large majority of the priests. 
One of these represen~ the state religion, founded 
on the family basis, and administered by the de·
scendants of the fifth son, the original family priest . 

• Many of tjlis .tribe enjoy little grants of rent-free 
land in return for religious servic~ at public festivals 
in the grove, where the gods of th~ hamlet dwell 
together. In some plac~, particularly in the north, 

• the descendants of the second son (Nij-murmu-had) 
are held to make better priests than those of the 
ifth ; but it is -nt>ttceable that they rarely receive 

• grants of land and have to S11f>port them~ei.,-es by• 
their own labour or the liberality of their devotees. 
They are for the most part prophets, diviners, and 
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officiating Levites of forest or other shrines, repre
senting demon-worship; and in ~nly a few places 
do they take the . place of the fifth tribe, as the 
hierarchy of the national system of religion founded 
on the family. In the north, where Hinduism has 
made the greatest inroads, five tribes have been 
added,-· arising, I believe, from the illegitimate de- • 
scendants of Santal women by Aryan fathers. They 
are to the pure Santals ~hat the mixed castes are 
to the pure Aryans ; but the superior intelligence, 
derived from their fathers, has enabled them to 

-obtain a much 'better position among their abori
ginal kinsmen than the mixed ca~tes have ever 
acquired among the Aryan conquerors of the plains. 

· The ,subject of these additi~al five tribes, how.ever, 
is involved in much obscurity, and this view of their 
origin is rather a conjecture than a deduction from 
known facts. In the north, the Santals have gone 
so near to Hinduism as to aSf>ign particular occupa-
~ns to four of the tribes. Thus the Kesku-had 

ar~ the kings ;·.the Murmu-had are the priests; the 
• 

Saran-had are the soldiers ; the Marudi-hild are the 
farmers: evidently tclumsy imitation of the fourfold 
Hindu division. into soldiers, priests, traders, and 
artisans. Besides these f~ur tribes, the northern 

• 
Santals have eight others, to whom no particular , 
occupation is assigned. 

Notwithstanding such local affehations of caste,• . . 
· the cru•l i_nequalities which divide man ·from man 
. among the Hindus of the plain have never pene~. 

trated the hamlets of the mountaineers. The whole 
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village has its joys and sorrows in common. It 
works together, hunts together, worships together, 
and on festivals eats together. Instead of each tribe 
having to marry within itseli, as in the case of the 
Hindu castes, no man is allowed to take a wife of 
his own clan. The first three castes of the Hindus 

• are in reality based upon difference of occupation or 
social rank; and the marriage of a knight's daughter 
with the son of a tradesmat, used to be as abhorrent. 
to the Aryan race in feudal Europe, as it ever was 
to the samt: race in agricultural India. The fourth 
caste of the Hindus were the conqulred black races, 
and we know how New Orleans society would have 
regarded the nuptials of a planter's daughter with a 
negro slave. The cla~fication of the Santals de
pended not upon social rank or occupation, but upon 
the family basis. Every Santal feels he is the kins
man of the whole race ; and the only difference he 
makes between his own clan and the others is, that 
he thinks the relationship between himself and hiq_ 
clanswomen too close to permit of intermarriage.", 

• The chil~ren. belong to the father's clan, and the 
daughters, upon marriage, giy up their ancient 
clan and its gods for those of their qusbands. 

So strong is the fafnily feeling, that expulsion 
• from the clan is the only form of banishment known. 

Like the Roman aqua: et'i'gm's z'nterdi'ctio, to which it 
ebears a strange'n!semblance, it amounts to loss of 

• civil rites, .for other clans wi~ not receive ~he ou~ 
. cast ; and the idea of the ties of kindred being 
destroyed between the individual and the race, is 
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insupportable to the Santal. The terrors of the 
punishment, however, are decrea'sed by its fre
quency, and a door is always left open for the 
return of the offender to the common family. He 
must first be publicly reconciled with the people; 
and the difficulty of effecting the reconcilation de-
pends upon the view which public opinion takes of 
his crime. For minor offences, twenty gallons of 
beer/<~o and about ten shilftngs to buy the materials 
of a feast for his clansmen, suffice ; in more heinous 
cases, the diffj.culty of reconciliation is so great, that 
the unfortunate 'man yields to his destiny, and, tak
ing with him his bow and arrows, departs into, the 
jungle, whence he never returns. A woman, once 
fallen, cannot regain her positron. 

The six great ceremonies in a Santal's history 
are: admission into· the family; admission into the 
tribe; admission into the race; union of his own 
tribe with another by marriage ; formal dismission 
fr,em the living race by incremation; lastly, re-union 

· ~ith the departed fathers. The admission into th.e 
family, like the worship of the household god, is a 
secref rite, and diff~s . in .different localities. One 
form of it consists i11 the father repeating to himself 
the name of -the ancestral· tleity, and putting )lis 
hand on the child's head as an acknowledgment 
that it is his own. The admission into the tribe is 
a more. public ceremony, called 1!ah1td, and tak~s • 
place thrtte days after t:h.e birth, if a girl; five days 
after the birth, if a boy. By this time the Santal 
H Rice beer, worth from Id. to 3d. a gallon, according to its strength. 

• 
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mother is able to go about her work again. Great 
pots of beer are'brewed, the clansmen on both sides 
of the hquse are invited ; but as the Santals hold a 
family in which a birth oos taken place unclean, 
none will eat or drink with it until the ceremonies 
of purification have been performed. The child's 
head is shaved. The clansmen stand round and 
sip water mingled with a bitter vegetable juice,45 in 
token of their commiserltion for their temporarily A 

outcast relatives. The father then solemnly names 
the child, if a boy, after his own father ; if a girl, 
after his wife's mother; and the ~idwife, immedi
ately on hearing the word, takes rice and water, 
and, going round the circle of relatives, fillips a 
few drops on the br~st of each visitor, calling out 
the child's name. The family, including the new
born babe, is then held to be re-admitted into the 
clan ; and the ceremony ends with the kinsmen of 
both father and mother sitting down to huge earthen 
pitchers of beer, to which a feast in rich househv!ds 
is added . • 

The.admission into the race takes place about 
the fifth year. Beer is brew<V ; the friends of the 
family, whatever may be their dan, are invited ; and 
the child is marked on•his right arm ·With the San-

• 
tal spots. The number of these spots varies, but 
it is always an uneven one; and any man dying 

• without th~rrr ~~comes an object for the wrath of • 
the Santal gods. He lies a~e after age, w~th sna~es 
burrowing in his breast, an outcast from the ghostly 

41 Nz'tn. 
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world, amid which the Santal lives, and moves, and 
has his being. 

The union of his own tribe ;with another by 
marriage46 is the most important ceremony in a 
Santal's life. It takes place later than among the 
Hindus, and the Santa! speaks with abhorrence of 
the practice of bringing together mere children, • 
years before the espousals can be consummated . 

..._.As a rule, a Santal lad m~ries about his sixteenth 
or s~venteenth year ; . girls are generally provided 
for at fifteen. These ages may appear premature 
to nations with •whom the luxuries of civilisation 
have become necessaries of life; but in the tropical 
forest, a youth of sixteen or seventeen is as able 
to provide for a famiiy as e~r he will be; and a 
leaf hut, with a few earth~n or brazen pots, is· all 
the establishment a Santa! young lady expects. 
One generation after another settle.s down early to 
wedded life; 'nor is a custom to be blamed which . - . . . 
renders unchastity almost unknown, and provides a 

/£merous progeny of grandchildren to care for the 
aged. I have never, except in the famine of 186~, 
met a beggar in a Santal village. · • 
. As the Santals J/ave attained an age of discre
tion before they" marry, a freedom of selection is 
allowed to them, wholly unknown among the Hin
dus. The formal proceedings begin by the lad's 
father sending a wedding messeng~r .. (-rai ~ari) to • 
tqe girl's father, who r~ceives the proffer in silenee, 
and, afte1- advising with his wife, replies : ' Let the 

' 6 Chhatiar. 
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youth and the maiden ineet, then these things may 
be talked oved . An interview is arranged at a 
neighbouring fair; and at the close of the day, if the 
young people are pleased wjth each other, the lad's 
father buys a trifling present for the girl, who pro
strates herself before him as a public acknowledg-

• ment that she is willing to be his daughter-in-law. 
The girl's clansmen then visit the lad's village, 
where the future husban~salutes them with a kiss, 
taking each of them on his knees for a minute,47 and 
giving the brethren a small present of money, but 
to the girl's father a turban and th~ customary cot
ton dress. Tj1e lad's clansmen afterwards visit the 
house of the girl's father. The bride-elect salutes 
them, takes each on ~r knee,48 and makes a small 
present precisely as the lad had done to her people. 
The clans by these ceremonies having formally 
declared their amity and goodwill, the lad's father 
sends a present of '!n uneven number of rupees 
by the wedding messenger to the girl's parents, the 
acceptance of which legally transfers the girl to the . · 
n~w clan. Preparations for the actual wedding 
then begin. · The bride's clansmen erect a tem
porary shed in their village, an~oon afterwards the 
bridegroom, attended py his kinci"red, comes into 
the •Httle town, and all are solemnly received in the 
single street (kul-ah£, literally the Divider of the 

• Families) by Jhe.two village beadles, whose duty . . 
41 The Rev. E. L. Puscley, of the /ajmahal country, i~my auth~

• rity for this curious part of the ceremony. 
4s Id. 
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it is to see after the youth of the hamlet. The 
groomsmen then proceed to the. shed, in which 
they erect a bough of the wine-giving tree,49 and 
piace under it a pot of rice, husked by the girl's 
family in a particular ~anner, steeped in water and 
coloured with a red dye. The purification of the 
bridegroom follows. He is bathed, his hair dressed, • 
the o1d clothes are taken from him, and new ones 
stained with vermilion ~t on by the girl's clans
women. Qn the fifth day, the bridegroom, a~rayed 
in his new clothes, is cari-ied on men's shoulders to 
the bride's houie. Five of his groomsmen place 
the bride in a large basket, and b[ing forth her 
younger brother,. who receives the bridegroom as 
her proxy. Salutations hav~g been interchanged, 
the bride is carried out in her basket : the young 
couple sprinkle one another with water from the 
opposite sides of ·a cloth that has been put between 
them ; the bridegroom calls out the name of a god, . 
and the people tell him to lift the girl out of the 
basket, for she is •his wife. The clansmen then 
unite the clothes of the bride and bridegroom, af~r 
which the girl's clanswomen bring burning•charcoal, 
pound it with the hjusehold pestleii0 in token of the 
dissolution of old family ties• and extinguish it with 
water to signify the final separation of the btide 
from her clan. 

Nothing can be more pictures~~ 1jlan the torch- • 
light procession home., The party first assemble•at 
the leafy' shed before mentioned, to inspect the pot 

· ~9 The iff ulma. M The tok, a stick of the okli tree. 
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of rice and vermilion-coloured water. If the grain 
has germinated ,abundantly, there will be many 
children ; if sparingly, there will be few ; and if 
the seeds, instead of germinating, have rotted, the . 
marriage is an ill-omened one. The procession 
then moves forward with drums and fifes, the 

• torches blazing luridly under the forest trees, and 
. startling many a bird, which whirs screaming into 
the darkness. As it draw~ near to the bridegroom's 
village, the virgins61 come forth about tw;o miles 
to welcome the bride, and conduct her with song 
and music to the door of her new h~me. 

The Santali remain faithful to one wife. Second 
marriages are not unknown,, but they seldom take 
place, except for the ~rpose of obtaining an heir, 
and a Santal always honours the wife of his youth 
as the head of his house. Divorce is rare, and can 
only be effected with the consent of the husband's 
clansmen. Five of the nearest relatives are called . 
together, beer is brewed, and the party who desires 
the separation explains his or her wrongs. The 
re,atives, after hearing the rejoinder, decide. In 
the event o( the divorce being granted, the party 
seeking it solemnly tears up a \af before the little 

.. . 
court. • 

lfhe fifth great ceremony in a Santal's history is 
his formal dismission from the race. When a San-

• tallies a-dying, .t~ ojha, half necromancer and half 
doctor, rubs oil on a leaf to iiscover what witch o.r 
demon has ' eaten' the sick man. As sao~ as the 

.n The titri kun: 
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vital spark quits the body, the corpse is anointed 
with oil tinged with red herbs, .and laid decently 
out in new white clothes upon the bed. The clans-. 
men join together to ~uy two little brazen vessels-
one for rice, the other for water-which they place 
upon· the couch along with a few rupees, to enable 
their friend to appease the demons on the threshold • 
of the shadowy world. When the funeral pile is 
ready, these presents ake removed. Five clans
men bear out the corpse, carrying it three times 
round the pile, and then lay it gently down upon 
the top. A c<Jck 52 is nailed through the neck by a 
wooden pin, to a corner of the pilee or to a neigh
bouring tree. The next of kin prepares a torch of 
grass bound with thread fr~ his own clothes, and 
after walking three times round the pile in silence, 
touches the mouth of the deceased with the brand. 
This he does with averted face. The friends and 
kindred then close in, and, all facing the south, set . 
fire to the pile. When the body is nearly con-

/· sumed, the clansmen extinguish the fire,· and the 
nearest relative breaks off three fragments ffom 
the half-calcined skull, washes theni in• new milk 
coloured with re~erbs, and places them in a small 
earthen vessel.-· • 

Of a future life of bless·edness the Santal ms no 
idea. His strong natural sense of justice teaches 

> him that the unrighteous and p~o~per.ous man upon ... . . . 
52 T~ Cock is the ani~al generally sacrificed by the aboriginal 

races of Ceylon in cases of mortal sickness.-Sir E. Tennent's Ceylon
1 

i. 541, etc., 3d ed. 
VOL. I. 0 
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earth will meet with retribution after death ; but his 
future life is a life of punishment for the wicked, 
without any compensating rewards for the good. 
The absence of abstract nolJnS renders it difficult 
to get at his real views on these subjects; but the 
most intelligent I have met, seemed to think that 

• uncharitable men and childless women were eaten 
eternally by worms and snakes, while good men 
entered into fruit-bearing t,.ees. The common San
tal's ideas are much looser. He believes that ghosts 
and demons surround him, who will punish him in 
the body unless he appease them ; •but who these 
ghosts may be )le knows not, and after death all is 
a blank. 

One ceremony, a ~ry beautiful one, remains
the re-union of the dead with the fathers. The 
next of kin, taking a bag of rice and the little 
earthen pot with the three fragments of the skull, 
starts off alone to the.sacred river. Arrived at its 
bank, he places the three fragments of skull on his 
own head, and entering the stream, dips completely 
un~er the water, at the same time inclining forwards, . . 
so that the three fragments fall into the current, and 
are carried down, thus 'uniting~: dead with the 
fathers.' • 

·'the Santals afford a striking proof of how a 
race takes its character from the country in which 
jt lives. Tho;;e who have studied them only in 
the • undulating southern cout~ry near the sea, call 
them a purely agricultural nation; the miss~onaries 
'who have preached to them in the mountainous 
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jungles look upon them as a tribe of :fishers and 
hunters; in the highland~ of • Beerbhoom, they 
appear as a people with no particular occupation, 
living as best they ocan in a sterile country by 
breeding buffaloes, cultivating patches of Indian 
corn, and eking out a precarious semi-agricultural 
semi -pastoral existence by the products of the • 
forest. The jungle, indeed, is their unfailing friend. 
It supplies .them with lverything that the lowland 
Hindus have not. Noble timber, brilliant dyes, 
gums, bees' wax, vegetable drugs, charms, ~harcoal, 
and the skins' of wild animals-a little world of· 
barbaric wealth, to be had for the taking.. Through
out the cold weather, long l~s of their buffalo carts 
-the wheels made from a single slice of Sal trunk 
-are to be seen toiling, and creaking towards the 
fairs of lowland Beerbhoom. At night the Santal 
is at no loss for a tent; he looses his buffaloes on 
the margin of some wayside•tank, creeps under his 

/cart, lights a fire .at one end, draws up a second 
cart with its solid wheel against the other, and aLter 
a heavysupper, sings.himself to sleep. • 

As a hunts:;) he is alike skilful and intrepid. 
He never stirs hout his bow and arrows. The 
bow consists of a strong !nollntain bamboo ~hich 
no Hindu lowlander can bend. His arrows are of. 
two kinds : heavy, sharp ones for the larger kind 
of game; and light ones, with a~rO":id knob at.th~ 
j=>oint, {or small bir~. The difficulty of shooting 
irue with the latter can only be appreciated by. 
those who have tried it; but few English sports-
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men, provided with the latest improvement in fire
arms, can show ct better bag of small game from 
the j.ungle than the Santal, equipped solely with his 
rude weapon. Fowling, however, he only resorts 
to in order to meet his immediate necessities. I 
have seen a wayside encampment of Santals, after 

• toiling along the road the whole day, supply them
selves with water-birds from the tank at which they 
drew up for the night, in 'less time than a Hindu 
would take to purify himself, or a Mussulman 
traveller to say his prayers. 

The tiger or leopard hunt is at ollce his pastime 
and his profit. • If he looks to the gain, he keeps 
the existence of the animal a secret from every one, 

k~ except the fortunate msman who possesses a gun, 
and stealthily watches what drinking-place the wild 
beast frequents. This ascertained, the two relatives 
take up their position in an adjoining tree, and 
patiently wait, sometimes for days, the coming of 
their prey. The long-barrelled matchlock, load<::d 
with a charge of coarse, slow- burning powder, 

• 
enough to. se{-ve for a small piece of ordnance, and 
rammed down with pebbles an<i scraps of iron, is 
placed in position ; the smoul~g rope, which 
serves as tinder, is bloVftn. into a glow ; and if the 

• unconscious animal takes a long enough draught 
for all these performances to be gone through, that 
~rink is his l~t· ~e. The Santa! never fires on 

• 
mere chance. The prest£ge ~ his matchlock, pos .. • 
. sibly the only one within thirty miles, must not be 
lightly risked ; and his powder, coarse as it is, has 
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to be brought from the Hindu village on the plains, 
which he dreads to approach. Il the hunt be for 
pastime, the Santal prefers driving a tiger to shooting 
it. An Englishman .has only to give out that he 
\Viii beat a certain jungle, and hundreds of Santals, 
headed by their drummers and fife-players, seem to 
rise out of the ground. I have seen five hundred • 
collected on two days' notice. The jungle was 
divided into circles, in ~e centre of each of which 
the Santals set up high wooden erections,53 some
thing like pulpits, but covered with foliage, to look 
like trees, fo~ the English hunters. The high
landers, armed with bows and arwws, surrounded 

. the circumference in silenc~ and after ascertaining 
by preconcerted cries, not to be distinguished from 
the call of wild birds, that this manceuvre was 
accomplished, they raised a universal yell, accom
panied by countless drums, fifes, and cymbals. As 
they draw closer to the ceJPJ.tre the sport becomes 
exciting, the beaters displaying the most admirable 
courage and reliance on one another whenever the 
game attempts to break, and striking d~wn au· the 
small fry they fajl in with. The Englishmen on 
the erections ~he middle refrain from firing at 
inferior animals, lest the •report should terrify the 
greater ones, that. may be behi~d, into br~aking 
through the gradually contracting circle. As tigers 
and leopards are now scarce, it •so~times happe~ 

• •that t~e gentlemen ~n the pulpits, with their well-

53 lJ£a£chans, from the same root as the Greek MAKHINE, or ou"r 
own machine. 
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appointed batteries, do not get a single shot, while 
the beaters are 13J}en with booty, and form them
selves into a triumphant procession, each having a 
hare or a bird, or at least a. good-sized snake, to 
show for his day's work. 

That the Santa! was at no distant period an 
•agriculturist, his language and festivals clearly prove. 
When driven from the open lowlands, he wrings an 
existence from the forest ; ~ut he carries with him 
a taste for agri.culture, and no mean skill in its 
details. The agriculture of the Hindu lowlanders 
has a stately language derived from' the Sanskrit, 
not a word of WQich is to be found in Santali; but it 
has also a humble, unwritten speech current among 
the poorer cultivators, ~ho have adopted many of 
their terms from the aborigines. The Santa! owes 
nothing of his skill in husbandry to the Aryan. 
He has crops of his own,54 implements of his own, 
his own system of cllJ_tivation, and an abundant 
vocabulary of rural life, not one word of which he 
has borrowed from the superior race who ousted 
him• from his heritage in the valley. Upon low-• . 
lying ground near the sea he cultivates rice as 
successfully as his Hindu neigh~s, and if not 
oppressed by them, beoomes a substantial man . 

• 
54 The staple food of the Beerbhoom highlanders is Indian corn 

(San tali, jan ora), anc;J. three small inferior grains 'called janhe, gundoli, 
a•d iri, which I have no~ seen cultivated by the lowland Hindus. 
The E"eerbhoom Santal looks upon ri'ce,J:he universal food of the • 
lowlanders, as a rare luxury ; but he successfully rears the sm~l hardy 
bt~-rley (bajra) which is common throughout Bengal. In the southern 
country, the wordjanhe is used to designate a wild grass. 
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As the lowland population advances, however, he 
recedes, so that few large villag~s and no Santal 
c1t1es grow up. The missionaries everywhere re
mark the Santal's 'd<icided preference for the new 
and jungly parts of the country.' Rice, the most 
bountiful gift of nature to man, is the national crop 
of the Santal : his earliest traditions refer to it; • 
his language overflows with terms to express its 
diffe~ent stages ;55 and e~en in the forest he never 
wholly loses his hereditary skill in raising it. Each 
period i~ its~ cultivation is marked by a festival. 
The Santal reJ"oices and sacrifices to his gods when 
he commits the &eed to the grour,.l (the Ero"Sim 
festival) ; when the green blade has sprouted (the 

. .. 
Harian Sim); when the ear has formed (the Hvro); 
and the gathering of the rice crop forms the occasion 
of the crowning festival of the year ( J ohorai). 56 

The Santal possesses a happy disposition, is . 
hospitable to strangers, an.d sociable to . a fault 
8mong his own people. Every occasion is seized 
upon for a feast, at which the absence of luxuries 
is compensated for by abundance of game, and . . 

• li5 The Santa! has Ij.mes of his own for every stage in rice cul
tivation. (1.) The g_J~:_ic name for rice: Bengali, d.hanJ· Santali, 
lwro. (z.) 'The seed: Bengali, b~ or bichJ· Santali, ita. (3.) Cut 
rice: Bengali, kata_- Santali, irj· hence irate, to reap. (~.Rice
straw : Bengali, bzi:ltaHJ· San tali, bassup. (5 .) Threshed rice : Ben
gali, nzaraJ· Santali, m-mm or ma-enmm. (6.) Husked rice: 
Bengali, chat, from the same root as the Santali cjtaoH, from cltalate, 
to sift. (7.) Boiled rice: Bengali, bftatJ· ~a~ta'!i, dakkzt. (8.) Fe• 

.mented rice liquor: Ben~jali, mad or paclrwai/ Santali, h~ndia. 
I have t!ken down these words as pronounced by Dhula Maji and 
Chandra Maji, two Santa! constables in the Beerbhoom police. 

56 For a list of Santa! festivals, see Appendix I. 
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liquor made from fermented rice. In the southern 
country each hou~e has its 'stranger's seat' outside 
the door, to which the traveller, whatever be his 
creed or colour, is courteousJ.y invited as soon a~ 
he enters the village. The Santal has a form of 
salutation of his own. He does not abase himself 

• to the ground like the rural Hindu, but gravely 
raises his hands to his forehead, and then stretches 
them out towards the stra~ger, till the palms touch 
each other.57 He keeps his respect chiefly for the 
aged among his own people ; and in dealings with 
outsiders, while courteous and hosphable, he is at 
the same time iirm and free frorp cringing. U n
like the Hindu, he never thinks of making money ... 
by a stranger, scrupulously avoids all topics of 
business, and feels pained if payment is pressed 
upon him for the milk and fruits which his wife 
brings out. When he is at last prevailed upon to 
enter upon business IQ.atters, his dealings are off
hand; he names the true price at first, which a 
lowlander never does, and politely waives all dis
cus~ion or beating down. He would much rather . . 
that strangers did not come to his village; but 
when they do come, he treats ~m as honoured 
guests. He would in a e;till greater degree prefer 
to ha'-"e no dealings with his guests; but when his 
guests introduce the subject, he deals with them 
~ honestly as he w~uld with his own people. 

The village government i3' purely patri~rchal. • 
~ach hamlet has an original founder (the Manjhi-

67 J ohar-ete. 
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Hanan), who is regarded as the father of the com
·munity. He receives divine honours in the sacred 
grove, and transmits his authority to his descendants. 
The head-man for tht! time being (Manjhi) bears 
the undisputed sway which belongs to a hereditary 
go~ernor; but he interferes only on great occasions, 
and leaves the details to his deputy (Paramanik). • 
A missionary who has lived for. some years among 
the Santals assures me ttat he has never seen an 
abuse ofpower by these authorities ; and the chance 
traveller cannot help remarking the facility with 
which he can get food, guides, means of transport, 
in· short, everything, by a word from. the head-man. 
As the adults of the village.have their head-man 
and his deputy, ·so also have the children. The 
juvenile community are strictly controlled by ,their 
own officers (the J og-manjhi and· J og-paramanik), 
whose superintendence continues till the youth or 
maiden enters on the responsibilities of married life. 
A watchman completes the list of village officers, 
but among the pure Santals crime and criminal 
officers are almost unknown. 57 a 

• ... 
The Santal treats the female members of his 

family with respeJ, allows them to 'join in festivals, 
and only marks his supa-iority by finishing his 
meal before his wife begins. The Santal w~man 

67a For some years the Santal district ~jc:einipg Beerbhoom was 
administered on what was termed the 'No-Police System.' .The• 
~ommissi~ner (Mr. G. W. Thle) speaks highly of it in his Ci~il and 
Criminal Report to Government for 1858 (pp. 4, 5, and 6), and the 
assistant Commissioners who had to carry out its pracucal details • 
were of one opinion with regard to its success. 
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is modest, but frank. Ignorant of the shrinking 
squeamishness o~ the Hindu female, she converses 
intelligently with strangers, and performs the rites of 
hospitality to her husband's .guests. Her dance is 
slow and decorous. AlJ the women join hands, form 
themselves into an arc of a circle, and advance and 

• retire towards the centre, where the musicians are 
placed, at the same time moving slightly towards 

, the right, so as to compl~e the circle in about an 
hour. 

The Santals live as much apart as possible from 
the Hindus. In some sequestered ~pot among the 
hills a field o' paddy makes its appearance, and 
before the sportsman is aware, he comes upon a 

• Santal village. The only Hindu they tolerate 
among them is a blacksmith, one of whom is at
tached to each village, and whose posterity in process 
of time become naturalized Santals. These men do 
all the working in iron for the hamlet, and fashion 
the armlets and other rude jewellery in which the 
Santa! matron delights. In some places a small 
community 0~ basket-weavers, a caste which forms 
the lowest extremity of Hindu society, or rather 
occupies a neutral ground of it~wn between the 
acknowledged Hindus ~nd the aborigines, is per
mitt~d to settle on the outskirts of the San tal village; 
but these also soon become naturalized, and lose the 

•iiluted strain' -of• Aryan blood they originally pos
sessed. The hill-men are SC1 simple-minded, that 

• 
. dealing with them is very profitable to the acute 
lowlander, who will pay large bribes to any person 
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whose influence can secure for him a footing among 
them. Under the protection of thr village head, a 
Hindu shopkeeper or usurer sometimes finds his 
way into the Santals' r~treats; and from that day, 
honesty, peace, and prosperity depart from the 
hamlet. · 

Until I 790, the Santals were .the pests of the • 
adjacent lowlands, a~d their unchecked inroads 
formed. Lord Cornwallis' ~ief reason for assuming 
the direct administration of Beerbhoom. Every 
winter, as soon as they had gathered in the rice 
crop and celebr!ted their harvest-home, the whole 
nation moved down upon the plains, Jaunting in the 
forests and plundering the open country on the line 

- I' of march. After three months excellent sport they 
returned laden with booty to celebrate the F ebru
ary festival in their own villages. The operations 
whicp ultimately pemied in the Santals within their 
own territory have already been_.detailed.68 Gradually 
th~y learned to.be content with the chase in the~r own 
forests as a winter pastime instead 'of the maraud~ 
ing expeditions upon the lowlands, and at the en~ 
of the century they appear in a new light~namely, 
as valuable neighb~rs to the lowland proprietors. 
The permanent settlement fQr the land-tax in I 790 
resulted in a general extension of tillage, and 'he 
Santals were hired to rid the lowlands of the wild 

/beasts which, since the great farn4ne Qf I 769, had • 
eV.erywhere encroached upon the margin of cultiv·a
tion. By this arrangefl!ent they combined sport 

58 Ante, Chap. ii. 
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with profit in a far greater degree than during 
their freebooting days, and gradually were induced 
to accept regular employment during the cold 
season on the plains. This circumstance was so 
noticeable as to find its way into the London 
papers, and from' 1792 a new e~;"a in the history of 

• the Santal dates. 59 

From that year he appears as the day-labourer 
of lowland Bengal. We ~ave seen how the famines 
which attended the dissolution of the Mahommedan 
power destroyed the equilibrium between the popula
tion and the cultivable land. Wlfole districts had 
fallen out of .tillage, and our first system, that of 
annual settlements for the land-tax which squeezed • the industrious and improving proprietor to make 
good the default of the prodigal and idle one, 
rendered operations for reclaiming waste land on a 
large scale out of the question. But when, in I 790, 
the British Governm~nt pledged itself not to lay any 
further tax on reclaimed lands, capital quickly found 
its way to its natural destination in an agricultural 
country-to wit, the improvement of the soil. Every . . 
able-bodied husbandman was welcome to as many 
acres as he could cultivate. ~ large surplus of 
excellent land still r~mained, and the Santals, 
terrfpted down to the plains by unprecedented wages 
or easy rents, reclaimed hundreds of rural communes 

• and gave a· 'fle"W•land tenure to Beerbhoom. In 
the northern district of Rajmahal, · Santals callile 

• 
59 ' Every proprietor is collecting husbandmen from the hills to im

prove his lowlands.'-Morning Chronicle, London, 23d Oct. 1792. O.C. 

' 
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gradually further and further down the slopes; and 
Government wisely won them into,peaceful habits, 
by grants of land, along with 'exemption from 

·the ordinary course o~ law, and from all taxes.' 
' Causes not affecting the public peace,' says an 
eye-witness in r8o9, 'they settle among themselves 
by their own customs ; but they are bribed by an -
annual pension to give uj> such as commit violent 
outrages, such as robbery and murder; and these are 
punished by the judge, provided an assembly of 
their countrymen finds them guilty.' 60 

By these me~sures did the British Government 
change invasion into immigration, anrj utilize a race 
that had· been from time immemorial the terror of 

# 

the western border of Bengal. The same tribes 
that had turned cultivated fielc;Is into a waste during
M ussulmans' times, were destined to bring back the 
waste into cultivated fields under English rule. 

The Santals, no longer thinned by the losses 
--..of the winter incursions, soon outgrew ,their sterile 

highlands, and about the year r83o began to 
migrate northwards in large bodies. They fou~d . . 
the northern hills inhabited by another aboriginal 
race, shorter, dar~~r, fiercer, and more hostile to 
strangers than themselves+ speaking a language 
they did not understand, and ignorant of the•arts 
of peace. It was the race which, after defying the 
Mahommedan arms for centurie91 \\'a5·won over in. 
~>780 bx the truthful and gentle policy of Augustus 

• 
60 Hist. Antiq., etc. of Eastern India, from the Buchana1~MSS. • 

ii. 82. Letters of Gurreeb Doss, with replies, Svo, 1794- 0. C.~ 
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Cleveland, on whose tomb the following words are 
engraved : 'Without bloodshed or the terrors of 
authority, employing only the means of concilia
tion, confidence, and benev~ence, he attempted and 
accomplished the entire subjection of the lawless 
and savage inhabitants of the Jungle-Terry (forest 
frontier) of Rajmaha1, who had long infested the 
neighbouring lands by ~heir predatory incursions, 
inspired them with a taste of the arts of civilised 
life, and attached them to the British Government 
by a conquest over their minds-the most permanent 
as the most rational mode of dominron.' 61 

The more. civilised Santal immigrants, finding 
no rest among thes~ wild tribes, split up into wan
dering bands,. and would probably have relapsed 
into savage life, but for a happy stroke of policy 
in r832. The Hindus had never ceased to regard 
the old war-like hill-men as dangerous neighbours, 
and the fertile slopes r~mained an uninhabited neutral 
ground. In 1832 Government determined to mark 
off once and for all the territory of the highlanders 
by a rinz fe_nce of pillars built of solid masonry. 
The Hindus immediately pushed forwards the 
margin of cultivation towards tQ..e boundary ; but 
the intervening valleys- between the hills and the 
pilla•rs remained unoccupied, the wild highlanders not 
caring, and the lowlanders not daring to till them . 

• For this ferine·c~untry a population was wanted, . . 
and the Santals were dtscovered to be tve very 

61 ' By order of the Governor-General and Council of Bengal, in 
honour of his character, and for an example to others,' 1784-
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people required. Less timid than the Hindu, they 
were perfectly able to hold their 9wn against their 
hill neighbours ; fond of a semi-agricultural life in 
a thickly-wooded cou.ntry and accustomed from 
childhood to clear jungle lands, the rich slopes 
were exactly the territory they had been long 
seeking in vain.61a The few hundreds who first ~ 

settled on the land at a nominal rent found them
selves so _well off, that t"t.ey sent for their kinsmen 
from among the southern hills, and before 1838 
they had established forty villages, containing 3000 

souls. What <fttracted the Santa! even more than 
the virgin soil and well-stocked }}unting-gro~.md, 

was the circumstance that he# could there preserve 
his nationality intact. Those who settled on the 
waste lands of Beerbhoom soon came to be re
garded, both by the surrounding lowlanders and 
by their former highland kinsmen, as a low caste 
of Hindus. They lost their old customs, their 
religion and social institutions grounded on the 

/family basis, with the equality between man and 
1 

man w.hich those institutions imply, :=tnd. subsid~d 
into an insignificant caste of the great Hindu 
community. Ind~ed in the lowland village the 
Santal was regarded as a. flesh-eating barbarian, 
and had to take his place in the lowest lank. 
But Hindus rarely penetrated the northern hill 
country inside the ring of pillaoo, • a~'d the San tal • 

• 
• Sla Mr. John Petty Ward, of the Civil Service, may be considered 

the founde,. of this colony. The ring fence is 295 miles in circum
terence, containing 866 square miles of highland and 500 of lowland · 
territory. Of the latter, 254 square miles had been reclaimed in rSsr. 
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has there preserved his nationality to this day. 
The enclosure, therefore, became the favourite 

• • 
colony for the constantly overflowing Santals, and in 
1847-less than twenty-five years from the time Mr. 
Ward erected the pillars-fifteen hundred Santa! 
villages and townships, containing a population of 

' about <:L hundred thousand souls, had sprung up 
within the ring. According to recent statistics, 

. ' they now considerably exceed 20o,ooo. 

The Santal was destined not only to restore 
the equilibrium between the population ::"1d the 
cultivable land in the western lo~lands, but also 
to become th~ means of rendering British enter
prise possible throu~hout the whole of Bengal. 
During the past two generations, every Hindu, 
being able to obtain a little farm with a homestead 
of his own, naturally declined becoming the hired 
workman of foreign employers. The division of 
~he population into capitalists and day-labourers 
did not take place; and when English capital 
sought investments in Bengal, it found the second 
erement ~f P.roduction wanting. It had th~refore, 
adapting itself to the condition of the country, to 
bribe the agriculturists to labour by means of ad
vances,-a system unpiofitable in itself, and apt to 
lead• to great abuses. In process of time, moreover, 
the chief product •of English enterprise-indigo-

• became an tinp~fX!lar crop with the husbandman; 
and in some places the planter found that, in orde.r 

• to cultivate it, he must first get the whole surround-
ing population into his power by loans, or by pur-
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chasing the land they tilled. During a: quarter of 
a century, a large proportion of t9e indigo crop of 
Bengal was produced under pressure, not the less 
irksome because the Jmsbandman had voluntarily 
subjected himself to it. From this unsatisfactory 
state of things the hill-men of the west afforded 
the means of escape. About 1835 Santals and • 
kindred · aboriginal tribes moved down in little 
bands towards th~ east, ~illing to work at anything 
that would yield them a ·living, but preferring agri
cultural employment where they"could get it. In 
Western Beng~l the hills and arid laterite clearly 
fix the limits of cultivation, and tijese limits had 
been reached. In the eastern districts the exube-• rant alluvial soil yet awai.ted the. husbandman, and 
presently Santal villages sprang up on the margin 
of each secluded marsh and jungle. The 'system . 
of exacting labour under pressure from the Hindu 
cultivators had always been.disagreeable to most 
English gentlemen. It now became unnecessary, , 

/for the Santal immigrants afforded a population of 
day-labourers. Indigo-growing exactly suited the . . 
hill-man. It mainly consisted of agricultural opera-
tions; and it allowed him to work, according to his 
wont, by fits and starts,. demanding that every 
sinew should be strained at certain. seasons: and 
permitting of almost total idleness during others. 

From personal observation bot'h ih the eastern. 
and western districts of Lower Bengal, I am con
vinced that a deep, unceasing current of population 
still flows from the western highlands. Land is not 

VOL: I. p 
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only more fertile, but also cheaper, in the east than 
the west. Mea~re soil, requiring to be manured 
and artificially watered, and yielding only one crop 
in return, cannot be obtained oin Beerbhoom at a less 
rent than nine shillings an acre. Excellent land in 
the eastern districts, yielding two crops a-year for 

' the trouble of turning up the soil, could, until very 
recently, be had at seve~ or eight. In the latter 
districts, indeed, manuring and artificial irrigation 
are almost unknown. ' It does not appear to be 
generally known,' says a Calcutta newspaper, 'but 
it is indisputably the fact, that East~rn Bengal is at 
this moment b~&ing peopled by the spare population 
of the west.' In ev~ry part of N uddea little com
munities of Santals, Dangars, or other hill-men, may 
be found living apart from the Hindus, and pre
serving their national customs. in the middle of the 
lowland population. Many indigo factories in the 
eastern districts 62 have villages of these western 
highlanders. A family of them makes its appear
ance wherever manual labour is wanted, builds its 

• leaf huts .in e1: few days, and before the end of the 
month feels as much at home as if it were still 
among the mountains. Patient of labour, at home 
with nature, able to live f>n a penny a day, contented 
with• roots when better food is not to be had, dark
skinned, a hearty but not habitually excessive toper, 

.given to pig~huntibg on holidays, despised by the 
• 

Hindus, and heartily repaying their conte~pt, the 
hill-men of the west furnish the sinews by which 

62 The Boo1Za-parah. 
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English enterprise is carried on in Eastern Bengal. 
Many of them come from the 1entral highlands, 
where the population is permanently just one degree 
above .absolute starvation, where the extension of 
tillage is only possible after a considerable outlay 
of capital in digging tanks, where the winters are 

__ -~eyere, where cutaneous diseases and every infi.r- 1 
# 

are rampant, and where the political dtsattectlOn 
which springs from a chro'nically h~ngry stomach 
is never unknown. They settle in _a land where 
Nature- has do~e her utmost to render unnecessary 
the toil of man, where good wages a.re .always to be 
had in ready money,· and wher~ the very jungle pro
duc~s as ample a subsistence as their little cultivated 
patches at home. Every winter, after the indigo is 
packed, numbers of the labourers visit their native· 
villages, and seldon'l 'return unaccompanied with a 
train· of poor relations, who· look forward to the 
wages of the spring sowing season as the soldiers of 
Alaric contemplate9. the spoils of Lombardy. 

• The law of supply and demand ·O]ierates in the 
long-run as effectively, although more tardily, in the 
valley of the Ganges ·as on the banks of the Mers!=y 
or the Clyde. In the we~ern districts of Bengal 
the population have outgrown the land, and i~ the 
eastern they hav~ not yet become equal to it.63 

, . . 
63 The old rates for rice land in Nudaea were one shilling.and• 

!!ixpence -eer acre. In a large majority of rent suits that came before 
me in 18~5, when in charge of the subdivision of Kooshtea, the rent 
of fair land was under six shillings per acre ; and the highest rent • 
claimed was, if I remember rightly, twelve shillings an acre for land · 
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Labour, therefore, can make a better bargain with 
land and capital in the east than in the west ; and 
the hill-races, un~ivilised though they be, are saga
cious enough to find out and. frequent the districts 
where they can get the highest price for the one 
marketable article that Providence has given them-·-

' the work of their hands. 
The Santal colony ~~hin the ring of masonry 

pillars in the north became, under the lenient treat
ment of the British Government, as safe and peace · 
ful as any district of Lower Bengal. Hindu mer
chants flocked thither every winter Mter harvest to 
buy up the crop, and by degrees each market-town 
throughout the settl~ment had its resident Hindu 
grain-dealer. The Santal was ignorant and honest; 
the trading Hindu is keen and unscrupulous. Not 
a year passed without some successful shopkeeper 
returning from the hill-slopes to astonish his native 
town by a display of .quickly-gotten wealth, and to 
buy land upon the plains. The Santal country came 
to be regarded by the less honourable orders of 
• 

naturally irr~ateq, and bearing two crops a year. Such land can 
hardly be obtained in Beerbhoom. The little there is of it is used for 
mulberry cultivation, and pays from twenty-four to forty-two shillings 
an acre. That a large surplus of land exists in the eastern districts, 
is proven by the prevalence oi the Utbandi system, according to 
whicl-. the husbandman enters, without any previous arrangement 
with the proprietor, on the uncultivated land, takes as many crops off 
it as he can get, and deserts it for fresh fields at the end of the year. 
The proprietor rw:;aswe. the land thus cultivated when the crop is 

• ripe. and charges the small rent of se,1en shillings and sixpence per 
acre. This represents the rent not only of the ycai· du.1~.il~ wl1it.,;h Gt~ 
land is cruelly overcropped, but also of the succeeding o~e, during 

• which it will in all probability lie fallow. Since r865 I understand 
that rents have risen in N uddea. 
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Hindus as a country where a fortune was to be 
made, no matter by what means, so that it was made 
rapidly. That the Hindus appeal throughout their 
whole connection with•the Santals as cheats, extor
tioners, and oppressors, tells neither more nor less 
disp-racefnllv !liT:> ;,ct. i-ho ll =- -1 •• -- - 1 

• • 

adventurers wouid-rt~ii -~~;tu";h; ~o;:Ur~~~r;~: -

English nation. Along the skirt of the Santal 
country, from the ring-fenced colony on the north 

·to the highland valleys of Beerbhoo,m, Hindu. 
hucksters settl~d upon various pretences, and in a 
few years grew into men of fortune.. They cheated 
the _poor San tal in every tran~ction. The forester 
brought his jars of clarified butter for sale ; the 
Hindu measured it in vessels with false bottoms : 
the husbandman came to exchange his rice for salt, 
oil, cloth, and gunpowder; the Hindu used heavy 
weights in ascertaining the 'iuantity of grain, light 
ones in weighing out the articles given in return. 
If the Santal remonstrated, he was told that salt, 
being an excisable commodity, had a. set .of weights 
and measures peculiar to itself. The fortunes made 
by traffic in produce were augmented by usury. A 
family of new settlers req~ired a small advance o( 
grain to eke out the produce of the chase whil~ they 
were clearing the jungle. The Hindu dealer gave 
them a few shillings' worth of Pic~, ~nd seized th~ 
hnd as soon as they had cleared it and sown • the • 
crop. Another family, in a fit of hospitality, feasted_ 
away their whole harvest, and then opened an 
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account at the grain-dealer's, who advanced enough 
to keep them above starvation during the rest of 
the year. From' the moment the peasant touched 
the borrowed rice, he and his children were the serfs 
of the corn merchant. No matter what economy 
the family practised, no matter what effort they 

' made to extricate them~!~es ; stint as they might, 
toil as they might, the ~indu claimed the whole 
crop, and carried on a balance to be paid out of the 
next harvest. Year after year the San tal sweated 
for his oppressor. If the victim threatened to run 
off into the jungle, the usurer institut~d a suit in the 
courts, taking pre that the Santa! should know 
nothing of it till the decree had been obtained and • 
execution taken out. Without the slightest warning, 
the poor husbandman's buffaloes, cows, and little 
homestead were·sold, not omitting the brazen house
hold vessels which formed the sole heirloom of the 
family. Even the ch~ap iron ornaments, the out
ward tokens of female respectability among the 
Santals, were torn from the wife's wrists. Redress 
was out of the question: the court sat in the 
civil stati~n perhaps a hundred miles off. The 
English judge, engrossed with the collection of the 
revenue, had no time for.the petty grievances of his 
peopre. The native underlings, one and all, had 
taken the pay of the oppressor : the police shared 
~n the spoil. '\ Q:)dt is great, but He is too far off,' 
said' the Santal ; and the poor cried, and there was. 

• none to help them. 
· Of all this, Government knew nothing. A 
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single English officer ·had been deputed to look after 
the Santals, and what one man could do he appears 
to have done. As cultivation extehded he enhanced 
the land-tax,, and witlwut oppression, or raising a 
single murmur, the revenue rose under his manage
ment from £668 in 1838 to £6803 in 1854· The 

----- ··-
·1· • 1 -~-- ~~- - _ _._ 
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ferior officers of the couri, Hind~-;ho naturally 
sided with plaintiffs of t{eir own race against the 
despised Santal. _ If the English superintendent 
could, with the utmost industry, get through the 
daily routine ci his revenue work, he deemed him
self fortunate. For inquiries into the history, the 

• 
habits, or the necessities of the people, he had 
not a moment to spare.' A• well-armed and only 
half-recl_aimed population of sturdy aborigines was 
allowed to shoot up with an uncared-for growth; 
and Government, so far from feeling any anxiety, 
congratulated itself upon h~ving converted a hun
dred thousand wandering savages into settled agri
culturists. It dwelt with delight upon the annuaJ 
returns, showing how swiftly the jungle h~d gi'('en 
place to ploughed land, and cited the' Santal settle
ment as a proof of '\¥hat it was the fashion of the 
day to call a cheap and .practical administration. 
But the Santa! colony was destined to furr1ish a 
terrible argument against such an administration. 
The servants of an association like the East India 

• • Company, which had to make its dividends ottt of 
the re\renues, were constantly liable to the temp
tation of looking at government in the light of a 
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mercantile undertaking, and of estimating its suc
cess by its profits. This temptation the Court of 
Directors resistel with a consistency most credit
able to our nation, but amhitious subordinates in 
India sometimes took a narrower view, for the 
benign maxim that Indian governors are the trus-

' tees of the Indian people, not merely of a few 
hund~ed Engli:~ share~ders, obt~ined a full and 
defimte recogmt10n only when Indta passed under 
the British Crown. In the administration of the San
tal settlement, everything that cost money without 
bringing in a tangible return was avotded. Nothing 
was spent in o~taining a knowledge of the people. 
The superintendent was pre-eminently a practical 

• man; and so it fell out that, early in rSss, the most 
peaceful province in the empire became the scene 
of a protracted rebellion, without any one being 
able to give either warning or explanation. Up to 
1854 the Santal colonjsts within the ring-fence had 
only the choice of continuing the serf of the Hindu 
usurer, or returning to the sterile, over-populated 
coftntry whence he had come. In 1848 three 
whole townships accepted the latter alternative, 
and, throwing up their clearings, fled in despair to 
the jungle. But the rpajority preferred the life 
even 'bf a serf on the fertile lowlands, to exposing 
their women and children to the permanently half-

rl · r 1 r • • -
~t::trve .... cx1stct.co- QJ. we wre!St, ana accepted that 
mild' form of prcedial slavery which has been an. 
immemorial institution in Bengal. Until I ~6o no 
flenal provisions existed against it, and indeed the 
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last preceding law, by regulating its incidents and 
refusing it the support of the courts, had acknow
ledged its existence. 64 Many of lthe Santals had 
no land or crop to ple<ige for their little debts. If 
a man of this class required a few shillings to bury 
his father, he went to the Hindu usurer for it; and 
having no security to offer ejcept his manual labour , 
and that of his children, h(bound over himself and 
family as slaves till the loan should be repaid. · 
The few pieces of silver were speedily spent on his 
father's pyre, the funeral feast was eaten, and nexf 
morning the -Jnhappy household started for the 
usurer's residence, and delivered themselves into 
slavery. The master neither .expected nor wished 
for the repayment of the debt, and took care, by 
working his slave every hour of the 'day, to leave 
him no leisure for earning a peculium with which 
to buy his liberty. The only inheritance he had 
~o leave to his children was tbe debt, at first a few 
shillings, but now grown by compound interest at 
33 per cent. into many pounds. If the slave re
fused to give up his whole time, the master stopp;d 
his food ; if he worked for other peopie, the master 
too,k out legal execution against his person, and 
soon brought the ignorant c.eature to his knees, by 
artfully exaggerating the terrors of the jail. • 

It does not appear that the masters acted with 
unnecessary cruelty. I have newet h"eard a single. 
tale of atrocities such as the American slaveholders 
are said to have practised. The Hindu • is too 

64 Act v. of 1843 (Indian Council). 
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dignified to strike his dependants, and the jungle 
always remained when existence under a harsh 
master became \ntolerable. A mitigated serfdom 
like this is indigenous in every country where the 
people increase and the means of subsistence stand 
still. It represents the last resource of labour when 

' placed by over-popula~n completely at· the mercy 
of capital. The labou~~ man, toil as he may, can 
earn at most a bare subsistence ; a bare subsistence 
is the least that the m~ster can 'give to his slave. 
Between I 8 38 and I 8,:, I the population within 
the pillars increased from 3000 to -82,795, besides 
Io,ooo on the. outskirts; and the landless Santa!, 
finding himself seldom worse off as a serf than crs 

• 
a free labourer, acquiesced in his fate. · But in 
18 54 events occurred that completely altered the 
relation of capital to labour in Bengal. Govern
ment had determined to give railways to India, 
and the line skirted th,e Santa! country for two hun
dred miles. High embankments, heavy cuttings, 
many-arched bridges, created a demand for work
men such as had never been known in the history 
of India. • Some years later, twenty thousand were 
required in Beerbhoom alone; and the number 
along the sections runn~g through or bordering on 
the ~antal territories amounted to one hundred 
thousand men,65 or more than the whole overflow-

.,ings of the Scint<!l ia,Ce during a quarter of a century. 
Instead of labour going about the northern colony 

• 
65 Return of daily average of workpeople employed on the East 

Indian Railway, by Mr. George Turnbull, chief engine~r. 
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in fruitless search of capital, capital in unprece
dented quantities roamed through the Santal 
country in quest of labour. TheJ contractors sent 
their recruiters to eve;y fair, and·· in a few months 
the Santals who had taken service came back with 
their girdles full of coin, and their women covered 
with silver jewellery, 'just/like the Hindus,' as 
their astonished clans-peopyremarked. Every man, 
woman, and child could get work, and boys of teA 
earned higher wages on the line than grown men 
had ever earned in the village. It· was then that 
the distinction between the slave and the freeman 
br-

0
.ln to make itself felt. The entLre free popula

tion who had not land of their own went forth with 
• their women and children, their bows and arrows in 

their hands, and the national drum tatooing in front, 
to work for a few months on the railway, and then 

. to return and buy land, and give feasts to their clans
men. The slaves, who wer~ compelled to remain 
working for their masters at home, contrasted their 
own lot with that of the prosperous adventu~ers. 
Running away became common; and the Hincfu 
masters had recourse, in self-defence·, to" a much 
stricter and more vigilant system than they had ever 
before practised. The sa~e causes that had made 
the slave eager for freedom had rendered him. rhore 
valuable to his master; and it became clear that the 
great issue would soon have to .be tl'ied, whether 

0 

ik was possible, in the second half of the present 
century,• under British laws, to keep men slaves 
whe~ it was worth their while to be free. 



' 
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During the cold weather of 18 54 and 1 8 55 the 
Santals appeared to be in a strange, restless state. 
They had gath~ed in an excellent crop, and the 
influx of capital 'had enhanced the local price of 
agricultural produce. Nevertheless the highlanders 
continued excited an~iscontented. It was in vain 
that the magistrate of eerbhoom, in reviewing the 
progress of his district during the year, reported 
everything prosperous. ' The very extensive works. 
now being carried on by the railway authorities 
throughout the district,' he wrote, ' and the employ
ment given by them to vast numbet's of the poorer 
classes, has greatly ameliorated the condition of the 
inhabitants ; and th~ universally abundant harvest 
has also contributed to their welfare.' 66 But in spite 
of high prices for their grain and high wages for their 
labour, the race swayed restlessly about. The truth 
was, that the rich Santals had determined to be no 
longer the dupes of th(i Hindus, who intercepted these 
high prices; the poorer agriculturists had determined 
to be no longer their serfs, and the day-labourers had 
d~termined no longer to be their slaves. 

To a· people in this frame of mind, leaders are 
seldom wanting. Two brothers,67 inhabitants of a 
village that had been .oppressed beyond bearing 
by :t-Iindu usury, stood forth as the deliverers of 
their countrym~n, claimed a divine mission, and 
-~~-....1 ____ _] 1---.!.--ei- ,..,..........,4- .......... 1. .. ,....-"' ,....,. +1-..-.! ... ,....,....,...l.on+:..,1co e J:'l UUULCU J.lt:dV J.!-W)CUL l.Vl\..\...11.::) a.,:, l.U\.....l.l '-'.1 '-u.'--'u".u·"'"''•-'-

e 
66 From the officiating Magistrate of Beerbhoom to the Commii-

sioner of the Burdwan Division, dated 18th .February 1854'! B. J. R. 
67 Sidu and Khanu, natives of Bagnadihi, afterwards joined by 

their other two brothers, Chand and Bairab. 
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The god. ?f 'the Santals, they said, had appeared 
to them on seven successive days : at first in the 
form of a white man in a native Jostume; next as 
a flame of fire, with a ·knife glowfng in the midst ; 
then as the perforated slice Sal trunk which 
forms the wheel of the Sant s bullock cart. The 
divinity delivered to the o brothers a sacred 
book, and the sky showe d down slips of paper, 
which were secretly spread throughout the whole 
Santa! country. Each village received a scrap 
without a word of explanation, but with an im
precation, as ft would avoid the wrath of the 
national god, to forward it witho~t a moment's 
pause to the nearest hamlet. • Having in this way 
raised a general expectation of some great event 
among their countrymen, the leaders hoped that 
their English governors would inquire into the 
matter, .and redress their wrongs ; but their Eng
lis~. governors had no tima for such inquiries. 
Th~y next . petitioned the chief authority to do 
them justice, adding obscurely, that their god had 
commanded them to wait no longer. This offic~r 
knew nothing of the people or their wrongs. A 
cheap and practical administration has only time 
to look after its revenues_~ the San tal administra
tion did this effectively; and for the terri'ble retri
bution which our ignoranc~ of the people brought 
upon us, the system, not any •i11dividual officer,. 
l'llust be blamed. The English superintendent ~ol-• lected the revenue as usual, and put aside the com- . 
plaints: the Santal leaders in despair had recourse· 

• 
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to the Commissioner-a high English official m 
charge of a divison of the province-and, it is 
said, plainly told\him that if he would not redress 
their wrongs, they :would redress them themselves.68 

The Commissioner .ould not understand what they 
wanted : the taxes c e in as usual ; the admini
stration continued ch p and practical as before. 
'God is great,· but He 1 ,too far off,' said the San
tal leaders. A last resource remained. Emissaries, 
bearing the national Sal branch, were despatched to 
every mountain valley ; and the people, obedient to 
the signal, gathered together in v!tst masses, not 
knowing for wkat object, but with their expectation 
excited by the slips .of paper, and carrying the in
variable bow and arrows in their hands. 

The brothers found that they had raised a 
storm which they could not control. A general 
order went through the encampment to move down 
upon the plains towa!"ds Calcutta, and on the 30th 
June 1855 the vast expedition set out.69 The body
~ard of the leaders alone amounted to 30,000 men. 

es I should add that I have never been able to verify this state
ment from official documents. 

69 It was asserted that on this day the Santa! leaders addressed 
an ultimatum to the Government, to the Commissioner of the Bhagul
pore !>ivision, to the Magistrates and Collectors of Bhagulp0:-c Dis
trict and :Beerbhoom, and to the various police i~~pectors through 
whose jurisdictions their route lay. T h<tve never discovered one of 
these curious missives; fe".', ii any, of them reached their destination, 

•buttin accur:>tc contemp~rary writer, with the whole facts before him, 
p-;~·e;,; his authority to the statement. The ultimatum is said to ha~ 
i~sisted chiefly on the regulation of usury, on a new arra~gement of 

• the revenues, and on the expulsion, or, as some say, the massacre, 
of all Hindu extortioners in the Santa! country. 
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As long as the food which they'had brought from 
their villages lasted, the march was orderly; but 
unofficered bodies of armed men r ming about, not 
very well knowing where they e going, soon be-· 
came dangerous ; and with th end of their own 
stock of provisions, the neces ty for plundering or -levying benevolences com .enced. The leaders 
preferred the latter, the ii.bble the former. On 
the 7th of July a native inspector. of police heard 
of the entrance of a .vast body of hill-men, with the 
two brothers at their head, into his jurisdiction; and 
the Hindu usurhs, becoming uneasy, bribed him to 
get up a false charge of burglary against the band, 
and apprehend their leaders .• He went out with 
his guards, but was met half-way by an embassy 
from the Santals, with instructions to escort him 
into their camp. The two brothers order~ 
levy a~~ family in 

· Itisjlirisdic~ion, for the subsist~nce of their followers, 
and were about to dismiss him in peace, when some 
one discovered that he had come out with the inten-

• tion of getting up a false complaint .. ,At· first he 
denied the charge, saying he was on his way to 
investigate an accidental death from snake-bite, 
but afterwards confessed tile usurers had bribed 
him to. get up a fal~e case of burglary, and 'bring 
in their leaders bound. The two brothers said, If 
you have any proof against us, ta~e· us' and bind us. • 

• 
The foolhardy inspector, presuming on the usually . . 
peaceable nature of the Santals, ordered his guards 

·to pinion them : but no sooner were the words out 



.. 
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of his mouth, than the whole mass rushed upon him, 
and bound him and his minions. After a hurried 
trial, the chief eader Sidu slew the corrupt in
spector with his n hands, •and the police left nine 
of their party dead the San tal camp. 

From this day- e 7th of July-the rebellion 
dates. At the time o their setting out, they do· not 
seelJl to have contempla"t,ed armed opposition to the 
Government. When all. was over, their leaders, 
who in other respects at any rate disdained equi
vocation or fals~hood, solemnly declared that their 
purpose was to m'arch down to Ca,cutta, in order 
to lay the pet\tion which the local authorities had 
rejected at the feet.of the Governor-General; and 
the truth of this statement is rendered probable by 
the fact that their wives and children accompanied 
them. Indeed, the movem~nt could not be dis
tinguished at first from one of their great national 
·processions, headed lily the customary drums and 
fifes. Want drove them to plunder, and the preci
pitate outrage upon the inspector of police changed 
the whole ch~racter of the expedition. The inoffen
sive but only half-tamed highlander had tasted 
blood, and in a moment his old savage nature 
returned. N evertheles~ their proceedings retained 
a c~rtain air of rude justice. The leaders had a 
revelation enjoining the immediate slaughter of the 

• Hindu usurers, b1X protection to all other classes ; 
and assured the ignorant muftitude that the great 

• . English lord in the south would ~a!lrtion these pro-
ceedings and share the plunder. 



ANGLO-INDIAN PANICS. 

The Anglo-Indian community is naturally liable 
to the apprehensions and hasty conclusions incident 
to a small body of settlers surra ded by an alien 
and a greatly more. numerou race. To what 
such apprehensions and has conclusions may 
lead, when shared by the lo 1 administration, the 
recent Jamaica trag~dy g- ve melancholy proof. 
Disaffection that would be .sufficiently met by a few 
dozen policemen in England, becomes a very serious 
matter where n~illions of pounds' worth of property 
and many thousand lives depend . upon absolutely 
unbroken orde1. It is not a question whether the 
disaffection has any chance of ul~mate success. 
The Anglo-Indian communit~ is perfectly aware 
that England can avenge, but it also know~ that 
England may be too late to save. People who live 
in this situation are prone to exaggerate danger, as 
the Jamaica white population exaggerated it, and to 
.be carried into excesses such ~s the Jamaica troops 
committed. With the Government rests the heavy' 
responsibility of counteracting the natural tendency 
to panic on the part of the public; and !his is one, b~t 
only orte, of many permanen_t causes tending to- pre
vent the Indian Government and the Anglo-Indian 
press from being in perfece: accord. The Epglish 
Government of India from an early period fully r~cog
nised their duty in this respect; indeed, on some occa
sions it 'would appear that the reh01!ncfhas led them • 
~nto the opposite extreme; the authorities hav1ng · 

• • underrated the danger m a gr~ater and more fatal de-
gree than the outside community had exaggerated it. 

VOL. I. Q 

.. 
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The Santal insurrection found the Government 
strongly imbued with this spirit. A contempo
rary writer state that when the blow was at last 
struck, twelve hu dred troops could not be found 
within eighty miles of the rebels.7° For a whole 
fortnight the Santals read fire and sword through
out the western district The armed masses ceased 
to be controlled by the loo.ders who had set them on ; 
and before the end of July, scores of villages had been 
burned, thousands of cattle driven away, our troops 
beaten back, and several Englishmen along with two 
English ladies slain. Many a little •English station 
and factory la)i at the mercy of the marauders ; and 
that the atrocities of tbe mutiny of I 8 57 were not anti
cipated in I 8 55, is due not to the want of opportunity, 
but to the natural mildness of the Santal, only one 
of their leaders attacking English residents unless in 
self-defence. Government at once despatched troops, 
but the rains had set •in, and the rivers became im
passable for days together. ' One evening,' says an 
officer who played an important part in putting down 
tte rebellion,.' when my regiment was at Barrack
pore, the colonel sent for me and ordered me to 
march next morning with a detachment to Ranee
gunge, in Beerbhoom, cw; the hill-tribes had broken 
out: I had heard nothing of the affair before, nor 
was it, so far as I remember, talked of in military 

e circles. Nert 11HIIrning I st~rtf>n ~t 4 A.M., and 
• 
70 This part of my narrative is chiefly derived from t~e contem

porary press-the Frietzd of btdia, the Englishman, the Harkaru 
and the Calcutta Review. 
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reached Burdwan by train about breakfast time. 
The Commissioner (the chief civil officer of that clivi- · 

sian of the province) came to lie nd ordered me to 
push on direct for Soorie, the ca tal of Beerbhoom, 
as it was in instant danger of ack. We marched 
for two days and a night, the in pouring the whole 
way, and my men without any regular food. As we 
cam~ near to Soorie, we found panic in every village. 
The Hindus fairly lined the road, welcoming us with 
tears in their eyes, and pressing sweetmeats and 
parched rice upon my exhausted Sepoys. At Soorie 
we found things, if possible, worse. One officer 
kept his h0rse saddled day and night, .the jail seemed 
to have been hastily fortified,.find the bulk of the 
coin from the treasury was said, I know not with 
what truth, to be hid in a well.' 71 

· In this panic the Central Government declined 
to share. It could only act on the evidence be
fore it, and the local authoriuies wrote much more 
calmly than they felt. The provincial records give 
a very inadequate idea of the state of affairs. The 
. -character which an Indian officer dr:eads most is 
that of an alarmist, and as the officials on the 
spot had failed to foresee the storm, there was a 
natural tendency to underr:!te it when at length it 
burst. This, too, without any intention to con~eal, 
or even consciousness that their reports were apt to 
mislead. In every matter of fact thefr accuracy is • . . 

;I Pers~nal Narrative of Major Vincent. Jervis; one of the MS. 
contributions on which this chapter is based. I have not been able 
officially to ve~ify the legend of the treasure chests in the well. 
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beyond question ; but in the inferences drawn from 
the facts the tendency appears. Some of them, 
only a few mont s before, had reported that crime 
in their jurisdictio had great~ decreased, that a new 
and more effective olice had been introduced, and 
that the people had ever been more contented, or 
the district as a whole so prosperous. It took 
time for men who had written in this strain in 
February, to realize that their district was the seat 
of a rebellion in July. Night attacks on houses by 
bands of from five to fifty men had always been 
common in Bengal, and it was a diffi.cult matter to 
pronounce the.exact line at which such enterprises 
cease to be civil offc;nces and become overt insur
rection. A single example will suffice. ' The 
whole inquiry only tends to prove,' wrote the 
magistrate of Beerbhoom, with regard to the sack
ing of a Bengali hamlet, ' that it was one of 
those occurrences C(jmmon in Bengal, when the 
Dacoits were bold, adventurous, and determined, 
t~e Bengali a coward and helpless, and the village 
watchmen all. absent from their posts.' 72 It is pos
sible that in this individual case the magistrate may 
have been right in his conjecture, but in many 
similar cases there can• be no doubt that he mis
tool; rebellion for robbery. Each magistrate put off 
as long as possible the admission that his district 

• was in arms" agamst Government, and arraigned 
• 

men, who should have been hanged as rebels, Otl 
• 

72 From the officiating magistrate of Beerbhoom to the Commis
sioner of the Burdwan division, dated 8th Nov. 1855· B. J. R. 
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charges of burglary, or 'for assembling illegally and 
riotously with offensive weapons for the purpose of 
plunder, and to commit a serious breach of the 
~eace.' This farce continued Ror weeks. in the 
courts while a tragedy was b~ng enacted_o_utsi<k---

- C..,._l_ - ·- - ~ -----~-- ........... v•lh.ta Lu acKnow-

ledge that his people are in revolt, and that the 
authority has passed out of his hands. . 

The Government therefore, judging from· the 
reports before it, refused to be alarmed. It sent 
troops; but anxious to avoid the seve-rities of martial 
law, and following precedents afforded by disturbed 
frontier districts in the last century, p~aced the troops 
under the orders of the civil awthorities. But in so 
doing, it overlooked the difference between a col
lector of Mr. Keating's school in 1788, and a col-

- lector of 1855· Mr. Keating knew nothing of 
jurisprudence ; but he selected the passes to be 
held, distributed his troops~ and regulated their 
movements with consummate ability. The collector 
of 1855 was a more able lawyer, and administer~d 
his district with much cleaner handsi but he knew 
nothing of military tacties; and for the duties now 
devolved upon him he had not, and never pretended 
to have, any capacity. • 1-Iis military dispositions 
made him ridiculous in the eyes of the soldier; sent 
to act urider him, dissension reigned within the 
English_ camp, and the rebels p~unde'red and :rpas-e 
osacred;.t pleasure outside. · 

About the 25th of July, Government finding_ 
that it must take severer measures, placed the re-
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duction of the rebels in the hands of an experienced 
commander,73 with instructions that amounted to 
delivering over the di~turbed districts to the mili
tary power. Th~ it relent<id, explained away or 
retracted its orders,\and removed the independent 
authority from the g~eral. 'It was not intended,'· 
ran the despatch, ' that the military should act in
dependently of the civil power against our own 
subjects; but that the nature of the military opera
tions necessary for dispersing and capturing the 
insurgents, and for putting down the rebellion, 
should be entirely in the hands (jf the military 
commanders.' 74

• 

Even this half-lijeasure gave a new vigour to 
the action of the military, and for a time seemed 
likely to answer the ends proposed. Detachment 
after detachment hurried to the west, patriotic native 
landholders armed and drilled their retainers ; 75 

English planters sup~lied the troops with funds on 
the march ; 76 his Highness of Moorshedabad sent a 
s~lendid train of elephants, and insisted on bearing 
aiT their expe_nses; 77 and a Special Commissioner, 

73 General Lloyd. 
74 From the Secretary of the•G~vernment of Bengal to the Com

missiOjler of the Burdwan division, dated Fort-William, the 30th J ul} 
1865. Bn. R. 

75 Vide despatch conveying the thanks of the Government to 
Babti Bipacharan, Chjikarbati, a Beerbhoom landholder, dated 2d 

eQctoJ:ler 1855. B. R. R. • 
76 Letter from the Commissioner of Burdwan to the officiatinf; 

collector of Beerbhoom, dated 27th September 1855, para. 2.• B. R. R. 
17 From the Special Commissioner suppressing the Santal insur

rection, dated Berhampore, 22d August 1855. 
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vested with extraordinary powers, was appointed 
for the suppression of the rebellion. 78 

The details of border warfare, in which disci
plined troops mow dpwn half-armed peasants, are 
unpleasant in themselves, and afford neither glory 
to the conquerors nor lessons in the military art. 
After a lapse of thirteen years, the officers who 
reduced the Santals can hardly be brought to dwell 
minutely on the operation. ' It was not war,' one 
of them has said to me, 'it was execution ; we had 
orders to go out whenever we saw the smoke of a 
village rising -above the jungle. The magistrate 
used to go with us. I, surrounded Jhe village with 
my Sepoys, and the magistrate called .upon the rebels 

. . 
to surrender. On one occasion the Santals, forty-
five in number, took refuge in a mud house. The 
magistrate called on them to surrender, but the only 
reply was a shower of arrow~ from the half-opened 
door. I said, "Mr. Magistrq,te, this is no place for 
you," and went up with my Sepoys, who cut a large 
hole through the wall. I told the rebels to sur
render, or I should fire in. The door again htlf 
opened, and a volley of arrows was the ans.wer. A 
company of Sepoys advanced, and fired .through the • 
hole. I once more called. on the inmates to sur
render, while my men reloaded. Again the! door 
opened, and a volley of arrows replied. Some of 
the Sepoys were wounded, the viJ.Ia~ was burnin&; 

• all round us, and I had to give the men ordeh to 
• 

78 Another from the same to Captain R. D. Macdonald, dated the 
21st August, etc. etc. 
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do their work. At every volley we offered quarter; 
and at last, as the discharge of arrows from the door 
slackened, I resolved to rush in and save some of 
them alive, if possible. Wh~n we got inside, we 
found only one old man, dabbled with blood, stand
ing erect among the corpses. One of my men went 
up to him, calling him to throw away his arms. 
The old man rushed upon the Sepoy, and hewed 
him· down with his battle-axe.' 78 

' It was not war,' the commanding officer went 
on to say ; ' they did not understand yielding. As 
long as their national drums beat, the whole party 
would stand, al\d allow themselves to be shot down. 
Their arrows often killed our men, and so we had ... 
to fire on them as long as .they stood. When their 
drums ceased, they would move off for about a 
quarter of a mile; then their drums began again, 
and they calmly stood till we came up and poured 
a few volleys into then1. There was not a Sepoy in 
the war who did not feel ashamed of himself. The 
prisoners were for the most part wounded men. 
11Iey upbraided us with fighting against them. 
They always said it was with the Bengalis they were 
at war, not with the English. If a single Englishman 
had been sent to them wijo understood their wrongs, 
and ~ould have redressed them, they declared there 
would have been no war. It is not true that they 
.v-sed poisoned "J.rtows. They were the most truth
ful set of men I ever met; brave to infatuation. A. 
lieutenant of mine had once to shoot down s~venty-

79 Personal Narrative of Major Jervis. 
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five men before their drums ceased, and the party 
fell' back.' 

By the middle of August these energetic mea· 
sures had driven theo insurgents from the plains. 
A proclamation was. therefore issued, offering par
don to all except the leaders ; and the civil officers, 
jealous of even the partial authority given to the 
military, represented that the necessity for continuing 
that authority had-ceased. 'All has been quiet,' 
wrote the Beerbhoom magistrate, ' for seven weeks 
past. The villagers have returned to their homes, ' 
arid the husban•dmen are engaged in the cultivation 
of their land as usual. The Santals are nowhere 
to be found, .•.. having retre•ted to a place some 
thirty miles off, in another district.' 80 But the lull 
was only temporary, and precisely one month later 
we find the same officet: reporting that ' during the 
past fortnight upwards of eighty villages have been 
plundered and burnt by the ionsurgents,' 81 the mails 
stopped, ar:d the whole of the north-west part of 
the district· in their hands. In one direction an .. 
army of Santals roved through the. district thr.ee 
thousand strong; in another their numbers amounted 
to seven thousand; the civil authorities were driven 

• so Letter to the Commissioner, dated the 24th of Augus~ 1855, 
para. 2. Similar reports had been previously sent by the officers 
of the other disturbed districts; for on the 6th of At1gust the Govern
ment decided, from the evidence before it, tha.t t"Qe rebels had 'in a 
great measure abandoned opposition,' and ttat little remained ~ be• 
lil.one except to receive their submission. Despatch No. x8o8 to the 
Special ~ommissioner. B. R. R. and C. 0. R: 

81 From the magistrate of Beerbhoom to the Commissioner of 
Burdwan, dated 24th September 1855· . . 
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in from the outlying stations, the husbandmen de· 
serted their lands, and the proclamation of pardon 
was received with loud defiance and contempt. 
The intermediate semi-aboriginal classes between 
the Santa! and the Hindu, and indeed several of the 
very low castes of the Hindus themselves, appear 
at this time to have joined the rebellion, and carried 
off Brahman priests to perform the great October 
festival.B2 Even in their momen"" "f success, however, 
the Santals were not wanting in a sort of barbaric 
chivalry, and usually gave fair warning of their 
purpose to plunder a town before- they actually 
came. In the.latter half of September (about the 
22d or the 23d) t~e capital of Beerbhoom was 
thrown into a panic by the receipt of such a mes
sage. A post-runner returned one day, saying the 
rebels had seized him while on his journey, taken 
away his mail bags, and spared his life only on the 
condition that he wouW. carry a twig of their national 
Sal tree to the magistrate. The latter official re
ported to Government that the twig had 'three 
l~ves on it,· each leaf signifying a day that is to 
elapse before their arrival.' 

In spite of the common danger, discord still 
reigned between the ci~l and military authorities. 
The 'actual operations of the troops had been freed 
from the control of the magistrate ; but as martial 

.law had not been. declared, the military remained 
individually amenable to the civil officers for theit 
acts.. No distinct line had been fixed wh~re the 

.~2 The Durga Puja. 
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authority of the latter ended; constant misunder~ 
standings resulted, and every post carried an angry 
reference on the point. 

In the early part of November, after the west~rn 
districts had suffered four months' devastation, Go
vernment reluctantly proclaimed martial law. It 
had tried in vain to avert the rigours of military 
occupation; but its leniency had only resulted in 
an occupation by the rebels, instead of by our own 
troops. The local officers, by understating the 
disturbances, had first allowed them to spread, and 
then grudged ~ny transfer of their authority to the 
military'till they found that the reb~s had entirely 
usurped it. As soon as the qrder for martial law 
went forth, things assumed a very different appear
ance. Official bickerings ceased, and requisitions for 
supplies formed the only communications betwe1=n the 
brigadier and the collector. A cordon of outposts, 
in some instances numbering twelve to fourteen 
thousand men,83 quickly pushed back the Santals from 
the open county, and in six weeks nothing remained 

. .. 
but to sweep the jungle clear of strag~lers. Before 
the end of the cold weather (r855-56) the rebels had 
formally tendered their submission, and· thousands 
of them were peacefully at work upon a new. road. 

But while the Government, misled by the reports 
of local officers, and actuated by its traditional 
leniency towards the people, had.Uiletl in prom~tly • 

sa Let~r from Brigadier L. S. Bird, commanding the Beerbhoom 
and Bancorah frontier force, to the Collector of Beerbhoom, dated 
zoth December 1855· B. R. R 
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dealing with the rebels, it had lost not a moment in 
searching for and trying to remove the causes of 
discontent. It directed a minute inquiry into that 
cheap and practical adminis~ration which had for
merly been so much applauded. The Santals had 
complained of the distance of the courts : the 
Government's own servants now reported, that 
along the Santal frontier the English officers ' are 
too few, and stationed too far apart, to exercise an 
effectual supervision over the great extent of country 
placed under their control.'-84 It speedily became 
apparent that the economy of the former admini
stration consis~d in taking the taxes without giving 
anything in return fQr them,-an economy that had 
resulted in an insurrection for which the State had 
paid more in six months than the cost of ten years' 
good government. No sooner had order been re
stored than the Governor of that day retracted the 
errors of his predece!'JSors. He erected the Santal 
territory into a separate district. Instead of a 
~ngle officer, taken from the subordinate depart
ment, the coyenanted civil service was indented 
upon for its highest talent to administer the abori
ginal frontier. The old police, who had tyrannized 
over the simple peasaiJtry, were rooted out, and 
English officers dispensed justice at all the chief 
centres of the Santal population, besides going regu-

elarl.Y on circuit •through the villages. Justice was 
. 

Si Joint Report of the Magistrate and Collector of Bterbhoom 
to the Commissioner of the Burdwan division, No. 145, dated 28th 
August I 8 55· B. R. R. 
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tnade cheap, and brought close to every man's door; 
and contemporary writers complained that Govern
ment had ·almost sanctioned the rebellion by grant
ing all that the rebels had fought for .. 

The traditiona}.coldness of the Bengal Govern
ment to opinions outside, if it had led to unwise 
leniency at the commencement of the insurrection, 
averted the most serious crimes at its close. To 
the public no punishment seemed too cruel for men 
who had rei?ained in open rebellion during six 
months, burned towns; and forcibly occupied dis
tricts within a 1mndred miles of Calcutta. It is per
haps unfair to quote from the dail)' press articles 
written in the excitement of. til& moment ; but how 
fierce and deeply rooted was the resentment of the 
Anglo-Indian community, may be gathered from an 
essay, written at leisure 'after all was over, for the 
Review which worthily occupies the first place 
among Indian periodicals : ' A wild barbarian sud
denly admitted into the social intercourse of his 
superior in the grades of the human. family, nearz 
resembles the adult tiger withdrawn from his la1r 
and his haunts in the jungle.' In ·short, no one 
knew anything about, the wrongs or the peaceful 
industry of the Santals. They were ,simply 'adult 
tigers' or' bloodthirsty savages;' and the reviewer, 
dismissing the ordinary plan of punishing only the 
actual rebels as insufficient, adctpes ~ proposal to • 

' . . 
d.eport.across the seas, not one or two rmgleaders, 
but the entire population of the infected districts,, 

a$ Calcutta Revzew, March r856. 
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Such clamours are naturally to be expected from . 
a community in the position which a handful of 
our countrymen occupy in India. They fn no way 
disturbed the action of the Government. The San
tals had the chance of a regular trial, and only those 
suffered who had taken actual part in the rebellion. 
Most of them displayed great fortitude, owning with 
pride their share in the proceedings, and blaming 
the ignorance of Government as the cause of the 
war. 'You forced us to fight against you,' said one 
of their leaders in the Beerbhoom jail. 'We asked 
only what was fair, and you gave •us no answel". 
When we tried to get redress by arms, you shot us 
like leopards in the jungle.' 86 

The wrongs of the Santals proceeded chiefly from 
the inefficiency of the administration, and they 
speedily disappeared under the more exact system 
that was introduced after the revolt. Without re
course to pernicious <tnd ineffectual usury laws, the 
abuses of the usurers were checked at the point 
~here high interest passes into extortion. The 
Hindu money:lender might charge as high rates as 
he could get, but the law took care that the same 
debts should not be paid twice or thrice over as 
before, and the courts ~re close at hand to force 

• the fraudulent creditor to give receipts for the sums 
repaid him. False weights and measures were 

eheayily visit~d ; ;trtl for the first time in his history 
the Santa! sold his harvest in the open mark~t-place 

86 A few official papers on the Santal insurrection will be found 
in Appendix K. 
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without the certainty of being cheated. Slavery 
also ceased. The courts construed very strictly the 
Act of 1843 on the subject; and before 1858 it had 
become apparent that •if a slave fled, or refused to 
work, his master had no effectual recourse at law 
against him. The demand for workmen on the 
railways completely changed the relation of labour 
to capital. Not many years before, it had been a 
good thing for a Santal to be the serf of .a powerful 
master; but now he could earn a competence as a· 
freeman. 'the natural reason for slavery-to wit, 
the absence ot a wage-fund for: free workmen
was no longer felt, and slavery itsdf disappeared. 
Tpe Indian railways are frequ .. ntly cited as proofs 
of how Englishmen can carry out great and untried 
enterprises in the furthest parts of the world. . Such 
proofs they undoubtedly are; but to a· person on 
the spot, it seems that the railway's chief mission 
in India has been,. not so mach to aggrandize our 
own race, as to restore the balance between labour 
and cilpital among the native population, and ~ 
root out slavery from the land. 

A discovery had meanwhile been made in the 
remote north-east frontier of Bengal, which was 
destined still further to imr>rove the position of the • 
Santals and similar tribes in the west. The tea 
plant had been found growing wild throughout 
Assam and the neighbouring p~vinc'es. The ~rst• 
attempts at cultivating it were yielding enormous 

• profits, but the absence of labourers forbade the 
hopes of raising it on a large scale. The most 

• 
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fertile provinces in the world lay waste, waiting 
for inhabitants, when capitalists bethought them
selves of the crowded highlands on the west, and 
began to recruit armies of labourers among them. 
The transport of large bodies of men everywhere 
reqmres superv1s10n ; but in India, unless the 
supervision be of the most careful character, the 
loss of life is appalling. The hill-men knew nothing 
of the dangers which beset them on their journey 
through the valley and up the eastern rivers, and 
the recruiters who superintended their transmission 
knew very little more. As the lcrbour transport 
trade increase~, the accommodation for conveying 
the coolies became.alarmingly inadequate. They 
made the passage in crowded open boats, or in 
.still more fatally crowded steatl}ers, without the 
least attention to cleanliness or proper diet, and 
sometimes without medical assistance of any sort. 
On several trips the.mortality attracted the notice 
of Government, and it became necessary to place 
the whole system ul).der the superintendence of ..... 
pubhc officers. . Care was taken that no labourer 
should be removed from his village under false 
pretences or by compulsion. On leaving his native 
district he had to appe-.r before a magistrate, who 
aske!l him whether he was willing to go, and 
explained the nature of the service on which he 

• was about to -ente~;. If the recruiter had deceived 
the· labourer, the latter could at this stage obtaiq 
his discharge, and an allowance for the e~penses 
of his journey home. The term of service was 
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eventually fixed at three years, during which the 
planter guaranteed· the labourer constant. employ
ment at wages about twice as high as those which 

· prevail in his own coqntry. The planter had also 
to pay the cost· of his journey, provide a house for 
him, with medical attendance, and all other ap
pliances which tend to keep the human frame in 
health. His whole family gets employment, and 
every additional child, instead. of being the means 
of increasing his poverty, becomes a source of 
wealth. The labour is the lightest known' to agri
culture, and a~ soon as a boy can walk he can 
earn his living. • 

Migration has therefore be~ome justly popular 
among the highlanders of t~e w~st, and thousands 
of them are conyeyed every month to the distant 
provinces in the east.87 The planters complained 
at first that the Gov~rnment supervision was op
pressively minute ; but aftet several changes, a 
system of labour transport has been developed, 
without a. parallel for humanity and efficiency 
in any other 'country in the world. The Santcrr" 
has not benefited by it so much as some of the 
kindred races, for he is less sturdy than the true 
highlander of the upper t~ble-land, and bears with 
difficulty a sud.CJ.en change of climate. The lt>wer 
sort of recruiters, however, collect large bands in the 
Santa! country, and pass them off upon the planters 

• • 
sr I have no complete returns, but in r865, when ex officio su•per-

i.ntenden111of labour transport at Kooshtea, I estimated the number at 
3000 a mon~h. In July it amounted to 3827, in May to 3236 adult 
labourers, or, including children, to about 4000 souls. 

VOL L R 

• 

-
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as belonging to some other of the hardier hill
tribes. 

In a few years the emigrants return rich men, 
and meanwhile their going away renders the struggle 
for life easier among their countrymen who remain 
at home. While one stream flows steadily to the 
north-east frontier, another diverges at Calcutta, 
and crosses over the sea to the Mauritius or the 
West Indies, whence they return at the expiry of 
their contracts with savings averaging £20 sterling, 
a sum sufficient to set up a Santal as a considerable 
proprietor in his own village. The ~ore industrious 
of the emigrants amass very considerable properties, 
a single family SQ111etimes bringing back £200, 

which is as great a fortune to the hill-men of 
Western Bengal as £5000 would be· to an English 
peasant. 

The civilisation of the Santal has by no means 
kept pace with his material prosperity. The only 
vigorous attempt on the part of ~he State to give 
him education, has been in the half- Hinduized 

~olony within the ring of pillars in the north ; and 
the vehicle of instruction is Bengali, a language 
which the pure Santa! abhors. What zeal and 
patience could do, the. missionaries, aided by the 
Government grants, have done for the mixed Santals 
of that part ; but if the race is ever to be won back 

• to civilisation, 'it. must be by strictly vernacular 
scf10ols. A learned missionary in the south ha.s 
reduced their language to writing, publi~ed its 
grammar, with a vocabulary appended, and every 

.. 
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month issues little Santa! tracts from his private 
press. Schools have sprung up in his immediate 
vicinity, to which the Santals flock to learn their 
mother tongue; but he is hampered for want of 
funds, and unless the State assist the operations 
by a grant, their extension on an adequate scale 
can hardly be hoped for. 

I have dwelt at considerable length on the 
Beerbhoom highlanders, partly on account of the 
valuable light which their language and customs , 
shed upon the non-Aryan element in the rural 
population of• Bengal, partly for the instruction 
which their recent history furnishes.as to the pro
per method of dealing with 'IJle aboriginal races. 
The Indian Government cannot afford any longer 
to be unacq{minted with the character, condition, 
and 'necessities of these primitive forest-tribes who 
. I 

everywhere surround our frontier, and whose ethni-
cal kindred form so importailt an· element of the 
population on the plains. In the old times, when 
war and pestilence constantly thinned them, the 
system of non-inquiry acted tolerably well ; but no:- ..... 
that peace is sternly imposed, when ·vaccination is 
introduced, and everything is done that modern 
science can suggest to .-educe the ravages of 
pestilence to a minimum, the people increa~e at 
a rate that threatens to render the struggle for 
life harder under British rule tian under Mussul- • 
1nan tyranny. At the same time, we have taken 
away ~avery, the last resource of the cultivator 
when he cannot earn a livelihood for his family. 
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In short, we are attempting to govern according to 
the principles of Christian humanity and modern 
civilisation, forgetful that under such a system the 
numbers of a people increase, while in India tne 
means of subsistence stand still. Progress implie~ 
dangers unknown in stationary societies, and an 
imported civilisation is a safe experiment only 
when the changes which it works are ascertained 
and provided for. In the absence of machinery 
for discovering the pressure of 'the population, we 
are liable at any moment to be rudely <i.wakened 
to the fact that the blessings of British rule have 
been turned i~to curses ; and, as in the case of the 
Santals before thei~ rising, that protection from the 
sword and pestilence has only intensified the diffi
culty of subsistence. Statistics form ·an indispens
able complement of civilisation ; but at present we 
have no reliable means of ascertaining the popula
tion of a single distri.:t of rural Bengal, the quantity 
of food it produces, or any one of those items which 
as a whole render a people prosperous and loyal, 

~·--

• 

or hungry and seditious. These are the problems 
which Indian' statesmen during the next fifty years· 
will be called upon to solve. Their predecessors 
have given civilisation ~ India; it will be their duty 
to r~nder that civilisation at once beneficial to the 
natives and safe for ourselves . 

• • 
• 

·. 
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CLIVE'S 'MASKED' ADMINISTRAJION. z6r 

. CHAPTER V. 

THE COMPANY's FIRST ATTEMPTS AT RURAL 

ADMINISTRATION, I 765-1790, 

I N 1 784} P~~liament, dissatisfied with the consta~t 
. changes m the government of the East India 
Company's territories, and meved by the griev-

. ances of 'divers rajahs, zemindars, polygars, and 
other native landholders,' directed the establish
ment of ' permanent rules for the administration of 
justice founded on the ancient iaws and usages of 
the country.' During thirt)f years the Court of 
Directors had vacillated between the employment 
of English or of native officers in the interna.J..-.. 
management of Bengal. 'To appqint the Com-

. pany's servants to the office of collectors,' wrote 
Clive to the Select Committee in 1 76 7, ' or to do 
any act by any ~xertion •of the English power, • 
which can be equally done by the nabob, would be 
throwing off the mask, and declaring the Company 
sou bah (governor) of the proviflce.' · Accordin£"ly, • 
for the. first four years after the emperor at Delhi 
had invested the Company with the management 

1 24 Geo. III. c. 25, s. 39· 
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of Bengal, this system of a double administration 
was upheld, and the actual work of government 
remained in the hands of natives. But a conviction 
had gradually made its way ctmong the most expe
rienced servants of the Company, that this shirking 
of our responsibilities was both unmanly and im
politic. Mr. Holwell, the principal survivor of the 
Black Hole, and its chronicler, declared himself 
strongly on the subject : ' We have nibbled at these 
provinces for eigh~ years, and notwithstanding an 
immense acquisition of territory and revenue, what 
benefit has resulted from our success~s to the Com.: 

pany ? Shall -.ve go on nibbling and nibbling at 
the bait, until the 1Yap falls and crushes us ? • • • 
Let us boldly dare to be soubahs ourselves.' 2 

It was not till I 769, however, that English 
supervisors were appointed to each of the great 
divisions of the province. From these gentlemen 
-too few in number "to exercise an accurate over
sight upon any single department-the Council 

..-,xpected an exhaustive control over the whole 
internal admii].istration. Their principal function 
was to act as ' some check to the gross mismanage
ment and extortion practised by those who levied, 
and to the fraudulent evasion of those who paid, the 

• 
assessment.' 3 But fiscal duties formed only a small 
part of their office. They were to be not so much 
•rev~nue officers as fl.ntiquarians, historians, and rural 

. 
1 Quoted from Mr. Kaye's Administration of the East Irlftia Com

pany, p. 79· 8vo, 1853. 
8 Life of Lord Teignmouth, by his Son, p. 22, voL i. 8vo, 1843. 

·. 
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statlstlctans. The Government furnished them with 
the heads of a few essays which they might begin 
upon at once. 'The form of the ancient constitu
tion of the province, •Compared· with the present;' 
'an account of its possessors or rulers, the order of 
their succession, the revolutions in their families, 
and their connections; the peculiar customs and pri
vileges which they or their people have established 
and enjoyed.; and, in short, .every transaction which 
can serve to trace their origin and progress, or has 
produced any material change in the affairs of the 
province.' 4 Having brought these simple historical 
researches to a satisfactory conc1usiQJl, they were to 
proceed to the investigation of ;:he land tenures and 
of the revenues, to distinguish rapidly and infallibly 
between customary cesses and illegal extortions, to 
submit a scheme for the administration of justice, to 
draw up a list of the _p~oducts of the province, to 
report on its commercial ~~p<ibilities, not for-getting .. 
an exhaustive account of the means of developing 
its internal resources, with suggestions for removing 
those multitudinous obstructions between the pro~ 
ducer and the consl}.mer, whicH had so. fatally damped 
the spirit of industry under Mussulman misrule. 
Their leisure hours, whi~ the Council seems to 
have expected would hang hea:vfly, the supertrisors 
might beguile by acting as fatpers to the people, 
protecting the weak against th<9 strong, helping the • 

• cultivators to improve their land, the merchants to 
• 

• Proceedings of the President and Select Committee, dated 16th 
August I 769. 
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extend their trade, the manufacturers to increase 
their -products, and all classes to be wiser and 
better than before. They were also to impress 
upon the agriculturist, 'in rile most forcible and 
convincing manner,' that the Company's measures 
were devised for his relief, and that opposition to 
them would only be 'riveting his own chains, and 
confirming his servitude and dependence on his 
oppressors.' 5 

In short, the supervisors were expected to do 
more than they could possibly accomplish, and the 
result was that they did less than th-ey might have 
done. During- their first year of office, the great 
famine described in.Chapter I. befell Bengal·; and 
no one can read that tragical narrative without feel
ing that British humanity and administrative skill 
had not yet been brought to bear upon the rural 
masses. While ten millions of men were being 
swept from the face •of the earth, the supervisors 
devoted themselves with assiduity to antiquarian or 
statistical essays ; and, with a few noble exceptions, 

~he frequent allusions they make to the sad scenes 
amid which their literary labours were conducted, 
are introduced not as the one urgent business of 
the day, but as connectoo with the revenues, or the 
state • of cultivation, or whatever else formed the 
main subject of the report. For two years longer 

.the internal gbver11i11ent remained as completely in 
• the hands of the natives as under Clive's 'double' • 

• 
5 Proceedings of the President and Select Committee, dated.16th 

August 1769. Quoted from Mr. Kaye's Administration, p. 164-
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system. ' Black collectors ' ground down the 
peasantry, and the revenue-farmers divided their 
energies between concocting frauds upon the Go
vernment and· devisirfg illegal cesses to be wrung 
out of the artisans and cultivators. But on the 
13th of April 1772, John Carder made over charge 
of the province to Warren Hastings,6 and before the 
end of the month a momentous change had taken 
place. The new President boldly accepted the re
sponsibilities of empire, arid on the 4th of May the 
East India Company, by a solemn act, stood forth 
as the visible governors of B.engal. Committees of 
circuit, composed of the ablest men m the Council, 
journeyed from district to district,. careless of the 
deadly heat of summer and the more deadly 
malaria of the ;;ins, investigated the capabilities 
and necessities of each division on the· .spot, ad
justed the revenues, and righted ancient wrongs 
with a strong hand. .When the Commissioners re
turned· to the capital and compared the results of 
their labours, it ·was found that the supervisors haq_ 
failed to do the work for which t_hey had been 
appointed. About the same time, the Cvurt of 
Directors wrote an indignant letter; complaining 
that the supervisors had b!-ought the province to a 

. . 
more miserable state than even that in which they 
had found it. Before this letter had reached India, 
however, their fate had been seakd. · • • 

In. 1772 the intermediate machinery of 'black 

6 Letter from the President and Council to the Court of Directors, 
dated 13th April 1772, para. 9· I. 0. R. 

.. 
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collectors' between the taxpayer and the super
visors was abolished, and these latter became the 
collectors of the land revenue, vested with the 
powers of civil judges withi11 their respective dis
tricts, and with a limited control over the native 
officials, who still retained their magisterial and 
police functions. 7 Two years, however, had scarcely 
elapsed before the old system was reverted to ; the 
English collectors were recalled, their duties trans
ferred to native agents, and the· police made en
tirely over to the hereditary Foujdars.8 In 1781, 
the Foujdars, who had thus been• reinstated in 
177 5, were in their turn abolished, and their duties 
vested in the civil judge, or in the chief landholder 
in the neighbourhood, according to the caprice of 
the secretary who happened to be in office. Mean
while Hastings had directed his energies in another 
direction than internal reforms ; system existed 
nowhere, and the foll()wing year brought, as usual, 
a change.9 At last the murmurs of the people 
reached the ears of Parliament, and drew forth ... 
the Act of 1784.10 

The constr.uction of a permanent system for the 
internal administration of Bengal had become so 
important, and the opp~sition promised to be so 

• 
1 Warren Hastings' Plan of 1772 (formally adopted on the 21st 

August), sees. I and 2. 

s Fifth Report of the Select Committee of the House of Commons, 
•p. 6. 1812. • 

9 The Administration of Justice in British India, by W. H. Morley,. 
Barrister-at-Law, p. 52. 8vo, 1858. • 

1o In treating of this period of harassing change, Auber is, accord
ing to his wont, complacent, Mill querulous, and Morley exact. 
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great, that the task was committed to a peer of 
the realm. 'On Monday last,' says the Calcutta 
Gazette of the 14th September I 786, 'arrived in the 
river the Right Honourable the Earl of Cornwallis, 
and on Tuesday he came on shore.' The new 
Governor-General carried with him instructions to 
frame a system of government in accordance with 
the usages of the country. But he speedily dis
covered that, in order to do this, he had first to 
ascertain what those usages really were, and that 
the ruinous changes of the past twenty years had 
chiefly procee~ed from the hasty adoption of sue~ 
cessive systems on insufficient d·alia. But with 
regard to the agency by whir.h the country was 
to be administered, Lord Cornwallis wavered not 
a moment. He decided that English officers must 
be at the head of every department, both in 
the capital and in the provinces, and that natives 
were trustworthy only so far as they could be 
strictly watched.U During the first three years of 
his government, he confined his attention to collect--ing evidence on which at a future date to base a 
permanent system, and to this end remodelled the 
divisions of Bengal, placing each district under an 
experienced English office¥", in whom he concen
trated the whole functions of government-~scal, 
civil, criminal, and police.12 

It was to this measure that &erbtloom owed its • • 
, 11 It should be remembered that if Bengali officials under Mussul-
lhan rule"were corrupt, they were also for the most part unpaid, and 
had grown accustomed to making their livelihood by oppression. 

12 MS. Records of the Board of Revenue, Calcutta. Selections 
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existence as a separate district. Mr. Christopher 
Keating, as collector, magistrate, and civil judge, 
ruled with an absolute sway over seven thousand 
five hundred square miles,13

• and made his policy 
felt by the hill-tribes many a day's march beyond 
his frontier. The .district naturally divided itself 
into two parts·: the h-_,ah of Beerbhoom's terri
tory on the north of the Adji, and the Rajah of 
Bishenpore's on the south.14 Mr. Keating directed 
the movements of the troops, received the rent of 
the cultivators, decided civil suits, purveyed for 
military detachments passing through his district, 
inflicted punisltment on petty offenders, sent heinous 
ones in chains to the Muhammadan law officer, and 
acted as cashier to a great commercial company. 
It would be unreasonable to look for perfect finish 
in walls whose builders held the plummet in one 
hand and the sword in the other; and if the admini
stration of such men• as Mr. Keating was effective 
on the whole, it is as much as an after generation 

_which works at greater leisure and with more com
plete machine~y has a right to expect. 

The realization of the revenue formed the col-

from Calcutta Gazette (1786), vql. i. pp. 185, 186. Morley, pp. 53, 54-
The QJlly limitations on the collector's powers were in regard to his 
magisterial and police functions. These will be subsequently ex
plained. 

18 This calculq,tion is based on the maps published by the Survey 
• Deiartment. • 

14 Beerbhoom and the hill-country subject thereto, but now com. 
prised within the Santa! purgunnahs, 130 miles by 4o, or s:foo square 
miles. Bishenpore, now part of Bancorah and Midnapore, 2300 
square miles. Total area of the united district, 7 500 square miles. 
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lector's paramount duty, and on his success in this 
respect, rather than on the prosperity of the people, 
his reputation as an officer depended.· The Council 
still acted to a certain •extent as if Bengal were a~ 
estate which yielded a large rental, but involv~d 

· none of the responsibilities of government, and 
regarded its rural administrators rather as the land
stewards of a private property, than as the channels 
for receiving and redistributing a public revenue. 
It was a matter of the first importanc~, therefore, 
to get as much out of the district, and to spend as 
little upon it, a'"s possible. In I 788 the total cost of 
governing Beerbhoom and Bishenpore amounted to 
£5400 sterling,15 or fourteen shillings and sixpence 
the square mile. At present the area of the district 

· has been reduced to less than one-third/6 and the 
cost of administration has increased to £24,869 
sterling,11 or £10, I 3s. 6d. per square mile. The 
difference between the old and the new view of our 
duti~s as rural administrators is placed in a still 
'stronger light by analyzing the items of expendi--ture. ·In I 788 the charge for the collection of the 
land-taX WaS £4500/8 in I864 it WaS only £3550. 

15 The estimated monthly expenditure was sicca rupees 4394, 
or as near as may be C. R. 54,00 ,J.Jer annum. For the items, see 
Appendix L., 'Cost of Internal Administration before the Per:rpanent 
Settlement.' 

16 Bishenpore and the hill- purgunnahs having been separated 
from Beerbhoom, the area of the present jurisdi,ction is now 2330 
square miles. Report on the Police of dl.e Burdwan Divisio~ for • 

;:he Year 1863, by C. F. Montresor, Esq., Commissioner, p. 17. 
Folio. ~n. R. 

17 Budget estimate for 1864-65. B. R. R. 
1s S. R. 3585 per mensem: Collector's Bills, 1788-89. B. R. R. 
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In I 788 the charge for civil justice was £708 ;19 it 
is now £7160. In 1788 the cost of the criminal 
administration was £318 20 only; in I864 it was 
£9920.21 In everything which pertains to the 
mere gathering of the taxes, the expense has dimi
nished; for the public burdens bear less heavily 
on the people, and are consequently more easily 
collected. In everything which pertains to the 
protection of the subject, the charge has increased 
from ten to thirty fold. The English have ceased 
to be the pu6tz"cam: and have become the governors 
of Bengal. • 

The Raja!\ of ·Beerbhoom held the territory on 
the north of the Adji at an annual land-tax of 
£6s,ooo,22 or twelve pounds a square mile, including 
the forest and hill tracts. As a full half of the land 
fell under these categories, the Government rent 
amounted to ninepence on each cultivable acre. 
The Rajah of BisheJJ.pore's. estates on the south of 
the Adji were assessed at £4o,ooo,28 being equal to 

_£I 7, 8s. per square mile, or allowing the same 
deduction for waste land, to one shilling per acre. 
The rajahs w~re left to bargain with the cultivators 
about the rents of their multitudinous "little holdings, 

• 
19.S. R. 556 per mensem. Monthly Bills, 1788-89. B. R. R. 
2o S. R. 250 per mensem. As the value of the sicca rupee was 

constantly changing, I have not attempted to give the exact value in 
English money. ;The above sums are within a pound or so. 

ll For the expendittft-e of 1864-65, see Appendix M., 'Present 
Cost of the Administration of Beerbhoom.' B. R. R. • 

22 S. R. 6II,321, Jamah-wasil-baki of l788-8g, forwardecio to Board 
of Revenue, rst May 1789. B. R. R. 

23 S. R. 386,707, Jamah-wasil-baki of 1788-89. 
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without any interference on the part of Government, 
so long as they 'punctually discharged the public 
demands. In most years, however, so far from 
paying the land-tax punctually,' they failed' to pay 

~ 

a considerable portion of it at all, and the col-
lector had constantly to assist them with troops to 
enforce their claims on the under-tenants, and to put 
down armed opposition on the part of the culti
vators.24 The land-tax was subject to variation 
every year,25 and the proprietors availed the~selves 
of each slight increase as a pretext for enl).ancing 
the rents of their tenants. The latter complained 
that they never knew at sowing- t~me what rent 
would be exacted a:t harvest, as the middlemen 
concealed the fact of an increase until the peasantry 
were fairly embarked in the cultivation of their 
fields. A glaring instance of this occurred in 
r 788-89. The land-tax had been slightly aug
mented, anq the rents raised all round in conse
quence. The peasantry resisted, on the plea that 
they had not been informed of the rise before 
th~ seed was in the ground, and the collector had 
to report the whole district in arrns against the 
new assessment. 26 Mr. Keating's Sepoys speedily 

• 
· 24 From Collector to John Shore, Esq., President and mem'J.ers of 

the Board of Revenue, dated 13th February 1789. Collector to Bo<trd 
of Revenue, dated 14th April 1790. Same to same, 25th October 
17~0; and in .many other letters. B. R. R. • 

-

2~ Annual Bandobusts and Hastabooas, Board of Revew.ue. • 
s::. 0. R. 

26 Letter from the Collector to John. Shore, Esq., President and 
members of the Board of Revenue, dated 13th February 1789. 
B. R. R. 
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brought those who resided within the district to 
reason,27 and. judicial process was issued through 
the neighbouring collectors against the numerous 
cultivators who, according to the custom of the 
times, protected their goods from seizure by living 
just beyond the boundary of the district. The 
neighbouring collectors, however, were anxious to 
tempt cultivators to settle on the estates which the 
famine of r 769 had left depopulated in their own 
districts. Protection against judicia.l proceedings 
formed the most alluring bait they could offer. They 
therefore declined or delayed to serve Mr. Keating's 
summonses. An angry correspondence followed, the 
matter was handed up to Government, and the head 
assistants of the militant collectors were sent out 
to settle the question on the boundaries of their 
respective districts.28 After hunting together for a 
few weeks, they came to the conclusion that as the 
cultivators had not been acquainted with the rise in 
the land-tax, and consequently could not have fore
seen an increase of rent when tillage commenc~d, 
they could not be made liable for any subsequent 
enhancement 'during the year. Mr. Arbuthnot, the 
Beerbhoom assistant, foreseeing that a meeting with 
the collector after this ~ecision would not be plea
s9-nt: remained out in camp, shooting tigers until 
he got appointed to another district, and then 

• hurried down to ~alcutta to take the oaths, with-
• 
27 Letter from the Collector to Board of Revenue, dated 25t~ 

October 1790. B. R. R. 
28 From Board of Revenue to Collector, dated 1oth May 1790· 

The spot selected was Dacca-Barry. B. R. R. 
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out coming into headquarters to bid Mr. Keating 
good-bye.'9 

The distribution and collection of the land-tax 
will fall more approprtately to be considered in the 
volume on the land tenure. The authorities had 
nothing to do with the details as long as the public 
demand' was satisfied. In event of a hopeless deficit, 
the collector imprisoned the landholder, and took 
charge of his estates. For a long time hopeless 
?eficit had been the normal condition of things in 
Bengal, and no country gentlemen was sure of 
keeping out oi jail unless he were an idiot or a 
minor. I have already mentioned thttt the earliest 
official records of Beerbhoom disclose the Rajah of 
Bishenpore in confinement,30 and the young Rajah 
of Beerbhoom shared the same fate within a few 
months after he came of age. 31 

Besides the land-tax, only two other sources of 
revenue passed through the collector's hands
namely, the excise and the temple-tax. 32 In 1790 
collectors were ordered to take charge of the spirit 
duty, and to report on the consumption of liquor in 
their respective districts. 38 Until thi~ year the tax 

29 Letter from Mr. George Ar~uthnot to the Collector, dated 
Dacca-Barry, 30th June 1790. Same to same, dated 12th Jul)i 1790, 
and other correspondence. B. R. R. 

30 From Collector to John Shore, Esq., P. and M.B.R., dated roth 
February 1789. B. R. R. • 

31 From Collector to Board of Revel!ue, 12th January 1;91. • 
.from same to same, dated rst November 1791. B. R. R. 

32 The temporary order to collect the dues and exactions known 
as' Sayer' was not carried out in Beerbhoom. 

33 Circular order from the Board of" Revenue, dated 19th April 
WLL S 
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had been levied sometimes by the landholder on his 
own account, sometimes by the collector, and some
times by both.34 It was a very difficult impost to 
levy at all. The native stills consisted of earthen 
pots with a bamboo tube, worth altogether about a 
farthing, which were fixed up in the jungle after 
dark, worked during the night, and broken before 
sunrise. In 1787 Mr. Sherbourne had imposed a 
tax on behalf of Government, of one pound on each 
spirit shop in the district capital, and eight shillings 
on every shop in the country, leaving the vendors 
free to make and sell as much as th~y could. The 
Rajah of Biihenpore levied from two to four 
shillings on each shop within his domains, and the 
Rajah of Beerbhoom extorted a considerable 
revenue as the price of permits to vend spirits 
clandestinely during the sacred month of Ramzan.35 

The spirit-dealer who resisted this exaction, and 
ventured to sell· his ·liquor without such a licence, 
was dragged before the Muhammadan law officer, 
bastinadoed, or heavily fined. 

The small amount of revenue produced by the 
Excise, notwithstanding the number of the imposts, 

1790. The original has droppe~ out of the records; but the 19th of 
Aprileis given as its date in the collector's reply. Like many other 
of the most valuable circulars, it is not to be found in the Peters 
edition of the Board's Circular Orders, printed by authority in 1838, 
4to, Calcutta. • 

: 4 Collector to Board~ dated 22d May 1790. B. R. R. 
85 The name of this singular impost was 'Soorie-Moosey-Koosey; 

Ramzan-Salami.' It is described in a report on Sayer, dated June 
1790, from which document, along with the letter of the 22d May 
:1bove cited, this account of the Excise is chiefly derived. B. R. R. 
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speaks very plainly as to the looseness and maccu
racy of the administration. In I 789, when the dis
'trict was three times its present size, the spirit duty 
yielded £330 only ;36 "in 1864-65 it amounted to 
.£:5294, or nearly tw~nty times' the previous sum.37 

·This rise is due not so much to increased consump
tion as to a more exact vigilance in levying the 
duty. When we assumed the direct administration 
of the district, drunkenness was universal among 
the lower orders. The excessive cheapness of 
liquor pandered to the craving for stimulants,
a craving always sufficient!~ strong among a semi
aboriginal population like that of Beubhoo.m. In
deed, drunkenness formed so marked a feature in 
the Bengali character, as to be specified in ancient 
'treaties, and is noticed in the letters · and diaries 
of cursory travellers of those days. 38 One of the 
earliest magistrates of Beerbhoom has left it on 
record, that almost the whole• serious crime of the 
district proceeded from this vice. Only the coarsest 
and most injurious preparations were used. A half
penny purchased six quart bottles of liquor that 
would madden the half-starved hil1-m~n or foresters, 

36 Sicca Rupees 3I54-
ar Budget estimate for 1864-65 : • 

Abkari, 
Opium, 

. c. R. 45,929 
7,018 

• 

C. R. 52,947. B. R. R. 
ss For example, Mrs. Fay, a(ter a few days' residence in Calc•tta • 

'178o), remarks on the immoderate fondness of the natives for liquor. 
Original Letters from India, p. 230. 8vo, Calcutta r817. Meer 
Jaffier's Pcrwanah for the Granted Lands, I757· Sanad for the 
Company's Zamindari, etc. 
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and prepare them for the most desperate enterprises. 
The effect of a strict enforcement of the excise in 
Beerbhoom has been to increase the price of the 
commoner liquors sixfold, etnd to introduce into 
general use milder sorts unknown in the district 
when it passed under British rule. Temperance, 
has become a necessity to the people ; and excepting 
among the semi-aboriginal castes, drunkenness is 
unknown. The following table shows the retail 
prices of intoxicating drinks m Beerbhoom in 1790 
and 1866 :-

• 
Native Name. Description. Price in 1790. Price in 1866. 

Muhua ka sharab. A sort of raisin wine. Not used. 6d. per quart. 
Tari. Mild fermented liquor, Do. id. per quart. 

extracted from the 
date tree. 

Pakki, rst quality. Distilled rice liquor. r ~d. per quart. sd. per quart. 
Pakki, 2d quality. Do. ~d. per quart. 4d. per quart. 
Pachwai. Fermented rice liquor. ld. per gallon. 3d. per gallon. 

Mr. Keating reported 39 that the last was by 
far the most pernicious. ' To its cheapness,' he 
writes, ' I ascribe the numerous robberies and other 
depredations almost daily experienced, it being a 
notorious fact on the records of the criminal court, 
that the perpetrators (i)f these crimes first work 
the~selves up to the perpetrating of them by this 
kind of liquor, and by smoking the herb called 
Bang.' The ·more. cowardly sort of housebreakers 

• • 
in India, as elsewhere, still resort to drugs for arti~ 
ficial courage; but drunkenness, as a prolific source 

89 Collector to Board of Revenue, dated 22d May 1790. B. R. R. 
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of crime, is now unknown in Bengal. During nearly 
three years' residence in Beerbhoom ( r 86 3-66), only 
a single case came judicially before me which I 
could trace directly or indirectly to intemperance; 
and I believe that the magisterial officers through
out ru~al Bengal will "~?ear similar testimony to the 
sobriety of the people. The hard-working labourers, 
like the corresponding classes in all countries, enjoy 
themselves in the liquor shop after their day's toil ; 
but the most violent form their excitement takes 
consists of making profound obeisances to every 

· one they meet on their waY. home. A few indi
viduals of the upper classes, who h~ve thrown off 
the restraints of Hinduism, are accused of secretly 
indulging in English spirits. Such cases, however, 
do not come before a court; and I repeat with con
fidence, ~hat can be said of no European. country, 
that drunkenness, as a regular element of crime, 
does not exist in Bengal. Disputes about fisheries, 
boundaries, water-courses, and precedence in teli
gious processions, yield an unfailing crop of mis
demeanours ; but alt~ough nine-tentqs of the crime 
of the district consists of assaults and similar petty 
acts of violence, it never appears that intemperance 
has led to a breach of the• peace. Much of t~is is 
due to a well-administered Excise. Instead of the 
timid, laxly-enforced impost of eight shillings on 
each shop, with liberty to make-•as ~uch liquor. as • 

·the proprietor could sell, Government now exacts 
a heavy duty on each still ; and at every point 
in the manufacture or vend of intoxicating liquors, 
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a licence is required, and a tax has to be paid. 
Occasionally over-zealous officers of the lower class 
lay themselves open to the charge of increa~ing the 
revenue at the expense of the•sobriety of the people; 
but, as a whole, the efforts to maintain the price of 
liquor at the maximum rate consistent with the pre
vention of smuggling, have obtained an unusual 
measure of success. In Beerbhoom, at any rate, 
the legitimate object of a system of excise seems to 
have been attained, namely-to quote the opening 
words of the instructions issued by the Bengal 
Government to its revenue officers~' to raise as 
large an amou11t of revenue from intoxicating liquors 
'and drugs as is compatible with the greatest possible 
discouragement of their use.' 40 

The only other source of revenue that the first 
English ~dministrators discovered and appropriated 
in Beerbhoom, was one which, although insignificant 
compared with the land-tax, occupies many pages of 
the records, and is peculiarly characteristic of the 
time. Among the solitudes of the western moun
tains, on the extreme frontier of the district, is a 
Holy City,41 wl.th its ancient temple to Mahadeva, 
whither a vast concourse of pilgrims annually resort. 
The M ussulman dynasty-had made the most of such 
oppo;tunities of raising revenue at the expense of 

4o ' Rules for the Reiulation of the Excise,' prescribed by the 
•Boald of Revenue, Lower Provinces. Rule I. The present prices 
of spirituous liquors exhibited in the foregoing table were furnished • 
to me by Babu Kinaram Ghose, zamindar of N agri, and checked by 
personal inquiries from wine-sellers and palki-bearers. 

~1 Deoghur-literally, the divine city or house. 
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the unbeliever ; .and their historians commend the 
pious Moorshud for his attentions to the great idol 
of Orissa, by which he restored a hundred thousand 
sterling to the annuc:tl revenue of that province.42 

The Rajahs of Beerbhoom had let the Holy City 
to the chief priest, who paid a fixed rent, and made 
what he could out of the devotees. The early 
English collectors thought they could increase the 

. impost by managing the temple business themselves. 
In I 788 Mr. Hesilrigge, the head assistant, having 
been deputed to the Holy City, with a view to 
carrying out •the change, organized a numerous 
establishment of priests, money-tak*rs, and watch
men, at the expense of the State.43 It was found, 
however, as soon. as the temple became a Go
vernment speculation, either that _the liberality of 
the devotees had strangely cooled, or that ·the 
priests must be embezzling the oblations. The 
revenue fell off; additional o:Qlcers were entertained 
to watch over those already appointed ; but the 
collector still complained that th~ chief priest frus
trated h;is vigilance by 'besetting every avenue to 
the temple with emissaries, who induced the pilgrims 
to make their offerings before approaching the 
shrine.' This became at l•ngth a source of so much 
disquietude to Mr. Keating's strongly fiscal•mind, 
that he determined to visit the temple, in order to 
exert his personal influence in .stimulating the libe-. 

42 Nine lacs of sicca rupees. Stewart's History of Bengal, p. 267. 
43 Report of the Collector to the Honourable Charles Stuart, 

President, and members of the Board of Revenue, dated 30th May 
1790. B. R. R. 
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rality of the devotees, and in checking the pecula
tions of the priests. 44 

Accordingly, escorted by a guard of thirty-five 
soldiers, the collector started •on the morning of the 
2rst February 1791, and, allowing for the stately 
pace at which he wa·s wont to travel, reached the 
Holy City about a week later. 45 'I pitched my 
tent,' he writes, 'in the midst of the pilgrims, and 
as near the temple as· possible, where I attended 
daily, and was an eye-witness so far as the con- . 
fusion would permit me.' 46 'At the stated period 
the doors 47 of the temple are thrown· open, and the 
crowd rush ia tumultuously, singing, dancing, pro
strating themselves with a1l the vociferatio<ts and 
madness of enthusiastic fervour. Everything is 
uproar and confusion. The offerings of bullion 
and jewels, constituting the most valuable [part of 
the presents], are now made, [being cast before the 
face J of the deity Brijjanauth, and the collecting 
Brahmans have an opportunity of secreting what 
they please without fear of detection.' The cere
mony consisted in pouring sacred water brought 
from the Ganges on the head of the god. Zeal 

H From Collector to Board~ Revenue, dated uth January 1791. 
B. R. i-· 

45 MS. folio, labelled 'Military Correspondence,' pp. 103, 104-

B. R. R. The guard consisted of thirty Sepoys, one jemadar, two 
havildars, and two .naiks. The distance from Soorie to Deoghur
·-t~ Holy City-was ab~ut eighty miles. 

46 From Collector to the Honourable Charles Stuart, President, • 
and members of the Board of Revenue, dated 28th March 1791. 

H This is an inaccuracy, probably an error in transcription ; the 
temple had then only one small door for the entrance_of pilgrims. 
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the pilgrims were abundantly gifted with, ' but of 
wealth among any of them there was no appear
ance. Not more than five families had any con
veyance .or hired house to reside in. About a 
hundred had simply a blanket drawn over a bamboo 
as a protection from the we~ther ; and the rest,' 
varying from fifteen to fifty thousand, according to 
the season, 'took up their abode under the adja
cent trees, with no kind of conveniency wha.tever. 
There was too general an appearance of poverty 
to suppose that the temple could profit much from 
the oblations ~f its devotees, and little could be 
expected ·from wretches who seemeti. in want of 
every necessary of life.' 48 It was from this desti
tute throng, however, that an increased tax had to 
be extorted. Accordingly, Mr. Keating appointed 
an establishment of one hundred and twenty ar~ed 
policemen with fifteen officers. 49 It must not be 
supposed that any protection • was afforded· to the 
pilgrims in return. The road winded round the 
solitary hills, buried for miles in forest, and inter
sected at short intervals by deep ravines which 
formed innumerable caves, swarming with robbers 
and wild beasts. The plunderers carried on their 
depredations undisturbed b' the magistrate as Jong 
as they did not entirely close the path. The suffer
ings of the pilgrims, however, at length became so 
intense as to affect the popularit)' of the shrine, a.pd • 
• 48 From Collector to Board of Revenue, dated 28th March 1791. 
B. R. R. 

49 From Collector to Board of Revenue, dated 3oth May 1790, etc. 
B. R. R. 
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. leave them nothing to offer to the idol when they 
reached the Holy City. It then became a question 
of revenue, and Mr. Keating's action was prompt. 
He ordered out a detachmer!t of native infantry to 
act against the banditti-' reported to consist of 
about three hundred men '-who had plundered a 
caravan of pilgrims, killing five of them, 'and en
tirely stopped up the road.' 50 

. The nature of the 
country made the operation a difficult one, and 
the commanding officer was directed to furnish 
' as great a force from the detachment of native 
infantry ' as he could spare, ' for rhe clearing of 
the jungle.' •The unhappy devotee who escaped 
the bandits and wild beasts upon the road fell a 
victim to the collector's harpies at the shrine, and 
after being mulcted of the last farthing, and spend
ing many nights of anxious waiting in the cold, often 
failed to gain the reward of his pilgrimage. A 
single narrow door, f~ur feet by five, formed the sole 
entrance, and the great object of the pilgrims was to 
catch a sight of the god on the holy night/a 'which 
if they miss, their labour is lost. Thousands depart 
disappointed/ continues the collector; but effectual 
measures were taken that they should be compelled 
to make their oblation bl9fore they went. 'Two days 
afte; [the holy night] not a pilgrim is to be seen.' 62 

50 MS. folio, labelled' Military Correspondence,' p. 144. B. R. R. 
e61 Shiva-ratri, spelt ~y Mr. Keating Shean-raut; a moveable fes

tival depending on the full moon of Phalgun. It fell on the 22d oi 
Phalgun in the year Mr. Keating visited the shrine (1791). 

52 From Collector to Board of Revenue, dated 31st July 1790. 
From same to same, dated 28th March 17911 etc. B. R. R. 
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Under the system of non-interference pursued 
by the Mussulman Rajahs of Beerbhoom, from forty 
to one hundred thousand pilgrims visited the Holy 
City each year. They fixed the temple-tax at a 
moderate sum, and exerci!?ed none of that indecent 
intermeddling with the mysteries of the shrine 
which Mr. Keating iq.troduced; In 1789, his first 
year of office, fifty. thousand pilgrims yielded only 
£430.53 In 1790 Mr. Keating's improved systep:1 
produced£goo,"4 besides the price of three ponies 
which he persuaded the devotees to buy at fancy 
prices. The l~tter transactio~ discloses our early 
system of administration in an amu~ing if not a 
very creditable light. Mr. Keating in one· letter 
describes the ponies as ·undersized, worn-out, old 
animals, not worth the cost of marching into the 
district headquarters, and the best of which 'might 
fetch from a pound to thirty shillings. In another 
he triumphantly relates to thee Government in Cal
cutta how he has disposed of them for fourteen 
pounds.55 This fiscal enthusiasm soon disappointed 
itself, however. In I 79 I the collector determined 
still further to inc;ease the temple-tax, and per
sonally superintended the oblations. That year 
only fifteen .thousand pilg,ims came. But Mr . 

• 
63 Sicca rupees 4084 : 7 : o. 
M Sicca rupees 8463 : 6 : 2. From Collector to Board of Re

venue, dated 30th May 1790; cf. also the letter of the 31st July 1790. 
·B. R. R. • • 

• 55 These ponies appear in half-a-dozen letters. E. D. From 
Collector to Honourable Charles Stuart, President, and members of 
the Board of Revenue, dated 25th June 1790· From same to same, 
dated 18th July 1790, etc. B. R. R. 
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Keating was not the man to report, that the very year 
he had visited the shrine the temple-tax decreased. 
Accordingly, £86o66 was extorted in gold and silver, 
besides offerings of cloth, turbans, and rice. 51 The 
whole would probably amount ·to £I 200, and the 
collector stated that not one half of what was levied 
from the pilgrims reached his hands. Assuming 
the total sum actually paid to have been £ISOO, 
the tax amounted to a rupee a head, or more than 
one man's subsistence for a month, from a crowd of 
fifteen thousand poverty-stricken wretches, of whom 
only a hundred and five had a stielter ·for their 
heads.58 

• 

John Shore, although his views as head of the 
Board of Revenue in I 789 were not precisely those 
which he expressed as President of the British and 
Foreign Bible Society in I8o4, loathed this con
stant ignoble squabbling between the collector and 
the priests. He <:h=sired that some arrangement 
might be made whereby the Government's share in 
the proceedings might appear as little as possible 
to sanction th.e rites. Mr. Keating, finding that his 
zeal in the matter struck no responsive chord among 
the higher authorities, but wholly incapable of com
prehending a scruple in. collecting revenue, from 

• whatever source derived, suggested that the temple-
tax might be farmed to the chief priest, naively 

• a<iding, 'Ma'y no! the number of pilgrims be en-

66 Sicca rupees 8ooo. 
67 From Collector to Board, dated 28th March 1791. B. R. R. 
ISS Id. 
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couraged when tl;ere is no interference of Govern
ment ?' 59 He further recommended this plan, on 
the ground ' that religious artifices will be practised 
and the reputation of the temple increased.' 60 Lord 

• 
Cornwallis shared Shore's sentiments, and laboured 
the more strenuously to carry out his views, on ac
count of the difference of opinion which had preceded 
their separation. Mr. Keating therefore speedily 
received the Governor-General's sanction61 to farm 
the temple to the chief priest, and before the begin
ning of r 772 our traffic on the superstitions of the 
people ceased 'fo wear the form of a direct plunder 
of their offerings to their god. Th(! priests pos
sesse·d thirty-two rural communes, with abundance 
of pasture, and the tax was commuted to a rent 
nominally for the temple lands attached to the 
shrine-in reality, for the shrine itself. 62 

These worm-eaten manuscripts bring back to 
life a f;rgotten world. The r~ligious ardour which 
braved the banditti of the road, the long exposure 
to the winter nights of a mountainous region, the 
oppression and profane interference of Government, 
is unknown to the Beerbhoom Hindus of the ·pre
s.ent day. Places of pilgrimage still exist, b_ut the . .. 

59 From Collector to Board of Revenue, 3oth May 179<a, etc. 
B. R. R . 

60 Letter from Collector to Board of Revenue, date~ z8th March 
I79L • 

61 Conveyed in the Board of Revenue'~ letter to the Collecior, • 
~ated 18th July 1791. 

62 From Collector to William Cowper, Esq., President, and mem
bers of the Board of Revenue, dated 27th October 1791. The second 
of two letters bearing this date. B. R. R. 
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people resort to them rather as marts or fairs than 
as the favoured abodes of the deity. Education 
has made havoc of ancient faith, and the most 
orthodox of the rising generation only abstain from 
open scept1c1sm. It may be that the Hindus are 
entering that dark valley of unbelief which stretches 
between every old religi~:m of a noble type and 
Christianity. The lamps by which their fathers 
walked during so many ages have burned out, and 
the more perfect light of the coming day has not 
yet dawned. 

Besides these sources of Government revenue, 
twenty-six irr1posts, to which custom had given a 
sort of sanction, were levied by the landholders on 
their own account. 63 The salt-duty was managed 
by a separate department in the seaboard districts, 
and levied before the article passed into consump
tion. Indeed, the only mention of it in tqe local 
records, previous to t:he permanent settlement, refers 
to a native officer of the department, who, while 
passing through the district, extorted benevolences 
right and left _from salt-vendors by the way. 

Next in importance to the punctual realization 
of the land-tax, were the collector's duties as head 
of the Finance Department of the Company's mer
cant!Ie affairs within the district. Mr. Keating was 
cashier, and his treasury a provincial bank, at which 

• th~ commercial re~ident kept his account. The net 
G3 A list of twenty-five is given in a Report on Sayer, dated Juna 

1790; another is mentioned in a letter from the Collector to William 
Cowper, Esq., President, and members of the Board of Revenue, dater, 
7th August 1791. B. R. R. 
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revenue of the district exceeded £ r oo,ooo sterling,64 

and the expenses of government seldom amounted 
to £ sooo. Of the remaining £9 s,ooo, part was 
remitted to C~lcutta •or to other treasuries, and 
part was retained to carry on the Company's manu
factures ih the district. The object of Government 
then, as now, was to have as little money as possible 
lying unused in the provincial treasuries,-. an object 
which the more perfect machinery of the present day 
accomplishes by a mere process of routine, but which 
at the period under review was complicated by the 

. collector's liabflity to be drawn on at any time by 
the commercial agents. The Calcutta authorities 
gave timely notice of drafts when practicable ; still 
the collector required considerable. experience and 
foresight, in order to send the largest possible remit
tances out of the district, and yet to keep enough 

. to· avoid all risk of having to dishonour the Com
pany's • cheques within it. Tile specie retained in 
the treasury averaged £7ocio sterling; as soon as 
it amounted to £ro,ooo, a remittance to Calcutta 
was effected. Mr. Kc~a.ting seems ~o have been 
less successful as mercantile cashier than as a 

• revenue· administrator. Reprimands from the 
Accountant-General came ~os regularly as the end 

• 

64 Land-tax of Beerbhoom, 
Land-tax of Bishenpore, 

. S. R. 6II,32I : 7 : I6 
S. R. 386,707 : II : 7 
-·--------- . 

• Total, • • S. R. 998,029 : 3 : 3 
Of this about S. R. 95o,ooo, or, in round numbers, £10o,ooo, were 
usually realized. Jamah-wasil-baki for 1788-89, etc. B. R. R. and 
c. o. R. 
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of the month; and not without reason, for while 
the Calcutta exchequer had been emptied to carry 
on the Mahratta war, and the Company was bor
rowing thankfully at exorbirant rat~s, Mr. Keating 
calmly retained a cash balance of £I 9,000 lying 
unused in his treasury.65 The district Government 
bank was managed thus: The Board of Trade 
forwarded an estimate of the drafts to be drawn 
upon the district bank during the ensuing six 
months, and the Board of Revenue named the 
treasury to which the surplus should be remitted. 
The collector sent a statement on '"the last day of 
each month, ~hibiting the cash balances, and men
tioning by what remittances he purposed to dispose 
of them. The amount and date of the remittances 
were therefore left to the collector's discretion, in
stead of being fixed, as at present, by the central 
Government. . 

Of this discretion Mr. Keating did not always 
make a sound use. On one occasion he found 
himself unable to meet a commercial draft for £8ooo, 
for the simple reason that Q.e had not kept enough 
money in his. treasury. 66 On another, the district 
was thrown into consternation by the treasury 
stopping payment altog.:ther. In the end of I 790, 
the ·war with Tippoo had drained the Company's 
treasure-chests, and the failure of the crops in 

• 65 Mr. Caldecott, Ac~ountant to the Board of Revenue, called for 
an explanation on September 15, 1790. • 

66 From Collector to Board of Revenue, dated 19th April 1789; 
also, correspondence with Mr. John Cheap, Commercial Resident at 
Soorool. B. R. R. 
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So~ther~ India left the whole deficit to be borne 
by the Bengal districts.67 The collectors were or
dered to send down every available rupee to Cal
cutta; a loan, somewhe1t on the principle of a Tudor 
benevolence, was obtained from the Nawab ;68 and 
on the I sth of November the Accountant-General 
directed all disbursements to be suspended. Ten 
days later came another letter still more urgent. for 
remittances; during the winter the demand was 
frequently repeated, and the provincial Government 
banks throughout Bengal remained closed. 69 It 
requires a mirfllte acquaintance with the economy 
of rural Bengal to understand the ilistress which 
followed. The Company was a great manufacturer, 
and the immediate result of these' measures was to 
throw many thousands of families out of work in 
mid-winter. The sudden drain upon the specie of 
the province, moreover, carried off the. only cur
rency in which the cultivators. could pay their rent. 
or the artisans receive payment for the goods they 
had delivered to the commercial resident. Starv
ing crowds besieged t~e Treasury, and this single . 
order of Government inflicted more suffering than 
a suc<;ession of bad, crops, and contributed no trifling 
quota to that vast total. of unrecorded misery 

• 
67 Calcutta Gazette of r8th N ovembe~ 1790. Selections, val. ii. p. 

28o. The famine is. referred to in many other places. A few months 
. previously Madras had been forced to draw on the central treasury in 

Calcutta for £zr,ooo. C. 0. R. and I. 0. L! • 
· 68 Calcutta Gazette, r8th November 1790. Sel. ii. p. 278. 

69 From A. Caldecott, Esq., officiating Accountant-General, to 
Collector, dated 15th November 1790. From same to same, dated 
25th November 17901 7th January 1791, etc. B. R. R. 

VOL. I. . T 
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on which our Indian trophies are erected. The 
starvation of the weavers during those winter 
months, and the general belief that the Company's 
sway had come to an end, were long remembered 
in Beerbhoom. 70 

The guarding of treasure parties demanded close 
attention. So unsafe was the country, that people 
never travelled except in large parties, or under the 
protection of. armed men. Persons of rank were 
accompanied by their own retainers, and more than 
once the collector called on the commanding officer 
for a detachment of infantry, to ~scort wealthy 
natives, who were attempting to pass through the 
district with an insufficient force. 71 Indeed, an 
armed retinue had become a necessity for every 
one who wished to make a figure on his travels. 
The life of a civilian was as sacred in those wild 
times as it is now. The assistant magistrates and 
commercial agents camped in the haunts of the ban
ditti without any personal risk; but the collector, 
deeming his position as head of the district demanded 
some little pomp, never stirred out of Soorie without 
a detachment 'of Sepoys. A few weeks before Mr. 
Keating's arrival at Beerbhoom, a treasure party 
had been overpowered and £3000 plundered; and 
the ·new collector determined that under his rule 

ro The only disbursement excepted from the general interdict in 
Beerbhoom was the reward for killing tigers, to which was subse-

• qut!ntly added the diet of prisoners. In salt and opium districts the 
advances for these articles of revenue were also excepted. B. R. R •• 

11 MS. 'Military Correspondence,' folio. On one occasion the 
Rajah of Chittra's agent required a guard; on another, a rich native 
gentleman belonging to Burdwan, etc. 
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no consideration for the military should lead to a 
similar misfortune. Some of his demands sound 
unreasonable enough to officers of our days. On 
one occasion, in the ruiddle of the rains, he called 
for an escort to convey the paltry sum of £zoo to 
Moorshedabad.72 The guard consisted of at least 
one officer and five men, for a smaller number never 
ventured into the jungle; and the journey, including 
the return, at that season of the year occupied 
fifteen days. The pay of a Sepoy was ten shillings 
a month, that of the officer may be set down at a 
pound ; so th~t the cost of escort upon a journey 
that now occupies a few hours, amolJifited to nearly 
5 per cent. of the whole remittance. On another 
occasion, when the commanding officer could ill 
spare his men; the collec~or called for two heavy 
detachments to guard remittances to ·the same 
destination within a few days of each other, and 
the treasury guards had often to be reduced in 
order to meet these vexatious demands. The 
average number of military employed on escort 
duty amounted to sixty soldiers and ni~e officers at 
a cost of £sz per mensem,73 .or £624 per annum, 

• 72 MS. 'Military Correspondence,' p. 128. 
73 The charge per mensem for a detachment of twenty Sepoys, 

with its complement of officers, was ~s follows : • 
I Jemadar, at S. R. 13, S. R. 13 
I Havildar, at , 9, , 9 
I N aik, at , 7, "· 7 

20 Sepoys, at , 5, • • , roo • 
,Good service allowances, 6 

S. R. 135 per mensem, 
equal to £r4 sterling. Letter to the Collector from Geor9e Cheap, 
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for remittances rarely exceeding £4o,ooo a year. 
The remittances in I 864 amounted to £59,600, at 
a cost of only £20 for guards.74 Indeed, the whole 
charge for transmitting £59~000 in 1864 hardly 
exceeds one-tenth of what was paid for the mere 
escort of £40,000 in 1789.711 

As head of the provincial Government bank, 
the collector had to give some attention to the 
currency of the district. The Company paid a high 
premium on its loans, and therefore deemed it 
important to have as many as possible of its notes 
in circulation. Complicated and vt!xatious rules 
were enacted -to attain this object. It paid all 
salaries or fixed disbursements over £I2oo a year, 
half in notes, half in cash/6 thus saddling indi
viduals in remote places with Company's paper, 
which they had to get rid of at a Ioss.77 Fre-

Esq., paymaster to the up-c~untry garrisons, dated Calcutta, nth 
April 1789. 

74 This return has been furnished from the office of the District 
Superintendent of Police. The average of two half-years, viz. that 
ending 31st December r864 and 3oth June 1865, was Rs. zoo per 
six months, or £zo per annum. 

75 The remittan"ces duri~g the financial year 1864-65 were 
£so,ooo in specie and £9600 in notes. The entire charge of 
transit and escort was Rs. 760 : 13 : 1, or £76, Is. 8d. sterling, or a 
fraction over one-tenth per cent. ill the sum remitted. The distance 
of the tlteasuries to which remittances were sent averaged I 50 miles, 
or three times farther than the average distance in 1789. 

76 Resolution of the Governor-General in Council, dated 27th May 
1789, etc. It is not clear whether the notes referred to in this resolu-

• tion•bore interest; but it• is evident from the treasury. records that 
there were a certain class of unpopular notes forced into circulation .• 
C. 0. R. Cf. Sir James Steuart's Proposals for the Extension of 
Paper Credit in Bengal, 1772. I. 0. L. 

17 The discount in September 1787 was 7 per cent. on Govern-
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quently, indeed, there was nothing in the treasury 
except paper, with which to pay the officials ; and 
an old newspaper announces as a great matter that 
the Calcutta employes would receive a month's pay 
in silver. Although paper was made a legal. tender 
from the Government to the public, it seems that 
the public could not as a matter of right offer it in 
discharge of the Government demands. There is 
a letter from Mr. Keating to the Board of Revenue, 
saying that a payment of the revenue had been 
tendere<;l in notes, and asking whether he should . . . 

rece1ve them. 78 

Every page of the records bears witness to the 
· miseries incident to ·a vitiat.ed currency. The 
coin~ge, the refuse of twenty different dynasties 
and petty potenta~es, had been clipped, drilled, 
filed, scooped out, sweated, counterfeited, and 
changed from its original value by every process ~f 
debasement devis.ed by Hintlu ingenuity during a 
space of four hundred years. The smallest coin 
could not change hands, without an elaborate cal
culation as to tpe amount to be de~ucted froni. its 
nominal value. This calcqlation, it need. hardly 
be said, was always in favour of the stronger party. 
The treasury officers ex~cted an ample di~count 
from the landholders,-a discount ,which, when 
Bengal passed under British rule, ~mounted to 3 · 

• • 
• ment certificates. In 1785 it was double these amounts . ..,-Calcutta 

Gazette, 6th September 1787. I. 0. L. 
78 To John Shore, Esq., President, and members of the Board of 

Revenue, from Collector, dated nth April 1789, etc. B. R R. 
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per cent. after a coin had been in circulation a single 
year, and to 5 per cent. after the second year, 
although no actual depreciation had taken place.79 

The landholder demanded • a double allowance 
from the middleman, and the middleman extorted 
a quadruple allowance from the unhappy tiller of 
the soil. In a long indignant letter on the illegal 
cesses under whi.ch the cultivator groaned, Mr. 
Keating singles out the 'batta' or exchange on old 
rupees as the most cruel, because the least defined.80 

No recognised standard existed by which to limit 
the rapacity of the treasury officers. •The Govern
ment held them responsible for remitting the net 
revenue in full, and )eft them to deduct such a pro
portion from each coin, as they deemed sufficient to 
cover all risk of short weight. . Moreover, so great 
was the variety of coin in use, that they claimed a 
further discretion as to what they would receive at 
all. Cowries (shells), eopper coins of every denomi
nation, lumps of copper without any denomination 
whatever, pieces of iron beaten up with brass, 
thirty-two diffe_rent kinds of rupees, from the full 
sicca to the Viziery, hardly more than half its 

79 The Principies of Money apt>lied to the Present State of Coin 
in Bengal, composed for the use of the Honourable the East India 
Company, by Sir James Steuart, Baronet, p. 16, small4to. Privately 
printed for the Company in 1772. Grant's Expediency Maintained, 

.P· 2~, 8vo, 1813. • Cf. :issais sur l'Histoire Economique de la 
Turquie, p. 109, Paris I 865. 

8° From Collector to the Honourable Charles Stuart, President, • 
and members of the Board of Revenue, in reply to the Board's 
order to introduce the decennial settlement, dated April 1790. 
B. R. R. 
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value,81 pagodas of various weights,82 dollars 83 of 
different sta~dards of purity, gold mohurs worth 
from twenty-five to thirty-two shillings each,84 and 
a diversity of Asiati~ and European coins whose 
very names are now forgotten. 85 At some treasuries 
cowries were taken, at others they were not. 86 Some 
collectors accepted payment in gold; others refused 
it; others, again, could· not make up their minds 
either way; 87 and the miserable peasant never knew 
whether the coin for which he sold his crop would 
be' of any use to him when he came t? pay ·n~.3 
rent. • 

Notwithstanding the oppressive rrecautions ob
served in receiving coins at the treasury, the number 

8l Calcutta Gazette of 1st N oyember 1792. The value of· the 
viziery rupee was 37 per cent. less than the siccas of Moorshedabad, 
Patna, and Dacca. For list of rupees in use, and their value, see 
Appendix·N. 

82 Worth from six shillings and eightpence to eight shillings and 
sixpence, according to the weight and the current rates of exchange. 

83 Calcutta Gazette of 14th January !790. 
84 Sir James Steuart's Principles of Money applied to Bengal, p. 

'26, 4t0, 1772. 
85 For a list of coins current in six Indian ports' in 1763, see 

Appendix 0. 
86 In Sylhet they were taken, and proved ver'y difficult to be got 

rid of. Calcutta Gazette of 6th October 1791. Lives of the Lindsa ys, 
by Lord Lindsay, iii. 170. In Beerbhoom they we'i-e not received. 
B. R. R. • 

87 Mr. Keating, shortly after his arrival, was offered gold in 
payment of the land-tax, and on referring the matter to the Board, 

· obtained its sanction to receive gold coins. Letter from Collector to 
John Shore, President, an<;J. members of the Board of Revenue, dated 
z zth April 1789, with reply thereto. On the other hand, thereeis a • 

• petition 'by several respectable mercantile gentlemen requesting 
orders for the free currency of gold in payment of the revenues,' 
referred to in the Calcutta Gazette of Thursday, 17th April 1788. 
B. R. R. and I. 0. L. . 
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of bad rupees which found their way into the remit
tances sounds incredible at the present day. In 
one small remittance of 40,738 rupees (£4I,ooo), no 
fewer than 738 were reportc!d to have' turned out 
bad.' 88 At present the bad rupees do not average 
five in a remittance of one hundred thousand. The 
coin in circulation, moreover, was insufficient for the 
commerce of the country, and Government compli
cated the evil by injudicious interference. It attri
buted the scarcity of coin, according to the fashion 
of the day, to 'tricks in raising the balta (i.e. ex
change),' 'to the extortion of usurers,'•• to a combina
tion of money~d harpies ;' 89 in short, to every reason 
but the true one-namely, the inadequacy of the 
coinage to carry on the trade of the province. A 
fourfold currency-gold, silver, copper, and notes
had gradually been introduced, without a single pro
vision to guard against the difficulties to which such 
a state of things gives rise. Of arbitrary regulation, 
however, there was no lack. The Government from 
time to time blindly fixed the price of bullion, and 
the incipient Anglo-Indian press not less blindly 
supported the' measure. A committee of inquiry 
sat ; it need scarcly be added, without in any way 
mending matters. 'The discount on gold mohurs,' 
wrote the editor of the Calcutta Gazette in r 788, 
' still continues enormously high, to the ruinous dis
tress of the p6or, ~d to the great inconvenience of 

• • 
88 Letter from J. E. Harrington, Esq., Collector of Moorshedabad,. 

to C. Keating, Esq., Collector of Beerbhoom, dated 27th September 
1790. B. R. R. 

89 Calcutta Gazettes of 28th February, 1oth April 1788, etc. I. 0. L. 
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the economical householder. The continuance of 
this evil, much more the increase of it, after the 
large imp~rts of silver into Calcutta fr~m Burdwan 
and other districts, evidently proves it is owing to a 
combination .of moneyed harpies. Should they per
severe till the commencement of the next sessions, 
it is anxiously to be hoped they will be called to 
account for their illegal practices before a jury of 
their fellow-citizens, and will experience the utmost 
severity of the law, which prohibits and punishes 
the engrossment of any article for the advance
ment of its price. Coined silver is an article that 
admits of precise determination of it~ proper value, 
and the engrossment and enhancement of it may 
easily b~ brought to specific proof.' ' It is seriously 
to be hoped,' he' continued, a fortnight later, ' that 
some effectual measures. will be taken to put a stop 
to theprogress of this evil, so severely felt by the 
community at large; ·other"'i~e trade must sink 
under usury.' But at the very time at which the 
aid of the courts was most loudly invoked, the 
Legislature had omitted to make any provision for . 
preserving the purity of the coin. The Anglo
Indi~n community clamoured for penal restrictions 
and interference to a degree far beyond that which 

• the law can successfully exercise, while the Anglo-
Indian Government had not enabled the courts to 
perform a duty which they .could' easily h~ve • 

. accomplished. Sir William Dunkins, in charging 
the grand jury of Calcutta,90 regrets that clipping, 

so Calcutta Gazette of 18th June 1795· I. 0. I.. 
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counterfeiting, and similar offences against the coin 
could not be dealt with more seriously than as cases 
of simple cheating. 

The debasement and in'adequacy of the rural 
coinage proceeded from two sets of causes ; one of 
which had been at work before the English had 
anything to do with Bengal, the other resulting 
from their injudicious but well-meant efforts at cur
rency reform. The Mussulmans recognised only 
one circulating medium-to wit, silver. Gold coins 
were struck, but they ' were left to seek their own 
value.' 91 In short, gold was treat:ed as bullion, 
and the statl'tped pieces called mohurs circulated 
at various prices, according to the current price of 
the metal. The weight and fineness of the Delhi 
mohurs was uniform, being of the same weight and 
fineness as the silver rupee; but a Delhi mohur 
sometimes sold for twelve, sometimes for thirteen, 
fourteen, or fifteen si~ca rupees.112 In the same way, 
copper coins, when transferred in large quantities, 
were and are to the present day sold ; that is to 
say, they do not pass at their full denominational 
value, but at 'a lower rate, the proportion deducted 
depending on the locality, and the comparative 
demand for silver or .:opper coins. Indeed, the 
tendency of copper coins to accumulate in the dis
trict treasuries still forms a subject of frequent 

• of!icial correspond~nce, and a percentage is in some 

9l Sir James Steuart's Principles of Money applied to Bengal, 
P• 25, 4to, 1772, 

92 Id. P· zf, 
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places allowed to the collectors of the' assessed 
taxes-such as the municipal police-for convert
ing the petty copper payments into rupees. 

The silver currency; therefore, was the only cir
culating medium which native governments steadily 
endeavoured. to regulate, and even in these efforts 
they did not succeed.93 In the first place, there was 
a number of mints, none of which honestly adhered 
to the same standard, an9. many of which did not 
even pretend to do so. One of the most cherished 
insignia of sovereignty was the striking of coin ; 
and little potehtates who in every other respect 
acknowledged allegiance to. Delhi, mamtained their 
independent right of coining. ·As it was the last 
privilege to. which fallen dynasties clung, so it was 
the first to which adventurers rising into power , 
aspired. · While the Mahrattas were still mountain 
robbers they set up a mint; and in I 68 5 the East 
India Company, at a period when it had only a 
few houses and gardens in Bengal, intrigued fo~ 
the dignity of striking its own coin. The s_ilver 
pieces thus produced passed from province to pro-· 
vince in the hands of wandering mer.chants, or in 
payment of tribute, and it became necessary to fix 
some ideal standard by w~ich to calculate their 
value.94 No two mints uniformly struck rupee; of 

93 The 'standard weight of a rupee was theoretically one sicca, 
equal to I79'55II grains troy'; the standard;fineness was t~J'h pure 
silver. • 

• 94 The M ussulmans in Turkey resorted to practically the same 
expedient, and for the same reasons. See an excellent series of Essais 
sur l'Histoire Economique de la Turquie, par M. Belin, Secretaire
Interprete de l'Empereur a Constantinople. Imperial Press, 1865. 
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the same weight and fineness ; indeed, very few 
mints invariably adhered even to their own nomi
nal standard, and after the coin reached the public 
it was subjected to every• species of debasement. 
The actual coin at any single mint, therefore, could 
not be selected as the standard, for no mint could 
be trusted, and whatever could be handled was sure 
to be falsified. An ideal coin was accordingly in
vented, by which all rupees might be valued, and 
one of the Company's earliest and soundest financial 
advisers has left on record the process. 'When a 
sum of rupees is 'brought to a sizroif (banker or 
money-chan~er), he examines them piece by piece, 
ranges them according to their fineness, then by 
their weight. Then he allows for the different 
legal battas (deductions) upon siccas and sunats; 
and this done, he values in gross by the current 
rupee what the whole quantity is worth. The 
rupee current, ther<!fore, is the only coin fixed by 
which coin is at present valued ; and the reason is, 
because £t z's not a co£n -itself, and therefore can 
never be falsified or worn.' 95 · 

This pro'cess, though simple and no doubt pr?· 
fitable to a banker or treasury officer, was impossible 
to the poor peasant. • The whole rural population 
ha<l to receive payment for their crops in coins 
whose value they did not understand, and then to 
~ay away tliese ~eoins for rent and taxes according 
to a calculation which they could not comprehend. 

9~ Sir James Steuart's Principles of Money applied to Bengal 
p. 17, 4to, 1772. 
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We can now appreciate the feelings of almost per~ 
sonal gratitude with which the husbandmen of India 
long remembered Tbdar Mal, a financier who, while 
he raised the revenues~ authoritatively re-enacted 
the option of paying them in kind. · 

Such was ·the state of affairs when the East 
India Company received charge of. Lower Bengal. 
The number of coins in its treasure-chests afforded 
no index of its financial position ; and although it 
got over this difficulty to a certain extent by keeping 
its accounts in current rupees, the work of convert
ing the actual ccrinage into the ideal stand'ard, proved 
too laborious to be very accurately perf~rmed. Set
ting aside the multitudinous differences of weight, 
hardly two remittances a year were made in coin of 
the same fineness. Of twenty-eight large payments, 
of which we have an accurate record,96 between r 764 
and I 769 inclusive, only three were i'n rupees of 
standard purity; and before the value of the other 
twenty-five could be ascertained, it was necessary to 
melt them down, weigh, and assay them. . The 

··obvious remedy was to call in the old' currency, 
issuing in place of it a new coinage of fixed weight 
and purity; and on this important duty the first 
English governors of Bengal went heartily to work. 

But presently they discovered that the rerrTedy 
was by no means so obvious or easy as they had ~ 

supposed. Recoinage cost a heavf per~::entage; and 
r.eople would not bring their debased coin to the 

96 Sir James Steuart's Principles of Money applied to Bengal, pp. 
18-21. 
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mint when they found that they got back barely 
three-fifths of what they gave in. Partly from this 
reason, and partly from delay in re-issuing the 
rupees, the province found ttself drained of its cur
rency. Business came to a stand : the richest mer
chants could obtain no circulating medium with which 
to purchase goods for their traffic, and no one would 
sell on credit, well knowing that, when the time of 
payment came, no coin would be forthcoming. To 
meet this emergency, the Council in Calcutta deter
mined to issue a gold currency, which should pass 
not merely for its equivalent in silvc1- at the market 
rates, but as-a distinct medium of circulation, each 
piece having a fixed denomination of value. The 
Council, however, not having the requisite bullion 
to start with, tried to induce the people to bring 
their gold for coinage, by attaching an arbitrary 
value to the new gold mohurs. According to law, 
each piece was to pa.ss at a rate which exceeded by 
I 7~ per cent. its market value in silver. Crowds 
besieged the mint with ingots to be manufactured 
into these profitable coins ; but the more go-ld 
mohurs the Council issued, the greater the scarcity 
in the currency, for some unaccountable reason, be
came. Not till six yecvs afterwards was the mys
tery• explained. The ' encouragement ' given to 
gold simply meant discouragement to silver. The 
Council, by ·fixing the value of the new coins at 

• • 
arbitrary rates, had rendered it I 7! per cent. mor~ 
profitable to make payments in gold ; but it had 
o·niy done so by rendering it I 7! per cent. less pro-
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fitable to pay in silver. The gains of the fortunate 
few who held gold had to be paid a thousand-fold 
by the unfortunate many who held silver. The 
latter refused to make ]Jayments in a currency that 
had thus been depreciated I 7t per cent., and sent 
it abroad either in exchange for gold, or for pur
poses of trade. The East India Company itself,· in 
its mercantile capacity, carried a quarter of a million 
sterling per annum out of Bengal to China ;97 

Madras constantly required specie from Bengal to 
purchase its investment ; and Bombay, which did 
not pay ,the expense of government, had to be sup
plied from the same source.98 In the ~ars following 
this memorable experiment, the Council constantly 
complain that while no currency existed wJth which 
to carry on internal commerce, the exportation of 
silver went on upon an unprecedented scale. 

Another influence presently began to intensify 
the evil. India had always depended on its foreign 
trade for a supply of the precious metals. It ab
sorbed vast quantities of silver for jewellery and 
domestic ornaments; and Romans, Venetians, Por-

97 Sir James Steuart, pp. 26, 32, 57, etc. I. 0. L. 
98 Bengal from the very first seems to have been the milch cow 

from which the other Presidencies <1rew their support. A hundred 
references to the Indian records and papers of the last century .might 
be given. For example, letters from the President and Council of 
Bengal to the Court of Directors, dated the 25th August 1770, paras. 
26 and 30 ; the 9th March 1772, para. 22, in which ,the Council com
plain that the Bengal treasuries are compl~ely emptied by sendV'!g o 

coin to the other Presidencies ; Ricky's Bengal Gazette, 29th April 
;780, with innumerable notices in the Calcutta Gazette, r784-18o4. 
I. 0. R., C. 0. R., and I. 0. L. Cf. also Mr. Marshman's History of 
.India, i. p. 283 (in 1758), and p. 328 (in 1767). Longmans, 1867. 
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tuguese, Dutch, and English, had each in turn 
lamented the exportation of their national currency 
in exchange . for oriental luxuries. During the 
seventeenth century a singll!! harbour of Western 
India-Surat-received, by the way of the Persian 
Gulf alone, half a million sterling per annum in 
specie. The quantity of bullion which the trade 
carried out of England long formed a most tren;,. 
chant weapon in the hands of the opponents of the 
East India Company. Its amount was regulated by 
Parliament, and loudly deplored by patriotic pam
phleteers. Until the middle of the l<!st century, the 
Company's basiness consisted in sending silver from 
England, and bringing back Indian produce in ex
change; but in 1765, when the revenues of Lower 
Bengal passed into its. hands; it found itself pos
sessed of an annual surplus large enough to do 
away with the necessity of importing specie for the 
purchase of its inve:'l,tment.99 

· If a district yielded, 
as in the case of Beerbhoom, £9o,ooo of revenue, 
the Council took care that not more than £ sooo or 
£6ooo were spent in governing it. From the re
mainder, ten thousand pounds or so were deducted 
for general civil expenses, ten thousand more for the 
maintenance of the arr~y, and the surplus of say 
£6o,~oo was invested in silks, muslins, cotton cloths, 
and other articles, to be sold by the authorities in 
Leadenhall Street. In short, the revenues of 

• • 
B~ngal supplied the mee+ns of providing the invest-. 
ment in Bengal, and so the annual influx of specie 

S9 Sir James Steuart, p. s6. 
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ceased, while the consumption of the precious metals 
went on as before. It was this annual influx alone 
that had enabled the province to bep.r up again:st 
the heavy annual drain• on its currency; and we are 
assured t~at without it even the tribute to Delhi, 
not to speak of the yearly supply of bullion to the 
Company's factors in China, Madras, and Bombay, 
could not'have been sustained. Mandeville, writing 
in r750, states that the payment of the Emperor's 
revenue 'sweeps away .almost. all the silver, coined 
or uncoined, which comes into Bengal. It goes to 

. Delhi, from whence it never returns to (Lower) 
Bengal; so that after such treasure .is gone from 
Muxadavad (Moorshec;labad), there is. hardly cur
rency enough left in Bengal to carry on any trade, 
or even to go to market for provisions and neces
saries of life, till the next shipping arrives to bri~g a 
fresh supply of silver.' 100 

In I 76 5, therefore, these. ftesh supplies came to 
an end. The gold coinage, devised to supply ~he 
de~ciency in I 766, only made matters worse. Dur-

- ~ ing the two following years internal traffic ceased, 
and the whole population, Englisl) and native, at 
length' implored the Government to move one way 
or another in the matter. :At present the distress 
is so great,' wrote the English inhabitants in f769, 
'that every merchant in Calcutta is in danger of 
becoming bankrupt, or running a risk of ruin by 

• 
attachments on his goods.' 'There remains not sutfi- • 

1oo Letter dated 27th November 17 5o, printed by the Company in 
1771. Financial Resolution of the 2oth March 1769, etc. 

VOL. I, U 
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cient (currency) for the occasions and intercourse o( 

commerce. . . . The fair and honest dealer is every 
day prosecuted to judgment in the court without 
remedy, from the impossibility of obtaining pay
ment from his debtors .... He is thus urged by 
his necessity to involve himself in expensive suits ; 
he is forced to defend, in order to gain time, though 
sensible of the justice, and desirous to pay the de
mand; and he is driven to a hasty prosecution, in 
hopes to recover before judgment passeth against 
himself, though fully convinced of his debtor's wil. 
lingness to pay as soon as he is able. • His substance 
in this mann~r is wasted, and the distress which 
follows is too obvious and moving to need descrip
tion.'101 The 'Humble Petition of the Armenian 
Merchants settled in Calcutta' puts the case even 
more forcibly : ' The necessity of coin now felt in 
this capital, amongst the many intolerable evils 
arising from it, affects every individual to that de
gree, that the best houses, with magazines full of 
goods, are distressed for daily provisions ; and that 
not only a general bankruptcy is to be feared, but a 
real famine, in" the midst of wealth and plenty.' 

The English merchants proposed, by way of 
remedy, to prosecute all. who held silver, and would 
not ~ive it in exchange for the gold coins at rates 
fixed by law. The Armenians took a deeper view. 
They perceived t~e existence of a real deficiency 

• • 
101 Petition of the Mayor's Court of· Calcutta to the Honourable" 

Harry Verelst, dated Town Hall, 14th March 1769, signed 'John 
Holmes, Registrar.' Quoted from the Calcutta Revz"ew, xxxv. 29. 
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which legislation could not reach, and recommended 
that the bullion in the country should be utilized by 
being coined. Silver was not to be had, but many 
capitalists held gold; ~nd they proposed a general 
coinage of the latter· metal into pieces varying from 
eight shillings to £I, r 2s: sterling, not on the ground 
that such a currency would be in itself a convenient 
one, but because ' any coin whatever is better than 
no coin at all.' 102 

The Honourable Harry Verelst took the advice 
of these very sensible Armenian gentlemen. ' Upon 
a strict and irnpartial inquiry,' he wrote, 'we find 
that this scarcity of specie, so severeJ.y felt by the 
merchants here, is not an accidental or fictitious one, 
nor confined to Calcutta alone, but th?-t the same 
indigence is spread over the whole country.' He 
goes on t_o express an apprehension, ' that either the 
revenue must fall short, or be collected in kind, from 
a want of sufficient currency~;' and concludes by 
ordering a second gold coinage. But the English 
governors of Bengal did not at that period possess 
the data on which to base a successful currency re- · 
form; and although Mr. Verelst avoided the mis
take of fixing the legal denomination of the new 
coins so egregiously above sheir market value as in 
I 766, he still overrated them by St per cent. ·T~e 
events of I 766, therefore, repeated themselves in a 
mitigated shape. At. first the ~eople very gladly 
~brought their bullion to undergo the profitable pro- • 

102 The Armenian Petition of 1769, quoted from the Calcutta 
Review, xxxv. 28. 
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cess of coinage ; and the Council congratulated 
themselves on the success of their experiment. But 
presently the public began to find out that, while the 
value of gold mohurs had been artificially enhanced 
st per cent., the value of rupees had been depre
ciated to an equal degree: They therefore with
drew t-he last remnant of their silver from circula
tion ; and the driblet of gold coins that issued from 
the mint proved wholly inadequate to take the place J 

of the national currency. Indeed, the native bankers, 
having learned wisdom from the losses of I 766, de
termined to be beforehand with th8 Government 
this time, anQ refused to advance sums in silver 
which might be repaid a few months later in gold 
coins bearing a fictitious value. Before the end of 
the year the Council found their treasury empty, 
and complained that the merchants had . deserted 
their trade, and were 'locking up their fortunes in 
their treasure-chests.';oa 

Even those who held gold soon began to dis
trust the Company's efforts at a gold coinage. 
According to the regulations of 1766, a mohur 
containing 149·72 grains of pure gold passed for 
fourteen rupees, or at the rate of I0'694 grains to 
the rupee; according t~ the regulations of r 769, 
the ~ohur contained I9o·o86 grains of pure gold, 
and passed for sixteen rupees, or at the rate of 
I r·SS grains to the. rupee. Native money-changers ~ 

• sp~edily detected this, and became afraid to have 

Ios Letter fi·omlhe President and Council to the Court of Directors, 
dated 25th September 1769, para. 39· I. 0. R. f 

.. 
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anything to do with the Company's mint. They 
kn~w that they could always get the market value 
of their gold as bullion., but it was impossible to say 
what liberty the English gentlemen might next be 
pleased to take with the coin. 

It requires a strong effort of the imagination to 
realize the miseries of the next twenty years. The 
great famine of I 769, as the Directors have pathe-

- tically recorded, seemed to put a finishing stroke 
to the sufferings of the people, and the history of 
rural Bengal pecomes a narrative of severities for 
wringing ·a constantly increasing revenue out of a . . 
starved and depopulated -province. Warren Hast-
ings created a security for person and property, 
such as had never been enjoyed since the Mussul
man despoilers rolled down on. Hindusthan. He 
framed equal laws, and he did his best to bring· 
them within the reach of the people. He under
stood the Bengalis thoroughly, aided every effort 
to investigate their wants or to interpret their 
character, was munificent exactly at the ~ime and 
in the . manner to win their admiration, and dis
played in all his public appearances that prompt, 
unerring audacity, so well calculated to overawe a 
race whom long oppression had stripped o' self
respect. More than this, Warren Hastings really 
loved the natives, and the natives i:q return loved 

,._and respected him as they have roved and respected • 
·no Englishman before or after. He was ,a true 

Asiatic prince of the best type ; a man who a cen
tury earlier might have built up an independent 
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empire that would have held together under twenty 
feeble successors. But in matters touching the 
revenues he had a heart o( stone. Menaced by 
the potentates of Hindusthan, all but overwhelmed 
by the Mahrattas, plotted against by powerful 
Hindu subjects, harassed by mutinous troops, 
bearded by his own coadjutors in council, he felt. 
that his one source of strength was the .command 
of money. Money alone would keep up h~s in
terest with the Court of Directors at home ; money 
alone would maintain their sovereig~ty in Bengal ; 
and any degree of fiscal severity seemeq to him a 
cheap price t~ pay for the peace and security of all 
India. It could not be expected that a governor in 
his position would complicate matters still further 
by currency measures which, however salutary in 
the end, might occasion panic and confusion during 
their progress. From time to time, when accident 
brought home to him the misery caused by the 
debased and insufficient coinage, he devised some 
temporary palliative ; but the only substantial re
form which he.carried through was the work of his 
first year of office. 

Under native governments the mint formed a 
sourc; of revenue ;104 a heavy royalty was habitually 
levied, and, when occasion demanded, the bullion 
brought to the officers for coinage was deoased. In 

• orrJ.er to give· the mint work, an _iniquitous system 
had been devised to force the people to have the· 

104 Sir James Steuart's Principles of Money applied to the Present 
State of the Coin in Bengal, p. 3, 4to, 1772. 
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whole currency recoined every year. For each year 
that had elapsed since the· date stamped upon the 
coin, a heavy percentage was deducted, irrespective 
of actual deterioration." For example: a rupee that 
had been in use a· year lost three per cent. of its 
value ; after it had circulated two years it lost five 
per cent., <~nd this, too, although it had suffered 
no change in weight or purity. To escape these 
deductions, capitalists presented their coined silver 
before the end of each year or second VP' 

so the mints drove a flourishing business at the 
expense of the people. . As early as, I 77 I the 
Bengal Council had· pointed out tHe remedy for 
this/05 but under Mr. Cartier's feeble reign nothing 
ever rec~i ved practical effect. In I 77 3 ·Warren 
Hastings,· with his wonted contempt for half mea
sures, struck"at the root of the evil. He enacted 
that no deduction should be made from. a coin, how
ever long it might have beel'!. in circulation, unless 
reaiiy deteriorated; and in order to ensure obedi
ence, he commanded that all future issues ·s!tould 
bear one date, that of 1773, or as t~e legend. runs 
on the rupees, 'the I 9th year of the .auspicious 

. reign' of Shah Alam. This was the first step the 
Company ;had taken in tpe right direction, and it 
gave rise to so many disputes that Warren ·Hast
ings did not venture on another. The sufferings 
of the people are graven deep. on every recorq of • 

• those days ; and it is impossible to turn over a few 
pages of any public print, without coming upon 

1os Letter to the Court of Directors, dated the 3oth August 1771. 
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irrepressible evidence of the ruin and distrust be, 
tween man and man occasioned by the debased 
currency. To cite only two instances from the first 
Calcutta paper. In May r 7So we are told that all 
the shops in the principal city of South-western 
Bengal remained shut for several days, on account 
of a dispute about the value of the sicca rupee/06 

and only reopened when the authorities yielded to 
the popular view. Not long afterwards 'Honestus' 
complains that the trade of Patna, the mercantile 
capital of Central Bengal, had entirely decayed, 
owing to the ruinous and constantly fluctuating 
exchange between the local and the statutory coin
age.lor 

To such straits had a debased currency brought 
commerce, when in I 786 Lord Cornwallis received 
charge of the province. During his first three 
years of office, judicial and fiscal reforms de
manded his whole eflergies ; and in spite of the 
clamours of the Calcutta newspaper, and of more 
touching appeals from the rural population, he did 
not dare to m~ddle with the coinage. But he had 
in ] ohn Shore an adviser who thoroughly under
stood the magnitude of the evil, and before the end 
of I 789 the two friends had devised a plan for 

• eradicating it once and for all. Suddenly an order 
issued depriving the treasury officers of any discre-

• tiop in taking or J.ICjecting coins on the ground of 
short weight. If a rupee was the genuine product • 

los Ricky's Bengal Gazette of the 2oth May 1780. 
107 I d. of the r6th September 1780. 
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of a recognised mint, no matter to what extent it 
had b_een clipped or drilled, the treasury officers 
were to receive it by weight according Fo fixed rates 
hung up in the collector's office. This single stroke 
put an end to the indefinite and arbitrary discount 
which the provincial treasurers had from time 
immemorial exacted on all coin except siccas of 
the current year. .B<:fore they had recovered their 
consternation another order arrived, rendering them 
responsible not merely for ~he net sums received, 
but for the actual coin in which it was paid. This 
completed their ruin. Many of them had invested 
a fortune in bribing their. way up tc1 the post of 
treasurer,-a post which_ in those days yielded a 
salary of £40 per annum, and an oppo,rtunity of 
making £4000 more. Besides 'playing with .the 
deposits,' varying from £ sooo to £3o,ooo, the 
treasurers had always enjoyed the privilege of 
deducting what allowance they pleased from each 
coin when they received it, and then of returning it 
to circulation, as payment for the mercantile invest
ment, at rates fixed by themselves. !3ut now these 
profitable operations came abruptly to an end.· Lord 
Cornwallis divided the currency into two classes: 
the first consisting of the statutory coinage, to be 
taken at its full legal denomination ; the seco~d or 
deteriorated sort, to be received at the published 
rates, and sent off at the. end ~f each month to • • 
.Calcutta. The mere fact of some deduction re-
quiring to be made from the nominal value of 'a 
rupee, he accepted as conclusive proof of its unfit-
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ness to be returned to circulation, and commanded 
in every such case that the treasury officers should 
specify the rates at which they received the coin in 
an invoice to be forwarded. along with the com 
itself, to the Presidency mint.108 

The treasury officers grumbled, shirked, dis
obeyed. In his first ardour for reform, Warren 
Hastings had issued a similar order, and they had 
managed to evade it. But they were now to 
learn the difference between a spasmodic although 
talented autocracy, and the persistent watchfulness 
of a well-organized central Government. During 
four years Lord Cornwallis had been painfully con
structing that series of checks and counter-checks 
on the local officials which still forms a distin
guishing feature of the Indian administration. 
Before the end of I 789 he held lists of the names 
of all natives in the Government employ/09 and the 
rebellious treasurers found themselves suddenly 
entangled in a net of artfully-contrived statements, 
vouchers, and monthly returns. The slightest 
touch of his ~ordship's finger crushed where it fell, 
and John Shore had taught him a sure method of 
reaching the delinquents. He seldom condescended 
to make any reference to the treasurers themselves; 

• but he visited the English collector of the district 
with unsparing fines for the offences of his subor-. 

• los Order of the 23~ June 1790, forwarded with a letter from the 
Board of Revenue to the Collector of Beerbhoom, dated the 3oth id.., 
etc. B. R. R. 

I09 From the same to the same, dated 7th April 1789. Regula
tions of the 8th June 1787, Art. 18. B. R. R. and C. 0. R. 
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dinates-offences which that officer had hitherto 
either winked at or regarded with indifference. 
Even Mr. Keating's ~seal ardour failed to avert 
these penalties ; and when Lord Cornwallis found 
the treasurers trifling with his currency reform, he 
extended the .system of fines, . which had formerly 
applied only to unpunctuality i~ transmitting trea
sure·, to every irregularity· in despatching accounts 
or returns, and to every defect in their form. 11° For 
these mulcts and indignities the collectors took 
ample vengeance on the native subordinate whose . . 
delmquency had caused them, and the monthly 
transmission of depreciated coins soon became a 
matter of undisputed routine. 

But though all resistance on the part of the 
treasurers was over, another and far more serious 
struggle had commer;ced. The debased coinage 
formed two-thirds of the provincial curren'cy, and the 
ve~y success of the measure for• calling it in denuded 
the rural population of the means of purchasing the 
necessaries of life. The prices of local produce 
sank to nominal rates, not because gt:ain was 'really 
cheap, but because money was dear; and the village 
usurers, demanding. a settlement of accounts as 
usual at harvest-time, received the husbandman's . . . 
whole crops in return for a pound or thirty shillings 
advanced to him in spring. In the large towns, where 
the statutory coinage more abourPded, the calling in 
~f the debased rupees occasioned hardly any drain, 

no Circular of the Board of Revenue, dated 2oth September 1790. 
B. R. R. 
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and did not affect prices. The corn-dealers there· 
fore bought up the whole grain of the country at 
the nominal rates prevailinj; in the rural parts, in 
order to sell it or export it at the prices prevailing 
in the cities ; and the miserable peasantry, after 
reaping a good harvest,' found themselves in the 
midst of a famine. 

The urgent necessity for funds to prosecute the 
war against Tippoo intensified the distress. All 
the bad coin was swept off to Calcut~"l. to be melted, 
while all the good coin was swept off to Calcutta for 
exportation to Madras. The triumph of the trea
sury officers• seemed at hand; for no Government 
would dare, they argued, to strip the country entirely 
of its coin, and the currency reform of I 790 would 
end as the currency reform of I 7 7 2 had ended-by 
first causing a great deal of misery, and then being 
abandoned. For a moment the fate of the measure 
did indeed tremble ifl the balance. The crisis found 
Lord Cornwallis involved in changes that had un
settled the whole judicial and fiscal administration ; 
a war which. threatened the very existence of the 
English in India raged in Madras; a real famine 
was depopulating the Deccan ; and would he now 
per~ist in creating an artificial famine in the one 
province which remained unscathed? But Lord 
Cornwallis considered that, after all, it was but a 
choice betw.een two great evils. The suffering 
caused by the measure had far exceeded his worst 
apprehensions ; but that suffering was now half 
over, and to yield wo!J.ld be to return for an inde-
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finite period to th~ miseries of a debased currency. 
Besides, the suffering incident to the reform would 
all have to be endured over again. Fortified by 
these considerations, Lord Cornwallis turned a 
mercifully deaf ear to the cries of the people. 

The winter of I 790-9 I passed, but brought no 
re1i~f to BengaL Before calling in the debased 
currency, the Government had made provision for 
returning the specie when recoined, but somehow 
the riew rupees did not reach the hands of the 
people. The old Calcutta mint was set vigorously 
to work, new 1hints were established at the three 
great provincial centres,111 and the heali of each dis
trict received orders to take all coins that might be 
offered to them at the local market rates, giving 
back statutory rupees in payment.112 At first the 
people readily brought their debased currency to be 
exchanged for the new coinage ; but the collectors 
presently found their supply .of legal rupees ex
h:austed, and had either to refuse to receive the 
local currency, or else to take it on credit. Then 
came the pressing expenses of war, and the orders, 
peremptorily repeated, to suspend all payments from 
the district treasuries, except the diet allowance for 
the prisoners, and the rewards for killing tigers.113 

The poor people had given in their little hoar<1s of 

111 Dacca, Mo.orshedabad, Patna. , 
112 Circular Order of the Board of Reven~~e, dated 2d August I71JP· 

B. R. R. 
• 113 Letters from the Accountant-General to the Collector, dated 
15th November, 29th December 1790, and 28th January 1791. In 
salt or opium districts these articles were also excepted. B. R. R. 
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old rupees; when they asked for new ones in re
turn, the collectors with much shamefacedness had 
to tell them that all disbursements were stopped. 

On the 1st of January 1,.91 a hopeful but mo
mentary gleam flashed across the political sky. The 
cumbrous, slow-working process of melting, assay
ing, and recoining had at last some visible results 
to show, and. on the first day of the year an issue 
of' new-milled rupees' took place simultaneously at 
the four mints. But the good news had scarcely 
reached the rural parts before another order came, 
more rigidly enforcing the· suspensi~n of disburse
ments from the district treasuries, and the people 
had the satisfaction of learning that their old rupees 
had been recoined only to be exported for war 
exigencies to Madras. 
· But early in spring the pressure, in an unac
countable manner, became lighter. The truth is, 
that the crops which ,the village bankers and corn
P.ealers had sent to the cities in December, or ex
ported to Ma~ras, were now paid for, and the price 
was flowing back to the districts in the shape of 
'new-milled r"upees.' The winter grain trade had 
realized unusual profits, and the rural capitalists had 
therefore an unusual quantity of money to lend. 
The • borrowing classes profited accordingly, and 
every one who wanted an advance on his spring 
crops could get it;, The crisis was in truth at an 

• 
end; the calm resolution of the great English chie( 
had conquered both in the Council and the field: a 
temporary loan at 12 per cent. rapidly filled up, the 
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local treasuries resumed payment, and the village 
elders, as they calmly sucked their hookas, began 
to question whether, after all, the Company's sway 
had really come to an e\ld. 

By this time Lord Cornwallis was at the head 
of the British army ; but from under his tent in the 
southernmost corner of India, daily proofs of his 
persistent watchfulness shot forth to every extremity 
of Bengal. He' had indeed obtained the' highest 
administrative triumph. He had first constructed 
his executive machinery, and then breathed so much 
of his.own vital+ty into it ·as to render it independent 
of himself. The able and conscient-ious men to 
whom he had entrusted the Currency Reform, no 
sooner felt the country a little eased, than they pro
ceeded to measures to which the whole traditions 
of the Company's government in India were op
posed. Its first financial experiment had been to 
affix a legal value to gold, with what results we· 
already know; and Lord Cornwallis, clearly perceiv
ing that ·the unregulated double currency lay at the 
root of half the commercial distress, had put a stop 
to the coinage of gold pieces in. I 788 as an indispens
able preliminary to his reforms.114 During the terrible 
pressure of I 790 he had yielded so far, however, as 
to endeavour to relieve the drain on the silver·cur
rency by resuming for a time the coinage of gold 
mohurs ; 115 but before the close ~f 1 7~ I this pres-

• 
• 114 Order of the 3d December 1788. 

115 Order dated 2rst July 1790, communicated in Board of Re
venue's letter to the Collector, dated 23d til. B. R. R. 
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sure had exhausted itself, and Lord Cornwallis de
termined by one bold stroke to get rid, once and 
for all, of the perils of a twofold medium of circu
lation. One governor after- another had failed in 
his attempts to make a double currency work 
harmoniously. The public was again pressing for 
further reg~lations and penal enactments on the 
subject, when a proclamation issued doing away 
with every check on the traffic of the precious 
metals, and declaring them ordinary articles of com
merce. ' Whereas,' ran the document, 'various ap
plications have of late been made t-o· the Superin
tendent of P~lice by individuals, in consequence of 
the difficulty which they have experienced in pro
curing silver coin, to compel the shrojfs (money
changers) to furnish silver in exchange for. gold 
coin, and to punish them if they att~mpt in this 
exchange to value the gold mohur at less than what 
appears to have bee11 its former market value : The 
Governor-General in Council has therefore deter
mined, that in future the sale of gold and silver coin 
shall be as free and unrestrained in every respect 
as the sale of gold and silver bullion, and the ex
changeable value or price of each determined by 
the course of trade, in the same manner as the price 
of ~!.very other commodity that comes into the 
market.' 116 

After a year's trial of the new system, Lord 
• • 

116 Dated Fort-William, Public Department, r8th November 1791; 
signed E. Hay, Secretary to the Government, and published in ex
tenso in the Calcutta Gazette of rst December 1791. 
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Cornwallis decided that the time had come to· get 
rid of the old defaced coinage by compulsory mea~ 
sures.117 The public had been allowed ample op
portunity to change· its old coin_ for new ' without 
any charge whatever.;' and he now ordered that after 
the first day of the Bengali year I 200 (10th April 

· I 794 A.D.) the full coinage should be the only legal 
tender, and that ' no person should be permitted to 
recover' in the courts ' any sum of money under a 
bond or• other writing, by which any species of 
rupees, excepting the sicca rupees of the 19th sun,118 

is stipulated t~ be paid.' In I 794 another twelve
month's grace was given,119 but the yea~ 1795 saw the 
long-deferred triumph of the one strong will. The 
new and uniform currency had at last completely 
oust<id the multitudinous, battered, and debased 
rupees which had so long afflicted the people. 

In adopting the principle of non-interference, 
Lord Cornwallis displayed a ~elf-taught knowledge 
of the science of finance, which England did not 
attain till a quarter of a century. later, and which 
several European countries have yet to learn. Not 
till 1819 did Parliament do away with the restric
tions· on the foreign trp.de in bullion ;120 and up to 
a few years of the time when the isolated Indian 

• 
117 Declaration dated Fort-William, Public Department, 24th 

October 1792, signed J. L. Chauvet, Sub-Secretary, published in ex
tenso in the Calcutta Gazette of rst November 1794. 

118 I.e. Rupees struck by the Company, "hose dies uniformly bire 
• the 19th year, 'sun,' of the Emperor Shah Alam's reign, equivalent 

to A.D. 1773, for reasons previously stated. 
119 Proclamation dated 28th June 1794-
120 59 Geo. III. c. 49· 
VOL. I. X 
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statesman carried out his reforms, the Louis d'or 
continued to be rated at a nominal value by the 
French mint, to the stoppage of trade, and even
tually to the complete banisHment of gold from the 
currency.121 

From these measures-which, so far as I am 
aware, have hitherto found no historian-the com
mercial development of rural Bengal dates. The 
Indian coinage remains substantially as Lord Corn
wallis left it; silver being the standard medium of 
circulation, and gold, whether in the shape of mohurs 
or of the recently introduced sovere~ns, passing as 
bullion at vatiable rates. But with .the coinage un
altered, the currency has undergone a great change. 
Mr. James Wilson did for India under the Crown 
what Lord Cornwallis in his financial capacity did 
for India under the Company : he rendered the 
circulating medium equal to the demands upon it. 
To Mr. Wilson's paper currency rural Bengal owes 
the means by which she has been enabled, without 
panic or even inconvenience, to hurry along that 
career of productive energy which has been opened 
up to her duri"ng the last ten years. 

Next to Mr. Keating's duties as collector of the 
revenues and Government banker, were his func
tions as judicial and magisterial head of the district. 
These last, however, seem to have given him 
but little trouble .• So· long as the banditti did not 
• 

actually depopulate the country, and thereby dis-. 
turb the collection of the land-tax, he had no busi-

, 
121 Traite de l'Economie Politique, par M. Say, tome i. p. 393· 
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ness to interfere; when their depredations reached 
this point, he sent out troops against them. We 
have seen how energetic and successful he proved 

·himself in the latter C:peration; but it is impossible 
not to perceive that the Company's servants, or at 
least the undistinguished mass of them-and to this 
class Mr. Keating belongs-interpreted their duties 
entirely from a fiscal point of view. Mr. Keating's 
ablest reports on the police an:= written not in his 
magisterial capacity, but as collector. His fears are 
not for the security of the subject, but for the reali
zation of the Tand-tax. It was not a part of his duty 
to protect private property, nor did ~e .attempt to 
do it. His criminal jurisdiction was limited to the 
punishment of petty offenders,122-a very simple pro
cess, not even involving a written sentence; and in 
the only case he deemed worthy of record-to wit, 
a jail outbreak-the papers disclose him rather. as a 
vindictive officer than as a di~passionate judge. 

The police still remained in the hands of the old 
native functionaries ; and, contrasted with its abuses, 
the little _imperfections of the fisc~l and judicial 
systems vanish. It was divided into two orders; 
one charged with warding the frontier, the other 
with the internal peace of the district. Relics of 
both survive at the present day, but the first• class 
has ceased to do any harm by being stripped of 
its official functions, while the ~cond still remains 

• as a plague-spot in the rural administration. The 
frontier police, ghat-wals, differed very much as to 

1£2 Judicial Regulation, No. xxii. 1-5. 1787. 
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social status, but agreed so far as the possession of 
' grants of land situated on th~ edge of the hilly 
country, and held on condition of guarding the ghats 
or passes.' 123 They consisted for the most part of 
adventurers from Upper India, Afghans and Raj
puts, who were wont to hire out their northern 
vigour and trenchant swords to the aristocracy of 
Lower Bengal. Sometimes they pretended to a 
sacred character, and a curious although not very 
perfect analogy might be drawn between s~me of 
them and the religious knights of mediceval Europe. 
Nothing, indeed, overawed the wild frontier tribes so 
effectually as a union of the saint with the warrior, 
and the Persian records of Beerbhoom bear witness 
to the high value which the rajahs set upon a termit 
ghat-wa!. On one occasion the prince, hearing that 
a holy man had come from the north, offered him a 
sum of money along with a tract of forest lands in 
western Beerbhoom, <on condition of his guarding 
the passes. The saint replied that he was willing 
to live on the frontier, but that he wanted only as 
much forest as. would furnish sticks for his fire, and 
only land enough for a tank in which to perform his 
ab1utions.124 

In the old records the frontier police appear as 
• 

hired soldiers rather than as landholders. Their 
tenure did not amount to a proprietary right in 
t~ border lands, k>ut only to a right to receive a 

123 Decision of the High Court (Calcutta) z'n re Man Ranjan • 
Singh v. Raja Lilanand Singh. 

124 Referred to in a Persian Ruidad of Ujja Alia Khan, dated 13th 
June r 848. B. R. R.. 
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certain allowance, to be collected by themselves out , 
of th~ rent of those lands ; and vernacular docu
ments speak of them as the deputies125 of the rajah, 
not as his fief-holders. Their appointment, how
ever, had ~ strong tendency to become hereditary ; 
and Mr. Keating, reporting on them in 1790, states 
that ' all the existing glzat-wals have succeeded by 
lineal descent.' 126 On being called upon, however, 
to state their rights, only two came forward ; and 
these claimed upon a tenure 127 which the courts, 
,following the Mohammedan law, had expressly de
clared not to•be hereditary, and one in which long 
possession cannot make good the ~rtginal defect in 
title. The British Government, however, always 
willing to construe favourably prescriptive rights, 
while divesting the frontier police of their duties, 
pract~cally allowed them to remain in possession of 

·their privileges, though it was not till r8 14 that the 
Legislature defined their rights.1?8 

How this border force discharged its duties 
under native rule, Chapter "ii. has disclosed. When 
the English assumed charge of the district, they 
found the hill-men free to roam i~ and out of it at 
pleasure, and dur~ng the Company's first attempts 
at internal administration the frontier police appear 
upon the· scene only twice; in the one instance as 

125 E. D. Darkhwast of Lochand Narayan :Qeo. B. R. R. 
12G Report, dated 18th November 1790. B. R. R. 
127 The tenu~e of Jaghir. • 
128 Regulation xxix. of 1814. 'A Regulation for the Settlement of 

certain Mehals in the district of Beerbhoom, usually denominated 
the Ghaut-waullee Mehals.' High Court Rulings, etc. 
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fugitives from the banditti, in the other as their 
leaders. 

The internal police was administered upon a 
similar plan, and with simila"r results. The rajah 
divided ·his territory into sections of very irregular 
size, and placed each under the care of a native 
officer, whose chief business, judging from the re
cords, was to assist the land-stewards in collecting 
the rents. To this end he had a certain number of 
troopers and foot soldiers under him, the main body 
of whom lived in quarters around his house; and 
the little cantonment thus formed pas~ed under the 
name of a tha1za, and was sometimes dignified with 
a fort. The chief officer, or thmzadar, was sup
ported either by an assignment on the rents or by 
an allotment of land ; in the former case he paid his 
subordinates in wages, in the latter by small rent
free farms. The thanadar's office, like that of the 
ghat-wals, had a tenQ.ency to become hereditary, 
but not to the same extent, as the rajah had him 
more under his eye ; and however long the post 
might have been in a family, a succession only took 
place by a new and formal appointment. Besides 
the establishment at the sectional headquarters
the thana-one or more subordin~tes wet:e stationed 
in each important village to assist in collecting the 
rents, to distrain the goods of defaulters, and to see 
th~t the ryots aid n~t desert their lands. In unim
portant hamlets these officials collected the rents • 
themselves, and everywhere they seemed to have 
been specially charged with the excise and other 
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miscellaneous imposts which the rajah levied. In 
some districts they were paid direct from the thana ; 
in others, as in Beerbhoom and Bishenpore, where 
the rajahs had maintained a quasi independence, 
and where Hindu customs had successfully with
stood Moslem centralization, these village officials 
enjoyed small grants of rent-ftee land. They in 
fact stepped into the places of the hereditary vil
lage watch of ancient Hindu times, and in a 
purely Hindu principality like Bishenpore some
times lineally represented the original families. 
But not evl!n in Bishenpore was their office 
acknowledged to be hereditary, and -on each suc
cession a new appointment issued from the thana
dar, as on each succession of a thanadar a new 
appointment issued from the rajah. 

It will be objected that I am describing revenue 
officers, not policemen. The objection is perfectly 
sound; nevertheless my description is a faithful one 
of the only police then known. Under a vigorous 
landholder the thanadar's duties were chiefly fiscal; 
under an inert or a corrupt one he became a mere 
plunderer. The landholder, however, was respon
sible for the security of Government property pass
ing through his district, and the thanadars were 
responsible to the landholder, so that ·they Clid in 
some respect perform the duties of a police. This 
liability gave rise to a popular nQtion 1:hat they were 

• 
. practically responsible for all property within their 

jurisdiction ; but however the fact may· originally 
have stood, the responsibility had been practically 
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confined to Government property under recent Mus
sulman rule. Lord Cornwallis endeavoured, indeed, 
to extend this liability to depredations on private 
property, but he failed. 129 Public opinion declared 
against the proceeding ; the Calcutta Gazette dis
tinctly states that practically the responsibility was 
a dead letter; and while Mr. Keating assured the 
Government that robberies took place every day, 
he attempted on only three occasions to enforce the 
responsibility. On two of these occasions the land
holder was compelled to make good the plunder of 
Government treasure-parties, on the• third to find 
and restore chtain articles belonging to the Com
pany's investment which had been stolen; but on 
not a single occasion was the responsibility enforced 
on behalf of private sufferers. 

Nevertheless the province had paid annually the 
enormous sum of £ 36o,ooo for a police. It can 
never be too distinctcy remembered that the treaty 
of I 76 5 only entrusted the fiscal administration to 
the Company, leaving criminal justice and the police 
to the N awab, who received from our treasury 
£r8o,ooo for personal expenses, and £36o,ooo for 
the maintenance of the courts and a sufficient 
establishment of police.130 Until 1790 the Nawab 
retairred the style and the responsibilities of chief 
magistrate. He left the duties wholly unperformed. 
Between I 76 5' and I 769 he did not even pretend to 

• • 
129 Even this attempt only applied to ghat-wals, not to thanadars. . 

Letter from Board of Revenue to the Collector, May 1789. 
130 'Agreement between the Nabob' Nudjum al Dowla and the 

Company,' dated Fort-William, 30th September 1765. 
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do what he had promised : the regular course of 
justice was at a stand;. ' but every man exercised it 
who had the power of compelling others to. submit 
to his decision.' 131 Warren Hastings insisted that 
the N awab should at least make some show of 
doing what he was paid for. In I 772, a Supreme 
Criminal Court was accordingly established in Cal
cutta, with a sub·ordinate tribunal in each district; 
but in I 77 5 the Supreme Criminal C<;mrt returned 
to Moorshedabad, the residence of the N awab, and 
continued there till I 790. ·The tainted air of the 
N awab's ante4!.chambers stifled justice of any sort; 

· eunuchs and concubines devoured the funds that 
should have provided security of person ·and pro
perty for the poor; and from I 77 5 to I 790 the 
whole criminal administration consisted in the sale 
of' j.udicial places to uneducated and depraved 
Mussulmans, who looked upon a court as a secure 
den for extortion. • 

The Company had no legal right to interfere. 
Its dvty,. as fixed by treaty, was to collect the 
revenue ; and the ·same authority that invested it 
with fiscal functiqns, had also appoint'ed the N awab 
to the criminal administration. Warren Hastings, 
with his usual determination to see justice done, 
temporarily usurped the right of supervising the 
Nawab's courts, but he speedily drew back; nor did . 
Lord Cornwallis venture to touch this- most clamant 

• • 
• evil during the first four years of his rule. The 

Company not having the power to compel the 
1s1 Letter from the President and Council to the Court of Directors. 
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Nawab to keep up the regular police (Foujdari 
establishment), did the best it could with the fiscal 
police (Thanadari establishment), and soon the 
very existence of the regulctr F oujdari police was 
forgotten. 

But in 1 790 Lord Cornwallis attacked this last 
stronghold of Mussulman misrule.132 He stripped 
the Nawab of his grossly abused judicial authority, 
contemptuously leaving his allowances as they then 
stood, and established a Supreme Criminal Court 
in Calcutta, presided over by the Governor-General 
and Council, and four Courts of Ci,cuit, with two 
experienced •English, officers at the head of each. 
Offences too petty for these courts came under the 
cognizance of the English magistrate of the district. 
A Supreme Court in Calcutta supervised the whole. 
The Muhammadan criminal code, with certain mer
ciful modifications, continued to be the law of the 
land, and learned 1\\ussulmans sat as assessors to 
explain its provisions to the presiding magistrate 
or judge. 

The new courts at first tried to conduct the 

criminal admi"nistration through the agency of the 
fiscal (i.e. Thanadari) police. It formed, as we have 
seen, the only police then existing, and it proved 
wholly incompetent for the duties now laid upon it. 
Indeed, it was doubtful whether the Government 
h~d any right to ~ddle the fiscal police with these . 
new functions, and it soon became evident that the. 
collectors had no power to exact their performance. 

1s2 Judicial Regulation xxvi. of 1790. 
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The Thanadars appear as frequently on the side of 
the banditti as on that of the authorities. Even 
the strong- minded Mr. Keating could not work 
with them. They were not, in fact, his servants. 
He did not appoint them; he could not dismiss 
them ; he could not even punish them without ' a 
regular process before the magistrate,' and he· 
bitterly complains that there are 'no written regu
lations for their general conduct, or to limit the 
boundaries of their authority.' 133 After two years 
of vexation, Lord Cornwallis saw that it was 
useless to gi~ courts without providing them 
with executive machinery, and determihed to con
struct a regular force out of the fiscal police. He 
divided the Thanadari. establishment into two 
classes,-those who were attached to the ·Thana 
and received wages, and those who were stationed 
in the villages and paid by grants of rent-free land. 
The first class he took entirely out of the land
holders' hands, paid it from the treasury, and sub
jected it directly to the magistrate's control. But 
two excellent reasons existed for leaving the second 
dass alone. In the first place, the fiscai village 
police in districts such as Beerbhoom and Bishen
pore, had its roots deep in the national institutions 
of the Hindus, and Lord Cornwallis strove in every 
matter to adapt national institutions to modern 

• necess1t1es. They formed a g.enuirie although 
• 

~omewhat transforme? relic of the ancient village 

1as To John White and Thomas Brooke, Esqs., Judges of the 
Court of Circuit, dated 7th August 1791. B. J. R. 
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watch, and as such he was anxious that they should 
stand. In the second place, they would cost 
Government less than an equally numerous body 
of men. Their pay consisted of rent, that is, in 
holding a little farm without paying any rent. This 
rent was politically made up of two parts, one of 
which, the land-tax, belonged to Government; and 
the other, the surplus between the land-tax and the 
actual rent, to the landholder. In districts which 
had been brought directly under Mussulman control, 
where the so-called landholder 134 was merely the 
tax-gatherer, the legal surplus amtmnted to only 
ten per cent ; but in districts that had maintained 
or acquired a semi-independence, where the land
holder was a real seigneur paying only a tribute 
like the Rajahs of Beerbhoom and Bishenpore, the 
surplus greatly t;xceeded the nominal land-tax. It 
was in this latter class of districts that the village 
watch chiefly flourished; and Lord Cornwallis very 
wisely, as it seemed then, continued a force to 
whose support Government contributed in so small 
degree.135 !he landholders retained the right of 
appointing them, but they were subjected to a 
certain slight supervision by the regular police, and 
hence indirectly by the English head of the district. 

From the year 1792 these two classes of police 

134 Zamindar. 
• 136 Moreover, the t<Jrder of the r 3th October 1790 rendered the· 
legality of increasing the permanently fixed land-tax by annexing the 
village-police-lands doubtful ; the inexpediency of so doing it reii
dered certain. As to the law, cf. Decision of the Privy Council t"~t 

re J oykissen Mookerjee v. the Collector of East Burdwan. 
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have existed side by side in Bengal: a regular force 
founded on ·the old Thana establishments, and paid 
in money, and an irregular force, the representatives 
of the old village watch; supported by small grants 
of rent-free land. Each has its defects, but the 
imperfections of the first class are accidental, and 
easily susceptible of remedy. The defects of the 
second are inherent in the· system, and can be got 
rid of only by c~1anging the system itself. . In the 
first place, the village watch .is now most' unequally 
distributed. Railways and roads have diverted 
industry and ptpulation from their ancient centres 
into new channels, while the police have remained 
immoveable ; so that an old deserted village is some
times pestered with three or four watchmen, vyhile 
a new and. crowded mart has not a single one. In 
the second place, the village watchman is the ser-
vant of two masters : practically, the landholder has 
the use of him during the daf, while all that· the 
magistrate can get out of him are a few sleepy 
rounds at night.. Third, as he owes his appoint.: -J... 
ment to the landholder, and is subject to his direct 
control, he give~ just such information 'to the magis-
trate as he thinks will please his principal master. 
Fourth, the magistrate has no power to fine him 
departmentally. If he sleeps at his post he must 
be cited before a court, witnesses must be sum-

. moned from great distances, a .public prosecuto.r 
.must attend, and the travesty of justice ends in a 
shilling fine. Fifth, nor has the magistrate any 
power to promote or reward, no superior grades 
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existing, and the whole force being in fact on one 
dead level of inefficiency. Some of these defects in 
the constitution of the rural police result from im
provements in other branches of the administration, 
and the national prosperity to which those improve
ments have given rise. Others are as old as the 
system itself. We find the magistrates complain
ing in· I 79 I that they could not punish the police 
departmentally, and that every village watchman 
could enjoy the dignity without running any of the 
risks of a State trial_l36 

The sufferings which this defe~tive system of 
rural police 'has inflicted on Bengal, would long ago 
have been put an end to had the rural records been 
studied. The Indian historian , finds that in the 
ancient Hindu period each village had an heredi
tary watchman to protect its property and to main
tain .the peace. The Indian official finds a police
man attached to a v)llage, and immediately sets him 
down as the old Hindu watchman, and as such 
hesitates to interfere with his office. But the re
cords prove .that the· village watchman whom the 
M ussulmans bequeathed to us, had at best but a 
faint connection with the primitive ante-type, and 
in some districts no connection at all. He was not 
hereditary; he held his office from, and was af11en
able to, the landholder, not to the village community. 
tJis duties were ~o a large extent fiscal, and as an • 
officer of criminal justice he acted under the direct 

136 Written in r855, since which year a reform has been proposed, 
but whether carried out I am at present unable to ascertain. 
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control of a regular establishment-the F O'\ljdari
with the M ussulman magistrate at its head. Be
tween 1765 and 1790 the Nawab, who still retained 
the· criminal administratfon of the province, per
mitted the regular Foujdari establishment to 
dwindle away; and the Company, having in its 
fiscal capacity the control of the village watchmen, 
attempted to saddle them with the duties of a 
criminal police. These attempts signally failed; 
but the village watch survives, in spite of three
quarters of a century of bribery, extortion, and 
abetment of cr!me. In this way a creature of Mus
sulman misgovernment comes down to "us protected 
by the sanctions which are very properly accorded 
to the ancient Hindu institutions of the land. 

The rural police, thus bequeathed to us, form an 
enormous ragged army who eat up the industry of 
the province. In Beerbhoom alone there are.8g76 
of.them,137 besides the regular €onstabulary amount-
ing to 3 70, making a total of 9 346 to guard a popu- ~, 
lation not much, if at all, exceeding one-third of a '7-
million.138 . London,. with between t~ree and four 
millions, has, according to the newspapers, only 
6 soo police. In. Beerbh.oom, therefore, there is 
one police~an to every thirty-seven inhabitants ; in 
London, one policeman to between five and six 
hundred inhabitants. In London, however, the 
police constitutes a Force, properly so called ; ip 

• 137 Memorandum furnished by the District Superintendent of 
Police, dated 26th January 1866. 

138 This number refers only to the Police Jurisdiction; the popula
tion of the Civil Jurisdiction is estimated at half a million. 
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Bengal the village watch are a mere mob, wholly 
ignorant of the esprit de corps, strangers to pro
fessional pride and the official sense of honour 
which that pride develops, ·not to be relied upon 
in any emergency, unwilling to exercise such detec
tive ability as they possess, the plunderers rather 
than the protectors of the people, and oftener the 
abettors than the suppressors of crime. 

But even this miserable police proved incon
veniently efficient in those days. The Nawab had 
allowed the administration of criminal justice to fall 
into utter disrepair, and the watchmat. sent in more 
prisoners th:ln the Courts could dispose of. More 
than one half the inmates of the jail were suspected 
persons waiting' to be sent in chains to the Muham
madan law officer.' In some districts no tribunal 
existed to try them. They lay in stifling dungeons 
until a sufficient number accumulated to make it 
worth while fonyarding them under a military 
escort to Moorshedabad. The infrequency of 

\- arrests indefinitely lengthened this period of sus
'pense; and when at last the miserable gang set forth, 
it.was with s~arce a rag to cover them from the 
torrents of the rainy season or the chill damps of 

·the winter night. Staggering under their chains, 
dropping down on the road from want of food, their 
flesh torn by jungle briers, and streaming from 
s~ord-pricks · infli~ted by their guards, they reached 
the seat of justice only to be remanded to prison. 
until the Mussulman judge found leisure and inclina
tion to take up their case. · Even the day of trial 
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brought · no decision : if they were innocent, the 
presiding officer had to be bribed, or he sent them 
back to jail to take the chance of fresh evidence 
turning up; if they were" guilty, he ordered them 
to prison, but often without mentioning any definite 
period. Incredible to relate, a large proportion of 
the felons in the Beerbhoom. jail were thus under 
sentence 'to remain during pleasure,'-a legal for
mula which, translated into honest English, simply 
meant until the creatures of the court had squeezed 
the unhappy prisoners'. friends to. the uttermost 
farthing. • 

The ·English head of the district was charged 
with the diet and safe keeping of the prisoners, b~t 
here his respo'nsibility ended. What little he could 
do to mitigate their sufferings he seems to have 
done, and the records display a very humane super
vision on the part of the Central Government on 
this point.139 The ruinous sta.te of the jail, how
ever, led to cruel precauti~ns against escape; and 
Lord Cornwallis, when he took up the. question of 
prison reform, found the practice had been ' to keep' 
prisoners in stocks or fetters, or to: fasten them 
down with bamboos, or to shut them up in celis 
or close apartments. at night,'-a proceeding which 
in a tropical climate amounts in a very short 
time to sentence 'of death. ' Not on account of 
the suit or charge on which tiley eire confine<t 
• 139 E. D. with regard to jail returns, Letter from the Civil 
Auditor to the Collector, dated 25th January 1791; with regard to 
diet, Letter from the Accountant-General, 29th December 1790, etc. 
B. J. R and B. R. R. 

WLL Y 
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but merely because, from the insecurity of the 
jails, the jailor had no other means of preventing 
their escape.' 140 

It was not till 1792 that the Company really 
took the prison discipline of Bengal into its own 
hands, and the measure belongs to a series of great 
reforms on which this volume cannot enter. Nor 
does it fall within my present scope to describe the 
tedious and uncertain steps by which an effective 
system of civil justice was in the following year 
given to India. It is enough to lay before the 
reader the actual state of the judicial" administration 
during the flrst few years after Beerbhoom passed 
under British rule. Those who have formed their 
idea of our early administration from the enlightened 
efforts of Warren Hastings and Sir William Jones 
towards the formation of Hindu and Mussulman 
codes, will be somewhat startled when placed face 
to face with its practical working. 

For the records place beyond doubt that until 
r 793, civil justice was unknown in Bengal. The 
office of judge formed part of the collector's duties, 
and the least part. The realization of the revenue 
and the quelling of the banditti left him ·neither 
leisure nor inclination for hearing disputes; and, as 
Hastings well expressed it, every one set up as a 
judge who had the power to enforce his own decrees. 
-1 very few statisti.cs with regard to a single district
Beerbhoom-will suffice. At tha~ period the united. 

Ho Letter from G. A. Barlow, Esq., Sub-Secretary to the Govern
ment, dated Council Chamber, the 3d February 1792. B. R R. 
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district was three times its present size, and con
tained not under a million of inhabitants.141 There 
was then a single judge who divided his attention 
among six offices, eacli of which he deemed more 
important than his judicial work.142 The united 
district has since then been partitioned into three, 
in a single one of which nine courts are con
stantly open for the disposal of civil suits, besides 
four others which have jurisdiction in causes con
nected with rent or the possession of land.143 

Until 1793 the Government allowed no separate 
expenditure fcJr civil justice within the district; 
it now allows more than seven thou~and pounds 
a year.144 The total number of suits instituted 
between I 787, when Beerbhoom passed directly 
under British rule, and I 79 3, when the Corn· 
wallis Code introduced a new order of things. 
appears to have been one hundred and twelve,· or, 
on an average, eighteen per (lnnum. 145 Last year 
(I 864) upwards of f~ur thousand civil causes were 
instituted, besides miscellaneous orders and peti-

141 Mr. Keating estimated the population of Beerbhoom at 
Soo,ooo, and of Bishenpore at 57o,ooo; but he <tdmits these were 
mere guesses. Letter to Board of Revenue, dated uth August 1789. 
In 1801 it was conjectured to be 1,5oo,ooo.-Geography of Hindoostan, · 
p. 29, Calcutta 1838. B. R. R. etc. 

142 No cases decided by the Assistant-Magistrate as Registrar 
appear in the Records till after 1793. B. J. R. Regulation xiii. of 1793 . 

• 143 One District Judge, one Principal Sadar Amin, one Sadar 
Amin, six Moonsifs ; besides one Collector, one Assistant, and two 
Deputy-Collectors for the disposal of rent sui•s. • 

144 Budget Estimate for the District of Beerbhoom, 1864-65. 
"B. R. R. 

145 Return furnished to me by the Civil Judge, dated 5th Decem- • 
ber 1865. B. J. R. 
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tions. If we consider the innumerable sources of 
dispute which petite culture, with its minute sub
division of property and multiplicity of tenures, 
gives rise to, each peasant" having his own little 
set of rights to maintain, the latter number is by 
no means excessive, and the former number tells a 
sorrowful story of complaints unheard and wrongs 
unredressed. It tells us that, under our first at
tempts to do justice to the people of India,_ only 
one man in sixty thousand annually ventured to 
make use of our courts. Nor was this distrust 
unfounded; for of the hundred and• twelve hardy 
suitors who flwoked the aid of the courts between 
1787 and 1792, only sixty-nine had been able to 
obtain a decree at the end of the last-named year. 
On the .other hand, while 4489 suits were instituted 
in 1864, 4482 were disposed of ;146 and, practically, 
judicial arrears are now unknown in Bengal. 

I am tempted t.o advert for a moment to a 
charge brought ~gainst the native character by 
two learned historians who have written eloquently 
about the Bengali without any personal acquaint
ance with rural Bengal. Mr. Mill and Lord 
Macaulay have painted the Indian husbandman 
as a very litigious, slippery fellow ; the former 
gentleman n~ver having set foot on In'dian soil, 
the latter with such materials before him as come 

H6 Another r~turn, ilated 12th December 1865. These numbers • represent the whole litigation of the district, respecting both real and 
personal property, exclusive of suits under Act x. of 1859, which, for" 
the most part, arise from causes peculiar to Bengal, and are tried by 
special courts. ' 
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in the way of a Calcutta officiaL147 The statistics 
of rural litigation in England afford no ground of 
comparison ; for in England only a small section . 
of the community has any rights connected with 
the soil, and the litigation to which such rights 
give rise are proportionately few. In Bengal, on 
the other hand, at least five-sixths of the popula
tion have some connection with land, and are liable 
to the disputes which naturally spring from it. At 
the beginning of the century, Buchanan found that 
in the district of Patna, including the great city of 

• that name, more than a third of the inhabitants 
• 

were 'gentry,' i.e. landed . proprietors, and that 
95,5 IO out of a total population of I 23,094 made 

. their living entirely by the land. Throughout the 
whole province of Bahar the proportion was 7 30, I 57 
out of 829,103, inclusive of the great towns, and. ex
clusive of the numbers who joined husbandry with 
trade or handicrafts. The deg"ree of interest which 
the various classes connected with the land have in 
the soil varies; but, generally speaking, three-fourths 
of the population have sufficient inttrest in it as 
to form a legitimate source of differences requiring 
judicial adjustment. In addition to this fecund 
source of not unhealthy litigation, it must be re
membered that during the past seventy-five years 

147 The laboured accuracy of Mr. Mill as to facts can only be 
appreciated by one who has followed his footsteps among the India 
Office records ; and Lord Macaulay's Indi~n Essays-for examp!e, 

• that on Warren Hastings-contain hints that he must have derived 
from the Company's most secret archives. But neither of' these 
great men had an opportunity of studying the rural population of 
India. 
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the pent-up litigation of several centuries has found 
vent, each class of the people having to discover 
by actual experiment what are its rights under our 
Anglo-Indian system of law: 

Let us now examine the result of these various 
stimulants to litigation. The number of regular 
suits in Beerbhoom during 1864 amounted, as we 
have seen, to 4489. The population of the civil 
jurisdicticn exceeded half a million,148 so that in 
round numbers there is one suit in the year for 
I 20 inhabitants. The average duration of life is 
much shorter in Bengal than in Enghnd ; probably . . 
nearer to thirty than to forty years. Speakmg very 
generally, therefore, and without laying undue stress 
on calculations based upon imperfectly ascertained 
data, it would appear that, of every four of the 
rural population, three pass through life without a 
civil suit. 

If we turn from the rural to the general popu
lation of the province, the proportion of litigants 
is still less. The population is about thirty-five 
millions ; the. total number of civil suits instituted 
during the year (I 864) was r 34,393,149 giving a suit 
to every 260 inhabitants ; so that, assuming the 
average duration of existence to be thirty-five years, 
six out of every seven of the Bengali people pass 
through life without having anything to do with 
tb.e civil courts. • 

148 514,597 in 1852. Survey Report, p. 43· 
149 Annual Report of the Administration of the Bengal Presidency 

for 1865-66. High Court (Orig. Juris.), 1385; Small Cause Courts, 
80,906; other Civil Courts, 52,102. 
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But, in truth, this litigation is· only a healthy 
and most encouraging result of three-quarters of a 
century of conscientious government. While those 
who know very little" about the natives of India 
pronounce them litigious, the magistrates who 
spend their lives among them have constantly 
complained that they cannot be induced to seek 
the assistance of the authorities. For the first time 
in their history, the people. of India are learning to 
enforce their rights, and to do so not by the bands 
of clubmen, which are matters of memory with 
many rural <1fficers, but by the regular process of 
the courts. That the litigation is• beneficial, is 
proved by the fact that, out of I08,SS9 original 
suits, 77,979 were decided in favour of the plain
tiff/50 besides the vast number which were not 
prosecuted to judgment in consequence of the de
fendant privately yielding the claim to save further 
expenses. The habitual enforcement of civil rights 
is the best possible training for the temperate use 
of political privileges ; and .the trust which the 
natives of India have learned to repose in our· 
judicial system, contrasts strongly with the period 
-scarcely seventy-five years ago-during ~hich 
only one in every sixty · thousand inhabitants 
annually ventured to ask the aid of the courts, 
and only one in a hundred thousand annually 
obtained it. 

Turning from the quantity to the quality of the 

uo Annual Report ofthe Administration of the Bengal Presidency, 
for r865-66, p. 8. (Statistics for 1864.) 
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justice then administered, a still more painful scene 
is disclosed. The judges called for or dispensed 
with evidence according to the leisure they had for 
the business, postponed prdceedings to suit their 
own convenience, and frequently forgot to take 
them up again. Many of the exhibits bear no 
official signature or seal, so that they might be 
abstracted or inserted by the creatures of the court 
at pleasure. When a case was put off, a date was sel
dom fixed for calling it again. It therefore resolved 
itself into a bribing match 'uetween the litigants, 
whether the record-keepers should rerfl.ind the judge 
of its existente, and bring it on for further hearing. 
In this contest the defendant-who, as Sir Henry 
Strachey showed, was the wrong-doer in ninety
five out of every hundred suits-generally got the 
better ; for, disgraceful to refate, the order of post
ponement sz'ne d£e forms the final order in a large 
proportion of cases. • Even when the evidence had 
been heard, the judge had often no law to guide 
his decision. The. Regulations were irregularly 

·passed, irregularly transmitted to the courts ; and 
many an old letter from the Central Government 
alludes to laws which the provincial authorities, in 
reply, blandly regretted. they could not find in their 
records. If the sole memorial of Lord Cornwallis' 
reign had been his order for the printing and effectual 
publication of the Regulations, he would have ranked 

• high as an Indian reformer ; and it is not too much 
to say that, before his time, a body of substantive 
law did not exist in a single district court through-
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out Bengal. This, however, did not do so much 
harm as might be supposed ; for matters were as 
bad as they could be, independently of the absence 
of law. The decision practically rested, not with 
the judge, but with a venal underling,-the decree 
being written in Persian, a language which not one 
of the district judges could read. Indeed, until the 
year 1789, I have been unable to find a sirigle 
decision of the Beerbhoom court signed or sealed, 
or even initialled, by the English judge or his 
registrar., 

But the o\ltaining of the decree was only the 
beginn,ing of sorrows. During a quarter of a cen
tury every five years had seen new tribunals erected, 
and the successful suitor was dragged from one 
court of appeal to another, till either he or his 
adversary was ruined. It became, in fact, only 
a question as to which of the two could hold out 
longest, as the history of a single case will prove. 
During the anarchy which preceded the appoint
ment of the Company to the fiscal administration . 
of Bengal, the Rajah of Bishenpore; died, leaving 
two sons. The elder seized an unfair share of the 
inheritance; and as no justice, either good or bad, 
WflS to be had in those days, the younger submitted. 
But on the establishment of the Company's courts, 
the younger son applied to them for redress ; and 
after weary years of litigation ancl. unstinted briber¥, 
obtained a decree. The elder at once appealed to 
the council at Moorshedabad. The case turned on 
the Hindu doctrines of inheritance-doctrines still 
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intricate, and at that time kept secret by the priests ; 
and the judge was an ingenuous stripling of nine
teen/51 with whom 'equity and good conscience' 
were supposed to make up 'for the want of a legal 
training and a total ignorance of the law. ' Will 
you believe it,' wrote Hastings, 'that the boys of 
the service are the sovereigns of the country, under 
the unmeaning title of supervisors, collectors of the 
revenue, administrators of justice, and rulers, heavy 
rulers, of the people?' From the council at Moor
shedabad the case was transferred to the Board of 
Revenue in Calcutta, where a new•set of parties 
had to be bnbed, but where no final decision could 
be obtained. A trifling difference about sharing the 
inheritance had thus been fanned by long litigation 
into a deadly feud; and the Rajah of Bishenpore, 
in a formal petitioh to Government, designates his 
only brother as 'the enemy of my life.' 152 From 
the Board of Revenue the case went before the 
Governor-General in Council, who decided that all 

_ the previous courts had been in the wrong, and that 
the brothers were joint sharers of the inheritance. 
But before this decree was obtained, one brother 
was a white-haired imbecile prisoner in the debtors' 
jail; the other lay impervious to joy or sorrow on 
his deathbed.153 

Even when the Government prosecuted, the 
delays were interminable. On the 1st December • • 

151 Life of Lord Teignmouth, p. 28. 
152 Collector to Board of Revenue, dated 15th October 1790. B. R. R. • 
1~3 Acting Collector to Board of Revenue, dated 25th December 

1791. B. R. R. 
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I 79 I, the assistant-collector instituted twelve suits 
on behalf of the Company; on the 24th July I 792, 
we find him respectfuily representing that in not 
one of them had a 'day been yet fixed for the 
preliminary hearing.154 

Such were our first attempts at the rural govern
ment of Bengal. They do not make a pleasing 
picture ; but this book, if it is to have any value 
at all, must speak the truth. Before passing any 
censure on those early English administrators, how
ever, it is right to understand accurately what the 
Company un~ertook to perform. The treaties of 
I 76 5 vested it with the collection of •the revenues, 
and this function it very efficiently and conscien
tiously discharged. Attached to the collection of 
the revenue, according to native ideas, was the 
administration of civil justice. This fact the Com
pany did not realize till I 77 2 ; and notwithstanding 
the legislative efforts of Warren Hastings, no reliable 

. system of justice reached the people till I 793· It 
must be confessed, therefore, that we failed to do." 
our duty in this respect ; but it should not be 
forgotten that we found no civil t;ibunals in the 
country, the ancient judicial machinery having dis
appeared during the anarchy which preceded I 765 ; 
and that, bad as our first courts were, they were 
better than none. With the third function of in
ternal government-the admini~tration of crimi11al 

. . 
15{ C. Oldfield, Esq., to Collector, dated 24th July 179r. Indian 

officials will think this delay still more extraordinary when they are 
informed that the cases were resumption suits. B. R. R. 
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justice, and. the police-the Company had legally 
nothing to do. This department remained in the 
hands of the N awab until 1790, and practically the 
English collectors interfered' only, when crimes of 
violence reached the point at which they endangered 
the revenue. 

But the administration of the country was, 
after all, only a secondary and subsidiary business 
with the East India Company during the greater 
part of the period of which I treat; a function that 
had been forced upon it, or rather which it had 
been forced for the sake of self-p;eservation to 

• 
undertake, and one which its ablest counsellors 
long regarded as a source of weakness rather than 
of strength. Until Lord Cornwallis gave a nobler 
interpretation to its duties, commerce and money
making continued to be recognised as its chief el).d, 
conquest and government only as two important 
means. Without some examination, therefore, of 
its deal!ngs and influence as the one great mercan-

. tile power in the land, our survey of rural Bengal 
during the sec~md half of the last century would be 
incomplete. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE COMPANY AS A RURAL MA.l'HI.l'n.~~::~,..,,.., 

THE Rec~rds disclose tbe me;cantile operat~ons 
of the Company in full play. It managed 

its business according to two distinct ·systems : by 
covenanted servants wha. received regular pay, and 
invested tl].e money entrusted to them without mak
ing any private profit; and by unsalaried agents, 
who contracted to supply goods at a certain rate, 
and might make what they could by the bargain.' 
The first class bore the titlei of residents, senior 
merchants, junior merchants, factors, and sub-factors. 
Their posts formed the most hicrative in the Com-. 
pany's gift, and attracted its best l?en, while its 
political functions were made over, as . we have 
seen, to ' the boys of the service.' Warren Hast
ings himself-the first Anglo-Indian statesman who 
appreciated the responsibilities of sovereign power 
-did not venture to render the mercantile subser
vient to the administrative chCl{acter of his hi~h 
office. As a legislator his success was partial, but 
as the chief of a great trading corporation which 
had to pay an annual dividend, it was complete; and 

, I 
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when he left India, the conspicuous monuments of 
his rule appeared to be, not the administrative 
reforms which have given him a permanent place 
in history, but the weaving "villages, filatures, and 
factories which he left in every district of Bengal. 
The influence exercised upon the people by these 
centres of rural industry has escaped the historian; 
and I believe the present chapter will exhibit the 
Company's trade in a new and not unsuggestive 
light. 

Long before the Company deemed it necessary 
to assume the direct administration Jf the western 
principalities, •it had covered them with trading con
cerns; and indeed the peril into which the rajahs' 
misrule brought the factories, formed one of the 
main reasons that induced Lord Cornwallis to take 
Beerbhoom under his own care. A commercial 
resident supervised the whole, and three head fac
tories, in convenientl;r central positions, regulated 
the operations of twelve other subordinate ones . 

. Silk, cotton cloths, fibres, gums, and lac dye, fur
nished the staple articles of the Beerbhoom invest
ment. Mulberry-growing cbmmunes fringed the 
margin of the great western jungle, and every bend 
of the Adji on the south, and of the More on the 
north, disclosed a weaving village. These little 
industrial colonies dwelt secure amid the disorders 
of. the times, protected not by walls or trained 
bands, but by the terror of the Company's name. 
They afforded an asylum for the peaceable crafts
man when the open country was overrun; and after 
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the harvest of the year had been gathered in, the 
husbandman transported thither the crop, with his 
wife, and oxen, and brazen yessels, careless of what 
the banditti might do to the empty shell of his mud 
hovel. Some of these unfortified strongholds grew 
into important towns ; and as one set of names tell. 
of a time when the country seems to have been 
divided between robbers and wild beasts, so another, 

· such as Tatti-parah (weaving village), disclose how 
the artisans and small merchants found protection 
by clustering together under the Commercial Resi-
d ' . " ents wmg. 

On only two occasiohs did the banditti venture 
to attack either the Company's workmen or their 
work. The first happened by accident ; the second 
was the act of despair. A train of Government pack
bullocks fell into the hands of robbers while passing 
through the jungle; but as the drivers fled, there 
was no one to say to whom the goods belonged, and 
they were plundered accordingly. The Co:mmer-
. cial Resident, indignant above measure, wrote to. 
the collector. The latter replied in an apologetic 
strain, and the Jan<lholder on whose estate the mis
fortune happened thought himself happy in being 
allowed to purchase pardon by making good the 
loss. Probably the robbers themselves, on learning 
their mistake, had surrendered the property, for the 
identical missing articles were recovered. • • 

The other occasion proved a more serious one. 
Mr. Keating had hemmed in the banditti on 'the . 
south of the Adji; but thinking the Company's 
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name a sufficient protection, had taken no steps to 
guard the weaving villages on the northern bank. 
Under ordinary circumstances, his calculation would 
no doubt have proved corre.ct. But starving men 
are not to be relied upon ; so one morning the 
marauders crossed the river and sacked the Com
pany's principal weaving village. An outrage so 
unprecedented as this was not to be atoned for by 
apologies on the part of the collector, or by com
pensation from the landholder. About the same 
time the ancient capital of the district had been 
stormed, its palaces despoiled, and p~operty a hun
dred times more valuable than a dozen weaving 
villages destroyed or plund~red, without drawing 
forth ariy comment from the Government. But 
now the collector humbled himself before the Com
mercial Resident in vain. The latter laid the 
matter before Lord Cornwallis, and presently a 
severe censure from Government taught Mr. Keat
ing that, though the banditti might plunder the dis-

, trict at pleasure, the Company's work-people must 
be protected at any cost. 

The sum spent upon the mercantile investment 
in Beerbhoom varied from £4s,ooo to £6s,ooo a 
year.1 The weavers worked upon advances. Every 
head of a family in a Company's village had an ac
count at the factory, where he attended once a year 
fo.r the purpose of .seeing his account made up, and 
the value of the goods which he had from time to . 

l These sums have been arrived at by adding up the commercial 
drafts on the Treasury. B. R. R. 
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time delivered set off against the sums he had re
ceived. The balance was then struck, a new ad
vance generally given, and the account reopened 
for the ensuing year. 

Mr. Cheap, the Commercial Resident, appears 
throughout in the light of a very important per
sonage, and one with whom Mr. Keating, although 
not naturally 'of a conciliatory turn of mind, did his 
best tci keep on good terms. Of longer standing in 
the service than the Collector, and less liable to be 
transferred, the Commercial Resident formed the 
real head of th"e district. His gains were unlimited; 
for besides his official pay, he carried' on an enor
mous business on his own account.· We find Mr. 
Keating complaining that he can barely subsist on 
his salary; that the mud tenement in which th~ col
lectors lived was letting in water, and tumbling down 
upon hi~ head ; and petitioning in vain_ for a single 
rood of land on which to build p. house. Mr. Cheap, 
on the other hand, not only ·made a fortune, and 
bequeathed the largest indigo plantations in that part . · 
of Bengal, but meanwhile lived sumptuously in a 
pile of buildings surround€d by artifiCial lakes and 

- spacious gardens, and defended by a. strong wall 
which gave the Commercial Residency a look less 
of a private dwelling than of a fortified city. The 
ruins crown the top of a hill visible for many miles, 
and cover as large a space as the palaces, pavilions, 

• • 
. and mausoleums which the princes of Beerbhoom 
had erected during two hundred years. 

The Commercial Resident, rather than the Col-
VOL. I. z 
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lector, wielded the power of the public purse. Mr. 
Keating possessed patronage only to the amount of 
£3000 per annum, and all valuable appointments in 
his gift required the confirmation of the Calcutta 
authorities. But Mr. Cheap, as commercial chief, 
had from £45,000 to £6s,ooo to spend each year on 
behalf of the Company. The whole industrial classes 
were in his pay, and in his person Government ap
peared in its most benign aspect. On the Collector 
devolved the han,n task of levying the taxes ; the 
Commercial Resident had the pleasant duty of re
distributing them. To the then super~titious Hindu, 
Mr. Keating· was the Company in the form of Siva, 
a divinity powerful for evil and to be propitiated. 
accordingly ; while Mr. Cheap was the Company in 
the form of Vishnu, powerful for good, less vene
rated because less feared, but adored, beloved, 
wheedled, and cheated on every hand. A long un
paid retinue follow€d him from one . factory to 
another, and as the procession defiled through the 

. hamlets mothers held aloft their children to catch a 
sight of his ~alanquin, while the elders bowed low 
before the Providence from whom they derived their 
daily bread. Happy was the infant on whom his 
shadow fell ! For nearly a quarter of a century he 
remained in his palace at Soorool, a visible type of 
the wealth, magnificence, and permanence of the 
great Company ; i).nd an aged man, who still haunts 
the neighbourhood, tells of feasts which lasted forty. 
days in those now silent and crumbling halls, where 
his father served, and where he grew up. 
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Mr. Cheap exercised magisterial powers, and 
· the villagers, to whom an appearance before the 
Collector, whether as plaintiff or defendant, was 
equally an object of terror, referred their disputes 
to the arbitration of the Commercial Resident. 
Little parties arrived every morning, one bearing 
a wild beast and expecting the reward, another 
guarding a captured freebooter, 2 a third to request 
protection against a threatened attack on their vil
lage, a fourth to procure the adjustment of some 
dispute about their water-courses or landmarks. In 
such matters "the law gave Mr. Cheap no power; 
but in the absence of efficient courts, public opinion 
had accorded jurisdiction to any influential person 
who chose to assume it, and the Commercial Resi
dent's decision was speedy, inexpensive, and usually 
just. The Residency formed a bright spot in dark 

· pl<;'tces, and the gratitude of the district continued 
judicial authority to Mr. Che~p and his successors 
long after the originSJ.l need for it had ceased. 
Every landholder in Bengal held his cutcherry, and 
occasionally did justice between his tenants; but 
Mr. Cheap was the justice-general of the district, 
and Government, wisely recognising the value 
of su~h popular tribunals, but at the same· time 
perceiving the necessity for supervising them, 
has conferred regular magisterial powers on the 
present resident partner of the firm which Mr. 

• • 
2 On one occasion the Collector had to indent for a military de

tachment, to bring in to headquarters a bandit whom the Commer
cial Resident had arrested by his unarmed influence. 
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Cheap founded nearly three-quarters of a century 
ago. 

Besides being the channel for investing the 
Company's money, Mr. Cheap was a great mer
chant and manufacturer on his own account. The 
privilege of private trade had at one time been 
cruelly abused. In 1762 it drew forth a bitter 
letter from Hastings. Lord Clive denounced it in 
more than one philippic,3 and by his reforms won 
for himself among the junior writers the title of 
' Clive of infamous memory.' 4 Under Vansittart's 
feeble rule it all but suspended the ~overnment of 
the country. •The Board of Directors wrote severely 
to the Governor-General about it in r 7 7 3 ; it was 
animadverted upon in Parliament in April 1782; 
and as late as r 789, notwithstanding repeated pro
hibitions, Lord Cornwallis found it · necessa:. v to 
interdict judges and collectors from being conce1 ned . 
in mercantile houses.! One branch of the service, 
and only one, had been excepted. The Commercial 
Residents, having nothing to do with the administra
tion of justice or the collection of the revenue, had 
less opportunity of turning their official position 
intc a source of extortion or corrupt profits, and it 
was held that public servants would make better 
men of business if they had a little of their own to 

a Speech in defence of himself in Parliament. Letter to the Court 
of.Directors, dated 3oth l'ebruary 1765. Mill, ii. 235, 236, 4to ed. 

' Letter from John Shore, dated 3d December 1769 ; Life, i. 2n. 
s Letter from the Governor-General in Council to the District 

Judges, dated 4th March 1789. Circular Order from Board of Re
venue, dated 6th March 1789. B. R. R. 
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look after. ' You will see,' writes John Shore, ' that 
we have continued the liberty of private trade to 
your Commercial Residents and agents. Depend 
upon it, that the true way to improve your affairs 
is to make the interests of individuals and of the 
Company go hand in hand.' 6 

With regard to Mr. Cheap's private enterprises 
the records are silent. He introduced the cultiva
tion of indigo into the district, improved the manu
facture of sugar by means of apparatus brought 
from Europe~ and established a house which still 
flourishes, and whose brand bears his initials at the . . 
prese.nt hour. -Sdmething of the old _authority of 
the Commercial Resident yet clings to the firm. 
The ill-feeling between landlord and tenant that 
has 'ruined Eastern Bengal is unknown on their 
estates, and an order from the resident partner has 
all the force of a legislative enactment throughout 
the valley of the Adji. • 

The Company, as we have seen, managed its 
rural manufactures according to two systems: by 
salaried officers like the Commercial Resident, and 

' . 
by unpaid agents who agreed to supply the invest-
ment at given rates. Of the latter class only one 
specimen existed in Beerbhoom. Mr. Frushard, 
a Calcutta merchant, had contracted for the supply 
of silk in Beerbhoom, and built a factory, protected 
by a .moat and ramparts, on the lianks of the 'Mol.ie. 
The river then flowed through .pathless jungles, 

6' Letter from John Shore to H. Inglis, Esq., dated 9th November 
1788. 
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with here and there a little cleared spot, in which 
the mulberry-growing communes could barely hold 
their own against the wild .beasts. But the high 
prices which the Beerbhoom silk fetched tempted 
them to brave every peril ; and· as soon as one 
hamlet was harried by the banditti or trampled 
down by wild elephants, another sprang up. The 
Empress Nur Jehan, during her residence with her 
first husband in the adjoining district, having taken 
a fancy for the Beerbhoom fabrics, afterwards set 
the fashion for them at the imperial court, and in 

• 
India a fashion lasts for a few centuries. About 

• 
the year 1 786, therefore, Mr. F rushard determined 
to become a producer of Beerbhoom silk on a large 
scale ; and by engaging to supply the Company, 
obtained, through its influence, from the rajah a 
lease of the jungle lands on the north bank of the. 
More. 

His story make9' us feel that we are indeed 
living in a new age. The trials and difficulties 
which constantly beset him, with the political neces
sities which regulated his position, are scarcely 
intelligible to Anglo-Indians of the present day; 
and even the class to which he belongs has been 
for more than a generation extinct. From the 
day that ' the adventurer' set foot in the district, 
he found the whole officials arrayed against him. 
'the natives charged him the highest prices for 
everything, and the Company allowed him the . 
smallest. A sanguine, irascible man, ignorant of 
soils, a novice in dealing with the agricultural 
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classes, but full of energy, and firmly believing that 
a fortune was to be made in a few years, he entered 
into engagements without calculating the cost, and 
lived a laborious life with small profit. In the first 
place, he paid a great deal too much for his land. 
Jungle tracts, such as Mr. Frushard's, then let for 
IS. 6d. an acre; but the rajah having a monopoly of 
almost the whole land in the district, managed to 
obtain 6s. 6d. from the eager Englishman, or at the 
rate of 16s. for the land really capable of tillage. 
The ordinary rent of excellent rice land then varied 
from 7s. to r~s.7 Mr. Frushard therefore speedily 
fell into arrears, and the rajah comJ!lained to the 
collector, employing Mr. Frushard's ·non-payment 
as a pretext for being himself behind with the land
tax. The collector found himself powerless to touch 
the defaulter. He could not distrain the factory 
lands, or take out execution against its stock-in
trade, for such a step wouJd interfere with the 
regular supply of the silk investment ; and the 
presumption of doing a native justice at the ex-" 
pense of disarranging the mercantile operations of 
the Company, was· a thing unheard of in those 
days. Mr. Keating, furious at 'the adv~nturer,' but 
afraid to take any step that would bring down upon 
his own head the wrath of the Board .of Trade, 
poured forth his complaints to the Board of Revenue. 
He stated that, while the factory property was thus 

• • 
1 Old Purgunnah Nerriks and pal?ers furnished by the Court of 

Wards' Manager of the Hetumpore estates. Also Collectorate Ner
riks. B. R. R. 
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protected from attachment, 'the adventurer' secured 
his person from arrest by living beyond his juris
diction, and that, in short, he had no means of 
reaching' that pai-khast ryot, Mr. Frushard.' Nor 
was the latter gentleman l~ss clamant. His case 
even reached the Court of Directors, and we find 
Lord Cornwallis writing of him as one that deserves 
special indulgence in I 787.8 The burden of all his 
petitions was, that the Government should use its 
influence with the rajah to procure a remission of 
his rent; a delicate task even for a despotic govern
ment to undertake. At length, in I 7go, he declares 
himself wearied out, and makes one final appeal for 
relief. He had taken the land, he says, at an ex
orbitant rent ; to this rent he had added the interest 
on the capital by which he had brought in the land 
from jungle ; he had suffered heavy losses from 
floods; his filature had been at work during four 
years, but it had no.t: begun to pay ; in the past 
year (1789) he had indeed cleared the paltry sum 
of £200 as a return for all his capital, but during 
the current year (1790) he would not be able to 
make both enas meet. ' In a word, although ·for 
these five years forbearing from any place of public 
resort, and living almost in retirement, here I am, 
after a ten years' absence from home, with no hope 
to return, and with barely the means to live.' 9 

It was only those who drew the prizes in the 
• • 
s Letter from the Bengal Council to the Court of Directors, dated 

27th July 1787, para. 34· I. 0. R. 
9 Letter, the Honourable Charles Stuart, P. and M. B. R., dated 

4th June 1790. B. R. R. ' 
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lottery of pur early Indian commerce who appeared 
before the English public. · But no idea can be 
further from the truth than the belief that to go 
out to India in the old time as a merchant was 
synonymous with making a fortune. Those who 
drew the blanks never came home to tell the tale. 
T,he records disclose unsuccessful speculators like 

·'Mr. Fr~spard in every district of Bengal, struggling 
on against usury, sickness, heat, and malaria, rigidly 
excluded from the society of their official country
men, and unable to afford those necessary luxuries 
which alone· render existence in India tolerable to 
a native of the temperate zone. • 

It is•fair to state, that while the district officers, 
and especially Mr. Keating, thwarted the unhappy 
Superintendent of Fil<l;tures at every turn, the higher 
authorities looked upon him as an unavoidable evil, 
and rather favoured him than otherwise. At length, 
in I 79 i, Lord Cornwallis, fearipg to lose his services 
altogether, commanded that all his past arrears 
should be forgiven ; that for the future his rent 
should be reduced by nearly a half; and that the 
collector ,should deduct whatever these sums came 
to from the land-tax payable by the rajah.10 For 
the agency system· had been found to yield larger 
profits to the Company than the more ·imposing 
operations of the Commercial Resident. It was· 
conducted partly with the speculator's private capitc:yl, 
partly with money advanced by the Board of Trade. 

to Forwarded with the Board of Revenue's letter, dated 18th July 
1791, and previous correspondence. B. R. R 
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The Company ran no risk. If the season proved 
a bad one the agent suffered, and the factory, built 
at his expense, afforded a material guarantee if he 
failed to perform his contract. 

Mr. Frushard, being thus relieved from the 
exorbitant rent he had hastily agreed to, became 
a permanent resident in Beerbhoom, and soon a 
very important one. A pushing Englishman, with 
£rs,ooo11 a year to spend on behalf of the Com
pany, and as much more as his credit could supply 
on his own account, and connected with the Govern
ment in a degree that his servants 'tvere likely to 
exaggerate, 1\e had already acquired great influence 
among the rude jungle-communes. The €ollector's 
jurisdiction practically ended on the south side of 
the More. All beyond was forest and waste, and 
its scattered inhabitants had to protect themselves 
as best they could. In this uncared-for territory 
the presence of an ev.ergetic mercantile Englishman 
soon made itself felt in spite of official discourage
ment. He became their magistrate and judge, 
arrested robbers, freed many a village from tigers, 
and drove the margin of cultivation deep into the 
forest. 

All this was as wormwood to Mr. Keating. It 
seemed to him that a non-official Englishman was 
a dangerous animal in a district : he had conscien
tiously tried to prevent Mr. Frushard rising when 
he was down; and now that prosperity had dawned 

n This sum has been arrived at by adding up the treasury drafts. 
B. R. R. 
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on him, he tried to render him as uncomfortable 
as possible. The records prove that no protection 
was afforded to him from the district headquarters. 
The Commercial Resiaent could order out at plea
sure a detachment ~f soldiers to guard his weaving 
villages, but the most that Mr. Frushard ventured 
to ask for was a few sepoys to convey to Soorie 
the bandits whom he had captured and imprisoned 
in his factory. 12 Moreover, Mr. Cheap's office com
pelled the cultivators to sow what crops he wanted, 
and he thus obtained his raw materials without having 
to buy land a~d farm it himself. Mr. Frusharr1 _- .... 
the other hand, had to grow his mulberry bushes · 
on his own fields, and by means of hired labourers 
(nij-abad), then a costly· and troublesome method. 

Mr. Frushar~s assumption of judicial power:5 
formed an agreeably permanent source of recrimina
tion, maintained. with eq~al ~pirit by the collector 
and himself. The Board of Revenue failed to still 
the clamour ; the Court of Circuit found · itself 
equally powerless; and the feud, which a 'little 
mutual courtesy might have turned into a warm 
friendship, at .length went up for decisjon by the 
Governor-General himself. Mr. Frushard com
plained that the collector, by vexatious arrests, 
dragged off his head-men 'at the ·most critical junc
ture of the year,' and rendered•it impossible for him 
to fulfil the Company's contract~.13 The collect<?r 

12 Military Correspondence, p. 24, etc. B. R. R. 
13 Letter to the Judges of the Circuit Court, dated 17th May 1791, 

etc. B. R. R. 
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retaliated by charging Mr. Frushard with 'opposi
tion to the authority of his court,' and with turning 
his factory into an asylum for criminals fleeing from 
justice. Thus the two pass"away from the records 
of the period of which I treat, fighting to the last; 
no unfit types of the English adventurer and the 
average official of those days. 

I am tempted to diverge for a moment into a 
description of the character and legal status of the 
early English settlers in Bengal. The materials 
which have accumulated for such an account during 
four years' researches in the records, ~re necessarily . . 
very great. But I have steadily endeavoured to 
keep in mind that this book is not about the English 
in India, whether official or non-official, but about 
the natives. It must suffice, ~erefore, to state 
that the pioneers of independent British enterprise 
in Bengal were of two kinds : ' interlopers,' who 
came out in spite Gf the Company's prohibition, 
and trusted to their connections, or to bribery, or 
to appeals ad misericordiam, for a sort of con
temptuous le.ave to remain; and 'adventurers,' 
men of education, energy, and often of considerable 
capital, who had obtained the sanction of the Court 
of Directors before starting from England. Both 
classes were unwelcome to the local officers, and 
for two good reasons. The rural courts had no 
jvrisdiction over tQ.e British-born subject; and even 
when the latter bound himself to be subject to . 
them, as all ' adventurers' had to do before leaving 
Calcutta, it was found that practically the country 
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tribunals were powerless. The 'adventurer' might 
secure his factory from attachment by taking a 
contract for the Company's investment, and his 
person from arrest by 1iving out of the district, or 
in Calcutta. This was precisely what Mr. Frushard 
did, and it does not appear that the rajah once 
thought of reaching him by means of the costly, 
and to a native mysterious, machinery afforded by 
the Presidency Courts. The second ground of 
objection to British settlers at that period was that 
somehow Englishmen require and exact a much 
higher class ~f administration than satisfies the 
natives of India, or than the Company was then 
willing to give. Even at the present day, the 
l.ocalities in which the English element chiefly 
abounds, obtain a disproportionately large share of 
·the talent of the service ; and many a collector 
who has administered a snug old-fashioned Bengali 
district for years, without attra.cting either praise or 
blame, publicly breaks down if called upon to deal 
with the questions to which English energy and· 
English capital in· India give rise. 

This, however, furnishes a very strong reason 
why English settlers should now be welcome in 
Bengal. They force the Government to do its 
work well, and ~here cannot be a doubt that from 
the beginning the effect of English commerce has 
been beneficial to the people. The presence of 

• • 
a man like Mr. Cheap in a district made up in no 

·small degree for the defects of the regular admini
stration, and the necessity of protecting his com-
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merce put some limit to the general insecurity of 
property that then prevailed. Another practical 
benefit of the Company's trade was, that very little 
of the revenue went out of the district. under 
M ussulman rule the whole had been swept off to 
Moorshedabad; under the. Company, nearly two
thirds were returned directly to the local circulation, 
in purchase of the staples of the district. In due 
time private English enterprise stepped into the 
place of the Company's trade ; and though the 
surplus revenue now goes to Calcutta for the im
perial expenses, planters and prodtce-merchants 
pour an unfailing stream of capital into rural 
Bengal. 

The benefits which Mr. Cheap conferred upon a 
large scale, Mr. F rushard repeated on a smaller one. 
He spread a ring of cultivation and prosperity round 
his factory, and soon founded little tributary filatures 
throughout the whole north-eastern jungle of Beer
bhoom. He seems to have been a very typical 
Englishman-too sanguine to be prudent at first, 
and too insular to sympathize with native ways, but 
eventually settling down into an experienced English 
planter, with that rough, paternal liking which almost 
every Englishman in a Bengal district sooner or 
later gets for the simple people among whom he 
lives. His factory, rebuilt several times, now forms 
tpe most imposing; mercantile edifice in Beerbhoom. 
It is charmingly situated on a rising ground on the 
bank of the More, d~fended from the river by colossal· 
buttresses, and surrounded by a high and many-angled 
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wall, enclosing a space large enough for a little 
town. The remnant of its ancient library still bears 
witness to a fair degree of mental culture on the 
part of its ancient po~sessors, particularly an editio 

princeps of Gibbon, six noble quartos, over whose 
pages, let us hope, the. isolated ' adventurer' often 
forgot his squabbles with the collector and the 
floods tha.'t threatened his mulberry fields. His 
successors now employ two thousand four hundred 
artisans for the single process of winding off the 
cocoons; and if to these be added the unnumbered 

• multitudes of mulberry- growers and silkworm-
• 

breeders, with their families, it may be calculated 
that the factory gives bread to fifteen thousand 
persons. Its annual outlay averages £72,000, or 
nearly half as much again as the whole investment 
of the Commercial Resident in bygone days, and 
the yearly value of the general silk manufactures of 
the district exceeds£ I 6o,ooo sterling.14 It must be 
remembered that this is only one of many 'staples. 
Besides Mr •. Frushard's successors on the More, 
there are Mr. Cheap's successors on .the Adji, with 
smaller factories scattered up and down; and be
sides silk, the district produces indigo, lac-dye, iron, 
fibres, and oil-~eeds to an enormous value, not to 
speak of the large annual exportation of grain,-a 
branch ~fits commerce which still remains in native 
hands. It is this influx of English capital that h~s 

. chiefly given employment to the increased inhabit-

14 Answers to questions furnished to me by the resident partner 
of the firm. A cultivator lives well on £8 a year. 
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ants, whom long-continued security to person and 
property has developed. Rural Bengal has ceased to 
depend for its subsistence entirely on the land ; and 
so, although the quantity of land stands still, the 
population may with safety multiply. Nor is it too 
much to say, that independent British enterprise, 
once so hated and suspected by the Company's ser
vants, has now rendered it possible to give good 
government to I~dia, without intensifying the 
struggle for life. 

In forming an estimate of the manner in which 
the Company discharged its function;, therefore, it 
is necessary • to keep in mind what it understood 
these functions to be.· Until r 790, its avowed prin
cipal business was commerce, and this it accom
plished excellently well. Its secondary business was 
the collection of the revenue, in. order to yield a 
fund with which to trade ; and in this, too, it dis
played great energy. and skill. Its third duty 
was the administration of justice; but seven years 
(r765-72) elapsed before it realized that this per
tained to it at all, and during twenty-one years more 
(I 772-93) its· rural courts failed to bring justice 
hom_e to the people. For the state of the criminal 
administration and the police it was not responsible, 
either according to treaty or in fact, until r 790. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

CONCLUSION, 

J HAVE now examined the surface of rural society 
in Bengal during the second half of the last 

century, and here the present volume must end. 
The. picture will probably be displeasing- to that 
large hero-worshipping sectio~ of my• countrymen 
who have learned to believe that two great men-

~ _<;:live and Hastings-suddenly transformed the 
Company frolll a. tr::!.d.!ng association into a sove
reign p>ower. Clive did indeed win for the Cuui

pany that power ; but neither he nor his masters 
knew what he had won. Warrt:'Jl Hastings disclosed 
a deeper sense of the responsibilities of empire. 
He perceived that in government two elements 
have to be considered: the governed as well as 
the governors ; and the first years of' his rule are, 
f~om a legislative point of view, the most brilliant 
episode in the history of the English in India. But 
Hastings had. not the power to carry out what 
he devised, and the India Office records of that 
period are a narrative of good inteptions rather tha~ 
of actual reforms-an Utopia which, while full of 
·ideas that t~eir author never was able to give 
effect to, fails to show what he really accomplished. 

WLL 2A 
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Yet these records form the sole materials from 
which Indian history has hitherto been written. 
Clive and Warren Hastings both accomplished 
great things with small means. But the dispropor
tion between the means and the end was infinitely 
greater in the case of Hastings than in that of Clive ; 
for many generals have vanquished great armies 
with little ones, but Warren Hastings alone, in the 
history of conquerors, set about honestly go-yerning 
thirty millions of people by means of a few mer
cantile clerks. 

In Lord Cornwallis centred that happy union 
• of great qualities with the good gifts of fortune 

necessary for an English ~tatesman of the highest 
class. His rank enabled him to demand his own 
terms from the Company; and he turned a deaf ear 
to all overtures, until it consented to entrU'St him 
with local sovereign powers according to law, as 
well as in fact. H<id Warren Hastings possessed 
these powers, the reforms of 1790-93 would have 
been ante-dated twenty years. But in addition to 
his greater f~eedom from control, Lord Cornwallis 
found an able school of Indian statesmen whom 
Hastings had laboriously trained up, only to be 
parted from when they reached their prime,-a 
school represented by Rous in England and by 
Shore in Bengal. Into the brilliant future which then 
dawned for India.I am not permitted to enter ; nor 
am I careful to answer those who think it unfair to 
delineate the old dark days, without giving so much 
as a glimpse at the bright period which succeeded. 
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I have depicted the state of rural· Bengal when it 
passed into our hands; and most educated English
men know sufficient of its present condition to have 
some perception of tne difference. At a future 
period it may be my delightful duty to fill in the 
details of the contrast ; but meanwhile, to any one 
who questions the benefits of British rule, espe
cially if he be a native of India, I- can only say, Sz' 
mmzumentum qumrz's, c£rcumspi'ce. 

For, meanwhile, the Indian annalist has a much 
more urgent work in hand than to sound the praises 
of the Engnsh governors. The rights of the 
governed are still unascertained. We are con
scientiously striving to rule according to native 
usages ai1d tcil.Lil es ; uut no one can pronounce with 
certainty as to what these usages and tenures are. 
As late as 1859 the whole land-law of Bengal under
went revision, important changes being given effect 
to, that plunged the provinc~ into a paroxysm of 
litigation. In 186 5, after the new system had b,een 
at work for five years, the fifteen judges of the 
Supreme Court met together definitively to interpret 
its provisions ; and in order to do so, they found 
themselves compelled to enter into questions of 
the most recondite history. Several of their judg
ments were ,antiquarian discussions rather than 
declarations of the written law; and however sound 
and beneficial their decision has proved, ';lntiquarian 
researches, when they travel out ·of the statute book 
into the domain of unascertained history, form a 
very dangerous ground for judges to enter upon. 
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It is a work which ought to be done to their 
hands. 

Several able men have already endeavoured to 
perform this task. One class has hoped to discover 
the rights of the people in the ancient Hindu code. 
But the doctrines of Manu or Y ajnavalkya bear 
about the same relation to the present land-law of 
Be11:gal, that the Codex Theodosianus does to the 
present land-law of Turkey. Another class arguing 
from the fact that Bengal, although Hindu. at bottom, 
had long been subjected to Mussulman rule, has 
sought for an elucidation of its te·nures in the 
writings of Arabian jurists. But these excellent 
scholars forget that the Muhammadan conquest of 
Lower Bengal was never perfectly accomplished ; 
that many of its . princes were tributaries rather 
than subjects; and that the Kuran, the Hidaya, or 
even such works as the Fa twa Alamgiri, had small 
effect except within th-e radius of M ussulman supre
macy. The real land-law of the country is to be found 
in those researches which were conducted by the 
rural officers during the first half-century of our rule. 

In the next volume, therefore, I propose to 
inquire into the rights and legal status, as disclosed 
in the rural records, of the various classes who 
owned or cultivated the soil. An important source 
of evidence is the history of the great houses whom 
we found in possession of the land. The investiga-• . 
tion involves a survey, not of the archives of a few 
families or districts, but of all the districts, and of 
as many as possible of the great families in the 
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province. Curiously enough, the. latter formidable 
task has recently been undertaken by several of the 
leading native gentle~en in Bengal, independently 
of my researches, and. it will' shortly become pos
sible to arrive at a definite solution of Indian tenures 
and usages. My own investigations point to an 
iQfinite gradation in the rights of the various classes 
interested in the land. In some districts the land
holder was almost independent of the M ussulman 
Viceroy, and seldom or never subjected to his inter
ference; in o,thers he was only a bailiff appointed 
to receive the rents. In some di~tricts, again, 

-=Rea.~ant rights were acknowledged, and the old 
communal system survived as a di.stinct influence; 
in others the cultivators were mere serfs, and one. 
of the principal duties of the rural police was to 
prevent them absconding from their villages. This 
is the secret of the contradictory objections which 
were urged against Lord Cornwallis' interpretation 
of the lapd-law. At that time, as one of the 
Company's servants declared in the Calcutta Gazette, 
the people's rights were so little established, 'that 
the inquiries of the ablest men have not ascer
t~ined them; '1 and another authority states that no 
two men in the service took the same view of them. 
It fell out, therefore, that. those collectors who had 
to. deal with districts in which the landholders were 
the real owners of the soil, c001plained that tbe 
Permanent Settlement had stripped them of their 
rights and ruined them; while those who had derived 

1 Calcutta Gazette, dated 3d June 1790. 
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their experience from parts of the country in which 
the Mussulman system had uprooted the ancient 
houses, objected that Lord C<;>rnwallis had sacrificed 
the claims of the Government and the rights of the 
people to elevate a parcel of tax-gatherers and land
stewards into a sham gentry. 

With a view to ascertaining what analogy may 
be derived from the Muhammadan land tenures in 
Europe, I availed myself of one of those periods. 
of ill-health incident to an Indian career to visit 
Turkey and the Danubian provinces .• I found the 
same uncertainty with regard to the land tenures 
prevailing throughout the Ottoman dependencies 
as in Bengal. In neither Europe nor India have 
the Mussulmans succeeded in introducing a uniform 
system, or in evolving a homogeneous nation. The 
only explanation, with any pretensions to compre
hensiveness, that I obtained was from Photyaris 
Bey, the Ottoman Minister in Greece, one of that 
little knot of enlightened statesmen in whom the 
future of Turkey is bound up. But even the acute 
Phanariot's ac~ount did not tally with the actual 
state of things in the remote provinces. According 
to a Wallachian nobleman, the plenum dominium, 
centred in the great landholders; according to a 
Bulgarian peasant,' the cultivator was the pivot on 
which the rural system turns ; according to the 
officials in the lar~ towns and the Constantinople 
press, the Government is all in all. 

In this volume I have endeavoured to exhibit 
the ethnical elements of the Bengali people, and 
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their condition when they passed under British rule. 
The praise or blame of the English Government 
forms no part of my scheme, and indeed I am 
thankful that the admini~trator who figures most 
in my narrative, Mr. Keating, was one of those 
ordinary men who 'excite neither indignation nor 
admiration. He did his appointed work, and 
received for it his appointed pay, but he was 
altogether incapable of giving that ~nterpretation 
to his duties, which can invest with dignity and 
pathos the long hot years of Indian official life. I 
am afraid, however, that I may have dealt hardly 
with our predecessors the Mussulmani; but it must 
be remembered that I am speaking of them in their 
iast days of decrepitude aml euervai.iuu. Of ~he 
ancient native houses, the true leaders of the people, 
I have yet to speak; and any· one who judges of 
them from that dark period to which this volume 
has been confin~d, will do them the same injustice 
that is done to the population· at large by those who 
mistake Lord Macaulay's graphic description of 
the Bengali, as he emerged abject from M ussulman 
'oppression, for a delineation of the normal and. per
manent character of the Hindus . 

• 

'. 
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BENGAL IN 1772, PORTRAYED BY WARREN 

HASTINGS. 

To the HoN'BLE THE COURT OF DIRECTORS FOR AFFAIRS OF THE 
HoN'BLE THE UNITED CoMPANY OF MERCHANTS OF 
ENGLAND TRADING TO THE EAST INDIES. Dated Fort
William, tte 3d November 1772, 

• 
Revenue Department. 

HoN'BLE SIRs,-In ou;r address by the Colebrooke, dated 
- f),p, T,:th ,A:!_Jril last •.• we acquainted you with the state of your 

revenues in Bengal to that period, since WhlCU we nave ciu::,c:~ 

the account of the neat settlements and collections for the last 
Bengal year, a copy of which we now transmit a number (sic) in 
this packet. From it you will please to observe that the total 
receipts, including _some deductions written off to profit and loss 
in the Moorshedabad treasury, amounted for last year to sicca 
rupees r,s7,26,576: ro: 2: r; so that the Ballances 1 for that 
year are now reduced to Rs. I2,4o,812 : 7 : rs, a great part of 
which we shall hope to realise; and we flatter ourselves that this 

, reduction of the Ballances, and the comparative view we hope 
'·· you will take of the Bengal collections for these several years 

past, with those of the last year, will fully satisfy you as to the 
favourable Success we have met with in collection of the revenues. 
The Moorshedabad books, that will be transmitted to you by the 
next ship compleatly ballanced, will further elucidate the state
ment of the last year's revenue, which we have now the honou. 
of enclosing. · • . 

At a meeting of your Council of the 3oth August, it was 
· unanimously resolved to adopt the plan proposed by our Presi

dent and members of the Committee of Circuit at Cossimbazaar, 
1 This letter is printed exactly as it is spell in the original. 

_. 
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for removing the Seat of the Revenue Business to the Presidency, 
and for putting this important Branch of your affairs under the 
immediate management of your Governor and Council ; in con
sequence of which we formed ourselves into a Board of Revenue 
the 13th ultimo. Since that time all affairs respecting the Col
lections or internal Government of the Provinces have been con
fined solely to this department, and we shall henceforth address 
you separately upon all matters which come under these Heads. 

In order to give you a distinct Idea of this subject, and to 
make it the more complete, we shall begin by recapitulating the 
most important measures that have been lately taken, and ~n 
which you have been in part advised in our former Letters. 

In one letter by the Nottingham, you were informed of our 
intention of letting the lands throughout the provinces in farm, 
upon long and well-regulated Leases ; and we ate happy to reflect 
that such a matocial and principal mode of conducting the Collec
tions, should coincide so entirely with your sentiments and orders 
on the subject. After the most serious and mature deliberation 
on this point, we determined, in our proceedings of the Com
mittee of the Revenue of the 14th May, to establish a plan for 
settling the several districts upon this footing, and for the future 
government of your Collections. This being the Constitutional 
Ground-Work of all our subsequent measures, and of the system 
which we have since attempted to build upon it, we have thought 
it necessary, for your immediate attention, to transmit a copy 
of it as a Number in the Packet, with our reasons at large for 
adopting the Regulations therein laid down. 

Before we proceed further upon this· subject,. it may not be 
improper to premise some general Remarks on the State of the 
Province at this Juncture. 

The effects of the dreadful Famine which visited these Pro
vinces in the Year 1770, and raged during the whoie course of 
that Year, have been regularly made known to you by our former 
advices, and to the public by laboured descriptions, in which 
every Circumstance of Fact, and every Art of Languages, have 
b.een accumulated to r'\ise Compassion, and to excite Indignation 
against your Servants, whose unhappy lot it was to be the wit
nesses and spectators of the sufferings of their fellow-creatures. · 
But its influence on the Revenue has been yet unnoticed, and 
even unfelt, but by those from whom it is collected ; for, not-
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withstanding the loss of at least one-third of the Inhabitants of 
the. Province, and the consequent decrease of the Cultivation, the 
nett coiiections of the year I 7 7 I exceeded even those of I 7 68, as 
will appear from the following Abstract of Accounts of the Board 
of Reyenue at Moorshedabad' for the four last years :-

Bengal Year. 

II75 [1768-69].-Net Collections, 

rr76 [1769-70].-The year of dearth, which was pro· t. 

/ ductive of the Famine in the I,JI,49, 148:6:3 :2 
. following year, • , . 

rr77 [r77o-7r].-The year of the Famine and Mar- ( 1 0 06 030 . 
7

. . 
tality, . . • . 1 ,4 • ' · • 3 · 2 

1178 [1771-72), , 1,57,26,576: IO: 2: I 

Deduct the amount of de-
ficiencies occasioned in the 
Revenue by una~idable 
losses to Government, , 3,92,915 :II : I2: 3 

r,~,33,66o: 14:9: z 

-:__It wa,s_naturally to be expected that the diminution of the • 
Revenue sholl'o-navc· ::...:::;:~ .:c~ Pr;_naLoace with the oth~r Conse-
quences of so great a Calamity. That it did not, wa~ vvv: .. t; ~:: 
its being violently kept up to its former Standard. To ascertain 
all the means by which this was effected will not be easy. It is 
difficult to trace the Progress of the Collections through all its 
Intricate Channels, or even to comprehend all the Article"s 
which compose the Revenue in its first operations. One Tax, 
however, we will endeavour to describe, as it may serve to 
account for the Equality which has been preserved in the past' 
Collections, and to which· it has principally contributed: It is 

\

called Najay, and it is an Assessment upon th.e actual inhabit
ants of every Inferior Description of the Lands, to make up for 
the Loss sustained in the Rents of their neighbours who are 
either dead or have fled the Country. This Tax, though equally 
impolitic in its Institution and ·oppressive in the mode of exact
ing it, was authorised by the antient and general usage of the 
Country. It had not the sanction of Government, but took 
place as a matter of course. In ordinav cases, and while the 
Lands were in a, state of cultivation, it was scarcely felt, and 
never or rarely complained of. However irreconciliable to strict 
Justice, it afforded a preparation to the State for occasional De
ficiencies ; it was a kind of Security against Desertion, by making 
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the Inhabitants thus mutually responsible for each other; and 
precluded the inferior Collector from availing himself of the 
Pretext of waste or Deserted Lands to withhold any part of his 
Collections. But the same Practice which at another Time and 
under different Circumstances wou1d have been beneficial, be
came at this period an insupport~ble Burthen upon the Inhabit
ants. The Tax not being levied by any Fixed Rate or Standard, 
fell heaviest upon the wretched Survivors of those Villages which 
had suffered the greatest Depopulation, and were of course the 
most entitled to the Lenity of Government. It had also the addi
tional' Evil attending it, in common with every other Variation 
from the regular Practice, that it afforded an opportunity to the 
Farmers and Shicdars to levy other Contributions on the People 
under color of it, and even to encrease this to whatever magni
tude they pleased, since they were in course t11e Judges of the 
Loss sustained, ~nd of the Proportion which the Inhabitants ":ere 
to pay to replace it. 

Complaints against this Grievance were universal throughout 
the Province, and it was to be feared that the continuance of it 
would be so great a check to the Industry of the People, as to 
impoverish the Revenue in the last Degree, when their former 
savings by which it was supported were gone. 

Though 7 Years had elapsed since the Company became 
possessed of the Dewanny, yet no regular Process had ever been 
formed for conducting tne Business of the 'Revenue. Every 
Zemindaree and every Taluk was left to its own peculiar Cus
toms. These indeed were not inviolably adhered to. The 
Novelty of the Business to those who were appointed to super
intend it, the chicanery of the people whom they were obliged 
to employ as their agents, the accidental Exigencies of each 
District, and, not unfrequently, the just Discernment of the 
Collector, occasioned many changes. Every change added to 
the confusion which involved the whole, and few were either 
authorised or known by the presiding Members of the Govern
ment. The Articles which composed the Revenue-the Form 
of keeping Accounts, t~e Computation of time, even the Techni
cal Terms, which ever form the greatest part of the obscurity of 
every science-differed as much as the soil and productions of · 
the Province. This Confusion had its origin in the Nature of 
the Former Government. The Nazims exacted what they could 
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from the Zemindars; and great Farmers of the Revenue, whom 
they left at Liberty to plunder all below them, reserving to them
selves the prerogative of plundering them in their Tum, when 
they were supposed to have enriched themselves with the spoils 
of the Country. The Muttisiddees who stood between the 
N azim and the Zemindars, or between them and the People, 
had each their respective shares of the Public Wealth. These 
Profits were considered as illegal Embezzlements, and therefore 
were taken with every Precaution that cou'd ensure secrecy; 
and being, consequently, fixed by no Rate, depended on the 
Temper, Abilities, or Power of each Individual for the Amount. 
It therefore became a duty in every man to take the most 
effectual measures to conceal the Value of his Property, and 
elude every Inquiry into his Conduct, while the Zemindars and 
other Landholde"s who had the Advantage of long ·Possession, 
availed themselves of it by complex Divisions Qf the Lands and 

___ Jntricate modes of Collection to perplex the Officers of the 
GOVt!u;::~nt. and confine the knowledge of the Rents to them
selves. It will ~;si1y :.:;:;:-imagined that much of the Current' 
Wealth stopped in its way to the puoii~.- ':!:':"'~ s'ury. It is rather 
Foreign from the purpose of this Exposition, but too "1-'i=::'"itP. 

not to be remarked that it was fortunate such a system did pre
vail, since the Embezzlements which it covered preserved the • 
Current Specie of the Country, and returned it into Circulation, 
while a great part of the Wealth received by the Government 
was expended in the Country, and but a small superfluity re
mained for remittances to the Court of Delhee, where it was lost 
for ever to this province. 

\ 
To the original Defects inherent in the Constitution of these 

Provinces, were added the unequal and unsettled Government of 
them, since they became our property. A 'part of the Lands 
which were before· in our possession, such as Burdwan, Midna
pore, and Chittagong, continued subject .to the authority of the 
Chiefs, who were immediately accountable to the Presidency. 
The 24 Pergunnahs, granted by the Treaty of Plassey to the 
Company, were theirs on a different ]'enure, being their im
mediate property by the Exclusion of the Zemindars, or hereditary 
Proprietors : their rents were received by Agents appointed to 
each Pergunnah, and remitted to the Collector, who resided in 
Calcutta. 
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The Rest ofthe Province was for some time entrusted to the 
joint-charge of the Naib Dwan and Resident of the Durbar, and 
afterwards to the Council of Revenue at Moorshedabad, and to 
the Supervisors who were accountable to that Council. The 
administration itself was totally excluded from a concern in this 
Branch of the Revenue. 

The internal arrangement of each District varied no less than 
that of the whole Province. The Lands subject to the same 
Collector, and intermixed with each other, were some held by 
Farm, some superintended by Shicdars, or Agents on the part of 
the Collector, and some left to the Zemindars and Talucdars 
themselves, under various degrees of Controul. The First were 
racked without mercy, because the Leases were but of a Year's 
standing, and the Farmer had no Interest or Check to restrain 
him from exacting more than the Land could bt!ar. The Second 
were equally dr~ned, and the Rents embezzled, as it was not 
possible for the Collector, with the greatest degree of attention 
on his part, to detect or prevent it. The latter, it may be sup
posed, were not exempted from the general cqrruption. If they 
were; the other Lands which lay near them would suffer by the 
migration of their inhabitants, who wou'd naturally seek Refuge 
from oppression in a milder and more equitable Government. 

The Administration of Justice has so intimate a connection 
with the Revenue, that we cannot omit the mention of it, while 
we are treating of this suoject in a general view, although we 
have already given our sentiments upon it at large in another 
place, to which 'Ye shall crave Leave to refer. The Security of 
private properity is the greatest Encouragement to Industry, on 
which the wealth €>f every State depends. The Limitation of the 
Powers annexed to the Magistracy, the Suppression 
Usurpation of them by private authority, and the 
the access to Justice, were the only means' by 
Security cou'd be obtained. But this was J!. 111-J'U~~liJl'". 

circumstances which had hitherto prevailed. While .... ,_.,...._.,,_. 
and the Dewannee were in different Hands, and all 
of the Former were ad1f1itted, the Courts of Justice which were 
the sole Province of the Nazim, though constituted for the 
general Relief of the Subjects, cou'd receive the Reformation,. 
The Court and Officers of the Nizamut were continued, but their 
Efficacy was destroyed by the Ruling Influence of the Dewan nee. 
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The regular Course of Justice was everywhere suspended; but 
·every man exercised it who had the Power of compelling others 
to submit to his Dicisions. The People were oppressed; they 
were discouraged, and. disabled from improving the Culture of 
their Lands ; and in propo:rtion as they had the demands of 
Individuals to gratify, .they· were prevented from discharging 
what was legally due to Government. 

Such was the State of the Revenue, when your Commands 
were re~eived by the Lapwing, and happily removed the difficulties 
which had hitherto opposed the_ Introduction of a more perfect 
System, by abolishing the Office of Naib Dwan, and authorising 
your administration to assume openly the Management of the 
Dewannee in your Name, without any Foreign Intervention. 

In the Execution of these your Intentions, the points which 
claimed our priacipal attention, as will appear from the above 
Description, were to render the Accounts of the Revenue simple 
and intelligible, to establish Fixed Rates for tl~e Collections, to 
"""'ake the Mode of them uniform in all parts of the Province, 
and to provide fur -an ~q~af adlumlstratioa v~- ;c.,~:""· ::::~ -~:::: 
steps which we have already taken, we have laboured to obtain 
these ends ; with what Success will be seen hereafter. 

The Regulations which we have before mentioned being com
pleated, and the Committee of Circuit appointed, consisting (as 
we mentioned in our last) of -the Governor, Messrs. Middleton, 
Dacres, Lawrell, and Graham. We published our Intention of 
Farming all the Lands of the Province of Bengal, on Leases of 
Five Years, and invited all Persons to make Proposals. 

Tl1e Committee first proceeded to Kishennaggur, and there 
entered on the Settlement of the District of Nu.ddea.1 The Pro-

\ posals which were delivered. to them were expressed in so vague 
and uncertain a manner, and differed so widely from each other 
in Form, that it was impossible to make a comparison, or to 
ascertain the Proportional Amount of e<1;ch; and the few only 
that were intelligible, contained very low and disadvantageous 
Terms. The Committee were therefore of opinion that these 
Offers shou'd be rejected, and that the Lands shou'd be put up 
at Public Auction, tho' contrary to the orrginal Intention. 

To remove all obstacles that might pn~sent themselves, from 
an uncertainty in the Bidders with respect to the more Minute 

1 Proceedings of the I 6th and 28th June I 772. 
VOL. I. 2 B 
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Articles of the Collections, and the Grounds on which the 
Settlement was to be established between the Farmer and 
Cultivator, the Committee found it indispensably necessary 
before the Sale began, to form an entire new Hustabood, or 
Explanation of the diverse and complex articles which were to 
compose the Collections. These consisted of the Assail or 
Original Ground Rent, and a variety of Taxes called Aboabs, 
which had been indiscriminately levied at different periods by the 
Government, the Zemindars, Farmers, and even by the jnferior 
Collectors. One of these Aboabs we have explained above; 
many of them are incapable of any Explanation. 

After the Committee had made a through Investigation of 
the above articles of the Revenue, they proposed to deduct such 
as appeared most oppressive to the Inhabitants, or of a late 
Establishment, at the same time reserving thaose which were of 
long standing, a11d had been chearfully (sic) submitted to by the 
Ryotts, these being in fact a considerable part of the Neat Rents. 
Among the former were the Duties arbitrarily levied by the 
Zemindars and Farmers upon all Goods and Necessaries of Life 
passing by water thro' the interior part of the country. The 
Bazee Jumma, or Fines for petty crimes and misdemeanours, 
were also, agreably to the humane and equitable spirit of your 
Orders, totally abolished, as well as the Haldarry, or Tax upon 
Marriage, which yielded a trifling Revenue to the Government, 
was very injurious to the State, and could tend only to the dis
couragement and decrease of Population,-an object at all times 
of general Importance, but more especially at this Period, from 
the great Loss of Inhabitants which the country has sustained by 
the late Famine,· and the mortality which attended it. These 
several Deductions in favour of the Natives, altho' the imme
diate cause of decreasing the Rent Roll, will doubtless in time be 
productive of the most salutary effects, as thet tend to encourage 
the Manufactures and. Trade of the country, to retrieve the loss 
of Inhabitants, to free the People from vexatious prosecutions, 
and by promoting the general Ease of the country, virtually to 
support and improve it~ Revenue. 

In order to secure the Inhabitants in the quiet Possession of 
the lands whilst they held them on terms of cultivation, and to · 
prevent sttch Exactions as aforementioned in future, the Com
mittee formed new Amulnamas or Leases, in which the claims 
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upon the Ryotts were precisely and distinctly ascertained, and 
the Farmers restricted from making any further Demands, under 
the severest Penalties. To this end, and to prevent the Farmers 
from eluding this restriction, they were ordered to grant new 
Pottahs, or Deeds, to the Ryotts, the Form of which was drawn 
out by the Committee and made public, specifying the conditions 
on which they were to hold their Land, the separate Heads or 
Articles of the Rents ; and every encouragement was contained in 
them to cultivate the waste ground on a moderate and increasing 
Rent. 

Another principal Object witb. the Committee was to reduce 
the Charges of Collection as low as possible, from a conviction 
that the retrenchment of improper and unnecessary Expences 
opens a source of Increase of Revenue the most eligible, because 
the most consistent with the ease of the Inhabitants. For this 
purpose We have formed an uniform and regul•r Establishment, 
for all the necessary Charges to be incurred in the Cutcherries of 
the several Districts, under positive Restrictions that they shall 
not be exceeded without our being previously advised. This, 
We doubt not, will prove a great saving to the Hon'ble Com
pany, as it will be the effectual means of preventing in future all 
superfluous and unnecessary Disbursements. And We think We 
may venture to promise that this Article will be duly attended 
to, as it will be almost the only Care of the Auditor to prevent 
every Deviation from it, in the Accounts which are to pass his 
Inspection. 

After these previous steps were resolved on, the Lands of 
Kishenagur were put up to Public Auction, and a Final Settle
ment was made for Five Years, on an accumulating Increase, for 
the Particulars of which we must beg leave to refer you to the 
proceedings of the Committee, which are now transmitted. 

During the co~rse of the sale at Kishennagtir, the Rajah or' 
that place gave in proposals for farming the whole District, 
which leads us to the following general observations on the 
Subject of Zemindars and Talookdars in the Province of Bengal. 

Where it can be done with propriety,.the entrusting the Col
lections of the Districts to 'the Hereditary Zemindars wou'd be a 
measure we shou'd be very willing to adopt, as we believe that 
the People would be treated with more tenderness, the Rents 
more improved, and the Cultivation more likely to be encouraged, 
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the Zemindar less liable to failure or deficiencies than the 
Farmer, from the perpetual Interest which the former hath irt 
the Country, and because his Inheritance cannot be removed, 
and it would be improbable he would risk the loss of it by eloping 
from his District, which is too frequently practised by a Farmer 
when he is hard pressed for the Payment of his Ballances, and is 
frequently predetermined when he receives his Farm. 

With respect to the Talookdarrys and inconsiderable Zemin
darrys, which formed a part of the Huzzoor Zilahs or Districts 
which paid their rents immediately to the General Cutcherry 
at Moorshedabad, as well as ·many others of' the same kind in 
different parts of Bengal ; all Arguments have been weighed, 
whether in favour of the just Claim Government has upon their 
Lands for a Revenue adequate to their real Value, or of th~ 
.Zemindars and Talookdars in support of their ~ights and Prive
ledges, grounded.upon the Possession of Regular Grants, a long 
series of family Succession, and fai.r purchase. These being duly 
considered, there occurred to us only the two following Modes 
which could be pursued in making their settlement. The First 
was to lett (sic) the Lands to Farm; to put the Renters in entire 
Possession and Authority over them, obliging thein to pay each 
Zemindar or Talookdar a certain allowance or percentage for the 
subsistence of himself and family. The Second was to settle 
with the Zemindars themselves on the footing of Farmers, obliging 
them first to enter into ali the Conditions of a farmer's Lease ; 
Secondly, to pay the same Revenue that could be expected from 
Farmers ; Thirdly, to give responsible securities; and Fourthly, 

'to admit a reserve in favour of Government for making, during 
the course of theit actUal Lease, an exact Hustabood (Valuation 
from Accounts), or a Measurement of their Possessions, in order 
to ascertain their tr;ue Value at a future sett]ement, shou'd the 
present Accounts be found to be fallacious, or concealments 
suspected. We have allowed a degree of weight to the argu
ments of the Zemindars and Talookdars in favour of their plez. 
of Right, which, by adopting the first mode of settlement, wou'd 
doubtless be exposed ~ Risk ; for as the Authority given to the 
Farmers wou'd reduce the present Incumbents to the level of 
mere Pensioners, and greatly weaken their claims as Proprietors, 
so in the course of a few long Leases, their Rights and Titles 
might, from the designs of the Farmers to establish themselves 
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in their Estates, the death of the old Inheritors, and the succes
sion of Minors, ·be involved in such obscurity, doubt, and con
troversy; as to deprive them totally of their Inheritance. To 
expose the Zemindars and Talookdars to this risk, is neither 
consistent with our Notio~s of Equity, nor with your orders, 
which direct, ' that we do not by any sudden change alter the 
constitution, nor deprive the Zemindars, etc., of their antient 
priviledges 'and Immunities.' · 

Another argument, drawn from the conduct naturally to be 
expected from the Zemindars and Talookdars, weighed strongly 
with us, and proves an objection to adopting the first Mode. 
From a long continuance of the Lands in their Families, it is to 
be concluded they have rivetted an authority in the District, 
acquired an As.cendency over the -Minds of the Ryotts, and 

'ingratiated their affections. From Causes like- these, if entire 
Deprivation were to take place, there could no1! be expected less 
Material Effects than all the Evils of a divided Authority, preju
dicial to the Revenue, and Desertion and Desolation of the 
Lands. Whereas from continui!Jg the Lands und.er the Manage
ment of those who have a natural and perpetual Interest in their 
Prosperity, provided their Value ·is not of too great an amount, 
solid Advantages may be expected to accrue. Every considera
tion then sways us, wh~re it can be done with the prospect of 
the advantage before mentioned, to.adopt the second mode in 
settling with the Inferior Zemindars and 'talookdars. First, an 
equivalent Revenue may be thereby obtained, with security for 
its punctual Payment. Secondly, the converting them into 
Farmers establishes the Government's right of putting their 
Lands on. that Footing, whenever they shall· think proper; the 

·Awe of which must constantly operate to secure their good 
behaviour and good Management. Thirdly, the Clause of 
Scrutiny, to which they are subjected, will also have the same 
Tendency, at the same time that it may be strictly put in force 
where there is cause to suspect Concealments, or a prospect 
presents of Increase to the. Revenue. 

Agreeabiy to these Ideas, the Colrlmittee at Kishennagur 
exempted the several Talooks in that District from the Public 
Sale, as the Possessors engaged to abide by such' a Settlement as 
should be deemed equivalent and just; and an exact valuation 
'Nas accordingly made of their Lands. It was, however, found 
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that the Terms offered by the Zemindar of Kishennagur, as 
before mentioned, were not equivalent to the expectations the 
Committee had reason to Entertain from the Public Auction of 
the separate Farms, and the Faith of Government having already 
been engaged to such Farmers who.se offers had been formally 
accepted. For these Reasons, joined with the well-known subtle 
and faithless character of the Zemindar, it was determined to 
reject his proposals, and to give the Preference to the offer of 
the Farmers, which were more advantageous to Government. 

The Settlement of Kishennagur being concluded, a fixed 
Dewan was chosen by the Committee to be joined wit,h the 
Collector in the Superintendancy of the Revenues, conformably 
to our Established Regulations before referred to ; and instruc
tions were accordingly given him for his guidance. 

We have been thus explicit in relating th; Transactions at 
Kishenagur, botlf as these will serve to point out the various 
effects of our previous Determinations, as well as the Motives 
which gave Occasion to those which were superadded by the 
Committee, from local or general Observation, and to convey an 
Idea of the Plan on which the settlement of the whole Province 
will be formed, of which that of Kishenagur may be regarded as 
the Model. 

From Kishenagur the Committee proceeded to Cossimbazaar, 
and arrived there the beginlling of July. One of their first objects 
was the regulating the Nabob's Household and Stipend, and the 
appointing of the necessary Officers for the Management of his 
Affairs. But as these Matters will be fully discussed in our 
Letter from the General Department, We shall confine this 
Address solely to fhe current Business of the Revenue. 

The Province of Radshahy and the Huzzoor Zilahs were 
taken next into Consideration, and the same Regulations estab
lished previous to their Settlement, as at Kisenagur. Public 
Advertisements being made for receiving Proposals for farming 
the different Purgunnahs in Radshahy, and a proper time limited 
for their deli very, the terms given in for the whole of the Western 
Division were examine!il, and the Offers of the Farmers and 
Zemindar accurately compared. Those of the latter were found 
more advantageous to Government. A settlement for five years 
was acr.ordingly concluded with the Ranny Bowanny, the Zemin
dar of that District, whose Substance, Credit, and Character 
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rendered the Conditions of her Offer the more desireable, 
especially as she consented to the Committee's Plan of sub
dividing the Lands into fourteen Lots or Farms, and engaged to 
deposit the Farmer's Cabooleats or Agreements as a Collateral 
Security with her own, for the punctual Payment of her Rents. 
No other Proposals being given ih for the Eastern Division of 
Radshahy, it was in like manner farmed to the zemindar, whose 
Knowledge of, and long-established Reputation in, lhe Country 
enabled her to make more advantageous Offers for this also than 
any other person; and We doubt not that We shall realize the 
whole of the Revenue from these important and extensive Dis
tricts, which will receive an additional Advantage, besides a 
Reduction of the Expence of the Collections, in being thus united 
under the hereditary and ancient.Proprietor. 

For the particular Reasons ~nd Arguments urged in our 
several Proceedings, referred to in the margiil, and which will 
be farther treated on in our Letter from the other Department, 
you will observe that We have foun'd it e)(peqient to annex to 
Mr. Middleton's Appointment of Resident of the Durbar and 

· Chief of Cossimbazar, the Superintendency of the Collections of 
Radshahy, in the conducting of which, the whole being put under 
the immediate Management of the Zemindar, his only care as 
Collector will be to receive the monthly Kists as they may 
become due, to ·attend to the Comflaints and Representations 
of the Ryotts, and to see that the Regulations which have been 
made are duly adhered to. 

The Huzzoor Zillahs, and the inferior Zemindaries and 
Talookdaries bordering on Moorshedabad and Rajshahy, were 
also settled on the same Plan, a Preference being always given 
to the Offers of the Hereditary Possessors as before observed. 
But as it would ta.ke up too much of your Time to descend to a 
minute Detail of these numerous Settlements, we must take the 
Liberty of referring you to the Proceedings of the late Committee 
of Circuit. You will therein notice that we have appointed five 
additional Collect"ors to superin'tend the Revenue of those Dis
tricts. It was with some reluctance w& ,found ourselves under 
the necessity of increasing the Number of these Appointments. 
'!:hey were rendered unavoidable by the Intricacy of those parts 
of the Huzzoor Zilahs, which have been thus distributed amongst 
them; but We hope that the Liberty which We have given to the 
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Farmers, who may be so disposed, to pay their Rents immediately 
to the Sudder or Head Cutcherry, will in time enable us to reduce 
these Establishments. 

In the Intervals of Public Business, the Committee were 
employed in deliberating on the st~ps referred to them, which 
were proper to be taken for carrying into Execution your late 
Orders by the Lapwing, where you declare your Intention of 
Standing forth as Dewan by the Agency of the Company's 
Servants, to assume the 'entire Management of the Revenues,' 
leaving it to us to plan and execute this important Work, 'by 
adopting such Regulations, and pursuing such Measures, as 
should at once insure to the Company every possible Advantage.' 

The first Consideration was whether the Board of Revenue 
at Moorshedabad should be abolished, and the Business of the 

• Collections in all its Branches, put under the management of the 
Members of your Administration at the Presidency; and after 
allowing due Weight to every Argument that occurred, We agreed 
unimously with the Committee in the Necessity of this last 
Measure, which has accordingly been since carried into Execu
tion. We take the Liberty of laying before you the Grounds 
upon which we have ventured to make this Alteration, in the 
flattering hopes that it will meet with your approval. 

As the Administration of Justice, and the Collection of the 
Revenue, are by far the most important object of Government, 
they certainly claim the fi;st Attention of your President and 
Council, especially at a time when so many weighty matters, 
intimately connected with them, are entrusted by you to our 
Investigation and Judgment, and when the State of the Country 
requires timely, w~ll-digested, and spirited Measures. While the 
Controuling and Executive Part of the Revenue, and the corre
spondence with the Collectors, was carried by~ Council at Moor
shedabad, the Members of your Administration had not an 
opportunity of acquiring that thorough and comprehensive know
ledge of the Revenue, which can only result from practical 
Experience. But as your late orders tend to establish a new 
System, enjoin many new Regulations and Enquiries which could 
not properly be delegated to a Subordinate Council, it became 
absolutely necessary that the Business of the Revenue should be 
conducted under our immediate Observation and Direction. 

This change, We trust, will afford great Relief to the Inha~it-
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ants of the Provinces, in opening to them a more ready Access 
to Justice, insomuch that Appeals from tpe Decisions of the 
Inferior Courts may now be made directly to the Presidency, 

· whereas formerly they were first transmitted to the Council at 
Moorshedabad, and from thence an Appeal lay to Us. 

Another good Consequence will be the great Increase of 
Inhabitants, and of Wealth in Calcutta, which will not only add 
to the Consumption of our most valuable Manufactures imported 
from home, but will be the means of conveying to the Natives a 
more intimate Knowledge of our Customs and Manners, and of 
conciliating them to our Policy and Government. 

Besides the Reasons above urged for the Dissolution of the 
Council at Moorshedabad, We must beg leave to add this farther 
Argument, in reply to the objection which may possibly be made 
to it as repugna"nt to your Commands of the 3oth June 1769. 
We now conceive them, however, to be supersefled by your later 
Orders and the. Discretionary Power you have given us in your 
letter by the Lapwing. Nevertheless, we should have thought 
ourselves indispensably bound to have adhered to the Spirit of 
them, so far as they could be made to coincide with the new 
System of the Dewanny, but we found them totally subverted 
by it. 

While Moorshedabad remained the Seat of your Collections, 
every consideration required the EsJablishment of a Council to 
Superintend them, as it was a trust "every way too great for an 
individual. On these grounds alone we presume(\ your Orders 
for forming such Councils at Moorshedabad and Patna were 
framed. But when the office of Naib Dwan was abolished, and 
you had declared your Resolution to place the·Collections under 
the immediate charge of your own Servants, there remained no 
Reason for contin1.1ing that Department of the Revenue at such 
a distance from the Observation of your Governor and Council ; 
and the Removal of the Collection to the Presidency, as it left 
no Business for an inferior Council, of course rendered their con
tinuance, and the charges attending such an establishment, need
less. We will indulge ourselves, theref~e, with another Hope, 
that an annual saving of some Lacks of Rupees will be derived 
from this alteration, altho' We are well aware of the }!:xpence and 
Inconvenience which ever attends Innovations of all kinds on 
their first Institution. 
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As the Reasons for the Removal of the Khalsa are treated on 
very largely in the Proceedings of the Committee of Circuit of 
28th July, and contain many Observations on the Nature of the 
Revenue in general, which are too voluminous to be inserted in 
the Body of this Letter, we ,.Y.ish to recommend these to your 
particular attention. 

The Plan which we have formed for conducting the Business 
of the Khalsa, or Superior Office of the Collections, will go a 
Number in the Packet. 

The more regular Administration of Justice was also delibe
rated on by the Committee of Circuit, and a Plan was formed by 
them which afterwards met with our Approbation. We cannot 
give you a better Idea of the .• und~ on which this was framed, 
than by referring you to a Copy of it, together with a Letter from 
the Committee to the Board on the Occasio~, both of which 
make Numbers ia this Packet; and we earnestly recommend them 
to your Perusal, requesting to be assisted with such further 
Orders and Instructions thereon as they may require for com
pleating the system, which we have thus endeavoured to establish 
on the most equitable, solid, and permanent footing. We hope 
they will be read with that Indulgence which We are humbly of 
Opinion is due to a Work of this kind, undertaken on the plain 
Principles of Experience and common Observation, without the 
advantages which an intimate Knowledge of the Theory of Law 
might have afforded us. "we have endeavoured to adapt our 
Regulations to the Manners and Understanding of the People, 
and Exegencies of the Country, adhering, as closely as We were 
able, to their Antient Usages and Institutions. It will be 
still a Work of ·some Months, We fear, before they can be 
thoroughly established throughout the Provinces j but We shall 
think our Labors amply recompensed if they meet with your 
Approbation, and are productive of the good Effects we had in 
view. 

Our President returned to Calcutta about the middle of Sep
tember. Mr. Middleton remained at Moorshedabad to take 
charge of his Appointrn&nts, and the other three Members of the 
Committee of Circuit proceeded to Dacca, where they are now 
employed in making the Settlement of that Province and the 
adjacent Di;tricts, after which they will continue their Tour to 
the remaining Divisions on the Eastern Side of Bengal ; and We 
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hope to transmit the further Particulars of their Proceedings by 
one of the Ships of this Season, together with a Compleat State
ment of your Revenue for the following five Years. 

Besides the General Plan before mentioned for regulating the 
New System of conducting the Revenues, and the several other 
Points therein referred to, the Committee of Revenue at the 
Presidency, composed of the remaining Members of your Council, 
were employed in preparing the Settlements of the Districts of 
Hougly, Midnapore, Beerbhoom, J essore, and the Calcutta 
Lands. These, together with the Districts allotted to the Com
mittee of Circuit, compleat the whole of Bengal, excepting 
Burdwan, where the Lands are already lett in Farm, on Leases 
of five years, which do not expire till the end of the Bengal year 
II82 (A.D. 1775). 

In consequeni!e of the Public Advertisement for making the 
Settlement of Hougly, a number of Proposals .for fam1ing the 
Lands were delivered in ; and after an exact scrutiny was made 
into them, those which appeared to be the most advantageous to 
Government were accepted. It was originally intended to have 
lett them in small Farms ; but the Offers for large Lots being 
much higher than the others, We were tempted to prefer them. 
There were likewise many Talookdarries and petty Zemindarries 
in ·this District, the Possessors of which represented to us the 
Length of Time they had held their Lands, and the wretched 
condition they would be reduced to ·were they now to be de
prived of them. As they engaged to pay to Government an 
increased Rent in proportion to their value, We were induced by 
the same Motives as aCtuated the Committee of Circuit in si;milar 
Instances to continue to them their hereditary ·Possessions. In 
one or two of the Purgunnas some Deductions were found neces
sary to be made, on account of the particular degree in which 
they had suffered by the late Famine; but a favourable increase 
being added to the other Purgannas, We h-ave reason to be satis
fied with _the good success which has attended the Settlement of 
Roughly and its Dependancies. 

The Settlement of Beerbhoom, BisseiJi>OOr, and Pacheat has 
also been effected upon an increasing Revenue, on a Plan similar 

· to the other Farmed Lands. 
The Districts of J essore and Mahomed Shahy are Settled on 

Terms advantageous to Government, as appears by the Accounts 
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delivered in by Mr. Lane, a Member of our Board, who was 
deputed to accomplish that Business ; and a full Representation 
of his Proceedings is recorded on (sic) our Consultation of the 
1oth of August. 

By the Proceedings it appears that the Calcutta Lands have 
been compleatly farmed ; but as some of the Farmers have flown 
off from their Engagements and absconded, and the Execution or 
the Title Deeds with the rest is delayed, We have hitherto been 
prevented from finally adjusting this Business. We shall · 
fore defer transmitting a further Statement of these Lands till the 
next Ship, as well as that of Midnapoor, the settlement of which 
is now in great forwardness. 

In pursuance of your positive Injunctions, \Ve have been 
endeavouring for some time past to collect the fullest Information 
concerning the Salt Business in Bengal, that ,-:e may be enabled 
to form such R•gulations as shall appear the best calculated for 
securing the Duties of Government upon that article, and for the 
general Benefit of the Trade. For our Proceedings in these 
Matters, so far as we have hitherto been able to effect, we refer 
you to the Consultations now transmitted, and particularly to 
that of the 7th October. And as this subject is one of the first 
that will fall under our Consideration, We expect in our next 
Ad vices to furnish you with a Compleat State of it, 

The Hougly disputed Ballancies of Salt, which have been 
a Matter of Contention a;d Difficulty for these two years past, 
We have at length happily adjusted, as recorded in our Pro
ceedings of the 1st of October. 

The Bukshbunder or Customs at Hougly, as well as those of 
the Pachetra at Moorshedabad, have not been lett to farm, but 
continue to be collected by the Officers of Government, in order 
that no Obstacles may occur in New-modelling this Source of 
your Revenue agreeably to your Instru;tions. At present 
we wait for Advices· and further Lights from the Committee 
of Circuit at Dacca concerning the Shawbunder, or Head 
Custom House, in that District. Being furnished with these, 
We shall proceed to .form one general and uniform Plan for 
the Collection of Duties, which will be duly transmitted for your 
Information. 

The humane Attention shown in your Commands of the 3oth 
June 17 69, and recommended in many of your Letters since that 
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Date, to the Rights of the Zemindars who pave inherited Lands 
from their ,Ancestors, encourages us to solicit your Compassion 
for the antient Proprietors of the Twenty:four Pergunnas, or Cal
cutta Lands, which became the Company's Zemindarry by the 
Treaty of Plassey, and from which they were consequently dis
possessed. A small Part of their Lands were before that Time 
united with the Zemindarries of Burdwan and Nuddea, whose 
Zemindars are amply provided for. The other Zemindars S:nd 
Taalindars (sic) have continued since that Time in a State. of 
extreme Indigence. Some of them have large families fo main
tain. It has been the usual Rule of the Mogul Government, 
when any Zemindar was divested of authority, to allow him a 
Substance out of the Rents of his Zemindarrie proportioned to 
the annual Income of it. This Proportion commonly ammounted 
to One Tenth. We would not reconmiend so large an Allow
ance for these people. We are persuaded that 11!ey will be con
tented with a much more moderate income, and receive it with 
Gratitude. As this Indulgence has been extended to all the 
other Zemindars in both the Provinces since they were placed 
under your Government, We have judged that this Representa
tion of the Case of those who alone have been excluded from 
it would not be unacceptable to you. 

As the Settlement of the Province of Bahar had been made 
for a Term of Years, and therefor~ did not require any immediate 
Alteration, We shall wait to finish the ;vhole of our Regulations 
in Bengal before we attempt any Innovation in that Province. 
The only point on which We think We can give you any previous 
Intimation of our future Proceedings in those Parts is, that we 
deem it proper to unite the Collections with those of Bengal, and 

.. establish the same Regulations in both Provinces, as soon as We 
can do it with con::eniency, and without adding to our present 
Embarrassments. 

In the Proceedings of our Committee of Revenue of the 1oth 
May is recorded the Particulars of a Dispute which subsisted 
between the late Council of Revenue at Moorshedabad and the 
Supervisor of Dinagepore, Mr. Henry CotJrell, the Consequence 
of which was the recalling the latter from his Appointment. The · 
several Arguments urged against his Conduct by the Council of 
Revenue at Moorshedabad, as well as his Letter in Vindication 
of himself, appear fully in the above Proceedings; and we must 
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beg leave to refer you to them, that you may form such a Judge
ment of this Affair as your Candor and Justice may point out. 
We are, with great Respect, H on'ble Sirs, Your most faithful 
humble Servants, 

(Signed) 

FoRT-WILLIAM, the 3d November 1772. 

W AR.REN HASTINGS.1 

R. BARKER. 

W. ALPERSEY. 

THOMAS LANE. 

RICHD. BARWELL, 

JAMES HARRIS. 

H. GoonwiN. 

I The chief portions of this letter are from Warren Hastings' own 
pen. 
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THE GREAT FAMINE OF r77o, DESCRIBED BY 
EYE-WITNESSES. 

SECTION I.-Selections from General Letters from Bengal (t!ze 
more important in full). 

25th Septembe~ 1769.-Paras. 20 to 27. Devastations of the 
enemy and want of rain for many months had r€ndered grain so 
exceedingly scarce at Madras, that that Government had become 
apprehensive of the most distressing consequences. Measures 
were taken to supply their wants from Bengal, but scarcity had 
prevailed also in Bengal. The Lord Holland was lost on her 
way down to Madras with a cargo of rice, and a second supply 
would be forwarded. 

3oth September 1769.-Para. 53· Revenues of the provinces 
of Bengal and Behar were expected to fall short, owing to the 
very unusual scarcity of grain. • , 

23d November 1769.-Paras. 8 to ro.-8. 'It is with great 
concern, Gentlemen, that we are to inform you that we have a 
most melancholy prospect before our eyes of universal distress for 
want of grain. 1 Owing to an uncommon· drought that has pre
vailed over every part of the country, insomuch that the oldest 
inhabitants never remembered to have known anything like it, 
and as to threaten a famine. 

9· 'As there is the greatest probability that this distress will 
encrease, and a certainty that it cannot be alleviated for six 
months to come, we have ordered a stock of grain sufficient to 
serve our army for that period, to be l~d up in proper store
houses; and we have taken and shall pursue every means in our 
power to relieve the miserable situation the poor inhabitants 
must be involved in from this dreadful calamity; but we cannot 

I This letter is not signed by the Governor, Mr. Verelst. 
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flatter ourselves that all our endeavours will prevent very fatal 
effects being felt, or that human means can check its baneful 
influence.' 

Para. 10 anticipates a falling off of the revenue, and a pro
bable necessity for an abatement; but excepting this (which was 
most imperfectly carried out), no specific relief measures are 
specified, nor were any undertaken till long after. 

25th January I770.-Paras. 48 to so.-48. 'We are sorry to 
acquaint you that the apprehensions which we expressed to you 
in our letter of the 23d November last regarding the consequence 
of the uncommon drought that hath prevailed are confirmed, and 
this general calamity is severely felt in all the provinces. The 
Collector-General hath laid before us a representation on this 
occasion from the Raja and Resident of Burdwaun, proposing a 
remission to be made in the rents this year; a~d so sensible are 
we of the melaDfholy truth of what they set forth, that we have 
been induced to grant a remission to the farmers of the Burd
waun province of about 2! or 3 laacks of rupees, taking care 
that they also extend it to the ryuts ; and at the time of granting 
it, bring both the farmers and ryuts under engagements that the 
same shall be replaced, at certain periods, along with their rents if 
next year'-[In reality, less thana single lac, or only £8218, was 
remitted, and even this had to be paid up at the commencement 
of the next year (vide post. pp. 403 and 406)]; 'and we have 
desired the Collector-Genhal to adopt this system in the Cal
cutta lands, which equally require the same indulgence. 

49· 'By this method we hope to relieve the farmers and the 
ryuts, who in this time of dearth and distress claim all the 
indulgence and assistance that we can afford ; and we also hope 
that, by this method, you will only suffer a temporary inconveni
ence, not a total loss, and that if the next should be a plentiful 
year these remissions will be recovered.' • 

4th February 177Q.-Para. 5· 'In Bengal we have not yet 
found any failure in the revenue or stated payments ; but we 
must not flatter ourselves, in a country where the labourer 
depends merely on th~ coming in of the harvest, not on any 
established or accumulate property, that he can always pay the 
full demands of Government; nei~her can we, with any regard 
to justice or consequences, insist on it.' 

9th May 1770-Secret.-Para. 3· 'If the internal prosperity 
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of these provinces corresponded with our external security, we 
should . be happy ; . but it is far otherwise. Not a drop of rain 
has fallen in most of the districts for six months. The famine 
which has ensued, the mortality, the beggary, exceed all descrip
tion. Above one-third of the inhabitants have perished in the 
once plentiful province of Purneah, and in other parts the misery 
is equ~l. The Supra:visor of Behar ' has represented to our 
Resident, that the harvest, wh1ch in that province is gathered 
during the months of March and April, has yielded but a scanty 
return ; that the price of grain.' has risen even since the harvest; 
and that it is absolutely necessary to remove the brigade from 

, Bankypore beyond the Curamnapa, to save the lives of many 
poor people who might be subsisted from what the brigade con
sumed. Though it was the last necessity that induced the Supra
visor of Behar to• make this proposal, yet your orders against it 
are so strong, the season so fatal to Europeans ~on a march, the 
policy of keeping our troops as near as possible to the Presidency 
so obvious, and the consequences of being involved in the same 

-difficulties with the king from which we have been but lately 
freed so much to be dreaded, that however advisable it appears 
in other respects, we could not with propriety adopt that methoq 
of relie£ We have, however, consented to remove two battalions 
and the cavalry from the cantonments to the Fort of Buxar, there 
to encamp, which will be attended with some alleviation to- the 
distresses of Patna/ and with no drsagreable consequences to 
your political interest. On the contrary, since the king and 
vizier have resumed an intimate correspondence and intercourse 
with us, we have thought it no unfavourabl~ occasion to bind 
them faster to us, by interpreting tliis motion of your troops into · 
a zeal for their honour and support against all aggressors.' 

28th June 177o.-Para .. 2. 'Few alterations have happened 
during this short iritervaL The famine of which we have already 
given you an unexaggerated description .has continued to rage 
with all its fatal consequences; and notwithstanding all· our efforts 
to administer relief by public contribution to the poor, remis
sion of the collections, and importations from the neighbouring 
provinces, we have beheld the calamity• daily increasing. Your 
revenues must suffer from it both now and in future; but no 

1 But in the same degree an aggravation of the distress at Buxar, in the 
very centre of the most cruelly stricken districts. 
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endeavours shall be omitted on our parts to render this evil as 
light and as temporary as possible.' 

31St August 177o.-Para. J4. 'If the accounts transmitted in 
our letter of the 9th May last of the general calamity which 
famine had extended to almost every part of these provinces were 
truly alarming, how much more so must they now be, when we 
inform you that our miseries have been daily increasing to the 
present period ; nor do we view relief but as a distant prospect. 
It naturally follows that, from so calamitous an event, great 
failures in the collection of the revenue must be the inevitable 
consequence; but still we are willing to hope they will not be so 
great as our apprehensions have conceived.' 

uth September rno.-Para. 4· 'In the several letters from 
this committee, we have endeavoured to give a very faithful, 
candid, and impartial account of the distress this country lias 
suffered from th~ severity of a famine; indeed, it is scarcely 
possible that any description could be an exaggeration of the 
misery the inhabitants of it have encountered with. It is not 
then to be wondered that this calamity has had its influence on 
the collections ; but we are happy to remark they have fell less 
s~ort .than we supposed they would when a famine was only 
apprehended, and when we could form no idea to what a pitch of 
misery the country would be reduced. 

5· 'From the annual accounts received within these few days 
from our Resident at the Durbar, we find that the neat sum col
lected is sicca rupees one crore thirty-eight laack (sic) two thousand 
six hundred and ninety-three nine annoes and ten pie (Sa. Rs. 
1,38,o2,693: 9: ro) ;' (but an additional sum of Rs. 2,03,337 was 
also wrung out of the people, making a total of Rs. 1,4o,o6,o3o ;) 
~that sicca rupees eight laack three thousand three hundred and 
twenty-one, fifteen annoes (Sa. Rs. 8,o3,321: 15) have been obliged 
to be totally remitted in the different provinc~s, to alleviate the 
distress of the wretche<;l inhabitants' (i.e. a paltry deduction of 
5 per cent. from the revenue in a province that had lost 35 per 
cent. of its population) ; 'and that a balance of sicca rupees six 
laak fourteen thousand two hundred and nineteen, eight annas 
(Sa. Rs. 6,J4,219:8), re_~ains to be collected of last year's agree
ment; that at the new Pumeah, which commenced on the roth 
April 1770, a new statement was made of one crore, fifty-two 
laak, forty-five thousand nine hundred seventy-nine rupees, fifteen 
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annoes twelve pies (r,s2,45,979: 15: z) for Bengal' (being an 
increase of ro per cent. during the year of famine!), 'which our 
Resident, from the authority of Mahomed Reza Cawn, gives us 
some faint hopes of realising, should the season prove favour
able, notwithstanding the loss the country has sustained in the 
number of inhabitants.' ' 

24th December I77o.-Para. 22. 'The famine having entirely 
ceased, and there being such an earnest of a plentiful crop that 
there is already great quantity of grain in this place, and a pro
spect of much abundance in a short time, we have recommended 
it to the Board to lay in a quantity of provisions in the new Fort, 
to answer any emergencies, and this we hope' will be done at a 
very cheap rate.'_ 

rzth February 177r.-Paras. 43 and 44--43· 'In our letter of 
the zsth January rno, by the Grafton, we informed you that, on 
account of the famine which prevailed througliout the country, 
we had made a remission to the farmers in the Burdwaun pro
vince of about zt or 3 lacks of rupees, on condition that they 
should discharge it at certain periods, with the rents of the next 
year. 

44· 'But the Collector-General has represented to us that 
the great increase of the famine since that period has been the 
cause of such a mortality and desertion amongst the ryotts, 
as to deprive the farmers of a possibility of receiving the rents 
that had been allowed to run in arrear ; and that therefore, 
if some reduction of the sum remitted was not made, many 
of the farmers would be ruined. On a scrutiny made" by Mr. 
Stuart, it appeared that the farmers had lost by the death or 
desertions of the ryots, 8z,r8o rupees of the above 3 lacks. · 
As it was not expected, when this temporary remission was 
allowed, that the famine would have been so fatal,. and as it 
appeared but equitable that the farmers should be relieved of 
the payment of sums which they could not collect from the 
ryotts, we authorised the Collector-General to allow the far
mers the sum above specified, should it be found on a further 
scrutiny that it could not with justice bi! reduced.' (In reality, 
the remission was reduced to nothing, for the whole was paid 
up. Vide post. p. 406.) 

rzth February 177r.-Para. 2. 'Notwithstanding the great 
severity of the late famine, and the great reduction of people 
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thereby, some increase has been made in the settlements both of 
the Bengal and Bahar provinces for the present year; and we 
hope, as the country recovers itself in succeeding years, a much 
larger increase may be made without oppressing the ryotts. 
From the progress already made in the collections, and from 
the attention and vigilance of the Councils of Revenue, and 
the supravisors in the different districts, we hope the amount 
of revenue fixed for the present year will be in great measure 
realised ; though in some particular parts, where the loss of 
inhabitants has been greatest, and in others where the suc
ceeding crop has been destroyed by the overflowing of the river, 
we are apprehensive deficiencies will be unavoidable.' 

rzth April r77r.-P.S. to zd April. 'We must likewise 
inform you that great progress has been made on the fortifi
cations since our engineer's last report, conside11ng the immense 
difficulty we hav& found in procuring a sufficient number of 
coolies, owing to the mortality which has in general fallen on 
the lower ranks of people in Bengal.' 

ro/h January 1772.-Paras. rs-r9.-15. 'We are sorry to 
find ourselves under the necessity of apologizing for a very 
considerable mistake committed in the information we gave 
you as to the state of balances of last year, under direction of 
the Council of Revenue at Moorshedabad. It proceeded from 
inserting the amount of balances at the end of March for the 
balance of the year. We now beg leave to ·correct so con
siderable an error, and it is with pleasure we inform you that 
the neat balance of last year's settlement of that department 
amounts only to rupees eighteen lacks, thirty-eight thousand 
six hundred and -sixty-one, four annas, two gundas, and three 
cowries.' (The balance was subsequently reduced to twelve 
lacs, or less than the increase which had been made to the revenue 
during the famine year.) • 

r6. 'We have likew.ise the pleasure to observe that the col
lections in each department of revenue are as successfully 
carried on for the present year as we could have wished ; and 
from the favourablenes~ of the season, we have no doubt that 
they will be nearer completed to the amount of their different 
settlements than in any of the preceding years. 

17. 'The statement of the Bahar collections for the Bengal 
year r I 7 8, or I 7 7 o-7 1, we have received since our last ad vices ; 
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and we find, to our great satisfaction, that they have amounted 
to Rs. 43,61,651: o: 6, exclusive of extra collections arising 
from the balances of former years' Tegarry, profit on interest and 
batta, etc., which amount to Rs. z,65,o44: ro: o; the total of 
the collections making the sum of Rs. 46,26,695 : 10 : o.' 

18. From which it appears that the amount (collected during 
the year of famine) has exceeded the receipts in the preceding 
year by Rs. 4,25,747:9:3, not including the above sum received 
on account of extra collections. 

SECTION II.-Represmtations from Native Correspondence 
regarding the Famine of 1i7o. 

Maharajalt Shitab Roy.-Received 4th January 177o.-' Such 
is the scarcity of grain in this province, that fifty poor wretches . . 
in a day perish with famine in the streets of Patna.' The 
calamity is more severely felt in the districts. The 4o,ooo 
maunds of rice ·ordered from Dacca has not arrived for the 
troops at Bankipore. Urges that expedition be used in for
warding . supplies for the troops, that they may not consume 
the produce of the province, which is not enough for the ~n

habitants. 
From Rujuj Khan, F_ou.fdar.-Received April 13, 1770.-Has 

' collected what the country produced,' though the Khureef 
harvest was almost ruined by the drought; but 'the Rub bee 
(i.e. spring harvest) proving more ·favourable,' he 'completed 
the assignments.' 

Front Mahomed Reza 'cawn.-Recei1Jed 15th May I770.-' To 
this hour I have laboured, as well in the collections as in every 
other branch, with the diligence and attention of the most faith
ful well-wisher ; and a~ far as the fallible nature of mankind 
would admit, I h:;ve been guilty of no omission. But as there 
is no remedy against the decrees of Providence, how shall I 
describe the misery of the country from· the excessive droughts, 
the dearness and scarcity of grain hitherto, but now a total 
failure ? The tanks and springs are dried up, and water grows 
daily more difficult to be procured. a'\.dded to these calami-
1ies, frequent and dreadful fires have happened throughout the 
country, impoverished whole families, and destroyed thousands 
of lives. The small stores of grain which yet remained at Raj e 
Gunge, Dewan Gunge, and other places within the districts of 
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Dinagepore and Poorneah, have been consumed by fire. Be
fore, each day furnished accounts of the fate of thousands ; but 
notwithstanding, some hopes were still left that during the months 
of April and May we should be blessed with rain, and the poor 
ryotts able to till their ground ; but to this hour not a drop has 
fallen. The coarse crop which is gathered at this season is 
entirely spoilt, and the seed for the August crop is sown during 
the 'months of April and May. It is now the middle of the 
latter month, and they have not begun for want of rain. Even 
now, by the help of a few showers, something might be done. 
If the scarcity of grain and want of rain had been confined to 
one spot of the province, management and attention might find 
a remedy ; but when the evil is total, there can be no remedy 
but in the mercy of God. I know not what the divine will has 
ordained shall befal this country. The cala~ity is past the 
ingenuity of man,. The Almighty alone can deliver us from such 
distress.' 

From Mahomed Reza Cawn.-Received zd Jutte rno.-Not
withstanding the droughts which have prevailed, he has, by 
exerting his utmost abilities, collected the revenue of 177o, 'as 
closely as so dreadful a season would admit.' ' The remainder,' 
he adds, 'cannot be collected without evident ruin to the ryotts, 
desolation to the country, and a heavy loss in the ensuing year.' 
(Nevertheless, we have seen that almost the whole was eventually 
collected.) • 

Rajah Tejchund of Burdwaun, in a letter dated 14th May 
I 771, states that, notwithstanding 1 the hardships and distresses 
that have befallen the ryots, the poor, and the inhabitants of this 
country from the famine,' 'the revenues have been collected with
out balance.' 

SECTION III.-Abstracts of the Consultcttions of the 
G~vernment of Bengal. 

Cotzsultation of the 23d Odober 1769.-0wing to the scarcity, a 
stock of grain is to be laid in for the army. The amount required 
will be 12o,ooo maunds.in six months. This must be provided 
from countries where there were the most plentiful crops, and 
which have suffered least from the drought. 

The Chief and Consul of Patna to provide 8o,ooo maunds, of 
whi<;h mds. 6o,ooo to be sent to the city for Burrampore and · 
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Patna, and mds. 2o,ooo for the troops at the Presidency. (N.B. 
Patna, from which this supply was drawn, was one of the most 
cruelly stricken districts.) 

Resident at the Durbar to procure mds. 4o,ooo from Dinage
pore and Poorneah, carefully attending to the wants of the dis
tricts whence they draw the supplies. (N.B. Poorneah, whence 
this supply was drawn, lost 'above one-third' of its inhabitants 
during the next six months.) 

Storehouses to be built at the city and Patna. Cautions as to 
fire and other accidents. 

Residents at the Durbar, and supra visors of the Behar collec 
tions, to prevent monopolies of grain. Cultivation of pulse, grain, 
barley, and grains of the dry season to be en~ouraged, and every 
mea~s to be taken which can be thought of to supply the want 
of rice. ' 

A committee of the Collector-General, the Buxey, and Ze
mindar, to l"'f ~c·.~·!l :regulations for the prevention of monopoly 
and the relief of the inhabitants. 

Consultation o.f the 14th November 1769.-The Dacca chief 
and council request Rs. 6o,ooo. Sanctioned, and the deputation 
of Mr. Sumner into Barkergunj to buy grain approved .. 

Consultatio1z of the 14th November 1769.-Arrangements were 
made to obtain labour in the fort in construction at Calcutta, by 
supplying the workmen with grain at cheap rates. Difficulties 
were said to be thrown in the way by the dealers. 

Ig,ooo maunds were in store (or less than a single brigade's 
consumption during three months). Further supplies were expected 
from different parts of the country. It was proposed to supply a 
seer of rice a-day a-head to persons labouring on the fortifications, 
at cost price and charges, the difference in their favour to be paid 
them in cowries : thus they would get it 40 per cent. cheaper than 
in the Bazaar. The scarcity is likely to continue for eight months, 
increasing m mtensity. Mds. 49,ooo might be required for Sooo 
coolies : so much besides that in store had been ordered, and 
more supplies can be drawn from Chittagong. · 

The Buxey to have always mds. 2o,goo in store for the use of 
the garrison. Fort St. George may be in condition now to supply 
rice. Fort Marlborough cannot be supplied from Bengal. Chit
tagong must be pressed for further supplies. Fort St George 

· was written to (but in fact it was Bengal that had sent supplies 
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to Madras, not Madras to Bengal, until the close of the 
famine). 

Consultation of the 2oth November 1769.-Representation of 
the Raja of Burdwaun. Drought and dearness of grain. Crop 
parched, and cut up for fodder for the cattle. Tanks dry. 
Water insufficient for the inhabitants. Rub bee harvest backward, 
and without rain will be destroyed. Ryuts deserting in large 
bodies. 

Resident at the Durbar states that relief has been obtained 
from the prohibition of monopoly; but there is an alarming 
prospect of the province becoming desolate in the ensuing season, 
from flight o( the ryuts and want of cultivation. This communi
cation has been deferred for fear of causing alarm; but duty and 
humanity require that the distresses of the country be brought to 
notice. South, they were blessed with rain ; b~t northward the 
rice crop has b~n in some places totally lost, and the greatest 
part of it in others. Rivers dry, and tanks drained. The ryuts 
cannot cultivate cotton, mulberry, grain, pease, barley, tobacco, 
or beht root. Hence the flight of ryuts to become day-labourers 
where they can earn a subsistence. Unless a remedy can be 
found, this must result in loss of revenue. 

Consultation of the 6th December 1769.-The collections are 
equal to those of former years, notwithstanding the drought ; but 
this cannot be expected to continue. The Resident expects to 
send down zooo coolies. soo have been engaged for six mqnths, 
but at high rates of wages. 

Consultation of the 12th .December r769.-Chief and council of 
Chittagong promise every effort to relieve the scarcity. 

Consultation of"the x8th January 1770.-Fort St. George pro
mises to supply Fort Marlboro with grain, if not obtained direct 
from the Malabar coast. They have promise o.f a plentiful crop 
from the late rains. 

Consultation of the •Jfh February rno.-Resident at the 
Durbar proposes to distribute rice at six places at the rate of half 
a seer a-day for each person. Europeans and their gomashtas 
are forestalling. They ~ould be prohibited purchasing till after 
.next August in the provinces which .supply the city. The eastern 
districts will supply Calcutta. Orders are issued for 4o,ooo 
maunds of rice for the troops .at Berhampore. 

Consultation of tlze z6th February 1770.-Matters are left to 
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1:he Resident's 'prudence and impartiality,' sanctioning remissions 
repayable in preference to abatement of revenue and tuccavee. 

Consultation if the 27th Marclt r77o.-The proposed supplies 
of rice not arrived from Backergunge. 

Consultation of the 3d April rno.-The Buxey reports mds. 
33,913 have arrived from Backergunge. Mds. 25,657 of the 
August crop (indifferent in quality) have been ordered to be sold, 
but in small parcels. 

Consultation if the 3d April I no.-At the instance of Messrs. 
Russell, Floyer, and Hare (3d April 177o), fifty maunds of rice 
per day, in addition to the merchants' assistance, have been 
ordered to be distributed in charity in Calcutta, and twenty to 
twenty-five maunds a-day in Burdwaun. 

Consultation if the 14th August 177o.-The Council refuse any 
assistance to the French colony at Chandemagore, on the ground 
tl1:;,~ tl,ey have not sufficient for a day's consumption in stock. 

Comultation if the 19rh S<j:c:::!::·· T77o.-Deficiency of the 
· Maldah investment, in consequence of the sev~re drought which 
has prevailed there, which has swept away many of the inhabit
ants, and so enfeebled those that remain, that there is not half 
the quantity of cloths prepared this year as the last. , 

Consultation if the z2d October rno.-Difficulty with the 
French at Lushypore, in consequence of an endeavour to smuggle 
out a small quantity of rice. • . 

Consultation if tlte I4flt November rno.--' The famine having 
now entirely ceased, and there being not only a great abundance, 
but also a prospect of a most plentiful harvest,-

' Agreed-That the embargo on rice be taken off, and that a 
publication be issued to that purpose.' 

SECTION IV.-Abstracts if Extracts from the Proceedings if the 
Pro'oi1uial Council if Moorshedabad. 

Consultation of the 27th September ,r77o.-The Nawab should 
be supported vigorously in his collections from the Bhadoon 
(September) harvest, that there may be no loss, as might be ap
prehended in the present impoverished s~te of the country. 

Consultation of the 4th October 1770.-Letter from Mr. Grose, 
Supravisor of Behar, dated Govindgunge, z6th September r77o : 
-Notwithstanding rain had fallen, the greatest part of the land is 
uncultivated, in consequence of ryuts absconding and leaving only 

' 
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a dissatisfied portion of the population. Paddy flourishes, and 
the harvest would have been plentiful if cultivation had pro
ceeded . 

. Letter from the Supra visor ofRungpore, dated z6th September: 
-The distresses of the poor continue very great. A number of 
miserable objects daily apply for relief. Five rupees' worth of 
rice are daily distributed amongst the most needy. Ten rupees' 
worth had been previousiy distributed. The Provincial Council 
sanctions this expenditure. [Ten shillings a-day among 4oo,ooo 
starving beings ! ] 

Consultation qfthe I 7th October rno.-Mr. Ducarel, Supravisor 
ofPoorneah, in a letter dated 1oth October 1771, complains of 
Sepoys being sent by Colonel Champion to purchase grain for 
the troops at Monghyr, although exportation from his district is 
prohibited. At the present time of distress ~nd failure of the 
August crops, he hopes that the supplies for Monghyr may be 
obtained in the ordinary way through the ordinary native mer
chants, not by armed troops. · 

Consultation qf the 23d October 1770.-Mr. Higginson, Supra
visor of Beerbhoom, in a letter dated 18th October 177o, reports 
that the lands managed by Shickdars are heavily in balance. 
They are represented to be ' in such a barren and depopulated 
state, from the bad effects of the famine,' as to preclude the hope 
of finding farmers ; nevertheless, he expects an increase in the 
collections, and to make a· considerable one next year. 

Consultation of the 6th November I 7 70.-In the late famine, 
Calcutta was well supplied with grain at a time when the places 
where it was brought from were almost destitute. The rate of 
wages-six or etght annas a-month for a labourer (i.e. besides 
a certain allowance of food)-' is calculated for a time when rice 
is at two or three maunds for a rupee.' ' If they cannot procure 
their subsistence at an adequate price, they and their families 
either go off to other countries, where they have higher wages or 
provisions cheaper ;' and 'if the exportation of grain is now 
made general,' gomashtas and merchants will 'buy it up at a 
price at which the woik.ing people cannot purchase it even for 
their subsistence.'-Letter from the Supravisor of Poorneah. 

Consultation qf the z6th November 1770.-The Naib Diwan 
complains of difficulties in providing the silk investment. From 
the calamities of the season and extraordinary famine, many of 
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the ryuts are dead for want of subsistence, many houses are 
depopulated, and the remaining inhabitants are utterly incapable 
of industry or exerting themselves to cultivate. Mr. Harwood, 
Supravisor of Raj Mahal~ when sending the abstract Bundobust 
for the current year, alludes to the ' impoverished, ruined, and 
miserable state' of the districts under his management. 

Consultation rf the 28th November 177o.-Rajah Kusum 
Chund of N uddeah reports the ' death and desertion of many of 
the ryots' owing to the famine. 

Consultation rfthe 13th December 1770.-Mr. Ducarel, Supra
visor of Poorneah, reporting on the present settlement (or three 
years at an increase, says : 'Had I known of the famine, and 
mortality of the inhabitants which followed, I never would have 
made a Bundobust (i.e. arrangement) for three years, or with an 
increase.' Of four of the Purgunnahs, after personal visitation, he 
says, that 'there having been little or no harvest, lihe people either 
l:"~:::~::::--1 ,..,.,. went elsewhere for subsistence; and they (i.e. the 
lands) were really sunk in one ye'"" a: ... -::~ 'h~lr thP.ir value; on 
which point I should not have been satisfied if rhad not received 
every proof that the closest examination could give me. They 
are now really lying waste for want of inhabitants, particularly 
Huvelee Poorneah, which contained more than rooo villages; 
and it is the deficiency which takes place here that renders the 
Poorneah revenue less this year than heretofore.' 

Further on, Mr. Ducarel adds as follows :-
'The Gunge, called Alumgunge, the principal receipts of which 

depended on the consumption of grain in the town, has declined 
greatly by reason of the considerable decrease of inhabitants 
during the last famine, a great part of the town having become 
a jungle, and literally a refuge for wild beasts. 

' In respect to the improvement of the country, I must, in 
answer, premise that, according to the attested accounts I have 

. received from the Pergunnahs, there have perished near two 
lacks (i.e. 2oo,ooo) of people in this district. Except the effects 
of this loss (be it more or less), I can safely give it as my opinion 
that the country is improving.' • 

Consultation o/ the 2oth December 1770.-Letter from Mr. 
Reed of Moorshedabad states that in Dacca, Poorneah, and 
Hooghly, collections are regularly kept up, and some of them 
paid in advance ! The rest of the supravisors give reason to 
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expect that the revenue of the province in general will be duly 
collected, 'excepting in some few places.' 

Consultation qf the 14th December 1770.-The rice from 
Barkergunge, Mr. Becher observed, arrived at a most critical 
time ; and 'the Company has reaped a considerable benefit by a 
measure which proved a general relief to the immediate dependants 
on the English here, and tended to preserve order and regularity;' 
othenvise, ' the greatest confusion must have ensued.' 

Distribution of rice amongst the miserable objects in and 
ne:--r the city was sanctioned by the committee to the amount of 
h.~. ooo; Rs. 4o,ooo paid by the Company, and Rs. 47,ooo 
by the :J.'.awab. The charge was exceeded. 'The famine and 
its dreadful consequences increased considerably as the season 
advanced ; rice rose from ten to three seers per rupee ; and 
neither humanity nor policy would admit of a "stop being put to 
the distributiot:P earlier than it was done. It is for consideration 
whether the Nawab and ministers shall be called on for their 
proportion of the excess.' ' These gentlemen, independent of 
this distribution, helped to preserve the lives of many by their 
charitable donations, as I believe did every man of property in 
these parts ; indeed, a man must have had a heart of stone that 
had the ability and would have refused his mite for the relief of 
such miserable objects as constantly presented themselves to our 
view.' 'The charge was _indispensable, and the Company will 
benefit by the preservation of the numbers who have survived 
owing to the distribution of the rice.' 

Consultation of the JISt December 177o.-Mr. Rous, Supravisor 
of Rajshie, reports: 'I cannot give,' he adds, 'a more striking 
proof of the deficiency of the August harvest, than by mentioning 
a circumstance probably never before known, that the consump
tion of grain in these parts is now supplied by importation from 
the northern districts and the precincts of Moorshedabad ; and 
that at Nahore, situate in the heart of a rice country, grain sells 
at 18 seers per rupee, whilst at Moorshedabad it is above 30 
seers of the same species of weight.' 

Consultation of tho. 4th February I77r.-The Rajah Byjnath 
of Dinagepore implores some remission on account of the de
population and ruined state pf his district which has ensued from 
famine ; represents that many villages are wholly deserted, and 
11. great part of the land fallen waste for want of seed and imple-
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ments of cultivation. Out of a total demand of Rs. I3,7D,932, 
as much as Rs. 12,oo,ooo had been collected ; and the Board 
now. orders that if the rajah do~s not ' heartily co-operate in 
answering' their expectations of the revenue in full,'he will be de
prived of his territory, and summoned before them as a defaulter. 

Consultation o.f the z8th February 1771.-The Supravisor of 
Beerbhoom, Mr. Higginson, reports : 'I have now to represent 
to you, gentlemen, the bad consequences that will attend my 
enforcing the collections of last year's balances from the remaining 
poor ryotts of these districts who have so considerably suffered 
from the l~te famine, that by far the greatest part of them are 
rendered utterly incapable of paying them. By obliging them to 
sell their cattle and utensils for agriculture, a small proportion 
might be recovered ; but this would certainly be the means of 
their deserting the province, and preventing the cultivation for 
nP.xt year, which would be much more fatal to thta revenue of the 
country t11au ,:.~ -.~·hnlP. loss of the balances. In Bissenpore; the 
sum of Rs: 1067 was collected on ,:.:: -~ ... nnnt before I received 
charge of the province, and those ryuts from whom 1t wa.~ ·~-=:;""tl 

have fled the country. The cause of many of these balances for 
last year have arisen in a great measure from the corrupt manage
ment of aumils and black collectors (through whom we then 
administered the country), and in Bissenpore it was particularly 
as follows :-It was the custom for the ryuts to give paddyfor 
the rents of the ground they cultivated"; but last year, their cr~p 
being entirely spoilt for want of the usual rains, they had no 
paddy to pay. The collector, taking advantage of this, forced 
them to settle their accounts with him at the rate of three rupees 
each measure, whereas the price of any former' years was only 
one rupee each measure. This the ryuts not being able to comply 
with, many of them deserted the province, and those that re
mained were entirely ruined. And I now refer it to you, gentle
men, to know in what manner I am to recover these balances, 
though in the meantime I shall endeavour to coUect all I can 
from those who are able to pay, but I fear they will be very few.' 

Mr. Higginson had visited the east-rn Pergunnahs, those 
chiefly afflicted. 

'These,' he says, 'are all situated on the easternmost side of 
this province, which suffer much more considerably than any 
other part, on acCI)unt of there being so little rain there last year 
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in comparison with the rest of the Pergunnahs. Truly concerned 
am I to acquaint you that the bad effects of the last famine appear 
in these places beyond description dreadful. Many hundreds of 
villages are entirely depopulated ; and even in the large towns 
there are not a fourth part of the houses inhabited. For want of 
ryuts to cultivate the ground, there are immense tracts of a fine 
open country which remain wholly waste and unimproved. The 
ryuts in general of these Pergunnahs have entreated me to relieve 
them from the oppression of sigdars, and to let out their lands to 
farmers in the same manner as in the other parts of the province, 
when they promise to set heartily to work on the c:ultivation, 
and to remain in their present habitations. The advantage of 
beginning this as early in the season as possible, must appear 
obvious to you, as by far the greatest number of the ryuts are not 
able to cultivate their lands without the assistance of Tuccavee, 
which can onlytbe given to farmers who, for their own interests, 
will advance the money.to encourage their ryuts.' 

The Council replied : 
' Though we can by no means recede from the demands for 

Moofussil balances due from your districts, yet we cannot but 
agree with you in the propriety of suspending them for the 
present, as continuing to harass the ryuts for them at the present 
season would be attended with prejudice to the ensuing year's 
cultivation and collections. Should the approaching year, how
ever, prove a prosperous ;ne, we flatter ourselves an adjustment 
might be made for the recovery of these balances ; and it is 
an object that we must recommend to your attention in that 
event.' 

Consultation ·of the rst April 1771.-The Supra visor of 
Nuddea begs an advance of £4ooo to enable the cultivators 
to recommence tillage. The council sanction only £zsoo, and 
make the revenue-farmers responsible for its ;epayment. 

Consultation of the rsth Aprilr771·-Mr. Rous, Supravisor 
of Rajshie, reports: 'I receive advices from the Pergunnahs ot 
the frequent firing of villages by people whose distress drives 
them to such acts of.despair and villany. Numbers of ryuts, 
who have hitherto borne the first of characters amongst their 
neighbours, pursue this last desperate resource to procure them 
selves a subsistence.' 
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SECTION V.-Selections .from the Sel~ct Committee, the Secret 
Consultations, and Committee o.f Revenue. 

Consultation o.f the gth February ri6g.-Mr. Becher, resident 
of the Durbar, reports that the 'revenues were never so closely 
collected before.' 

Consultation o.fthe I 6th August q6g.-Mr. Rumbold, chief of 
Bahar, after several letters announcing drought and foreboding 
scarcity, now reports that plentiful showers have fallen, and is 
hopeful that want and hunger may yet be relieved. 

Consultations from this date to end of year refer to many 
letters from the local officers complaining of want of rain, appre
hending great distress and a falling off of the revenues, and 
suggesting remissions of the land-tax, and permission to pay the 
Government dem:!nds wholly or partly in grain. 
_ Consultation o.f the z8th January .I 7 7o.-Mr. A~exander, Supra

visor of Bahar, has reported that it is not to 'distant evil,' but to 
'the extremity of immediate distress,' that a remedy must be 
applied; that · ea~.;~~ ~~, ::.:~ :~ -"alihpration adds to the calamity;' 
that he has issued an order to take twenty-five seers or n~.;c vu. 

of every forty for the. Government, leaving fifteen for the ryut,
sugar-cane, cotton, and opium to pay, according to custom. 

Mr. Alexander further proposed to make a circuit of the 
province with Raja Shitab Roy. He says: 'To judge from 
the city of Patna, the interior ·of the country must be in a 
deplorable condition. From fifty to sixty peop1e have died of 
absolute hunger on the streets every day for these ten days past.' 
Above Sooo beggars were still in the place; and if the .rajah 
were to attempt to relieve them in a public manner, the number 
would still increase from every village about Patna. For those 
near his own habitation he serves out fifty rupees' worth of rice 
every day at the Co"mpany's expense, and will continue to dt> so 
till they are relieved, or he receives orders to the contrary. The 
rajah proposed to allot about two lakhs of rupees for the relief 
and assistance of the poor, but Mr. Alexander could not sanction 
this without permission. • 

The council recommend caution in the receipt of the revenue 
in kind, and Mr. Alexander was instructed to adopt the plan 
only to a limited extent. 

Consultation o.f the 28th April I no.-The depopulation in the 
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interior part of the country is more rapid than will be imagined 
by any person who has not been witness to it; and such is the 
disposition of the people, that they seem rather inclined to sub
mit to death than extricate themselves from misery and hunger 
by industry and labour. I wished to give every possible en
couragement to cultivation, and with· this view Perwannahs were 
issued out, and public notice everywhere given that no rent 
should be collected on the lands producing a particular kind of 
grain called Arzun for the space of six months. This I under
stand to be a very coarse seed, and nev~r yields any considerable 
revenue; in plentiful seasons it is usually at the price of five 
maunds for a rupee. 

The miseries of the poor at this place increase in such a 
manner, that no Iess than 150 have died in a day in Patna. In 
consequence of this, and the latitude you l1ave given me, I 
disburse on theo Company's account dairy 380 sonat rupees,
IOO of which is disbursed by the rajah, 8o by Messrs. Stephenson, 
Droz, and Law, and 150 by mysel£ I am confident the ·vhole 
is laid out with the utmost economy. The officers at Dinapore, 
by a private subscription, feed a large number, and the French 
and Dutch give as largely as can be expected from their small 
factories. 

Consultation of the zSth April 1770.-' The districts that have 
more particularly suffered from the unfavourableness of the 
season are Poorneah, Raj~ahl, Beerbhoom, and a part of Raje
shahye; indeed, the only districts under this department from 
which complaints have not come of the want of rain are Dacca, 
and those low countries that are situate to the eastward, where 
the rivers have 'overflown and fertilized the lands even this 
remarkable dry season.' 

Bhangulpore had particularly. suffered from drought, which, 
added to other causes, has reduced this fine country to a mis.erable 
state. Lenient revenue arrangements are suggested. 

The condition of Beerbhoom and its inhabitants is alluded to 
as 'miserable, almost exceeding description.' The continuance 
of the drought is depl<ered; and the condition of the country is 
thus summed up by Mr. Becher:-

' If it should please God to continue the present drought much 
longer, all endeavour on your part (the Select Committee), on 
that of the Ministers, and on mine, must be vain. Rain which 
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fell in Febru11.ry enabled the ryots· to plough the ground,. and 
they now require a further quantity in order to turn the earth 
and sow their crops. If they obtain this blessing soon, there 
wi11 be a fair prospect for their nex~ crops ; if not, this will be a 
most miserable country. Indeed, the Company can expect but 
small revenues next year. The distress of the inhabitants at 
present does not only proceed from scarcity of provisions and 
want of rain to cultivate their lands, but in many parts they are 
without water to drink' 

C011sultation o.f the 2Sth April 1770.-Foujdar of Poorneah, 
Mahomed Ala Khan. 

' Hardly a day passes without thirty or forty people dying.' 
'Multitudes already have, and continue to perish of hunger.' 
Seed grain has been sold for food, and cattle and agricultural 
utensils. Childrf!n offered for sale, and no buyers. Mahomed 
Ali expresses an official,' but not very creditable, ' blindness 
to distress' and ' deafness to lamentation,' in the interests of 
the Sircar, i.e. the Government. The Aumil of Bishenpore, 
~~ v:..~:::; . .,,,.._ tP.stifies that-

' From excessiv,e drought, auU: ;a.::~::. -: .. <h., ~•mnlv from lakes 
and tanks, the fields of rice, parched by the heat of the sun, 
are become like fields of dried straw.' 

The Aumil of J essore, Ujagger Mull, reports no rain up to 
nor through Bhadoor. The people are bringing ·in the leaves· of 
trees from the jungles for food ; and •they offer to sell their sons 
and daughters. Many of the ryots are running away. 

The Foujdar of Rajmahal, Pertab Roy, makes a similar state
ment. Ploughs and oxen are offered .for revenue, and clamours 
interrupt the business of the Cutcherry. 

Mr. Ducarel reports that the miseries of the town of Poorneah 
are not less shocking than tho~e of the rural parts. Pestilence 
must 'be guarded "against by the removal of the dead bodies. 
Upwards of rooo were buried in three. days after his arrival. 
One half the cultivators and payers of revenue will perish with 
hunger, whilst those able to purchase a subsistence will pay· at 
least soo per cent. advance in the price of food. He considers 
that, on the high and sandy soils, more tha;;, half the ryots are dead. 

Mr. I£arwood, Rajmahal, reports that the zameendars are 
ruined, the lands not having yielded half produce for the last 
twelve months. 

WLL 2D 
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In a subsequent letter, Mr. Harwood (28th March 1770), 
alluding to the humanity of sanctioning abatements, which had 
been recently allowed, says : 

' Had the misery of the inhabitants been reported to you 
sooner, and had the ryots received this ease at the proper time, 
your beneficent intentions would have been fully answered, and 
many thousands who are now reduced to poverty might have 
enjoyed ease, if not affluence. But, from motives of false policy 
and self-interest, the (native) collectors in the different parts, during 
this calamitous season, have pressed so very hard upon the ryots 
to oblige them to make good their engagements to Government, 
that their total ruin has invariably followed.' Mr. Harwood was 
hopeful, as grain grows 'neither more scarce nor dear,' that 'the 
calamity was almost at an end.' 

Consultation o.f the 3d May 1770.-Mr. Alextmderreports from 
Patna that the ~mine increases, and leads to apprehensions of 
most fatal consequences. The consumption o.f the army presses on 
the inhabitants. 

'Your neighbours,' the committee conclude in reply, 'enjoy
ing the blessing of almost a plentiful season, whilst you are 
suffering the· evils of death and famine, exhibits but an unpleasant 
contrast, and rather wounds the credit of English policy. We 
have no doubt of your vigilance and capacity; but the Govern
ment of this country has provided so very imperfectly for the 
security of the poor, that: unless very extraordinary efforts are 
made to prevent it, these calamities never fail to occasion the 
grossest abuses.' 

Consultation of the gth June 1770.-The Resident at the 
Durbar reports: ·'The scene of misery that intervened, and still 
continues, shocks humanity too much to bear description. Cer
tain it is, that in several parts the living have fed on the dead, 
and the number that has perished in those provinces that have 
most suffered is calculated to have been, within these few months, 
as six is to sixteen of the whole inhabitants.' 

Consultation of the 21st June 1770.-The Resident at the 
Durbar reports that th~ misery and distress increase daily. Rice 
sells at 6 and 7 seers per rupee ; and there have been several 
days lately when not a grain was to be purchased. Many even 
of the Company's immediate dependents must have been starved 
but for the supplies from Bakergunge. Plenty of rain now, but 
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it is feared too much. This apprehension and reduced cultiva
tion, owing to the want of people, cattle, and even seed, does not 
afford a very fair prospect for the ensuing collections. 

Consultation of the 19th July 1770.-The Resident at the 
Durbar reports: 'Previous representations' are 'faint in com
parison to the miseries now endured. Within 30 miles round the 
city, rice sells at only 3 seers for a ·rupee ; other grain in propor
tion ; and even at those exorbitant prices there is not nearly 
sufficient for the daily supply of half the inhabitants, so that in 
the city of Moorshedabad alone it is calculated that more than 
five hundred are starved daily, and in the villages and country 
adjacent the numbers said. to perish exceed belief.' 'Every 
endeavour of the (native) Ministers and myself has been exerted 
to lessen this dreadful calamity. The prospect of the approach
ing crop is favdtlrable, and we have the comfort to know that 
,the distress of the inhabitants to the northwar~ and eastward of 
us is greatly relieved from what they have before suffered. In 
one month we may expect relief from our present distresses from 
the new harvest, if people survive to gather it in; but the numbers 
that I am sensible must perish in that interval, and those that I 
~PP. dving around me, greatly affect my feelings and humanity as 
a man, and m"-;..._ •. ::, "~ a servant of the Company, apprehensive 
of the consequences that may ·ensue Lv ~:.: ~ovpnues.' 

Secret Consultations of the 1st February 1771-.Note vy ;:."· 
Com1Jfiftee.-' The sale of Bakergunge rice produced a profit of 
Rs. 67,593, which, deducted from Rs. 124,8o6, the advances 
from the Moorshedabad Treasury, leaves Rs. 59,6II expended by 
the Company, or Rs. 16,9n only beyond the original subscrip
tion. The Nawab's first subscription exceedea that of the Com
pany. He and his Ministers have acted liberally. They should 
not be called on for more.' 

Mr. Becher, rt!sident at the Durbar, reports (24th Dec. 1 77o): 
-'This rice came at a most critical timet and I have the satisfac
tion to find that the Company has reaped considerable benefit (i.e. 
a profit of nearly £7ooo) by a measure which provided general 
relief to the immediate dependents on the E11glish here, and tended 

• to preserve order and regularity in the military corps at a time 
of such scarcity and distress, that I am convinced, had it not been 
for the supplies of rice I was enabled to issue from the store, the 
great~st confusion must have ensued. I must now, gentlemen, 
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mention the circumstance of the distribution of rice among the 
many miserable objects that presented themselves during the late 
dreadful calamity in and near the city of Moorshedabad. On a 
representation made by me, the committee gave their consent 
that a distribution should take place to the amount of 87,ooo 
rupees, and that the company should be at the charge of 
Rs. 4o,ooo; the rest was to be defrayed by the Nabob and 
Ministers, to which they assented.' 

He goes on to bear witness to the charitable efforts of the 
native aristocracy, and states that the price of rice rose to 4d. per 
pound during the later months of the famine. 

SECTION VI.-Opinions of the Court of Directors Oft the action of 
the Bengal Council during the Famine. 

Letter, dated the 28th August 1771.-After•commending in 
general terms toose individuals who have done anything to 
relieve the distress, the Court expresses its indignation against 
those ('but especially natives of England ') who have turned the 
public distress into a source of private profit. 

Para. 10. 'We are led to these reflections by perusing the 
letters from Mr. Becher and Mahomed Reza Khan, which accuse 
the gomashtas of English gentlemen' (i.e. English servants of the 
Company), 'not barely for monopolizing grain, but for com
pelling the poor ryots to sell even the seed requisite for the next 
harvest. It was natural for ·us to expect, upon reading the above 
advices, that the strictest inquiry into the names and stations of 
all persons capable of such transactions would have been the 
immediate consequence, and that the most exemplary punish
ment had been inflicted upon all offenders who could dare to 
counteract the benevolence of the Company, and entertain a 
thought of profiting by the universal distress of the miserable 
natives, whose dying cries, it is said, were too ·affecting to admit 
of an adequate description. 

II. 'You will judge from hence how great must have been 
our surprise on observing that, upon a general charge of this 
nature having been macJ&, and not one name specified either by 
Mr. Becher or Mahomed Reza Khan, you never entered into any 
inquiry at all about the matter! And what seems equally strange 
and absurd, you in general terms tell the Resident at the Durbar 
he may depend on your concurrence in every measure that may 
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tend to relieve the distress of the poor in this time of dearth, and yet 
n:j~ct the only particular remedy pointed out and recommended 
by him for that purpose ! • • . As part of the charge sets forth 
that the ryots were compelled to sell their rice to these monopoliz
ing Europeans, we have reason, to suspect that they could be no 
other than persons of some rank in our service ; otherwise, we 
apprehend they would not have presumed on having influence 
sufficient to prevent an inquiry into their proceedings.' 1 

· 

1 I am indebted to the kindness of the Secretary of State for India for the 
extracts whence the foregoing selections ar~ derived, my own abstracts being 
too condensed for publication. I have· not attempted to change the official 
spelli~g. 



APPENDIX C. 

THE COOK'S CHRONICLE OF BEERBHOOM, 
CIRc. I785-18zo. 

Being the Story of Ram Ghulam Bawarchi, aged So. 

[The term 'Saheb,' which occurs so frequently, is a title of 
respect appended by the natives to the names of English gentle-
men.] • 

' The first English lord of Beerbhoom was Keating Saheb; my 
father was cook to him, and I have seen him. My mother held 
me up in her arms to look at him when he passed with his Sepoys 
and elephants. This was in the time of the Rajahs of Beer
bhoom. Their name was great ; they had horses, elephants, and 
armies, with whom they used to hunt and to war. They had a 
palace in Rajnagar, and a garden where were their tombs, now 
gone to jungle. Also many ·forts among the western hills, and a 
summer-house at Hoseinabad ; but the walls of all these have 
sunk into the earth, and now their summer palace can be known 
only by the little green mounds of earth behind the collector's 
house. I have hexrd my father say that Lord Keating Saheb was 
a very great Saheb; but I was a child, and know not. My father 
was a very old man, and used to tell me that when he was newly 
married the Sahebs came into the country, and soon the price 
of rice rose to three seers for the rupee (i.e. during the famine 
of I7jo); so that all the people died, and the country became 
jungle. He also used to tell me that the Mahrattas (Bargi log) 
came from the west, bur~ng many towns, and killing the people. 
They seized my father, and tied his hands, and fastened him on 
a horse, and took him away to their camp as a slave. But my 
father's sister prayed the chiefs, and they let my father go. 
Hesilrige Saheb and Pye Saheb were before Keating Saheb ; but 
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•., Pye Saheb lived far off, and Hesilrige Saheb came and cut the 
jungle, and the ryots sowed rice again. · 

'The first Saheb, I remember distinctly, was Judge Brook Saheb. 
His house was near where the judge's house now stands. My 
uncle was cook in Brook Saheb's house ; and my earliest remem
brance is Mem Saheb Brook walking up and down the verandah 
weeping because her little daughter was dead. I do not remem
ber what she died of; but I remember my uncle carried me i!l 
his arms to see the Saheb and the Mem Saheb put the little girl in 
the ground. There were other Sahebs there too; but the Doctor 
Saheb had gone to Soorool to attend Cheap Saheb's children. The 
little girl w 1s carri.ed to a tamarind tree at the foot of the garden, 
and put il.to the earth there; then they put a white stone over 
her, and the stone is there to this day. 

'I also knev~ Cheap Saheb. My father went to be his cook 
when Keating Saheb left. Cheap Saheb was t~ Company's mer
:~'~nt (Commercial Resident). He had a great house on the top 
of a hill, With a. "~~~ ~n round; higher than the ramparts round 
the fort in Calcutta. Within the wa.~: .. -:-o o-~rdens and orchards 
bearing many fruits; also i:nany houses and stores. .L:.~ '=''"'rn
pany'.s cloth was kept there ; and the Gomashtahs and Keranies 
live\f in a village within the wall. There were also Sepoys to 
guard the Company's storehouses ; and the inferior servants of the 
Company lived in a town at the bottom of the hill. Cheap Saheb 
was a rich and powerful Saheb; he had many children, mostly 
daughters, each of whom had servants of their own. There were 
six table-servants to wait on Cheap Saheb and the Mem Saheb. 
He had about sixty house-servants in all, with many horses, and 
an aviary full of strange birds. Deer used to run about in the 
pleasure-grounds. The Mem Saheb used to be very fond of 
flowers. He was a great Saheb ; and I learned my trade in his 
kitchen. ' 

'Afterwards there was a gentleman at.Elambazaar, on the river, 
Erskine Saheb, who died not many years ago. He also was a 
great Saheb, and was in partnership with Cheap Saheb. They 
traded in many things-in cloths, su~ar, silk, lac-and made 
much money. When I had learned my work in Cheap Saheb's 
kitchen, I was sent to Elambazaar to act for Erskine Saheb's 
cook, who was ill; but the kitchen at Elambazaar was not so 
big as the kitchen at Cheap Saheb's. 
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'When I was away at Soorool and Elambazaar, there were 
many Sahebs came and went in Soorie. I was not in their 
kitchen, and did not know them. I remember the names of 
Kemble Saheb, Tikri Saheb, Chalblan Saheb, Reily Saheb, Mor
rison Saheb, who was here twelve years, Biscoe Saheb. I did 
not know these gentlemen. (Some of these names are so per
verted, that I can make nothing of them.) 

'The price of all things was cheap. For a pice and a half (a 
halfpenny), a great feast (barakhana) was given. (This is figu
rative, but what follows is the truth.) Fat fowls were thirty-two 
to the rupee (i.e. for two shillings), young chickens at forty or 
fifty, ducks from sixteen to twenty-five, rambs three annas (4id.) 
a piece, a fat sheep six annas (9d.), rice from sixty to one hundred 
pounds for a rupee. All things cost little. Servants' wages 
were higher. My father got Rs. 20 as head cook; khidmatgars 
(table-servants) g~t Rs. 8; coolies (labourers) got four to seven 
pice a-day (Iid. to 2!d.), but they could buy more food with 
their money, and lived better. The Santal people did not then 
come down to the plains in search of work, and the Bowries and 
Haris (labouring classes) got plenty of work. The San tal people 
were then cutting the jungle at the foot of the hills on the west 
of the di~trict; now they work all over the district. Poor men 
had no rupees : they always bought and sold with cowries. 
A coolie got four to six pan (320 to 48o) cowries for his day's 
work (worth from rid. to 3J.). There were very few inhabitants. 
Most of the cultivators had farms of their own, but there were also 
a few krishans who worked for them. The farmer gave the land, 
the seed, the plough, and the oxen, and got two-thirds of the 
crops; the krishan·only gave his labour, and got one-third of the 
crop. This was the way they tilled the jungle lands. When the 
Santa! and hill-men came down from the hills for work, then the 
krishans increased. Now they are all over the· district, and the 
krishans have to give the plough and the oxen in many parts, 
and get but barely one-third of the crop. Their lot is becoming 
hard. All the cultivating classes used to be able to get land ; 
now they cannot get lan~ even as krishans, and have to work as 
hired labourers. 

' The courts and public offices, when I was a boy, were in the 
Red House village, near where the Padri Saheb (the mission
ary) now lives. There were then only a very few Sahebs in 
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the station. They were the collector, the judge, the assistant, 
and the doctor. I do not remember any more. I was married 
when seven years of age, but my wife was taken by her parents 
to Gwari (Krishnagar), and I d~d ndt see her again till I was 
twenty years old. I was about twenty when I got my first regular 
place. It was with Clark Saheb, tM assistant collector. He lived 
in the Anindapur House, in the Lines (cantonments); it has now 
fallen to ruins. There was. then only a little road in the station 
joining one house to another. I went with Clark Saheb to Gwari 
when he was transferred there. Clark Saheb went before in a 
palki; I and the other servants came with the luggage behind. 
We had a guard. The baggage was carried partly on bullock 
carts, but mostly on men's backs, as the roads were hardly to be 
passed. We we~t by Lam pur and Kirinahar to Cutwa, then we 
put the baggage into boats, and so reached Krishnagar. It took 
us sixteen days, I remember. There was no go~ernment road in 
that direction then, but the Zemindars cleared a pathway, each 
through his own estates. The chowkidars -(village watchmen) 
:-n ~ ln,.,~ th, rn"rl were turned out to protect the assistant col
lector's baggage as we went along.' 

(I took down the foregoing in Hind,usthani from the old man's 
lips at several sittings, but at this point he had a severe illness, 
and I had left the district l?efore he was strong enough to come 
to me again. It is useless to look· for perfect accuracy in such 
narratives, but it forms a fair specimen of the chronicles I have 
obtained from other aged inh<!;bitants.) 

W.W.H. 
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THE P ANDIT'S CHRONICLE OF BEERBHOOM, 

Drawn up for me in Bengali, from local traditions, Sanscrit works, 
and the archives of native families, by Nabin Chandra Bando
padya. 

INTRODUCTION. 
• 

I give this and the corresponding Chronicle of Bishenpore 
without attempt!ng historical corrections. They are fair speci
mens of a learned native's idea of local history, and, like all 
similar works, contain here and there valuable hints as to the 
condition of the people, and the rights of the various orders of 
society, before the country passed under our care. 

To the student of ethnology, the class of manuscripts of which 
Appendix D. and F. are specimens, establish four important 
points : First, that before the Aryans reached Bengal, communities 
of herdsmen and agricuhurists were living in the land under 
their own princes ; second, that the Aryans obtained a footing 
in Bengal, not always as conquerors, but in various capacities ; 
third, that after Aryan kingdoms had been founded throughout 
Bengal, many aboriginal princes retained their territories side 
by side with the new comers, and sometimes supplied them 
with aboriginal troops ; fourth, that the Aryan colonization of 
Bengal was a gradual natural process, accomplished by successive 
waves of emigrants from the north, and that a long enough time 
elapsed for the aborigines to influence Aryan dialects and Aryan 
religion, before they were finally enslaved or driven back from 
the lowlands. 

• 
THE PANDIT'S CHRONICLE. 

According to the geographical accounts of the Purana, the 
limit of the Pundra country coincided with that of the south of 
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Bengal, and comprised modern Bengal, Beerbhoom, Jungle
Mahal, Burdwan, Raj-Mahal, some parts of Moorshedabad, 
Dinajpur, Midnapur, Nuddea, and Nabadwipa. .From the.name 
of the country, the ancients called its inhabitants Pundaris. 

Balla! Sen, king of Gour, divided -the descendants of the 
five Brahmans, brought into the country by Adishwara, into two 
sects-the Varindra and the Rari-both of which held the title 
of Kulin. The Rari inhabited Burdwan, Beerbhoom, Bancorah, 
and a few other towns, in which Bhuba Nand Sen established a 
separate monarchy. It was during the reign of the Sen family, 
or that of the Pals; that the original princes of Bishenpore 
founded an empire in the mountainous regions. Much is told of 
the ·separate kingdoms set up by the successors of Adishwara. 
Each prince ruled his district with vigour; and although he did 

• not oppress his vassal nobility, he maintained complete sway 
over them. · 

A tradition relates the origin of the name Beerbhoom. It is 
stated that once upon a time the Raja of Bishenpore went nnt tn 

exerri<" h;o •~~::::.:': ~m .. :;,.~ ~u we mountainous districts of his 
empire. He threw off one of his birds to the pursuit of a heron, 
then usually hunted with hawks. The heron turned upon its 
pursuer with great fury, arid came off victorious. This ~nusual 
occurrence excited the surprise of the king. He imagined that 
it must have been owing to some myste,;ious quality in the soil; 
that the soil was in fact Vir-mati (i.e. vigorous soil), and that 
whatever might be brought forth by that soil would be endowed 
with heroic energy and power. Thereupon he named it Vir
bhumi, a name by which that mountainous region was ever 
afterwards known. Others, however, derive the 'name from the 
inhabitants themselves; for in old times this country produced 
many heroes, and so. it acquired the name of Vir-bhumi (Beer
bhoom), or Land of Heroes.1 The present capital of the district 
is Suri, a corruption of Surjya, a Bengali term for ' glory.' 

Beerbhoom is bounded on the north by Monghir and Raj
Mahal, on the south by Burdwan and Pachete (Bancorah), on the 
east by Raj-Shye, and on the west by M~nghyr and Pachete. 
At the time of the Muhammadan rule, the country was named 
by Abul Fazl 'Madaran.' In old times the country was ill 

I It is right to state that Vir or Bir, in Santali, the aboriginal langnage of 
Beerbhoom, means' jungle.'-W. vV. H. 
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supplied with water, and this, together with the fact that a large 
part of it was occupied by jungles, rendered it in great measure 
unfit for agricuJ.ture. 

When Beerbhoom was in the possession of the Mussulmans, it 
was frequently invaded by the hilly tribe 'Jhar Bhundi.' To 
put an end to these plundering excursions, Shere Shah made 
over Soory to Adciola the son of Boduroolah. In 1540, Shere 
Shah, with soo,ooo Afghans, defeated Hoomaon at Canouj, and 
mounted the throne of Delhi. In the following year he came to 
Gour, and divided it into several districts, over each of which he 
placed a distinct ruler. These governors had a superior who 
adjusted disputes, and acted as the viceroy of Shere Shah. 

To the east of Soory is a village, Akchokra, where the Pandus 
are said to have taken refuge after their escape from J atigriha. 
In this place one of the fiove brothers, by ~arne Bim, killed a 
monster name~ Hirombok (probably a legend of the Aryan con
quest of Bengal), and married his sister Hiromba, by whom he 
had a son called Ghuttutcuch, who played a conspicuous part in 
the battle of Kurukshetra, as mentioned in the Mahahharat. By 
some accounts it is said that Akchocra includes Nimai, Ghore
daha, Gonootia, and Cottershore, and that Bhim resided there 
with his wife and mother. There is a place in Beerbhoom called 
Deoghur, where Ram, on his way to Ceylon, left the god Siva. 
Another Siva named Ba,keshwar was placed in a village which 
afterwards received the name of that god, and to which many 
worshippers still resort in the month of April of each year to do 
honour to the deity. During the reign of the Baidya family, 
the kings of Bishenpore and Burdwan alone had a place in 
history. Of tlie kings of Beerbhoom-Lowshan, Ichay Gose, 
Shungai, Gidhore (some of these seem to have been aboriginal 
princes), Mollar Singh, S:_nd Beersingh-we ~now little more than 
the names. 

The hills of Beerbhoom were inhabited by savage tribes, and 
only in the outskirts of the country did the minor kings make 
their residence. Two brothers, Bir-Singh and Chaitanya Singh, 
came to Beerbhoom from the north-west provinces, subdued the 
mountaineers, and selected places as their capitals, which still 
bear their names-Birsinghpur and Chaitangapur and Chaitanga. 
Fattih Singh, who is said to have been the brother of Bir-Sing, 
subdued many places in Moorshedahad, which now bear the 
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name of Fattipore Purgunah, and are included in the district of 
Beerbhoom. 

Bir-Singh was the first (Hindu) king of Beerbhoom. He pos
sessed a strong and athletic frame, and by his might subdued the 
inhabitants of the jungles, and thus .extended the boundary of 
his kingdom. He deprived his brother of his territories, and 
built the capital of Birsinghpore. Many kirigs and zemindars 
owned his power, and acknowledged him as their lord paramount. 
The ruins of palaces, forts, and tanks are still to be seen in 
Birsinghpore, six miles west of Soory. The king lost his life in 
battle with the Mussulmans ; and his queen, from fear of being 
maltreated by the enemy, drowned herself in a pond, which is 
still named the Ranidoha (Queen's Tank). Bir-Singh, dedicated 
a te~ple to the honour of the goddess Kali, and set up a stone 
idol. The rajah • also placed au. idol named Gopal in the 
neighbourhood of Birsinghpore; and the place, being surrounded 
by a jungle, received the name of Brindaban. 

The Bhills, Cols, Gondas, and other hill-tribes (aborigines), 
lived in the MaP"h::~rlh~ ,,;~.::;-::::: ~::::~:.a.L ... uu Jjengai), and' Beer
bhoom was also included in it. · This kingdom embraced a large 
extent of country, but does not appear to have' been well 
governed, as even among the zemindars, who lived within a . 
short distance of the capital, there were some who did not pay 
tribute (in other words, the Aryan CO!Jquest was partial). One 
rajah was exempt from tribute, owing to the fact that he was a 
good sportsman. After the fall of the Maghadha dynasty, the 
Pals assumed the supreme power; their original seat was Bahar. · 
The Baidya house.succeeded the Pals. 

The Santals of Beerbhoom inhabit the hills' of Dumka, Jal
Jhari, and Kumarabad. Their god was Boram (Marang-Buru), 
to whom they offered human sacrifices. When a pestilence 
ravaged their country, however, they. abandoned the practice, 
and, instead, offered goats, hogs, or other animals. The Boalia, 
another hill-tribe, worshipped the same deity. Some of them 
lived in Burdwan during the time .of Rajah Kritti Chander, and 
were employed by him as porters. They.still follow that occu
pation in Burdwan and Calcutta. The jungles to the north-west 
of Beerbhoom are inhabited by a savage tribe called Birpore, 
who earn a livelihood by the sale of ropes made from the bark 
of the chinody tree. They feed upon the flesh of monkeys, 
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dogs, and hogs, and consider elephants worthy of their homage 
and worship. These savage hordes, together with the wild 
beasts of the jungle, were a continual source of alarm to the 
lowlanders. But as the country furnished those heroes whom 
the (Hindu) kings were accustomed to employ in their service, 
its inhabitants (the wild tribes) were not exterminated. 

It is affirmed by some that the predecessors of Ali N aki 
Khan gained possession of Raj-Nagar by murdering Bir Rajah; 
but before recounting the events of his reign, it will be necessary 
to inquire as to the time when Raj-Nagar was established. It 
appears that the kingdom of Nagar was founded during the 
reign of the Baidya family, and not that of the Mussulmans; for 
it is to be observed, that when the Mussulmans obtained the 
throne of Bengal, the Subadar (viceroy) constructed a road from 
Debkoti, east of Gour, to Ntgar, the chief town of Beerbhoom, 
for the purpose~S of traffic. This was in the year r2o5. 

Bir Rajah was descended from a noble Brahman family. 
He made Nagar his capital, and enjoyed an unrivalled reputa
tion for his valour and skill in arms. All the kings of the sur
rounding districts owned him as their paramount. When the 
Patans were in the height of their power, and were laying waste 
many fair provinces in Bengal, Bir Rajah stood forth to oppose, 
and, by his military tact and distinguished courage, succeeded 
in freeing the country from the oppressor. 

Two Patans named Assad-Ulla-Khan and Joned Khan, of 
the Patan race, from the north-west, one day presented them
selves before the Rajah of Nagar. Their stature and manly 
bearing attracted his attention, and impressed him with such an 
idea of their prowess, that he resolved to take them into his 
service; :md after their valour had been sufficiently put to the 
test, he raised them to the rank of commanders and confidential 
ministers. under their administration the country made great and 
rapid advances, and. the people enjoyed the blessings of peace. 
In course of time, however, the Patans became jealous of the 
power of their master, and watched every opportunity to work 
his destruction. One.of them, Assad-Ulla, became enamoured 
of the beauty of the queen, and instigated her to favour their 
base designs. It is said that the king was fond of wrestling, 
and that he had a special building set apart for that purpose, 
where he engaged daily in the sport. On one occasion, when 
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Assad-Ulla presented himself there, the rajah ordered his servants 
to refuse him admittance. This roused the anger of Assad-Ulla. 
He returned with his brother J oned, forced an entrance into the 
hall, and- fell upon the king. A serious conflict now ensued ; 
and it is difficult to say how it would have ended, had not I on eel 
Khan, at the instigation of the queen, with whom he also was in 
'ove, attacked them both, and threw them sti·uggling into a well. 
Although the servants and retainers of the king stood by, they 
were prevented from interfering by the presence of the queen; 
so that both the rajah and Assad-Ulla were drowned. The 
people mourned the death of their king, under whom they had 
so long enjoyed happiness and prosperity.1 

Joned Khan.-The queen now assumed the royal power, and 
raised Ioned Khan to the rank of Diwan. The administration 
of affairs was pla~ed entirely in the .hands of the Patan. Ere long 
the queen died, leaving a son as legal' heir to tl~e throne. After 
her death the soldiers rose in mutiny, but were speedily brought 
back to duty by the Patan. J oned died soon after, leaving the 
to". :..,...ment in the hands of Bahadur Khan. 

Before procc .... _:::-::::- with his reign, a few facts may be stated 
regarding the earlier history oi ~:.:·~a Patans. Their father died 
while the children were still young, leavmg ~.:: wirlow totally 
unprovided with the means of existence. One day, wh11e ,;.~ 

had gone to beg some rice of her neighbours, a fakir made his 
appearance at her dwelling, and, apparently without any cause, 
beat one of the boys severely with his shoes. The screams of 
the child soon brought the mother to his aid j and on 'her de- -
manding an explanation from the fakir, he consoled her by saying 
that he had not been beating, but blessing her'son, and that the 
time was· not far distant when both brothers should sway the 
sceptre of Bengal. The youths, when arrived at manhood, set 
out on a journey to distant lands, and used every opportunity of 
making themselves expert in the use of arms. In the course of 
their travels they came to Beerbhoom ; and we have already 
recounted their deeds in that country, and how they became 
kings. 

Bahadur Khan, or Ran-Mast Khim (A.D. I6oo-I6Sg).2-This 
prince commenced his reign in the month of I oit 1007, Bengali 

1 The learned pandit has here spoiled a very striking legend. Elsewhere 
I hope to tell it in its proper form. 2 B. D. A. 
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era. Under his rule the country had rest and peace, the popu
lation was considerably increased, and agriculture met with a 
full share of attention. He died in the Bengali year Io66 (A.D. 
1689), leaving the throne to his only son, Khwaja Kamal Khan. 
Nothing is recorded of the latter except that he beautified the 
capital, and effected several other improvements throughout his 
kingdom. He died in the Bengali year 1104 (A.D. 1697), and 
was succeeded by his son Asd Ulla, one of the wisest and most 
pious kings of his time. Asd Ulla added to the number of the 
troops, and caused numerous tanks to be dug in the capital, by 

\ which means the miseries resulting from the scarcity of water 
were in great measure avoided. He contrived to free his king
dom from the necessity of paying tribute to the Nawab, to whom 
he rendered valuable assistance in time of war. Many mosques 
were dedicated to the honour of God, and mucli of his time was 
passed in religio11s services. He•left two sons, Badya Jama and 
Azmat Khan. 

Badya Jama.1-This prince ascended the throne in the year 
1125 (A.D. 1718),2 and obtained a sannad from Murshad Kuli, 
the N awab of Moorshedabad. It was about this time that a new 

' arrangement was made regarding the tribute paid to the Nawab, 
346,ooo rupees being the amount agreed upon. During this 
reign, the Marhattahs, under Bhaskar Pandit, plundered the 
western countries, and eventually encamped in a place called 
Kendua Danga, or Ganj Murshad. But when the rainy season 
set in they retired to Catwah, accompanied by Mir Habib, a 
Patan. ,Badya J ama, with his brotlrer Ali N aki, and the Rajah 
of Burdwan, assisted the Nawab in dispersing the Marhattahs, 
and driving them' to Midnapore. Badya had two wives. By the 
first he had two sons, Ahmad J ama Khan and Mahammad Ali 
Khan ; and by the second, one named Asd J ama Khan. Besides 
these three, he had an illegitimate son named Bahadur J ama 
Khan. Ahmad was of a religious turn of mind, and interfered 
in no way with the administration of the country. The second 
and third sons were powerful princes, and gained a high reputation 
for. their courage and skill in arms. On a certain occasion, a 
fakir na~ed Sai Ful Hak, from the north, made his appearance 
at the Beerbhoom court, and in course of time was admitted into 
the confidence of the king. The fakir possessed a good know-

1 The Pandit uses 7 for Z, there being no Z in Bengali. 2 B. D. A. · 
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ledge of the Kuran, and the king spent much of his time in 
hearing him read from the book. · I~ process of time he became 
to much engrossed with his religious instructor, that the affairs of 
his kingdom were totally negle~ted; and his sons, Ali and Ahmad, 
set themselves to get rid of the favourite. With this view they 
made their way to Moorshedabad. While they remain~d here, 
an occurrence took place which br6'ught them under the notice 
of the Nawab. One day an elephant of the emperor 'Yas led to 
a pond to drink, near to .which Ahmad happened to .be standing. 
As the animal drew up, the drive; called to the prince to move· 
out of its way; but Ahmad, inst_ead of heeding the order, caught 
hold of the elephant by the tusks, and threw 1t td a con~iderable 
distance. This feat amazed those that stood by, and ere long 
reached the ears of the Nawab, who immediately summoned the 
brothers into his l:Jresence. On being asked the reason of their 
sudden appearance in Moorshedabad, the Pata\1.; informed him 
v; ~:.~ =~~r~r of the fakir, and the disorder likely to occur in their 
father's kingdom. The 1~"'"~::. ;;~""'them permission to murder 
the fakir; and accordingly the brothers, hastetnng ~"::-~ ~,., 'Rai
N agar, put the fakir to death. Their father mouri1ed his loss, 
and slowly pining, died of a broken heart. His sons, too, felt 
ashamed of their crime, and promised to their f~ther neither to 
interfere in any political matter, nor to entertain any h6pes of ever 
succeeding to the throne. They accordingly 'resolved -to support 
their step-brother Asd. as the rightful heir. With this h~tent they 
departed for Moorshedabad, and informed the N awab of the 
affair: The Nawab at first expressed reluctance, saying that it 
was illegal to raise the youngest to the thr.one while his ·b~others 
lived; but, on their earnest entreaties, he gave his consent, and 
the coronation of Asd J ama was performed with great pomp on 
their return home. The two brothers afterwards set out for 
Moorshedabad, and "remained in the service·of the Nawab. · They 
distinguished themselves in a war with the. Marhattahs ; and on 
one occasion, when Mir J afir Ali Khan's so~-in-law had beeh 
carried off a prisoner, and confined in an iron cage, they entered 
the camp of the Marhattahs in disguise, and having overheard 
their plans, attacked them unawares, and returned in triumph 
with the captive. · 

Suraja Doula ascended the throne of his grandfather as Vice
roy of Bengal, and ere long found himself called upon to take 

VOL. I. 2 E 
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up arms against the English. Two reasons are alleged: 1. That 
the English had given refuge to Kishna Doss, the enemy of the 
Nawab; and 2. That, without any permission from the Nawab, 
they. had established forts in the countries under his control. 
Accordingly the Nawab collected a powerful host, the command 
of which ·he gave to Ali N aki Khan and Ahmad J ama Khan of 
Beerbhooin, along" with Diwan Manik Chand, Bahur Mohan 
Lall, ahd. J afer Ali Khan. These marched against the English 

'!'~, "towards Calcutta, and encamped at Bagh-bazar. The English 
:i]il>~>fled, to Howra, Bally, and the fort. The Nawab attacked the 
,.~;; · · fort, and carried it by storm. He placed the English prisoners 
;i· tinder the charge of Diwan Manik Chand, and was going tore-

turn in triumph to Moorshedabad. Diwan treated the captives 
with cruelty, and shut them up, one hundred and forty-six in all, 
in the Black Hole, whence only thirteen came out alive. This 
wil.s in the year .t7 s6. 

After this victory Ali N aki Khan of Beerbhoom took pos
session of part of the enemy's country, and laid the foundation 
ofAlipore, which is now the seat of government (the residence 
of the Lieutenant-Governors of Bengal). Of all the petty princes 
.uJMI.- the N awab, this man, together with his brother, were the 

. · ~ powerful, and rendered the most effectual assistance to 
!; ,~e~lord. On one occasion Suraja Doula wished Ali to inform 

~'<which lady in Beerbhoom he considered to be the most 
· b ... ful. 1 The Patan, enraged, replied that he accounted those 

b ful who bore any resemblance to his mother and her 
. ters. So saying, he raised his sword and struck at the 

, .. ij;'!:: ~-~-a.b; but the blow missed the mark, and coming down upon 
: '~'~F · ~- stt;Jne pillar, split it in two. The attendants were so much 
· takeh by surprise, that they made no effort to protect their royal 

.master. Probably, also, the known daring of the Patan was suf
ficient to restrain any interference on their part. The brothers 

·.w,.-1 however, obliged to withdraw themselves froin court for 
. ~~e time ; but afterwards, having made their peace with the 

.•. · J#w,ab, they were permitted to return, and were again received 
~t:iLJtiJl.,lhe favour and confidence of their prince. 

··' ·fSfter the defeat of Badya Jama Khan of Beerbhoom by the 
~jah Gidhor, Ali Naki Khan led his army against his father's 

1 An insult, implying that Ali would name some one of his own family, 
whom the Nawab would then seize as a concubine. 
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enemy, and after a severe struggle, which lasted for six days, 
succeeded in driving his opponents from the field. The town 
of Deoghar came into the possession of the Patan after the 
subjection of the hill-tribes. It was, and still is, the seat 
of the Hindu god Baidya-Nath (Bij -Natb). The devotees 
brought to its shrine many valuable presents of the value of 
about so,ooo rupees every month. Ali Naki Khan left the 
god in the hands of the men of the place, called Pandahs, from 
whom he exacted tribute. The Patan married a sister of his 
father, by whom he had a son who died while still a youth(?). His 
death preyed upon the minds both of his father and his uncle, 
Ahmad J ama Khan, the .latter of whom at length put an end to 
his life on the rsth Magh II69 (r762 A.D.). The father gradu
ally sank under these heavy losses, and passed the last two years 
of his life in extleme misery. He died on zrst Falgoon II7I, 
and was buried in front of his brother's tomb. ;I'he two brothers 
were pe-. ·essed of noble qualities. They were gentle, ln:a.ve. 
generous, auu <o.vca~c •v :scu:sua1 g ra tnH.:auum;. .oaaya Jama 
Khan spent the greater part of his life in the performance of 
reugtous aunes, ana at length dted m II71:S (A.D. 1771), having 
suffered much in his declining years from the death of his son. 
He was buried in a garden to the west of Nagar. His surviving 
son Asd Jama Khan was already on the throne. Immediately 
upon his accession, with the consent of his father and brothers, 
he adorned the capital, and placed ii;. it many rich merchants 
\vho added greatly to its commercial importance. Mir Jafir Ali 
Khan placed the reins of government in the hands of his son, 
who, soon after his accession, began to tyrannize over his subjects. 
He killed two daughters of the Nawab; but while engaged in 
plundering their treasures, he was struck by lightning, and car
ried off along with his accomplices. Asd Jama, the Rajah of 
Beerbhoom, thinking this a good opportunity for taking up 
arms against the Nawab, marched with. a powerful army to 
Chuna Khalli. The Zamindars, vassals of the Nawab, failed 
to make any resistance, and their lord was so much affected 
by the death of his son, that he could not put himself at their 
head. Accordingly, to prevent the advance of tl1e Rajah of 
Beerbhoom, he sued for peace, and requested Asd Jama to be 
content with the districts he had already taken possession of. 
This, however, did not satisfy the Rajah, who proceeded acroas 
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the Ganges. Upon this the wife of the Nawab, Marl Bigam, 
the aid of the English, promising them a large tract of 

dominions in return. They consented, and im-
gave battle to the Rajah, defeated his immense host, 

him to. the fort of Nagar. The siege of this fortress 
days, but at length the Rajah lost his bravest 

Afzal Khan. A treaty was afterwards concluded between 
the conditions of which were: x. That the English 

have one-third share of the Rajah's rental. 2. That 
not interfere in the affairs of Beerbhoom. 3· That 

occasions of importance, the Rajah should consult with 
Mter this, Asd Jama regularly paid tribute to the 

He also gave xooo biggahs (360 acres) of land reo'. free 
Anup Mithra, in return for sums of money lent to 
He bestowed 6soo biggahs (22~0 acres) of land 

for educating his son. 
miles from Soory there is a village called MaHar

MaHar Sing was its proprietor, a religious and popular 
He was imposed upon by a person who told him that 
ah of Nagar intended to make him adopt the religion 

He took this so much to heart, that without 
as to the truth he put himself to death. The Rajah was 
on hearing of his death, and endeavoured to discover 

of the trick, but without success. 
miles from So;ry, and north of Nagar, there is a vast 

Sinpahari. The governor of the district was lchai 
who built there a large temple named Ichai Mandir, and 

Sham Rup Ghar. He was attacked and overpowered 
man In the district called Lai Sen ; and his temple, 

goddess and fort, fell into the hands of his enemy. 
Billogram, a village eighteen miles distant from Soory, 

residence of a famous poet pamed Jqa deva Muni, and 
Radha Damuda. The poet is said ~ have walked forty 

day to bathe in the Ganges. 'l'he village is con
to be a sacred place by the Hindus, who assemble 
to the number of so,ooo or 6o,ooo, to offer worship at 

A fair called Magher Sankranti takes place on the 
last day of Magh every year. 

Asd J ama Khan of Beerbhoo.m died of paralysis at Calcutta 
in PI84 (A.D. 1777). He was a liberal and powerful prince_ a8d 
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was held in high esteem by his subjects. He had a great desire 
to reign over the whole of Bengal, and for this purpose made 
many attempts at the supreme power, but in vain. His r&igll 
extended over a period of twenty-six years. After his death his 
brother Bahadur J ama Khan bes9ught the assistance of t.he Eng
lish Government to raise him to the throne. At the same time 
the widow of Asd J ama Khan, called Lall Bihi, together with her 
brother Mahammed Taki Khan, set up a rival claim, and con
tended that, as Bahadur was the illegitimate son of Badya Jama 
Khan, the father of her husband, he could have no legal right to 
be prince. The English decided in her favour, and accordingly 
Lall Bihi was raised to the throne. Soon after this, however, 
Bhoton Saha, an intimate friend of Bahadur, devised a plan which 
deprived the wi!Jow of her power. He instructed the porter of 
Mahammed Taki to kill Bahadur's doorkeeper, and to report 
that he han been commissioned by his master to cause the death 
of Bahadur himself. By bribing the servant, Bhoton managed to 
o-~ ~::: on;l r'IP~iP"n carried into effect; and the English, believing 
the report, took the power from tne nauu;, v: ~L::.~::-_~~6..:1 !:11'\n 

conferred it upon Bahadur. The widow was kindly treated by 
the new king, and received a certain amount for her support. 
Bahadur died in 1196 (A.D. 1789), and was buried in the garden 
at Nagar. He left his son Mahammed Jama Khan as heir to the 
throne. 

Radha Krishna Rai was one of the Dewans of the kings of 
Nagar. He resided in Purandarpur-so named from the god 
Purandar, found under the earth-and obtained 1400 bgs. (soo 
acres) ofland from the rajahs as Jagir. 

Mahammed Jama Khan succeeded to the throne, with the 
consent of the English, in 1197 (A.D. 1790). During his minority 
the affairs of state,. were entrusted to Dewan Lalla Ram Nath and 
Mr. Keating. When arrived at manhood, he assumed the reins 
of government, and ruled with wisdom and firmness. In person 
he was tall and powerful ; and after his death, his painting was 
sent to Calcutta. The population of Beerbhoom during his reign 
was 7oo,ooo, of · which one-third were Hindus (in reality two
thirds). It was Lalla Ram Nath who effected the permanent 
arrangement for the revenues of Beerbhoom. He built the 
temple of Bhandissar Siva in a place called Bhandiban, six miles 
from Soory. A large tract of land was allowed him as J agir. 
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Mahammed Diwan J ama Khan, the son of Mahammed J ama 
Khan, ascended the throne in 1209 (A.D. 1802), and received 

from the hands of the English in 1219 (A.D. 1812). 
in 1262 (A.D. rSss), leaving his son Johur Jama Khan, 
lives. When Beerbhoom came entirely into the posses-

the English, the jail was of mud, thatched with straw; 
15th, 18oo, a brick one was erected, by order of the 
under the superintendence of Mr. Campbell. Great 

ID"PYnf',,t was likewise given to agriculture, and the people 
advances in the arts of civilisation. 

Rajahs of Beerbhoom built many mosques and forts, and 
The most of these are now in ruin. 

year 1261 (A.D. 1854-55) the Santals of Beerbhoom 
against the English ; but with the assistance 

ah of Burdwan and the Commissioner of the Burdwan 
Mr. Elli&t, they were speedily quelled. By order ~f the 

of Bengal, Mahammed Hamid, a Darogar, 
Alli Khan, Mir Khan, Sahib Khan, Sookh Lall, and 

.Jamadar were rewarded on the 2oth January 1856. 
is a fertile country. Raj-Nagar was and still is 

fta mangoes and preserved fruits. The country is 
by the rivers Aji, the More, and Bakeshwar. The ave

of land-tax now realized is about 6j- laks of rupees 

preserved the Bengali spelling, which is as uncertain 
case of proper names, particularly Muhammadan ones, 

the true etymology as our own popular rendering of 
Corrections, whether historical or geographical, 

left for another volume. The true dates will be found 
Book of the Princes in Beerbho2m, Appendix F.) 
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THE PANDIT'S CHRONICLE OF BISHENPORE. 

The following is an abbreviation of a Bengali work composed 
by my Pandit, Nobin Chandra Bandopadya, collated with a 
Persian MS. drawn up by the Rajah's order (for which I am 
indebted to Mr. George Loch of the Bengal Civil Service, one of 
the Judges of Her Majesty's Supreme Court in Bengal), and with 
other papers furnished from the Rajah's record-room. 

THE CHRONICLE. 

Raghu Nath Singh, the founder of the dynasty of Bishenpore, 
.:~.:.~· ::'_ 1-.:~ M;~;,., fmm the kings of Jai Nagar near Brindaban. 
The story of his parentage is as· follows. The kmg ot J a1 r'lal;;= 

being seized with a desire to visit distant countries, set out for 
Purusatam, and on his way thither passed through Bishenpore. 
While resting at one of the halting-_(llaces in the great forest of 
that country, his wife gave birth to a son; and the king foreseeing 
the difficulties of carrying a child with him, left the mother and 
her baby behind in the woods, and went forward on his journey. 
Such barbarous desertions are still heard of: even women, when 
they have once set their hearts upon pilgrimage, become merciless 
to their offspring, and abandon any child they may happen to 
give birth to by the way. 

Soon after the father had departed, a man named Sri Kasmetia 
Bagdi (an aboriginal inhabitant), when g,athering firewood, passed 
by the halting-place, and saw the newly born child lying helpless 
and alone. The mother never was heard of; and whether she 
was devoured by wild beasts, or found shelter with the natives, 
remains a mystery to this day. The woodman took the infant 
home, and reared him till he reached the age of seven, when a 
certain Brahman of the place, struck with his beauty and the 
marks of royal descent that were visible on his person, took him 
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to his own house. (Observe this is the first appearance of a 
resident Aryan in the legend ; and he is not a conqueror, but 
a. poor colonist.) The Brahman, however, being an indigent 

was compelled to send the boy out to tend his cows and 
his living; and the lad so grew upon the affections of 
· (aborigines), that they called him Raghu Nath, Lord 

and supplied him with food. 
day in particular the boy attracted the notice of every
his beauty, as he played with the other young cowherds, 

elder shepherds looked on. The fathers, seeing that 
was wearing on, set their faces homewards, driving their 

cattle before them. On the way, a cow belonging to 
herd strayed from the rest, and the boy going in search 

the thick forest, wandered up and do~, looking in all 
but in vain, till at last, overcome with fatigue, he lay 

the foot4)f a tree. No sooner had he fallen asleep than. 
cobra glided out of a tuft of high grass ; but instead of 

lad, gazed stedfastly on him, and erecting his many
hood above the sleeper's face, shaded him from the 

the sun (a legend told of many successful adventurers). 
pa.rent meanwhile was in great distress about his 

and unable to bear the suspense any longer, 
search of him. At length he came to the spot; but 

his terror when he beheld the deadly snake, with hood 
if in the act to strike l 'Alas, my loved one,' he cried, 

tempted me to send thee forth to thy destruction?' 
the snake, scared by his approach, and quickly contract

glided off, and the boy, awakened by the withdrawal 
star\ed up. The old man poured forth tears of 

vowing neve:t to let his precious child go forth into the 
'Ah, what would I have done hap I lost you?' he 

; ' you whom I cannot bear to be out of my sight for 
From the day I brought you to my house with only 

rags, and tended by the Bagdis, deep and unspeakable 
sprung up in my heart towards you. Your beautiful 

the tears rolling down your little cheeks, will never be 
' As upon the immeasurable 8l1l'&.de of the ocean, no 
most rapid career raises a single ripple, s~ not aU 

and constant changes of life can disturb the calm of 
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One day the boy found a golden ball in a water-course, and 
~rought it to his master, who treasured it up with delight as a 
sign of the future greatness of his child. Soon afterwards, the 
king (an aboriginal prince) having died, his obsequies were cele
brated with great pomp, and people from all parts went to the 
funeral feast. The Brahman, being very poor, went among the 
rest, taking Raghu with him. When the Brahman was in the 
middle of his repast, the late king's elephant seized Raghu with 
his trunk, and approached the empty throne. Great was the 
consternation and terror lest the elephant should dash the boy 
to pieces; but when the royal animal carefully placed the lad on 
the throne, the whole multitude, thunderstruck at seeing a deed 
so manifestly done by the will of God, filled the place with their 
acclamations, an.d the ministers agreed to crown the boy on the 
spot. So they made him king of the country ; and the singers 
came and poured forth their melodies, the mu111icians played on 
their instruments, and the minstrels tuned their harps, and recited 
the wonderful deed that had been done . 

.J:' Or tillS Wa!S Lllt: t,;U::,LUJH ~11 L~lC VJ.U \...VUU.t..l~\..~, '-~.I.a. I. yy ~u. .. n '-~1.~ 

king d~ed, the ministers did not crown the legal heir, but they 
made the king's white elephant, attended by all the officers of 
state, and covered with jewelled trappings, go through the capital 
in solemn procession ; and whomsoever among the multitude the 
elephant lifted on to its back, him t;P.ey crowned, saying that it 
was the act of God. 

The ancients give other examples of a lad rising to the throne 
in consequence of having been auspiciously shaded by the hood 
of a cobra. For instance, a certain Brahman had in his house a 
poor boy, who tended his cattle. One day, as' the boy lay asleep 
in the field, a hermit passing that way noticed that a black snake 
had raised its hood over the child's face to shelter him from the 
sun. As the he"rmit drew near, the snake fled, and the boy, 
awakening, shared the scanty supply of ·rice he had brought out 
with him for his mid-day meal with the holy man. On leaving, 
the hermit told the boy he would one day be a king, cautioning 
him, at the same time, not to sleep with his legs crossed, or his 
face looking right up to the sun, and ordering him to learn the 
art of war, and to accustom himself to arms. When next the 
hermit met the boy, he discovered certain marks, which foretell 
royalty, on the lad's feet; and asked him what he would give to 
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a hermit by whose advice be should reach the throne. The boy 
gladly answered t!Jat he would give anything the hermit asked. 

hermit told him how to begin with petty depredations on 
chiefs, and by degrees, as he grew stronger, to carry 

open warfare, until he had reduced all that part of 
. The hermit never took his eye off the youth; and 

he disobeyed any precept, the holy man punished him 
In process of time the boy came to be king of all 

and gave the hermit a lac of rupees, with the town
lands of Chandpara at a fixed quit rent, whence that 
is styled Chandpara of the Fixed Rent to this day. 

other instances are here given, which, for the sake of 
may be omitted.) 

N ath Singh, therefore, was the first k~g of Bishenpore 
first king of Aryan birth, the aboriginal princes going for 
with my.worthy Pandit). He is celebrated in history as 

of the Bagdis (aborigines), and was the first of a race 
reigned nearly 1100 years. He founded the city of 

guided thither by auspicious signs. For long his 
passed under the name of Malabhumi (the land of the 

then as the jungle mahals (forest country) ; it is now 
in the districts of Burdwan, Bancorah, and Beerbhoom. 

rhf'tonm is known as a place for heroes and Bagdis (abori
They wore l~ng black hair, and generally decorated 

with iron ornaments, the most costly being of silver, 
Balla. For arms they had spears and javelins. The 

employed them as guards of their palaces, owing to 
in wrestling. They also joined with the wild tribes 

races of the highlands) in committing acts of 
and thus became a terrot to the more peaceable in

The N awab of Moorshedfbad ~onally solicited 
""'"""''"·"' in time of war. At the time when the N awab 

in conflict with the Marha~ he requested his 
kings to give him every supJidrt in their power. 
the Rajah of Bishenpore despatched a band of his 

heroes to the assistance of the Nawflb. By their valour 
., .. , ..... ,.,were subdued, and frQI!!l._jhat time the Rajah~ 

.HlsheJ:lpore was the most renowned of the tributary kings of t4e 
Yawab. 

The history of the kings of Bishmpore, written by Raja 
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Sing, was found in the Bancoorah Collectorate. Guided by the 
facts contained therein, and collecting others from various sources, 
I proceed to give a chronicle of the kings of Bishenpore. One 
or two facts connected with the kings and their country may be 
given in passing. 

The kings belonged to the Kutumi branch of the Maha.tishi 
family. Their god was Acolong, and their goddess Pura, of the 
Ketti caste. The kings were followers . of Shambad ; the high 
priest or Rishi was Bissa Mitra; Brahmans who worshipped 
Vishnu were their religious guides. The sacred verse called 
Catha, which the kings received at the time of the sacred thread 
Paitta, is still in use. Bishenpore acquired a place in history 
from the time of Raja Raghu Nath Sing, whom the Bagdis 
(aborigines) called Raghu Nath. At the time of his coronation 
he was termed ' 6riginal Wrestler,' or Adi Malta. 

I. Original Wrestler, Adi Malta.-The Raja,.was born in 122 

Bengali era (A.D. 715).1 He received a mark in his forehead 
from other kings, that is, was crowned in the year of Bishen
pore I. He reigned 34 years. His queen Chandra Rumari was 
the daughter of Indra Sing, a western p,rince of Solar. He built 
a temple in honour of the goddess Punta Surri. The capital was 
Lao gram. 

2. Raja Jaz .LY.Lat:u.-7:.:~ -;,::·:::~~ "'~ 0 hnrn in g6 Bengali 
era (A.D. 749), and was crowned in the year of Bishenpore 34· 
He reigned 30 years, and died in 64 Bishenpore era. His queen 
was the daughter of Dinu Sing,_ a prince of the western Solar race. 
Raja Jai built a temple in honour of Sat Chako Behari. His 
Kamdar (steward and chancellor) was Bhagi Ratti Cope, who 
received the rents of the country of the Wrestlers. The king left 
two sons : the elder succeeded him, while the younger was pen
sioned. The race of the latter is now extinct. The Raja was a 
powerful monarch," and fond of pompous display. He increased 
the number of troops. 

3· Raja Ambhuchalla (otherwise Beni Malla).-The Raja was 
born in Sangbat, 186 Bengali era (A.D. 779), and his coronation 
took place in the year of Bishenpore 64. He reigned 12 years, 
and died in 76. His capital was Laogram. lie married Kan-

1 In matters of chronology I adopt not my Pandit's figures, which are often 
contradictory, but the family book of the kings of Bishenpore, and other Persian 
archives of ascertained accuracy, so far as dates are concerned.-Be. D. A. 
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chan Muni, the daughter of Mattiar Sing, a western king of Solar 
race. His Kamdar; Bhagi Ratti Sing, held the same office as 

former king. He had five sons, of whom the eldest 
him, while the others received pensions. No descend-

theirs now remain. 
the 'Pandit goes on through a weary list of kings, all of 

m::~rru•n ladies of Aryan birth, Kshatryan princesses from 
and most of whom employed Aryan settlers as their 

and ministers. They warred with· the adjoining princes 
most part aborigines, put some of them rival Aryan 

built temples, principally to Aryan divinities, but 
to the ghosts of celebrated men, according to the 

ideas of worship ; but throughout this and all similar 
that I have examined, the importance of the aboriginal 

and the frequency ·of its mention steadily decline. 1 
example-here and there, adopting the chronology of the 

book, etc., instead of my Pandit's.J 
RajaJaggat Malla.-The Raja was born in 275 Bishen

(A.D. 99o), crowned in 318 (A.D. 1033), and died in 336 
o51). Bishenpore was his capital. He married Chandra
.... u15 ...... , of Golunda Sing. In the earlier part of his reign 

a building in honour of Radha Binod Thakur, and 
for Rush Mandip. His Kamdar (steward) was Gopal 

He left three sons. Bishenpore was the most renowned 
world, and it be~ame more beautiful than the beautified 
Indra in heaven. The buildings were of pure white 

Within the walls of the palace were theatres, embellished 
dwelling-houses, and dressing-rooms. There were also 
for elephll.nts, barracks for soldiers, stables, storehouses, 

a treasury, and a temple. The ~ secured fame by 
to the magnificence of the city. It was during his reign 

of merchants established themseives in the city. 
Raja Ram Malta (Kizdra Natk Malia 1}.-The Raja was 

in 564 (A.D. 1277), and died in~ (A.D. IJoo), after a 
23 years. His consort was Sulwmari Bai, danghter 
Lall Sing. In his reign a temple 1las built to the god 

Jin (apparently to the g~tsbllome hero), and coat 
an eDOmlogs sum. The Kamdar (steward) was Jagu Mandhar 
Goho. Tb'e king left four sons. At this tUne the fort Waa 
proved, and various sorts of fire-engines were brought mtO " 
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governor was appointed, with orders to prepare uniform for the 
army. The soldiers learned the use of arms more perfectly, and 
the high renown they bore was sufficient to strike terror even into 
the hearts of the giant race. In this reign no foreign prince 
ventured to attack Bishenpore.1 

48. Raja Birhambar.-He was born in 868, and succeeded 
to the throne in 881 Bishenpore era (A.D. 1596}. He reigned z6 
years. This king had four wives and twenty-two sons. Three 
temples were erected in his reign. The fort received its last em
bellishment, and guns were mounted on the walls. He led his 
forces against the Nawab of Moorshedabad; but, understanding 
that he was the Lord Superior of the country, he paid r67,ooo 
rupees (£r7,ooo) as tribute, and returned to his capital His 
Kamdar was Durga Prasand Ghor. 

·54· Raja Go}al Singh.-This prince ,was born in 975 Bishen
pore era, and died in 1055 (A.D. 1708), after a :ieign of 38 years. 
He was married to the daughter of Raghunath Tungu, whose 
~~_t.::::: ... ~~ Tnn~nhhumi. Five temples were erected in his 
reign. At this time the Marhattahs, unaer tnt:: <.:utwu-...: ' 

Bhaskar Pandit, appeared before the southern gate of the fort of 
Bishenpore. The Raja met them with his troops, but victory 
leaned to the side of his enemies. By the favour of the god 
Modan Mohan, it is said, the guns were fired without any human 
assistance. Among the slain was the Marhattah general. The 
Bishenpore troops plundered the ene"my, and retired within the 
fort. Others relate that the king, by his own prowe$s, slew many 
of the opponents ; but, failing to take the life of the general, he 
declined a second battle, and fled into the fort. Upon this the 
Marhattas renewed the attack, but were effectually repelled by 
the guns. Maharajah Kritti Chund Bahadur of Burdwan also 
attacked Bishenpore, and defeated its king, but soon after joined 
in league with him against the Marhattahs. The king left two 
sons, of whom the elder succeeded hiJ,U. Upon the younger 
was bestowed the Jagir of Jamkundi, which possession his de
scendants still retain. 

[Thus the chronicle goes on. One prince digs tanks and sets 

1 I am unable to identify Ram Malla with the name of any king in the 
chronological MSS., so I give him the date and reign of the thirty·third king 
in the family lists, as he bas that position in my Pandit's chronicle.-Be. D. A. 
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up idols, often representing aboriginal worship ; another en
trade ; a fourth goes to war. The eldest son, if living, 

to the throne, but the others had a right to a suitable 
The Bishenpore family appears sometimes as the 

sometimes as the ally, and sometimes as the tributary, 
Mussulman Nawab, b~t it was formally exempted from 

attendance at the court of Moorshedabad, and appeared, 
English in later days, by a representative or resident at 

Of several princes it is recorded that they en
trade, and that strangers settled in their capital ; one 
two judges, another improved the fortifications ; and 
drop the patronymic of Wrestler (one of the last relics 
aboriginal influences), and take that of Sing after the 
prince (922 Bishenpore era, A.D. 1637). In the 18th 

the family rapidly declined; the Marhaltas impoverished 
famille of 1 no left their kingdom e~pty of inhabit
the English, treating these tributary princes as mere 

added to their public burdens at pleasure, and 
their ruin. ' After the idol Modan Mohan,' a rem-

aboriginal worship, 'was removed from Bishenpore, the 
to fall into decay. Owing to his great indigence, the 

the idol to Gokal Chandra Mittra of Calcutta. 
after, the unfortunate prince with great difficUlty 

to collect the amount required to redeem it, and sent 
to Calcutta • to bring home the pledge. Gokal 

the money, but refused to ~store the idol. The case 
before the Supreme Court at Calcutta, Gd was 

in favour of the Rajah; and Gokal caused a second 
made, ·exactly resembling the original, and presented 

Rajali.' Thus ends the P:aa1dit's cbrODic:Ie.l 

• 
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THE FAMILY BOOK OF THE PRINCES OF 

BEERBHOOM. 

The following is given not for its intrinsic interest, but as a 
specimen of the chronological archives of native houses. The 
original is a Persian MS. obtained from the Rajah's dilapidated 
palace. • 

• 
THE FAMILY BooK. 

This is the family book of the Rajahs of Beerbhoom-setting 
forth the year m wni~..~ • .__.;~: u~~"h ascended the throne, how 
long he reigned, in what place he dwelt, and ot wnat u:;, t.... 

died. 
IS!. Diwan Ranmast Khan Bahadur reigned from the begin

ning of Jeyt Ioo] Bengal era (16oo A.D.) to 1st Kartik 1066 
Bengal era (A.D. r659), when he died of fever. 

2d. Diwan Kwajah Kamal Khan Bahadur, son of the de
ceased, reigned from 1066 Bengal era (A.D. 1659) to 1104 B.E. 

(A.D. 1697 ), and died of fever. His body was buried in the Great 
Flower Garden. He reigned thirty-eight years, four months, and 
thirteen days. 

3d. Diwan Asd Ulla Khan, son of Diwan Kwajah, reigned 
from 11o4 Bengal era (A.D. 1697) to 1125 B.E. (A.D. I]I8). His 
reign was twent)'-one years, one month, and twenty days. He 
named his sons Azim Khan and Badya~ Zaman Khan his heirs, 
and died. 

4th. Diwan Badya Al Zaman Khan reigned from 1125 Bengal 
era (A.D. 1718) to IIS8 B.E. (A.D. 1751). The days of his reign 
were thirty-three years. He named his four sons, Ahmad al 
Zaman Khan, Mahamad Ali Naki Khan, Asd al Zaman Khan, 
and Bahadur AI Zaman Khan, his heirs; and with the consent 
of the other three, raised his third son, Asd Al Zaman Khan, to 
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the throne, on the 1st Bysach 1159 B.E. He died in 1178 B.E. 

His body was buried in the Flower Garden. 
Al Zuman Khan, eldest son, died before his father's 

Rajnagaron the 15th Magh 1169 Bengal era (A.D. 1762). 
was buried in the Great Imam Barah. 

Ali Naki Khan Bahadur died 21st Phalgan It7I 
Bengal era, at Rajnagar. His body was buried side 

with his elder brother in the Great Imam Barah. 
Rajah Mahamad Asd al Zaman Khan Bahadur reigned 

1st Bysach 1159 Bengal era (A.D. 1752) to 1184 B.E. 

7). In 1184, having gone to the city of Calcutta, in
by many noble men, he fell sick of callej, and died. His 

carried home and buried in the Flower Garden. The 
his reign were twenty-six years. [Callej is a sort of 
caused, according to native ideas, by a oird casting his 

on a person.] 
Mahamad Bahadur al Zaman Khan reigned, after the 
his brother, from the beginning of 1185 Bengal era 

78) to 1196 B.E. (A.D. 1789). The days of his reign 
years. During his lifetime, in the year 1193 B.E., 

his little son sign and seal all papers of state, and 
son all the duties and customs of a prince. In 1196, 

of dropsy in the testicles, in his country-house at 
he died. His body was borne to the royal city, and 

Flower Garden. • 
Rajah Mahamad al Zaman Khan Bahadur, on the death 

being a minor, succeeded. He performed the 
royalty, and sealed and signed the state papers. By 
his being a minor, Mr. Keating was Sarbarakar, and 
Nath was ·Diwan. In ·u97 Bengal era (A.D. 1790) 

of age, and obtained a sanad from the Government for 
of Beerbhoom. The days of his feign were twelve 
sick (of Sanjar-Pota), he died on 5th Phalgun uo8 

z8o1), in the. Palace with the· Twelve Gates. His 
buried in the Great Flower Garden. 

Rajah Mahamad Daura al Zaman XJaap reigned in the 
father from uo9 Bengal era (-Ul. +i1__ ..He obtained 

the kingdom from GovernmenTh uzt+•· (A.D. 18JI). 
~g affiicted with San jar, he died in the. ro,ai city oq. ~~ 
Phalgun u6:z (xsss). He named his son Mahamad Jo~· 
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Zaman Khan and Ram Bakshan his wife and heirs. His body 
is buried in front of the mosque in the Market Place of the. 
royal city. 

This family book of the house of Nagar was copied on the 
28th Magh 1271 Bengal era (A.D. 1864), on Thursday (Panch 
Shambah), and finished at 9 A.M. in Soory, according to order, 
by Sheikh Rahm Baksh, Mooktear (my Munshi). 

[I have found it i.mpossible to adhere to a uniform system of 
spelling, as many places have now acquired an official ortho
graphy which it would be mere pedantry not to recognise ; thus, 
Bishenpore for Vishnupur, etc.] 

• 
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TRADITIONS, LITERALLY TRANSLATED. 

I.-FORMATION OF THE EARTH. 

old, all this was a sea ; there were two birds-a drake and 
They were brooding above (the water). Then Marang 

rsuppiDSe'd to be the same as Siva of the Hindus) said, 
shall I place these birds?' He said,"' In the midst of 
there i~ a lotus.' Then he said, 'Who will raise up 

? There is a crab ; go ye and call him.' They having 
the crab, he came, and standing by Mii.rii.ng Buru, inquired, 
have you called me?' 'For this only : could you raise 
earth?' '0 yes; if you command me, I could raise it.' 

crab, taking earth in his claws, and raising it up, the 
washed away. Then Mii.rii.ng Buru said, 'This fellow can 

raise this earth. Who (else) is there out there?' ' There 
one but an earth-worm-king.' ' Go ye, then, and call 
They having called the earth-worm-king, he said, 'where-
Great Lord, (and) Maring Buru, have ye called me~· 

; only, could you raise up this earth here?' 'Yes, 
I could not raise it alone.' Then the Great Lord inquired 

'Who is there out there?' 'No one; only a tortoise. 
would take IQe on his head, I could raise up the earth.' 
call the tortoise.' 
tortoise coming, said, • 0 Great Lordr and Muang Buru, 

have ye ~ed ~e?' 1 No~; only, could you take 
on your head here?' 1 Yes, recoivjng your commands, 

raise it ; but you must chain my four feet to the four 
(of the earth): then I shall be able:..to raise it.' Then 
· chained him (the tortoise),..~m-king ~ 

earth on the leaf of the lotuL 
Then said the Great Lord to MltiDI aura, 'Qo ye, ..,. 

bring us word.' Then Mirlni Buru, ciolcfnding, ctme ancf*• 
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and tried it with the pressure of his foot, but found it unsteady 
(floating). Then Marang Buru, returniag to the Grea~ Lord, 
said, 'The thing is this : it is unsteady (floating).' Then the 
Great Lord said to him, ' Then go thou and sow the seeds of 
grass, and let the roots take fast hold.' 

II.-THE FIRST HUMAN PAIR. 

Then was produced the bena (a kind of coarse grass). On 
that bena the drake and duck, descending, laid their eggs. 
Having incubated, they hatched out two persons (a brother and 
sister). 

After this the Great Lord inquired of Marang Buru, ' How is 
it?' Then he replied to him, ' Only two persons are born.' 
'Well, if they ha,.e been born, let them remain there.' (Again) 
the Great Lord said to Marang Buru, ' Go, look at them, and 
hrin~ m~> wnrn' 'ThPn Maran!! Buru. !:Wing-. saw them, and 
brought word: '0 Great Lord, I went and saw them. They 
have grown up, but are destitute of clothing.' 

IlL-GARMENTS SUPPLIED. 

Then the Great Lord said, ' 0 Marang Buru, take them two 
cloths-one of ten cubits, and one of twelve cubits.' Having 
taken them the cloths, they inquire~ ' 0 grandfather, whither 
have you come ?' ' Hither, 0 grandson, have I come to visit 
you.' 'We are well.' 'Then, 0 grandson, put on this cloth.' 
Then he gave the boy the ten-cubit cloth, and the girl the twelve
cubit cloth. Then the boy's cloth served only .for a ropani (the 
cloth that is attached before and behind to a string passing 
around the loins). ' The twelve-cubit, cloth barely covered the 
girl's loins. 

IV.-THE PREPARATION OF INTOXICATING LIQUOR. 

Moreover, the Great Lord said to him, '0 Marang Buru, go 
and see those two persons.' Then Marang Buru, having been 
and seen them, said to them, ' 0 grandchildren, I h&ve a 
matter to tell you two. Will ye hear me ? ' ' Yes, 0 grand
father ; speak, we will listen.' 'It is this : I give to you two 
yeast. Take it, and put it into a hiinda' (earthen pot). 'Yes, we 
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will do that.' Then they prepared the hiinda; and after four 
days he came (again) t4l see them. '0 grandchildren, have you 
prepared the ltanda, as I told you at that time?' ' Yes, 0 grand

have put the hiinda in order.' 'Then show me what 
done.' Then, having seen,_ he said to them, '0 grand-
fill ye up with water' (the ltanda). They having filled 

with water, Marang Buru inquired of them, ' 0 
have y{)u supplied the water? Then make cups 

0 grandchildren : have you made the cups?' 'Yes, 
we have made the cups.' 'Then bring ·~qem.' 

them, and) said, ' Take, 0 grandfather, and drink.' 
,gr!mdlsOJi\, there is one thing to be done.' They then 

'What is it?' 'First, you must worship (with a liba
Marang Buru' (i.e. me, the Marang Buru) . . 

V.-THE PROPAGATION OF CHILDREN. 

they two, having worshipped Marang Buru, he said, 
ye.' They s~id, ' 0 grandfather, take thou and 

No, grandchildren, take ye and drink.' Again said 
' Drink ye ; I will return home.' Then they two 

became drunk. Mter that, Marang B\J!U returning, 
that they were greatly intoxicated. This one was 

place, and that one in another place. Marang Buru 
thus lying dntnk, drew them together. Then they 

as man and wife. 
next day Marling Buru, visiting them early in the 
saw them lying together, and flll.id, ' Ho, then, 0 grand
are you not up yet ? ' ' Ah, grandfather, this is very 

made' us very drunk ~Y· Oh, shlaQe, grand
so it is. N'ptr, what - M. doie P' 

remaining there,~~ 80DJ ... Mfen daughters were 
two. After a time they were diiven away by the 

VL-Tmt DISPB.lliiOJt. 
1 Under the thorn bush they~ , 
Under the tall grass- they c:mftlled me.' 

being unable to remain longe1 there, they took 
(their children)· to the foot of c~ ChampA, and there 


